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After 100 Years ... The Awakening!

Royal
Opera
Hóu'iréd

The
Orchestra
of
the
Royal
Opera
House
Covent
Garden
conducted hp
Mark Ermler

presents

SLEEPING
BEAUTY

Tchaikovsky L.)

LA BELLE AU BOIS DORMANT • DORNROSCHEN

Tchaikovsky's third and greatest ballet score was first performed in St Petersburg 100 years ago.
Now the music is brought to life as never before in this new complete recording by the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden under The Royal Ballet's Principal
Guest Conductor Mark Ermler. It follows their acclaimed recordings for Royal Opera House
Records of the complete Swan Lake and The Nutcracker.
'Fruiter encourages the
orchestra to revel in the
miracles of Tchaikovsky's
orchestration and

'my vote goes to the new
Covent Garden recording.

Royal
Orera
I
louse

The orchestra know the
music inside- out and on

captures the special
atmosphere ola great
drama without words with

4
,41111,
e

effortless ease...
Anyone wanting an
outstanding version of the
complete Swan Lake
hesitate'
should
Hugh Canning
The Sunday Times

NUTCRACKER
CAM MOM,"

1111/1 /n/...UP

Ifti %tit `v.

-,

their own new label they
are clearly determined
to make their mark...
The inclusion of the
delectable Arensky
Variations clinches it .

David Fanning
The Independent

TCHAIKOVSKY: THE COMPLETE BALLETS
THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
Ron 306/0 ( 3(: Ds), ROHM: 300/8 ( 3MCs)

Roll

SWAN LAKE
301/3 ( 3CDs), BOMB: 301/3 ( 3 MCs)

THE NUTCRACKER
ROH 304/5 (2 CDs), ROHM(: 304/5 ( 2 MCs)

Also available: The Essential Highlights
The Sleeping Beauty: ROB 003 ( CD), 11011MC 003(MC), R0111.1 , 1103 ( LP)
Swan lake: ROB 001 ( CD), ROHM(; 001 ( MC), ROBLP 001 ( LP)
the Nutcracker: ROB 002 ( Cl)), RODMC 002 ( MC), ROHLP 002 (LP)
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A Conifer Records Production
CONIFER RECORDS LIMITED, HORTON ROM), WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX UB7 8JL
MIZE

Tel: 0895 447707 Fax: 0895 420713 Telex: 27492
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Is this KEF's best ever speaker? The
KEF 105 3seems to be the culmination
of all KEF's recent research work, with
coincident-source drive- units combined
with coupled cavity bass loading and
ultra- high sensitivity. Martin Colloms'
review begins on page 42. Cover
photograph: Tony Petch.
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Wouldn't it be nice
if all the finer things in life could
be enjoyed for as long as the
new Delta System?
Here at Arcam lincers we don't hold with the belief that, to qualifyfor vintage status, aproduct must
be exceedingly old and covered in cobwebs. Certainly it's true that our top of the range Delta. System will last
for years and years (without being kept in acellar). But you can enjoy its unrivalled smoothness and subtlety
from day one.
The Delta range includes the new 90.2 amplifier (even cleaner and clearer in sound than its
predecessor, thanks to ahost of refinements such as amuch improved phono preamp and more powerful
toroidal mains transformer), its baby brother the Delta 60 (aclassic 'straight line' integrated amplifier), and
the Delta 80 tuner (digital display with twelve presets, six for AM and six for FM plus auser-friendly tuning
knob). Our new 70.2 CD player has twin power transformers to keep the analogue and digital stages sonically
separate, dinunable/switchable141) display to improve sound quality stillfurther, 20 track programming and
.
full

remote control. Last, but by no stretch of anyone's imagination least, comes the remarkable Delta 170,

Britain's first purpose-built CI) transport. Whereas anormal CD player reads the digital data from the disc
then converts it into an analogue signal, the 170 simply does the first part. With breathtaking accuracy'.
need aseparate digital to analogue converter (such as our very own award-reaping Black Box) to
turn the transport's digital output (coaxial or optical) into an amplifier-ready signal.
The Delta System is vintage hi-fi strictlyfor the most demanding audiophile. What's more, you can
indulge in its mellifluousness hour after hour, day after day, year after year. And, unlike vintages of the bottled
variety (and lesser brands of hi-fi too,for that matter), it won't leave you with aheadache.

ARCAM
DELTA SYSTEM

AMPLIFIERS • TUNER • CD PLAYER • Cl) TRANSPORT • BLACK BOX • LOUDSPEAKERS

!lease send me more information on the .-ircain Delta System.
Name:

Address:
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available, engineers can start working on
players to make use of them. Given a
following wind, this means that CD player
specialists may be able to get 7350-ba.sed
players onto the market in 1991.
With the build-up to Bitstream last year.

from Cl).
'hie first market appearance of the
Philips DAC3 converter was as part of the

because although ( by accident or design )
Bitstream players were absolutely unavailable in the l « K until well after Christmas

Sony 630esd ampliticr ( which received its

1989 ( when the ' hi-fi season' was over),
the public's expectation of the new tech-

first review, from Paul Miller, in HFN/RR.
Sept '89 ): this used the original 7320 chip
in normal single- ended mode. However,
the Philips C[)840 implementation used a

nology prevented it from buying anything
else in the meantime. Philips, having
hyped its new technology, expected con-

pair of chips, now improved and desig-

sumers to go for the old technology 'while

nated

mode: one

stocks lasted'. But then, with the tenacity

stereo DAC carried the L and R signals,
while the other was fed digitally- inverted
data to give — 1. and — R signals. Op- amps

which the rest of the world admires, the
Japanese were catching up again, at least

7321,

in

differential

then added I. and R differentially, to
produce 21. and 2R at the output. Doubling the output level in this way' provided a
6d11 improvement in noise performance
(and hence dynamic range). This allowed
the Philips CD840 to provide a respectable measured performance.
An alternative differential configuration
appeared in the Meriqian 208 player

in marketing- hype terms.
The new Philips DAC, which will facilitate Meridian- type implementations and
allow designers to choose their own
digital filters and op amps, ought to allow
Bitstream to reach its full potential in
reasonably-priced players. It is believed
that Philips, along with its subsidiary'
Marantz as well as the secondary manufacturers which depend on Philips components, will offer only 7321- based Bit-

(reviewed in HFN/RR Jan 1990, by Martin
Colloms). here the datastrcam is proces-

stream product for the 1990-91 season.

sed so that one DAC3 receives l.+ and 1.—
code, while the other receives R+ and

But we will report the ' Bitstream llpdate'
in full in next month's issue.

mode rejection within each individual
DAC, for better nulling of linearity errors

HiFi News & Re‘ord Review is published monthly on the
third Friday of she month preceding cover date by Link House
Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA UK.
Link House Magazines is amember of the United Newspapers
Group. 0 Link House Magazines Lid 1989, all rights
reserved. Reproduction in whole or part is forbidden, save with
the permission, m writing, of the publishers. Distributed by
UMD, 1 Rome!! Road, London N7 7AX. Tel: 071-700
4600. Typeset by Marlin Graphies, Sidcup, Kent. Printed by
Passmore International, Maidstone, Kent. ISSN 0142-6230.

HARRIS

the IC could be hard put to it to provide
the full 90dI3 dynamic range expected

R—. This exploits the benefit of common-

ABC

STEVE

Philips clearly wanted to get ahead of the
Japanese competition. Cynics would say
that the Consumer Electronics sales wing
of the Dutch giant succeeded in this,

tion. But, restricted to a5V power supply,

Carol Walker

I
II. FI NEWS 5 RE( :(( SRI) REN'l FM'

for each channel and two op- amp stages
for analogue output. With DAC3, the

did not rely on precise electrical values
within the chip to give accurate quantiza-

Subscription Assistant Carlyn Rainford
Publisher

low-

controlling the transport. From a manufacturing point of view, the essence of
'one- bit' was that, unlike ' 16-bit' chips, it

Assistant
Ad Sales Secretary

audio systems. A single

voltage 1.S1 IC contained the digital filter
noise- shaping stages, plus separate DACs

number of chips needed to build a CI)
player was reduced to two, the other one

Manager
Advertisement
Sales Executive

building-block for designers of
audiophile-standard CD players or con,
verters than the current ' 7321' DAC3, on
I
which current PDM designs are based.
DAC3 was originally conceived for
easier and cheaper manufacture of CD
players for personal/portable players or

Contributing Editor

Design Consultant

stream idea, to the Press. This new Bitstream chip may provide a more suitable

and suppression of power supply problems. Meridian's design required the use
of a special circuit with additional external op- amps. A similar principle is used by
Arcam in the DAC built into the Delta Ill)
pre- amplifier ( this issue, p55).
Designers have proved that it is possible to produce very fine- sounding Cl)
players using the 7321 DAC3 chip, but
they have done so partly by deliberately
not using the chip in the way it was first

Next month
Does Carver's Silver Seven ' 1' really do
what Carver claims? Find out in the
August issue which will also feature the
Canadian Classé amplifiers, and a major
'buying guide' test survey of CD players,
August also brings our coverage of the
Summer CES, Chicago and there will be
reviews on affordable products from Linn
and Nagaoka. Music features will include a
profile of Roy Goodman of the Hanover
Band, plus more CD and LP reviews than
ever. Finally, Technics hi- ti worth more

intended. Things should be different once

than £ 2200 must he won in yet another

designers get their hands on the new

mouth-watering free-entry competition.
On sale Friday. July 20th: order your copy

7350 chip, which is intended to go into
production this August: when chips are

now.

le-
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Thorens TD 166

One label we have no
objection to other people
putting on us.
When the TD 166 deck was given the ' Best
Buy' award by HiFi Choice magazine, it came as
no surprise.
When they awarded the TD 280 the same
accolade, it was only to be expected.
Even when the TD 160 was given the ' Highly
Commended' award by What HiFi, we merely
nodded in agreement.
You see, the HiFi press is only stating what
we've known all along; that Thorens is one of the
finest manufacturers of record decks in the world.
These awards are atestimony to over one
hundred years in the pursuit for perfect musical
reproduction.

TD 280

TD 160

TD 316

Don't just take our word for how good they
are.
Listen to the experts and then hear : tfor
yourself.

Portfolio Marketing, 67 New Road, Little Kingshill, Great
Missenden, Bucks. HP16 OEU
Tel: 0494 — 890277 Fax: 0494 — 890277

TD 320

ACCESSORIES

CHESKY
THE SAMPLER

A test CD that's useful and fun. If ever adisc earned an
[A*:1*1 rating for gloat' factor, this is it
oftware offers from the

Accessories

Club have always been

chosen for their musical as well as their sonic worth. After all,
HEViRR produces its own comprehensive test Cl), so we see
no need to bombard you with every single CD available today:. But
Norman and David Chesky, familiar for both superior reissues of
classical milestones and for their own fresh jazz recordings, have
produced acombination sampler test CD.
After nine Jazz selections. each ashowcase for the company's
proprietary 128- times oversampling technology, the Cheskyjazz
.tiorpler Vol Ioilers conclusive tests to show the existence of such
disputed characteristics as ( I ) image height, ( 2 ) stage width
brTorril the speakers' edges. ( 3 ) stage depth and ( 4 ) absolute
polarity. These illustrations are so vivid that they can be used to
silence those who argue that such sonic properties are ' imaginary'.
This disc settles it, once and for all.
First, you're treated to aseries of spoken tests which illustrate
truly wide left/right imaging. These are followed by the
revolutionary LEDR ( listening Environment Diagnostic
Recording ) tones created by FASI for studio usage which show
vertical reproduction capabilites with both a straight up' path and
an arc. ' Ibis is just about apparent even in humble systems, so the
sceptics' poorly- installed gear will not be able to obscure the
evidence. ( You, however, with your carefully- installed system will
enjoy far greater image height...) Next up is an utterly convincing
test using voice and tambourine which pro% us the existence of
front- to- hack depth, right down to announccii wilts concerning the
distance of the voiceitambourine from the microphone.

CLUB
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Two absolute polarity tests follow, using asolo trumpet, then a
selection by the David Chesky Band. Again, only: astubborn fool
would deny: the difference. ( Note that this will also show whether
or not your system inverts, because the first of the two recordings

NAME ( caps pesco

in each test will sound more coherent and convincing on a

ADDRESS

non- inverting

S\ stem.

If the second sounds better, then your

system is inverting. But don't lose sleep as it's no value judgement
when you realist that few recordings are totally non- inverting...)
Next, ti) wind up one camp in the digital vs analogue debate.
there's adisplay of amaster tape ( first generation ) recording
followed by a 100th generation digital copy:, while the last test the 'ionizer - sh(iws how apoor ( 1) player or aI) A converter can
cause the ' digit

is' which the subjectivists were lambasted for

identifying by th( p.e who deemed CD as ' perfect'. The tests
compare I28- times oversampling with a ' standard' 1);A converter.
One listen and you'll understand how digital recordings can
massacre the natural decay of notes. Lastly are some squarewaves
for those who have test equipment or want to destroy their
loudspeakers for insurance purposcs.+
mmm
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THOROUGHBREDS
Since 1962 we have received eighteen prestigious awards for our precision pick-up arms. One of the models
shown here could well transform the performance of your deck and cartridge, realising, probably hr the first
time, the full potential of your L.P. records. Glance through one of our instruction books, sometime; 24 pages
with more than 40 illustrations, to appreciate the attention to detail. Only SME arms provide the precise
adjustments essential for true cartridge performance and the build quality to minimise sound colcuration.
Insist on SME, the thoroughbred arm, to update your present equipment.

eimmoieeeW flagship of the range,
acknowledged by leading international
authorities with the Audio Component of the
Year Award in Japan, the Federation of
British Audio Award for Excellence and the
Absolute Sound International ' Golden Ear'
Award for Pick-up Arm Design in the United
States.

owes much to Series V
technology. Although at alower pr ,ce, it
retains the unique one-piece magnesium
tone arm, dual lock base and other advanced
features. Selected for the Federation of
British Audio Source Component of the Year
Award, 1988.

a3LIMORM IV

mmnoxe
0 embraces three models:
the 309,310 and 312. The influence of the
classic Vwill be clearly seen but here the aim
has been to meet the needs of abroader
market in which price, alternative arm
lengths and an interchangeable shell facility
are important considerations. The Series 300
offers performance and manufacturing
excellence unmatched by many more
expensive arms.

g

•

The best pick-up arm in the world

Write or phone for advice and descriptive leaflets. Our sales
and service departments would be happy to hear from you:

SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN44 a
,
GY, England.
1111 (0903) 814321
,
.. j(0903) 814269

COMPETITION

W IN1
SONY ES
SYSTEM
WORTH £2000
TFIE QUESTIONS
I. What special 'high end'
brand name preceded ' ES'
some years ago in Sony's
separates range?
a): Extra Special

£2000 OF STUNNINGLY SENSATIONAL Sony separates are
this month's delight in our easy-to-enter competition.
Sony's root faith in digital audio is that technology has the
potential to expand the existing parameters of music. Thus
in its flagship hi-fi series under the ES banner, Sony says it
has the capability to capture both the spirit of the
performance and the individuality of the musician.
The ' ES' range ( derived from
Sony's original ' Esprit' nocompromise hi-fi range and
founded on the same design
philosophy) includes a selection of CD players, amplifiers,
cassette decks, tuners, speakers and even aturntable — each
designed as a no-compromise
performer in its own right.
Respecting the requirements
of UK hi-fi users, Sony's. ES
project has included the
involvement of British audio
consultants.
FIRST PRIZE in this exciting
competition includes all you
need to assemble a complete
CD-based music system. Centre stage is the widely
acclaimed CDP 557ES CD
player — the first player in the
world to incorporate an 18-bit
dual D/A converter. Complete
with remote handset, this is
truly a full-featured machine
boasting variable headphone
and digital outputs. For
amplification we've the ideal —
Sony's compact TAF530ES,
capable of around 90W rms it
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

can handle five different
sources. No system would be
complete without speakers
and we're pleased to be able to
include a pair of APM66ESs
with APM type accurate drivers. As Sony's top-of- the- range
they deliver what you'd expect
from a heavyweight speaker
design. With a 601itre cabinet
and three-way sealed construction, the units are finished in
hand-picked veneers of natural
walnut.
In addition we're offering
TEN RUNNERS UP afree copy
of our Test CD worth £ 11.95.
An absolute must to check that
all's well with your system.

b): Esprit

4. Who features with Johnny
Cash, Waylon Jennings, and
Willie Nelson on the CBS issue
of ' Highwayman 2'?
a): Kris Kristofferson

C): Extended Standard

b): Lou Reed

2. What is different about
Sony's new CDP790?
a): 1-bit pulse D/A converters

c): Jeff Healey

b): digital outputs

5. The ' Four Temperaments'
were ...
a): atuning system devised by
Bach

c): heavy chassis

d): Suzanne Vega

d): three feet
3. Sony's speakers use 'APM'
drivers, what do the initials
stands for?
a): Analogue Pulse Modulation
b): Assisted Perfect Midrange

b): subject of asymphony by
Nielsen
c): the names given to the
strings of aStradivarius
d): part of the 12- tone system
of composing

c): All Programme Monitor
d): Accurate Pistonic Motion

17:

2: 111

3: 111

4:

5:

The Rules
I ) The competition is open to UK readers only. All entries must be on the entry form
provided: photocopies will he accepted hut only one entry per reader will he
considered. No other correspondence must be included with entries.
2) There will be no cash or other alternative to any of the prizes offered. The
winners will be the first correct entries opened.
3 ) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated companies, or of Sony or its

HOW TO ENTER

agents, will not be eligible.

Simply answer our five questions and send your entry form
to reach us by 31st July 1990.
You'll find the information you
need in this issue of HFN/RR.
Then mark your envelope
'Sony Competition' and send it
to: Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Editorial Office, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA.

carried out. The Editor's decision will be final and binding; no correspondence of

JULY 1990

)All entries must be received by first post on 31st July 1990, when judging will be
any kind will be entered into regarding the competition.
5 ) The prize winners will be notified by post and the results will be published in the
November 1990 eddition of HFN/RR.
(» ) Entry to the competition is taken to indicate acceptance of the rules.
Names and Address

Daytime tel no
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MUSIC

BY

NUMBERS

A range of musical instruments handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

No 26. DUAL MONAURAL PRE- AMPLIFIER

No 23 DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 25. DUAL MONAURAL PHONO AMPLIFIER

No 27

No 20.5. CLASS A MONAURAL REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER

No 29 DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG. TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

VIEWS
HFN/RR commended
Dear Sir, Iwish to commend HFN/RR for
the nature of some of its loudspeaker
reports. The procedure of testing several
units together in agroup is agood one,
since it offers areference, of sorts, and
makes it easier to build up acompendium
of tests that readers can work with. It also
makes for amuch more exciting bit of
literature. Iwish more testers in the USA
did that sort of thing. Ido, however, have
some questions and observations
regarding the lengthy equipment tests.
First, Iam curious about the listening
distances involved in your subjective
analyses. This does not so much involve
room size as it does the simple
relationship between the speakers under
test and the listener's ears. It is well
known that loudspeakers with wide and
uniform radiation patterns can sometimes
generate driver/cabinet interference
effects that muddy the sound when
auditioned from close up. However, such
systems often do an excellent job of
creating arealistic panorama and
delivering flat power to alistening room
when auditioned from alonger range. At
the same time, speakers having arather
narrow front radiation angle and minimal
diffraction effects usually have excellent
imaging and outstanding clarity when
heard from aclose listening distance.
However, systems of that type, because of
their often irregular extreme off- axis
performance ( beyond 45 0), often do not
do well at delivering flat power to aroom
— requiring special room treatment to do
their best at any listening distance.
Distances are as important as room size
and shape, room treatments, and even,
possibly, as the speakers themselves.
The problem of listening distances, for
example, relates directly to your test of
the Allison CD-6, in the Nobember, 1989
issue and the test of the Allison CD-9in
the April, 1990 issue. While you gave the
CD-6asubjective rating of 54%, you gave
the CD-9only 50%. A close look at the
objective data in each test shows the CD-9
to be ameasurably better speaker. Yet,
because the CD-6 uses only two drivers, it
should have fewer problems with driver
interference effects and could, possibly,
sound better to some individuals than the
CD-9, when auditioned from close up and
at moderately low volume. Of course, this
is assuming that your comparison was
done in real time, with both pairs side by
side, and not at a5month interval.
In your speaker survey summary, it is
obvious that anumber of ' line source'
systems rate very highly. These are mostly
'dipole' types, which radiate substantial
energy from the wall behind them. When
auditioned from close up, such rear wall
reflections can add an open, threedimensional quality to the already
detailed sound which results from up
close listening, especially in the central
'sweet spot'. Yet, we have to ask ourselves
if such synthesized ambience is relevant
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to the reproduction of sound or simply an
embellishment.
In their paper, The Acoustic Radiation
of Line Sources ofFinite Length
(presented at the 81st convention of the
AES, November 12-16, 1986, in Los
Angeles, California, USA), Stanley Lipshitz
and John Vanclerkooy, of the Audio
Research Group, University of Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada, concluded that finite
length line sources, whether monopole or
dipole in design, have irregular response
within the near field ( the far field is nearly
impossible to get into with such designs,
when auditioned in typical rooms), which
is distance dependent and so directional
as to be nearly impossible to correct with
electrical equalization. In light of what
this paper presents, how do you justify
your ratings of the various line source,
dipole speaker systems?
The problem of near/far listening
distances has interested me for some time
and Ihave dealt with the subject in a
number of essays in various American
journals. The problem with line source
systems is also nettling, given the
popularity of such devices with the
initiate, and Iwill be dealing with it, as
well as with listening distances, radiation
pattern, power response, and other
assorted audio and video questions in a
book, which should be in print in early
1991, in the USA.
Because Iam always open for new
material on the subject, Iwould strongly
appreciate any input you might have
regarding what Ihave discussed above.
Howard W Fersder, Florida, USA

Martin Colloms replies
Howard Ferstler is correct in pointing out
difficulties with larger line-source systems
related to room size and acoustic, and
more specifically the subject distance. For
my tests, and partially depending on
speaker type, the subject listening
distance lies in the range of 3to 5metres.
Regarding the Allison models, in
absolute engineering terms Iam sure that
the CD9 outperforms the CD6 but such
relationships are infrequently shown
when good, unsighted listening tests are
concerned. Under these conditions
clarity, low coloration, good dynamics
and fine stereo will generally outweigh
engineered virtues such as low distortion
or bass response extension, and correctly
so in my view. Who wants acar with a
powerful engine and achassis incapable of
handling it? With afew exceptions the
speakers reviewed, including the Allisons,
were assessed as alarge group with the
listening extending over two weeks. The
point to make about the line and dipole
models is not one of technical superiority.
Their results are sufficiently critical of
position that for apanel five listeners
working in amoderately sized room I
found it remarkable that this type did so
well. The score sheets showed that
despite balance and focus problems for

some panellists they nevertheless
appreciated the lack of coloration, the
natural dynamics and excellent clarity. I
feel that good dipoles are appreciated
despite their room and position,
dependent effects, and not because of
them. Ihave studied the Lipshitz paper
and can confirm certain aspects of
measurement and usage agree with that
commendable analysis. Yet it should also
be noted that the authors were careful to
state the conditions and simplifications
used in their analysis, ie left right
symmetry, astraight vertical line form, a
full frequency range element, and no
baffle. Neither is the usual floor boundary
included. In the real world line-dipole
designers have addressed the theoretical
problems in apractical way and have
found effective solutions. These include
split frequency range operation ie two or
three way design, asymmetric geometry,
optimization for apartially off-axis listener
position, trapezoidal diaphragm
geometry, and finally the bending of a
long vertical line element to help launch a
coherent wavefront. These matters are
covered in better detail in the
forthcoming fourth edition of my book
High Performance Loudspeakers.
Ijustify my ratings for sound quality by
using my ears and those of my colleagues
to best effect. How else would you
suggest it should be done?
Martin Colloms

Simplistic of Notts
Dear Sir, Ithink Iam missing the point.
Can you, or anybody else help? My
problem is this; Ilisten to music for
enjoyment.
Ihave read the `CD vs Vinyl' debate, the
'Can you really hear components?' debate,
the ' How can you listen to music properly
when you don't give it your full attention?'
debate, and all the other ' How could you
possibly think that?' debates.
Call me simplistic if you like, but the
reason Ilisten to music in the way Ido, on
the hi-fi Ihave, is for enjoyment ( there's
that word again). Of course Ilisten to
what other people have to say, but
ultimately Imake my own mind up. And
how do Ido this? Simple; Ilisten.
Mike Whitehead, Nottingham
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The new Celestion 3brings anew
dimension to the kw.' budget speaker
And with il the features and builtin
quality you expect from Celestion.
Available in walnut or black ash vinyl it
will re•awaken your music listening
experience with arich new sound.

THE CELESTION 3.
A NEW JEWEL IN THE CROWN

CELESTICIII

Aft 1 MX rie
%up 5st
Celestion International Lld, Dillon Works,
Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP

VIEWS
FRMS us to you
Dear Sir, Ihave recently become involved
with the Federation of Recorded Music
Societies, and it occurred to me that there
may be many of your readers who are
unfamiliar with our organization.
The Federation comprises some 270
gramophone and recorded music
societies around the country, who aim
through their presentations to encourage
the enjoyment and appreciation of the
classic repertoire. Programmes are
speech- based on awide variety of topics
with extracts from commercial
recordings, and may be given by members
or invited guests.
In fact in my own society the roster of
visitors has included several music
lecturers, aretired impressario, an
international organist, apast chairman of
the English Song Award and the Secretary
of the British Musical Box Society ... to
name but afew!
In fact if any reader is interested in
finding out more about their local society,
please write to the Federation Secretary,
Gordon Sidery at, 3Stratford Way,
Macclesfield, Cheshire, SKI I8XT.
IBailey, Publicity Officer, FRMS

Furukawa responds
The design and manufacture of cable is a
subject which we believe, possibly duc to
aplethora of conflicting claims from
vendors in recent times, has led to agreat
deal of confusion with the hi fi buying
public and we regret, given the time
available to us. that our necessarily brief
seminar fell short of Mr Barry Fox's
aspirations ( Technology April'90).
The articles written by me and referred
to by Mr Barry Fox on the technicalities of
cable design, are translated from Japanese
to English and no doubt fall short of that
which may have been written by an
English-speaking author. Isubmit
however, that they do cover, in some
detail, findings based on our extensive
research into audio cables. Therefore for
Mr Barry Fox simply to make the claim
that we at Furukawa believe that skin
effect is the main culprit for degradation
in sound quality is very far removed from
the conclusions detailed in these articles.
Mr Fox makes the point that our
PCOCC cables exhibit less skin effect than
standard copper; that's agross oversimplification of the facts, since every
conductor depending on its diameter and
frequency has askin effect. It's not
PCOCC which contributes to skin effect,
but other factors in our cable designs.
That's not to say that high purity mono
crystal PCOCC isn't an important factor
which contributes substantially to
conductor quality, but the quality of
PCOCC has nothing to do with skin effect.
PCOCC does have distinct advantages
insofar as it exhibits fewer impurities; it
has no crystal boundary or grain in the
signal path; it has aclean conductor
surface due to alack of friction in the
extrusion mould process; it exhibits
lower gas content — all of these contribute
to alower attenuation from mechanical
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEV1 -
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energy in the audio signal path.
Readers may care to write to Quantum
Audio ( PO Box 26, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire.
Scotland KA3 7BN ) for infirmation on
continuous casting, and apaper published
by The Institute of Metals. London and
entitled ' Solidification Processing 1987'
detailing the proceedings of the third
international conference organized by the
Dept of Metallurgy at the University of
Sheffield.
I'm confident that the magnitude of
improvement which may be derived from
the use of quality cables is often of a
higher order than may be achieved by the
purchase of expensive new components
within the hi fi chain and any Furukawa
appointed retailer will demonstrate the
improvements our cables make. Ihardly
think ` fashion' is adescription for such
designs. the culmination of which can
achieve highly rewarding improvements
in listening pleasure.
K Negishi, AV Cable Eng Section, The
Furukawa Electric Co, Japan

Hopping mad
Mon cher 'cad 'lifer, It yes wiv great
sorrow zat ze common toads ( Ribbit y
Cymru branch ) read your offerings in IFi
Gnus October '89. p 39.
Our DIY 'ero, Ben ( flashing knobs)
Duncan, ('ailed in Wales ) 'as finally
produced abalanced input design for ze
moving coil doobbrie. All seemed to be
perfect, until we placed our magnifying
glass over ze ' tech- spec'.
We found, to our 'orror zat not only ' ad
we (sic) been rejected. to ± 0.1%, but by
up to 70 den Buncans, ze swine ( pig sic).
If zis was not enough, it ' ad all been
carried out wiv ze destructive RIAA
(Really ' Ideous Against Amphibians)
equalized drive — for ze udder nonamphibious reader: zeDitch-likerS Guide
to ze Fallacy states ` ze most destructive
drive in ze universe is ze unequalized
wildebeest migratory drive across ze
Masai Mara, but 'oos river is it anyway?'
Ze only way you can save yourselves
ces for Herr Kessler to frog march BD off
to ze tower of zc chateau, and torture
wiv astrange device until edesigns a
balanced output power amplifier, and
none of zose 'ot bottle jobs, we lost two of
our members last week on adirectly
'eated pentoad, and contrary to rumour,
zey don't grow again.
We would point out zat ze article by
Barry ( Ohno 'ope ) Fox contained too
many scaley errors, if'c looks at ze
frequency graphs in your organ ( ze ones
with ze abscissae labelled, shame on you )
'e will see zat all ze frequency plots are
logarizmic. For ' im we recommend 'e

Terms of endearment
Dear Sir, Ifancy Iam not alone in being
puzzled by some of the terms used by Mr.
Colloms and others in describing the
sound quality of CD players. Taking them
alphabetically:
Bass Rhythm, Slam, Speed and Timing.
Apart from ' Slam' which baffles me, I
suppose these mean that the machine
alters the intervals between notes instead
of following the intervals dictated by the
disc. Is that really possible? If they do not
mean that, what do they mean?
Bass drive. Iam baffled again.
Dynamics — lack of. Does this mean that
the machine reduces the difference
between the softest and the loudest
passages?
Treble Liquidity. No offers.
Ifully realise the difficulty in describing
the quality of sound reproduction in
terms which the reader will understand
but Ishould be obliged if Mr Colloms
would attempt to define the above terms
and any others Imay have left it out.
Iam not anewcomer to sound
reproduction. Ihave been listening to it
for over sixty years and have been reading
HFN/RR since the first issue.
Gerald FOldacre, Newcastle, Staffs
Taken in context, these terms should be selfexplanatory. However, afeature on listening tests
and scoring will cover review jargon — Ed

Taking up the gauntlet
Dear Sir, Done! On behalf of us who know
that science must prevail, Iaccept Martin
Colloms's challenge ( March HFN/RR).
If Martin can capture areal difference
by listening, and I'll go into what that
means later, then we will explain it in
terms of existing scientific knowledge,
which we colloquially call Ohm's Law.
What alternative is there? Only some
new and as yet unpostulated effect,
perhaps to become known as Colloms'
Effect. Sir Martin Colloms FRS will then
have made asignificant contribution to
science. I'll commission the bronze bust
which will grace the entrance hall of the
IEE in Savoy Place and Peter Baxandall
will write his biography.
So what do we mean by areal
difference? By definition it is adifference
which exists independently of the
observer. In other words, it must he
possible to perform the experiment in
Dennington Park Road, or here in
Iluntingdon, or in Waterloo, Ontario, or
in Malvern with different observers and
get the same results. The tests must be
double blind. Procedure must follow
sound statistical principles to avoid
unintentional bias and to make it certain
that any positive result obtained is not

divides ' imself by 1000, or listens directly
to ze national grid through cables of'is

due to mere chance.
Finally, the experiment must be

choice.
Is it not time we tadpoles all grew up
and started to call inertly cast copper —
Oxide Free — and not oxygen free?
Now back to ze bogs to catch up on
some reviews ... rcadit, readit, readit
M Beef, for ze free amphibians of
Wales, Aberalfonus

properly documented if only so that it can
be repeated.
Ipredict that Martin will discover that
real differences are much more difficult to
pin down by listening tests than he
imagines, but look forward to explaining
them in relatively simple terms.
Ross Walker, Quad Electroacoustics
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e=rAUDIOLAB
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POWER

PRE•AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

with minimal facilities, but that can be rather awkward

Accurate, powerful and load tolerant. The Audiolab
8000P is everything you'd expect from asophisticated
modern design and a perfect match for the new
generation of bi-wired and bi-amped speakers. Play it
gently and you'll appreciate the natural, detailed sound.
Turn up the volume, and with over 100 watts per
channel of real power, you'll notice how the 8000P

o o o
Scmetimes it is fashionable to boast about amplifiers
when you're faced with areal HiFi system! That's why
the Audiolab 8000C pre-amplifier includes correctly
matched inputs for your CD player, MC and MM phono
cartridges, tuner and tape decks. With the 8000C you
have flexibility plus outstanding sound quality. There are
even two sets of pre-amp outputs in case you decide to
connect more than one power amplifier.

always remains totally in command with exceptional

Call or write for information and details of your Audiolab dealer:

dynamics and asuperb stereo image.

Cambridge

Systems

Technology

Limited,

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE 18 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521.

VIEWS
On the Slate!
Dear Sir, Iread Ken Kessler's review of
Partington's SAM1 speaker stands and, at
the price, was moved to buy apair. They
were unobtainable locally so Irang Peter
Partington on Monday 2nd April. The very
same day Idespatched my cheque which
did not leave this village until 6pm. My
stands arrived at my front door at 9.30 am.
Wednesday 4th April. These stands allow
my speakers to make beautiful music.
Surely, acompany of this calibre needs to
be made known to as many people as
possible.
The speakers sitting atop those stands I
built myself from kits obtained from
Wilmslow Audio. Another firm who
deserve apat on the back for a
magnificent product, excellent service
and sound(!) advice when the customer is
in doubt.
DC Fairbairn, Pontefract, Yorkshire
Bet you were surprised when your Partington Sams
turned up looking not at all like the Slate Audio
stands in our picture — see our grovelling apology
in the May issue — Sub Ed

Sale, or return?
Dear Sir, Doubtless you will have
received letters from time to time
complaining that the validity of reviews
must surely be called into question by the
fact that the experts so often disagree
about aparticular model from one
magazine to another ( discounting of
course the rabid, fiat-earther end of the
hi-fi press). A notable example is the
Pioneer PD91 CD player, the judgements
of which differ considerably between
your magazine and Hi Fi Choice.
As it happens, Ihave had four PD9I's
through my system in the last 12 months
and every one has been different. Sadly,
none have been quite as good as the y'ery
first one Ihad and fell in love with —
somebody else snapped that up whilst I
was sampling aSony 557ES prior to
reaching afinal decision.
The second one was so awful Itook it
straight back to the shop and demanded
another. The third was afew degrees
better and Ireluctantly accepted it on the
basis that each replacement was taking
weeks to arrive, and Imight have still
been rejecting replacements six months
later. Also, they were no longer being
imported direct from Japan, but via a
European stop- off point when the power
supplies were modded for UK; so, instead
of having 240V printed on the boxes, a
240V label was/is stuck over the 220V
print. Ihad bad premonitions of that
between samples Iand 2.
Time went by, sample No 3didn't
mellow with burn- in and still sounded flat
and strident so Itried the Covent Garden
Records £ 55 modification. That only
made about an ounce of difference I'm
afraid and, when the machine was
pinched by burglars amonth ago. Iwas
not very sorry at all to see the back of it.
However. Istill had ayearning to see if
afourth one might rekindle the magic of
No Iand, hey presto! it's pretty close,
certainly close enough to warrant
urn NEWS
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purchase. So after 12 months, lots of
frustration, wasted expenditure, a
burglary, and four P1)9 1's Iam finally a
satisfied CD user.
Oh yes, Ialso had 2PD7100's along the
way and they were different from each
other! Aplug here is due to Paul Roberts
I
Ii Fi of Gloucester Road, Bristol, for
having been so accommodating with
loans of about nine machines and for
being so forebearing of my demands. They
even gave me avery good deal on my
second actual purchase.
For reviewers striving to achieve ever
better standards of thorough, responsible
and credible journalism, this issue of
significant sample variations must surely
point towards the need for multi- sample
assessments, amajor factor in rating a
model's worthiness to compete in an
increasingly diverse and crowded
marketplace.
Julian Stevens, Bristol

Pioneer replies
May Ifirst clarify afew points regarding
this player and the samples which were
supplied to reviewers. As originally
planned, we at Pioneer Great Britain had
no plans to import the PD- 9I into the UK,
and there was, as aresult, no 240V
production. However, certain of us in the
company managed to reverse this
decision, and arranged that we would take
the European 220V version, which would
be modified at our headquarters in
Belgium. Thus, every machine sold in the
UK has been amodified 220V version. The
PD- 9I belongs to our ' Reference Series' of
product, which is distinguished by the
lacquer finish, known as llrushi. All items
in this range are individually checked at
the factory in Japan to meet the required
standards. They are thus more likely to be
of the sanie performance than would be
the case otherwise.
Three machines were taken from the
first delivery to be used as press samples.
These were first plugged in to ascertain
that they' functioned, in order to prevent
wasting the time of reviewers, and then
hand delivered by myself to the required
destination. In many cases, this meant the
reviewer's house. The machine tested by
Martin Colloms for HFNIRR was in fact on
its second test by the time it arrived at his
home. In effect, there is no reason why
any' of the machines which actually
reached the shops should have differed
from the review samples in any way.
Indeed, there have been no further
incidences of complaints of this nature, a
matter Ichecked after aconversation with
Mr Stevens at the
90 show.
The PD- 91 is asuperior product. As
such, it is susceptible to small changes in
ancillary items, including amplifiers,
speakers, and the type of cables used in
the system. Reviewers have different
priorities on sound quality, some, for
instance, feeling that imaging is of prime
importance, whilst others dismiss it as
irrelevant. If Iwere to read two reviews
from different people that came to
identical favourable conclusions about

the same item, Ishould suspect either that
indisputable perfection had been
obtained, which is unlikely, or that the
same reviewer was writing under
different names.
lowever, the PD-9I. like all CD players,
is acomplex item, being amixture of
finely t
uned electronics and even more
finely tuned mechanical sections. One of
the reasons there are so many power
supplies and regulators in the player is to
prevent, as far as possible, increased drain
on, for instance, the tracking servos from
interfering with the performance of the
electronics. Nothing is perfect, of course,
and there could exist asituation where
damage occurring in transit could lead to
apparently adequate functioning of the
machine, but take the edge off the
subjective performance. When Isay
'damage' in this context. Imean the sort of
heavy knocks the unit might receive in
the hands of acarrier, but which would
not be visible as physical marking of the
case. That being said, Imust also state
that, personally. Ihave not come across a
sample of the PD- 9Ithat did not perform
superbly. There are, after all, seven transit
screws on aPD- 91, designed to prevent
just such damage.
The sort of'fault' that could occur may
be to the linear motor tracking, or
perhaps to the laser pick-up itself. If these
are not correctly aligned, the effects will
knock on down the line. However, such a
fault should be easily correctable. Ican
make no comment on the effectiveness of
the Covent Garden modifications, except
to say that in such acase the guarantee
with Pioneer becomes null and void, and
thus lies with the supplier of the
modification.
As almost all Pioneer review samples
are identical to the models available in the
shops ( the exceptions having been those
times when amagazine has been eager for
new models to complete agroup line-up )
we would have no objections to multisample reviews, as long as the reviewer
would be willing to obtain models from a
dealer or other source. This would give
the surety that the tested sample was
identical to those available to the public,
and also prevent the Financial Director of
Pioneer GB from calling for my head for
too great an expenditure.
Performance variations due to the
causes suggested above are likely to occur
with any,mechanical device. All we can do
is try to prevent is as far as possible, and I
would suggest that we succeed in this aim
better than most.
Doug Randall, Product Manager,
Pioneer HiFi GB Ltd
Readers' Letters
We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.
I5
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Absolute Sounds is acautious company — and rightly
so. Only by taking the time to understand and fully
appreciate aproduct can Absolute Sounds present it to
the most discerning Hi-fi clientele. That's why Absolute
Sounds always ' gets it right'.
Finally after many years of auditioning all the likely
candidates, Absolute Sounds has found an Electrostatic
loudspeaker which meets its high standards. Martin
Logan has developed the electrostatic principle to a
level of refinement which offers the kind of
transparency, coherence and bass extension necessary
to fulfill the Absolute Sounds criteria. The CLS Il and
the ' entry level' Sequel Il speaker systems have proven
to be perfect matches for Audio Research's valve
electronics while the flagship model — the statement —
could redefine the state-of-the-art.
Write or phone for perceptive advice
and details of nearest dealer

AS
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
58 Durham Road, Wimbledon,
London SW20 ODE
Tel: 081-947 5047 Telefax: 081-879 7962

Air Tangent • Apogee•Audio Research
California Audio Laboratories • Counterpoint•Davidson-Roth
Owned Audio Limited•Entec•Goldmund•Jadis•Kinergetics
Koetsu•Krell • Madrigal • Magnepon•Martin Logan • Micro Seiki
PS Audio•Sonus Faber•Well Tempered Lab
Wilson Audio•Win Research Group

'I have the simplest of tostes
fam always satisfied with the hest
Oscar Wilde

NEWS
The future of Ambisonic surroundsound recording system now looks
much brighter. Nimbus Records,
which has used the technique on its
recordings since 1972, has secured
rights to the Arnbisonic technology.
An agreement between Nimbus and
British Technology Group covers all
worldwide patents granted or
applied for, except those for microphones. Few manufacturers have
produced decoders and, apart from
Nimbus recordings and those on
the York label, the record industry
has largely ignored the technique.
However, both BTG, astatutory Corporation and Nimbus are now more
optimistic about the future of Ambisonics. According to Roy Eason at
British Technology Group: ' Nimbus
has certain contractual obligations
under the Licence which we have
been discussing over a number of
years'.
Nimbus's Stuart Garman sees the
agreement as a marvellous opportunity to begin a thorough marketing programme in an effort to
promote Ambisonics worldwide. In
this endeavour he has already
mounted a one-week visit to Japan
to demonstrate the capabilities of
the recording technique. It is probably the first time that any licensee
has taken Ambisonics to the electronics capital of the world.
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Pioneer

has

developed

two

integrated

amplifiers specifically for the UK hi-fi market. This is the first time the GB
wing of the company has been permitted research and development
engineering to design electronics solely for 1K distribution. Until now
Britain has simply seen Pioneer products which have been designed for
the much larger European market hut with a 240V mains option.
Considered by Pioneer

(
di

to be

'truly no compromise' designs, the
30W/ch A300 and more powerful
50W/ch A400 integrated amps
have seen UK engineering input
and listening tests A five point
design concept was adopted by
the engineers at the Omori plant:
shortest signal path, implementation of 'Super linear Circuit' to
reduce distortion, clean ground
system, anti vibration lionc otub

chassis, and high quality low impedance drive compatibility allowing
connection of ' difficult' loudspeaker loads down to 2ohms.
Attention to detail in the new
i)roducts has resulted in a 3-core
mains lead, and the ability to
accommodate bare speaker wires
or 4mm plugs in both models,
while the £ 230 A400 includes a
ni c phono input. Pioneer GB lid.
Greenford tel 081-5 - 5 5- 57

Digital Audio Tape has been given a
reprieve by members of the professional recording industry. Following the publication of attacks on the
medium because of a claimed
deterioration after a number of
head passes, Sony's David Bush has
gone on record as saying ' there
have been no problems at all in
using DAT in a professional
environment'. While admitting that
a learning curve was normal with
any new format, he highlighted the
recent IBA research which showed
'outstandingly good results following tests conducted over a 12month period'. Meanwhile computer manufacturers have been quick
to recognize the potential of DAT in
data storage applications, with Hewlett-Packard and Sony jointly
developing the DDS system specifically for the purpose.
According to David Bush, DAT is
probably the only tape format on
which the information layer is completely covered by aprotective film,
thus avoiding tape flaking. He
points to its high electromagnetic
density, making it very resistant to
data loss to such an extent that even
bulk-erasers do not pose a threat!
With the many technical reasons for
arguing the robustness of DAT,
hardware manufacturers have now
shown confidence in this format.

The latest addition to the Monitor Audio loudspeaker range is the
Monitor 11 infinite baffle model. Using two 165mm impregnated paper

OEM

cone drive units which are both actively driven, the speaker's cone area
is increased to produce a claimed low and controlled bass with increased
power handling. A low-pass filter is incorporated in the lower bass unit
which effectively means the upper bass drive carries on to integrate with
a 26mm alloy dome with vented voice-coil and magnetic fluid cooling.
The 11's cabinet, finished in black lacquer, is strengthened with a

News from Aiwa is that its new
range of hi-fi separates is to he
manufactured in the company's
British factory. The production
line in Gwent has, until now, been
concentrating on midi systems.
Expansion at the plant is able to
accommodate manufacturing
capability for CD players and cassette decks. Opened in 1980, the
South Wales operation is now
employing a little under 500 staff.
Recent building work has resulted
in 250,0(X) square feet of workspace at the Blackwood site.
Aiwa was conscious of the need
for a greater UK involvement not
only in manufacture but design,
and is to launch three new Cl)
players. The cheapest, XC-333 at
£149, employs Philips 16- bit -Itimes 0/s digital circuitry and a
20-key remote; at this price point
Aiwa hopes it will be among the
cheapest ' branded' players. An 18bit 4- times 0/s chip set lies at the
heart of the SC- 555 model which
will sell for £ 180, while the
flagship SC- 777, with a price of
£220, is based around an 18-bit
8- times 0/s DAC and Aiwa's ' Pure
C' circuit. This is intended to aid
the digital transfer and allow more
accurate disc reading to reduce
errors. These models will be fol.lowed by new amplifiers and a
tuner with UK design input later in
the year. Details from Aiwa UK tel
081-897 7000.
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figure-of-eight horizontal MDF brace intended to reduce coloration and
improve stereo focus. In design for well over ayear, this latest model is
truly British.

Its cabinet,

built at MQ in Essex,

and specially

commissioned drive units from a UK source are assembled at the
company's Cambridge factory. With an expected price of £299 per pair,
the new speaker measures 421x203x238mm (hwd). For further information contact Monitor Audio tel (0223) 242898.
This is not alate April Fool - Peter
Walters of Norwich is marketing a
scaled, 21 litre, concrete speaker.
Designed to overcome the problems associated with traditional
cabinets, a special low density
concrete is used for the enclosure
resulting in a weight of 20kg.
Peter's aim is to remove panel
vibrations without bracing and yet
avoid excessive mass. The Faraday
is handmade and uses KEE drivers.
Price per pair is £ 295 plus stands.
Faraday Sound, 248 Hall Road,
Norwich NR1 2PW.

Pro styling is behind Akai's latest
addition to its Grand Excellence
range of hi-fi separates. The GX65
three-head cassette deck incorporates dual capstan and is covered by
a 10-year guarantee. Dolby B & C
are included along with HX Pro.
Variable bias accompanies an electronic tape counter and memory on
the facilities front, which also
boasts an MPX filter and auto tape
select. The basic price is £300 whilst
there is an option of a full remote.
Akai LK tel 081-897 6388.
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APOGEE
•
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•
CLASSÉ AUDIO
•
DAVIDSON-ROTH
•
GOLDMUND
•
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•
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•
KRELL DIGITAL
•
KRELL REFERENCE
•
MAGNEPAN
•
MICRO-SEIKI
•
SONUS FABER
•
THETA DIGITAL
•
WILSON AUDIO
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'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI 17HL
Telephone Andover ( 0264) 57536

IITH•910
the music .... ATH-910

A

'closed type' headphone
offers high quality personal
monitoring without sound
leakage to the outside world.
Large diameter yet low

AWARDS
WARDS

RECOMMENDED

weight drivers bring that

extra touch of class when listening on portables
too. Audition this award winner soon !
SEE YOUR A- T DEALER OR CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 0532-771441

audio-techruca
INNOVATION

PHONE
0474 S611521
FAX
04743337E2

CI

PRECISION

P.

INTEGRITY

M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTRON HOUSE. SPAINGHEA0 ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHF_AD RD, ISRAVESENO, KENT MITI RHO

HIL/FI Valves

TUEX
966371
TOS-PM

Over 3million valves available from stock. Please
phone for acompetitive quote.
We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; awide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves;

* Low-microphony

PH1LIPS/MULLARD

specially selected valves

GENERAL ELECTRIC

E8OCC
25.00
6L6GC ECG
10.50
6201 GOLD PIN 7.50

E88CC-01
ECC81
ECC82

6.95
2.50
1.85

12AT7/ECC81
12AU7/ECC82
12AX7A/ECC83

3.95
3.95
3.95

EL86

3.50

ECC83 Super

3.50

6CA7

E88CC
E182CC

6.95
7.50

ECC88 Super
EL84

3.35
2.50

6L6GC
5751WA

ECC81
ECC82
ECC83

3.50
2.50
2.50

EL86
GZ34
6L6GC

2.75
4.50
4.50

6080
6550A
7027A

8.50
13.95
12.50

12.50
4.50

6550A
7025

9.95
3.50

7189A
7868

7.50
8.50

KT88
PL519

16.00
5.95

EL34
EL84

TEONEX TESTED

SIEMENS

2A3
6B4G

E88CC
ECC88
E8OCC
E81CC
E280F
E288CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
EL34

6E105
6CA7
60J8/ECC88
6SN7GT
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
211
845
E186
KT66

12.50
10.50
0.95
3.95
1.50
3.15
1.95
0.95
1.50
14.95

8417
KT66
211

6.50
3.50
25.00
5.50
1950
17.50
3.50
2.50
2.50
4.50

10.00
9.50
5.50

9.95
11.95
25.00

•

23.00
3 50
‘, 00

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD lry4
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How to buy , You may phone our sores desk 0474
560521 124 hour answering serylcel and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
some day
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WHATIfill?

Your chance to be alone with

Oil

UK orders p&p CI 00 per order
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost
Ill -
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EVENTS

B&W,

a name behind speaker

27JUNE 1990: Roksan

designs for

Evening in Wilmslow. Call

decades, has created a new com-

two

and

a half

Aston Audio on (0625)

pany to handle a truly revolution-

582704.

ary range of products. The first

17-22JULY 1990: British

design from Rock Solid Sounds

Music Fair, Olympia, (trade

Incorporated is a very unusual

only 17- 19th). Contact 071-

small speaker in the same vein as

730 7852.

B&W's

30JUNE-1JULY 1990:

reflex-loaded model was designed

Definitive Audio's Open Day

by Morton Warren whose aim was

LM1

from

1983.

The

in Brighton featuring Voyd,

to create a compact unit radically

Audionote and Snell. Contact

different from rectangular boxes.

(0273)208649.

With

13-16 SEPTEMBER 1990:

maintained to 70Hz, this figure is

The HiFi Show at

further extended to 50Hz when the

Heathrow's Penta Hotel,

Solid is wall mounted — some-

a claimed

bass

response

(trade only 13- 14th).

thing easily accomplished with its

Sponsored by HFN/RR, call

unique ball-joint bracket which

081-686 2599.

doubles as a stand. At a mere'

3-9 OCTOBER 1990: HiFi

223x163x150mm (hwd) the Solid

Cologne ' 90. UK contact 081-

is available in a choice of six

681 8166.

modern finishes from£189 per
pair. B&W tel (0903) 750750.

A complete music library on a
single disc. That's the technological claim of Californian-based
Fast-Trax who has announced the
musical Archiver. The company's
breakthrough in still frame audio
has permitted the encoding of up
to 150 hours of mono or 23 hours
of stereo hi-fi on one side of a I2in
laser disc — enough for about 1000
songs per disc. Inventor Karim
Lakhani proclaims 78dB of dyna-

mie range and 11kHz frequency
reproduction in stereo, while
work continues to improve the
specifications. The Archiver uses
an encoder comprising three IBM
AT computer boards. Major advantages over conventional methods
are said to include reproduction
quality, speed of retrieval, and ease

Hi-fi on the high seas is a reality
with Pioneer's latest speakers.

water resistant polypropylene
woofer built to take even adirect

Designed to withstand a tough
marine environment, two models
offer 120 and 100 watts music

jet of water. A special protective
car radio cover is also available to
keep the rigours of the sea at bay.
Pioneer Electronic Belgium. Tel
010 32 3750 0511.

power, with stainless steel mountings and an injection moulded

of cataloguing, as well as the ability
to store graphics of album covers
and sleeve notes.

Hi-fi's new season has brought -a wealth of CD player announcements
from the major manufacturers. Philips is poised to release its Bitstream
CD850 model at £ 399 while from Japan, Sony has announced the
inclusion of its own PLM ' 1-bit' technology in its 1990 CD player line-up.
The Philips unit is built around a
rigid diecast chassis with aluminium facia and twin Bitstream
chips working in differential mode.
Considered to be a highly specified player, it includes double FTS
and title storage for displaying
track names on replay. Bitstream is
to be extended to a range of new
players in September including the
CD642 and CD63, while arevised
version of the Philips CD610
(Mark II) will continue to use
conventional 16-bit technology,
although with the addition of scan,
edit and headphone volume.

Meanwhile, for the UK, Sony is
equipping even the ' budget' end of
its new line-up with 1-bit pulse
DIA converters including the £200
CDP790. Labelled as ' High
Density' the player features full
remote with drawer open/close
and volume control. Output
options are fixed and variable
audio together with optical and
digital sockets. Custom Edit,
manual fader and auto/music
search are all included in this
entry-level machine. The range
will be complemented by other
models later in the year.

As plans are finalized for the first
HiFi Cologne show ( October 3-9)
it has been revealed that the
exhibition will feature a High End
Club. Intended to provide aspecial
environment for international benchmark products, it will be located
in the heart of the HiFi Cologne
complex. Some 2,000 square
metres is to be set aside as the
crème de la crème is presented in a
spacious and sophisticated setting'
including sound studios. Outside
these booths it is hoped that priority will be given to the visual
images of exotic hi-fi products.
Although October seems a long
way off, the organizers are recommending early bookings. UK contact Tony Pittman 081-681 8166.

Japanese headphone manufacturer
Stax has introduced two upgraded
electret headphones in the UK.
The S1134 and S1184 are now available in ' Pro' form complete with
energizer for £ 140 and £ 219
respectively. Representing the
'budget' end of the Stax range, the
designs have benefited from athinner diaphragm which is now
4microns compared to the original
6microns. Claimed sonic improvements are better bass response, a
higher SPI., and awider frequency
response. Owners of older SR34
and 84 models may take advantage
of an upgrade service operated by
distributor Path Premier who is
able to replace the electret plates.
Contact Path on ( 0494) 441736.
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Oxford Audio Consultants

Make The Smiths
Crisper

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

ficaf
NEWS
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.
DEALER.AWARDS.
REGIONAL NOMINEE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.
Featured systems this month:
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRYSTALETTE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSICS 30
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4
MADRIGAL PROCEED CD
and
REVOLVER TURNTABLE
MARANTZ CD40
CAMBRIDGE P50
JPW SONATA

..‘tutoQuEsT
(A1111:
If you're using cheap wire. you probably
don't realise how much better your system
could sound., simply by changing to one of
..ludioQuest's specialist speaker cables.
.-ludioQuest cables are the simplest.
most cost-effective way to dramatically
improve your
performance. What
described the effects like this:
',Orals were smoother and more spacious.
with layered productions coming over with
greater clarity:
They also pointed out, quite rightly,
that ' km don't need to own asuperli system
to enjoy the benefit. So long as there's a
decent signal comingfrom your turntable
or CD player the cables are likely to be an
effective upgrade'.
There are nine speaker cables in
the .. ludieQuest range, one to suit every
budget. (So ifyou do own asuperfi system.
our top of the range ,, ludioQuest Clear will
be just the ticket.)
lip find out more about hou,AudioQuest can realise your hi-/i's true potential,
whatever sort of music you listen to, call
at your nearest Arrant dealer.

Also on dem:
NEW Proceed CD — Home trial available
Nakamichi CR3 * ThetaNega/Nebula 9411
Proton A13000 * Marantz CD5OSE/60SE/80
SD Acoustics OBS * Wharfedale 505.2
Rogers LS7t * Aragon D2A * Cambridge C/A 100
Sonus Faber * Krell KSA80 * Cambridge CD3
Nakamichi CDP2 * Marantz ST60/50/40
Formal opening hours: 10am-6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday; closed Monday
Individual consultations bookable
Home demonstrations apleasure
Custom Home Installations
Full service back-up
Part Exchange
Instant Credit
Major credit cards accepted
Mail Order Service Minimum Oy
Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio
Technica, Cambridge Audio, Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD
Acoustics, Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Discwasher, Foundation, Hunt EDA, Kim ber, Lift,
Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape, QED, van den Hul, Cardas Cable, Shan
Acoustics, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, Revolver, Philips, JPW, Revox etc.
MARANTZ DIT1
Upgrade your CD player with this
amazing black box
home trial— no problem!

NAKAMICHI CR1
Now£295.00
Incl. 10 free tapes

Part-Exchange Barga -ns include:
Audio Research DI15 II £ 1595, Magneplanar MG1b £ 595
Linn LP12/Ittok £550; Sumo Andromeda £499
Roxannefrabriz/ATS5 £650, STD Acoustics STD3 £ 195

ARCAM
1511.1.41i Phi WM IOUS
111(«11 t»I PHOIH(I' IN 711E1 It

Err more information and details ofyour nearest . 1ream dealer
please telephone or write:
I&R Cambridge 1,• ' fed Denny Industrial Centre. Unterbeaeli.,
Cambridge ( 215 9111. England. lidephone: (0223) 110%1 (21 hours)
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Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack
Ill 11 \ l 'k5 RI ( () RD RI \ IF
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NEWS
PHILIPS CONSUMER ROW
A row has broken out between
electrical giant Philips and the publishers of Which?. The magazine's
April issue contained a report on
the reliability of CD players.
Although the CD610 qualified for a
'Best Buy' rating, there was mention
of 'a slight distortion problem',
while a reader survey highlighted
that an average 14 per cent of players had problems, a figure which
rose to 18 per cent for Philips
models. Philips, however, has challenged the reliability of the Which?
tests calling them ' ludicrous', and
'quite meaningless'. According to
Philips, very quiet piano music was
played through headphones at full'
level — but the publishers, Consumers' Association, said the test had
been conducted at normal volume
and that Philips had acknowledged
the fault and selected a substitute
DAC on later models.
The Philips' spokesman said that
there was general concern at the
way Which conducted its tests, and
he felt the magazine was ' doing
itself and its readers a great disservice'. In its defence, the CA said it
was surprised by the Philips' attack
as Which? had been using the test
procedure without complaint for a
number of years. Other best buys
included the Rotel RCD855, and
Technics multi-disc SLP-C20.

RIBBONS AND BOWS
Yes, 11F,Vilii? readers have done the
impossible. The response to the
Celestion Acosustic Ribbon speaker
competition ( March 1990) was phenomenal, with alarge proportion of
correct entries. The right answers
were 1.1); 2.A; 3.8; 4.1); 5.1); and 6.B.
Our first prize winner, now the
proud owner of a pair of Celestion
7000s, is Mr L Thompson of Droitwith, while second prize ola pair of
3000s went to John Morton from
Guildford. Ten runners up received
a copy of the IIEV KR latest Test CD
11. Congratulations to all our winners, and a big thank you to everyone who participated.

MUSICAL FIDELITY T1 AREALITY
Seen in prototype at last year's HiFi Show and launched in Bristol
at HiFi 90, Musical Fidelity's Ti tuner has now reached hi-fi
dealers. The slim- line design costs £249 and, finished in matt
black, is intended to match the company's B1 integrated amp. A
full-digital, quartz- locked FM synthesized tuner, the Tl features
include 8 station pre-sets, auto-seek, mono/stereo inter- station
muting, and signal indicator. Musical Fidelity, 081-900 2866.

CRAFTED STORAGE

11111111r4
Software storage cabinets need not
consist of self- assembly laminated
chipboard, thanks to craftsman
John Storrs. Based near Chichester,
his workshop has now introduced
arange of music cabinets. Ideal for
sheet music, II's, tapes, and CDs, a
modular construction allows custom design to meet individual
requirements. Poplar and sweet
chestnut are the standard woods
used, with doors to keep dust at
bay an option. Prices start at £ 260,
plus delivery and VAT. For details,
contact ( 0243) — 6263.

LINN REVAMPS INDEX
Linn Products has completely
redesigned its entry-level loudspeaker. Only the name, Index, is
shared with its predecessor. Now a
19mm polyamide dome HF unit
with aluminium voice coil provides for enhanced power handling while a 160mm bass unit with
pressed steel chassis and aluminium voice coil coupled to its
lightweight rigid cone is said to
provide controlled bass.
To accompany the Index and
other Linn speakers, the company
has developed its Ku- stone stand
which employs an upright column
of bonded flint to create ' an absorbent but rigid assembly enabling
improved sound quality'. The
stand's base is made from aheavy,
5mm steel plate masked by a
decorative moulding allowing topadjustment of the spiked feet. An
adaptor kit for the £99 design
permits the Ku-stone to be used as
ageneral-purpose stand. Linn Products Ltd, tel 041 -6•14 5111.

BRIEFING
ACOUSTAT has selected newly

INKEL, the Korean audio

the Royal Society for the

ORTOFON UK has extended its

created Reference Imports of

manufacturer behind the Sherwood

encouragement of Arts,

cartridge-exchange scheme to

Heathfield, East Sussex as importer

brand, is to build af3.2m CD

Manufacturers and Commerce.

include all moving-coil models, not

and distributor for its speakers

player factory in Northumberland

Linn was selected as one of six

just its own. The scheme allows a

including the Spectra 11 at £1095.

creating 150 jobs.

finalists from 80 entries, for its

discount around 20 per cent to

Other models include the 1100 at

INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS

courage to revolutionize hi-fi

Ortofon purchasers. Details from

£1475 together with the 2200 and

AND ELECTRICAL

manufacturing and engender a

3300 to be launched in the Autumn.

INCORPORATED ENGINEERS

conviction and commitment in its

(0753)889949 or local dealers.
QUEEN'S AWARDS for export

Contact (04352)4481.

has appointed Major General GM

workforce.

Achievement have been presented to

ATC has appointed anumber of

Hutchinson as its first President,

MAPLIN ELECTRONICS has

Mordaunt Short (part of TGI),

new dealers following the launch of

while Brian Curd has been elected

introduced anew computer graphic

Sharp Manufacturing (adivision of

its SCM20 speakers. These include

Chairman of the Council.

equalizer complete with spectrum

Sharp Electronics UK) and, for the

University Audio in Cambridge,

JEFFRIES HI FI of Brighton had a

analyser and four memories to its

third time, Sony's Bridgend plant.

Chew and Osborne in Saffron

Meridian 207 CD player stolen

catalogue. Tel (0702) 554161.

THORENS products will continue

Walden, Amadeus Sound in Sutton

after an attack on the shop's

MUSICAL FIDELITY has

to be handled in the UK by

Goldfield, Aberdeen's Audio Suite,

window. Any information to

produced triangular, open-frame

Portfolio Marketing this despite

and Vic's Audio of Eastbourne.

Brighton CID on (0273)606744.

stands at £59. Intended to partner

recent claims by Goldring that it

CELESTION is to increase its

LINN PRODUCTS has won the

the MC5 speakers by ensuring the

had acquired distribution. Contact

Ipswich production capacity by over

northern final of the Management of

bottom-firing port is not muffled,

(0494) 890277 .

30 per cent as work starts on an

New Ideas Award — an initiative of

the design will suit other models.

VITAVOX's new high power 12in

additional 25,000 sq ft building.

cone driver, the Music monitor

DUAL turntables are to be

MM300, has aquoted response of

distributed by RAM Projects, a

50Hz-5kHz and power handling of

new company formed by Messrs

400W rims, 800W continuous.

Ratchford and McDonald formerly

Based on adiecast aluminium alloy

with Hayden Labs. Contact 27

chassis, afibre cone with fabric

Stretford Motorway Estate,

surround is combined with acopper

Trafford Park, Manchester.

wire voice coil. Tel 081-952 5566.
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Masterlink ( black) Silverteflon Interlink.
Masterlink ( blue) Silverteflon Interlink.
Masterlink Super Speaker Cable
Masterlink Powermaster AC Cord.
MANUFACTURERS:-

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
Amplification by Croft Acoustics,
Albany Music, Sound Design & EAR.

Your AC Power Cords are magnificent - amajor breakthrough
GLEN GRUE: CLISSE AUDIO INC.
We at Wadia Salute You - agreat product
WARREN WEINGRAD, W - WAUDIO INC.

US REVIEWERS.
Use %lasterlink ( Mack) as the hest sounding Digital Signal
Link you can huy - regardless ()( price. lis the hest
investment value you can make.
INTERNATIONAL .
41010 REVIL'W No.57

UK REVIEWERS.
Strong, dynamic sound ( black)
MARTIN COLLOWS. 111-F1 NEWS il VE 1990.
Seamless & cohesive ( speaker).
KEN KESSLER HI-FI NEWS OCTOBER 19119.

Klipsch Horn Speakers,
Mentor and Space Deck Turntables,
Mentor Arms & New Space Arm.
London Supergold, Garrott, Decca,
Garrott P77. Most cartridges
can be sent to Nottingham
Analogue Studio for microscanning.

The Masterlink cable ( power) is shockingly good.
ROY GREGORY NW CHOICE.

mots

We are 3minutes from junction 27 Ml.
Telephone: (0773) 762947

IR DANE LANE. 1% ILSTE31). BEIWORD 11k45 1111
Telephone 0234 741152. Facsimile 0234 742028

The Koss JCK-200
Wireless Headphones
Now you can enjoy all of the benefits of headphone listening with no
strings attached. Roam around the room, dance to aCD. listen in
bed. Or whatever else moves you.
Whilst the cord may be missing, the great
sound of Koss isn't. The jCK-200 comes complete
with soft pneumalite ear cushions that seal out
outside sounds to provide afull frequency
response with ultra-low distortion, yet they
weigh amere 10 ounces enabling you to enjoy
hours of comfortable. fatigue-free listening.
The system consists of atransmitter and
battery powered headphones. 'lb use it. just plug
the transmitter into the headphone jack on your
receiver, amplifier or VCR. switch on the
ICK-200S
transmitter and the headphones. and you're
Wireless
Headphones
ready to go wireless.

ICK-200T
PielSrllit ter

lb appreciate this new Koss
technology, go to your nearest
Koss dealer and ask for an
audition. One listen and you'll
never sit still for ordinary
headphones again.

KOSS
The word on everyone's ears

HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ. Tel: 071 607 2717

Please send me full details on the jCK-2110 and the full range of Koss headphones plus the address of my nearest (lealer:
Name

Address

Postcode
11111
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NEWS
ANOTHER KOREAN BRAND

SEEING DOUBLE

Hot on the heels of Inkers
Sherwood range,

There has been an un-

Ssangyong

expected clash in the

is to create a UK division to

use of the scarce two-

launch its products in Britain.

pound coin in tape

Said to be the fifth largest

promotions. Cassette

corporation
company

in

will

Korea,

the

establish

its

headquarters in Slough. Some
thirty products spearhead the
new

brand's

line-up

which

will include hi-fi component
systems,

music centres

and

radio/cassettes. The company,
which also offers OEM branding, has a claimed workforce
of 25,000 worldwide.

manufacturer Agfa obtained

NEW RANGE, NEW DACS
Another one-bit DAC has appeared, this time in the latest Yamaha range
of CD players. Its S- Bit technology is found in the CDX-1030 which, at
£500, incorporates Class A audio amps, independent circuit boards and ' a
massive low-pass filter'. A wide range of features has been included here
and on the CDX-930 ( L-350) with its digital volume control, program file
and memory back-up. Yamaha has developed its single- bit technology in
a bid to impress even those who doubt the ability of digital audio.
Including a3rd- Order noise shaper using the MASH technique developed
by NTT, digital noise is shifted out of the audible band into ultrasonic
range. Quantized noise is fed back and added to the next data item to
improve sound quality. The DAC employed has 2P\VM signal outputs per
channel to eliminate zero-cross distortion and improve linearity. For
further information, contact Yamaha on ( 0923) 33166

permision from the Royal
Mint to picture the
commemorative coin in a
trade advertising compaign
while rival Scotch tapes

began a consumer promotion
using the coin. A spokeswoman at
Agfa said that the decision to use
the picture was taken becasue it
continued

the

company's

owl

shape cassette theme as well as
reflecting the gold image of the

SR-NS tape.

QED EXPANDS SYSTEMLINE
Two new control options have
been added to QED's multi- room
Systemline range. Master Control
allows connection of up to 8 programme sources switchable to any
room in the network displaying an
engaged signal for sources already
selected. Thus new users of that
source are warned not to alter
settings. Meanie hilt., the new programmable handset incorporates
intuitive colour coding to ease
operation. More details from: QED
tel ( 11 -8a) 2-46236.

Struck last year to mark the
anniversary of the tercentenary of
the English Bill of Rights, the
two-pound piece is to be given
away to customers who collect
tokens on special packs of Scotch
video and audio tapes. Although
they are legal tender, the coins
were not intended for general circulation and Scotch expects that

the majority of the coins will be
as collector's pieces. The
offer closes on 30th September.
kept

SIDELINES
Ian Shaw's article defending CD sound in April. and
the Kessler CoHorns
marathon on the Finial Laser
Turntable in May, reminded me of
1.1) y' 78' disputes in earlier times.
Just as with CD, the I.P was condemned for its false brilliance and
clinical severity, while even the
absence of surface hiss was dismissed by some as a gimmick. Common sense eventually prevailed,
but one striking difference
between then and now was that
opponents of the I.P were mostly
old- fogies who couldn't, or
wouldn't, belie\ e that change for
the better \ea. possible, while
those favouring the new formal
tended to
einithful enthusiasts.
Today, the roles often seem to
be reversed. During 40 years of1.1'.
many of us who enthused over
microgroove discs in 1950 have
had so much trouble with inferior
pressings. etc. that we welcome
the digital medium with open arms
(silence at last!). while the grouses
and gripes about CD tend to come
from young-fogies. for whom the
1.1' comprises some sort of sacred
fetish. These new- age critics treat
vanishingly marginal sonic eftcc is
as if they were world- shattering.
while perversely proclaiming that
digital technology has yet to catch
up with some golden- age LP ideal.
Fortunately, most practical hi-fi
III 11 NEWS et KR.) 10) RFNIEW

people see this scenario as cloud
cuckoo- land, and know that even
quite modest CD players can subjectively match 1.1' sources costing
the earth, while even the latter are
subject to potentially audible restrictions and colorations unknown
to the new medium. Alan Shaw
detailed some of these. and Iwas
pleased to see that in the course of
writing about the Finial device.
Ken K and Martin C managed
between them to concede the
existence of no less than a dozen
imperfections normally subsumed
under
sound'.
One of these, which Martin
defined as ' the resonances and
reflections resulting from stylus tip
reaction energy', has always fascinated me. Many years ago Irigged
up two pickups to play the same
record simultaneously, listening
via pickup No 1 tracing silent
grooves while No 2 ( not connected) tracked heavy modulations. The reactive mechanical
energy released into the disc by
pickup No 2was such that it could
be heard Via No 1. and sounded
just like afaiiit. tonally dim, reverberant version of the music being
tracked by No 2. Now the point is
that, in addition to generating such
vibrations, all pickup cartridges
will respond to them as they
return to the initiating stylus after
multiple reflections
II IN 1990
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the disc.

with the pi itennal to si mild like
added ambience. Divers inats, plat

kept in good order and one uses
cartridge's which track properly at

tcrs. clamps. and various unorthodox disc support systems will
absorb, modify or even amplify

less than :lb( nit 3gms. 1.1' wear is
negligible. Due to the mechanism
of plastic deformation. any 'damage' takes place during the first
playthrough, and there should lie
no subsequent degradation es cn
after hundreds of playing. Vi hat

such vibrations, which may
account partly for the current
three-point suspension craze ( an
idea, incidentally. first in vogue
about 3(1 years ago).
Last year. noting the current
popularity of m- c cartridges operating at 2gms or more. Irepeated
the above experiment with some
contemporary models. The
hypothesis was that the level of
Intra-vins I music induced by stylus reaction forces would vary in
prt portion to the playing weight
required for clean tracking. and
this was indeed the case. Using my
regular Shure VI SA' as a ' gm
reference. cartridges needing 22' !gins generated about -dB more
quasi- ambience. Like signals representing genuine reverberation,
these spurious vibration> are low
in level; but they are there, and it is
intriguing to find them relatively
prominent with cartridges widely
praised for their ' ambience
retrieval' and 'warmth'. Might we
be mistaking tip reaction energy
for recorded reverberation?
Another thought triggered by
those Finial reports concerns
record- wear. Despite popular
notions to the contrary. if styli are

does happen is that records grow
noisier, due either to alien material becoming embedded in the
grooves or to ', last kizer leaching
Out of the vinyl to create colonies
of tiny protrusions. This has all
been known for many years. yet
people still go on grumbling about
record-wear. What they mean is
'noise accretion', and here a
heavier pickup does have the
advantage over its lighter brethren
of pushing more grime to one sick..
But wear or not. there's still a
greater risk of av eidental damage
with LP than with CD. Also,
despite occasional hiccups. those
little silver discs do get us closer to
the master- tapes than the LP can
manage even at its best - as
anyone who has heard original
recordings compared directly with
CDs will confirm. When I tell
musical friends that it is fashionable in some audiophile circles to
prefer the I.P, they congratulate
nie on my wisdom in retiring early
from the hi-fi madhouse.
Jobn (rabbi ,
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REAL HI-FI IN SOUTH
KENSINGTON. .

EPOS •

ARCAM •

QUAD

CELESTION

MUSICAL FIDELITY • SME
MISSION

The Listening Rooms is one of London's best specialist
Hi Fi shops, with the principal staff, John Oliver and
Paul Tam, having over thirty years' experience between
them.
Whether you are thinking of spending £ 300 or £ 30,000,
our aim is always to give the best possible sound within
your budget.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition Hi Fi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year guarantee.
The Listenint; Rooms is London's leading multi- room
HiFi specialist and provides afull planning and installation service.

listening

MERIDIAN

MARTIN

LOGAN •

VDH

AUDIO RESEARCH • DUAL
MARANTZ

YAMAHA

DENON •

NAKAMICHI

ACOUSTIC ENERGY •
SONUS FABER •
APOGEE •

KOETSU

GOLDMUND

CREEK • KISEKI
ROGERS •

REVOX

MAGNEPAN

MICHE LL • DELTEC
KRELL
FHl

SD

STAX

TANNOY • ETC

IISTENIN (,

ROOMS

LTD ,

161 OW BROMPTON RD, 1ONDON, SW5 01J
T1.1.:01-244 7750 ,59. FAX: 01-370 0192
I 071 --

IromM.tv

VISA

FS

6111

kN1- XPR1 Ss

1.XPORT AND CRF.D1T FACILITIUS
Mond.tv

Sàturd.ty —

10am- 6pm

Tubr.Sth krnsingion or Clou,r,ter Rd

KEF CS 3BI-WIRE
Wilmslow's NEW Total Kit for the very popular KEF Constructor
series. The CS3 design is now supplied with split X- over network
plus 8 x30 amp binding post connectors so that Bi wiring is
possible without any modification.
Some components have been uprated and to improve this highly
regarded speaker still further. Wacoustic panels are used to
reduce cabinet induced colouration to an absolute minimum.
The kit comprises bass and treble units, assembled crossovers.
wadding. grille fabric etc. plus flatpack cabinets.
(Accurately machined from
smooth MDF for ease
of assembly)
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Swanage

All roads lead to lemirnemouth

CS 3 Upgrade Kit
(bi-wire. crossovers
and binding posts to
upgrade existing CS 3S)
£59.00 + P&P £ 3.00
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CS 3ibrwirei Total Kit
£187.00 per pair 4.
carriage/rm. £ 13.50

DIY Spx.iêser caldlogue El 50
post tree lexpon £ 350)

grveaem
:8riatoi'"

Dorchester

Dimensions:
526 x286 x237 mm
Response:
55 HZ 20 KHZ
3dB
AMP Suitability: 15-100w
lmpedence: 8ohms
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If you'll) serious about HI-FI
In the South of England
W

Wellington Close.
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford. Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: ( 0565) 50605

,
f

Telephone
orders welcome
credit card

IGif

it svvhere you will find supevb HiFi listening facilities, staff with expert knowk xiqe
and one of the finest selections ofl-h-Fi equipment Inc xling
LINN, DENON, YAMAHA, NAIM, ROTEL, MONITOR AUDIO, NAD,
MARANTZ, CREEK, ARC_AM, NAKAMICHI, A&R, EXPOSURE, CELEST1ON,
AIWA, DUAL, AUDIOLAB, QUAD, PIONEER, TECHNICS, QED,
WHARFEDALE, TANNOY, HECO, SONY ES, SENNEISHER, TARGET,
SOUND ORGANISATION, ROYD, ROGERS and others
If you're senous about IRu you pa ibaby know thou , lames and you prof), ib)y
already know av • riari it • Si et( v •.,••• •Yi•tx,11,ir, lf 1(Ifor 42 years
j

›.21.4H(
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I

18 Westover Road, Bournemouth Tel:0202 25512
Also at 3 Endless Street Salmi:fury. Not all manufactures.
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SHOW REPORT

T

his was Stereophile's fifth
High End Hi-11 Show Since
it started in 1987, attendance by both exhibitors and the
public has steadily increased, with
over 75 exhibitors and an estimated 9000 visitors attending this
show. While no replacement ( at
least as yet) for the high end
elements of CES ( the twice-annual
Consumer Electronics Show for
the trade), the Stereophile shows
have become important enough
for manufacturers to use them as a
showcase to launch new products.
Though it originated as a dealer
show, the High End show quickly
evolved into being at least as much
a manufacturer's as a dealer's
forum.
What really is the benefit of
these shim s? They certainly give
consumers exposure to a wide
range of equipment. They allow
consumers to meet dealers at one
single location, instead of having
to travel all over the geographical
area encompassed by the show.
One might hope that they could
offer the consumer a chance to
hear the equipment hut this really
isn't possible, given the conditions
of poor- sounding rooms, limited
set-up time, crowded, noisy and
usually hot listening conditions,
with blare from other rooms and
people talking in the halls.
Assessing a system accurately
usually requires acertain degree of
familiarity with it — sitting at home
listening to one's own system,
some of its flaws become camouflaged as one gets used to them and
tunes them out. But at ashow, not
only is there no chance to develop
any degree of familiarity but ('ne is
also moving rapidly from one system to another, each with widely
differing flaws and different
environments. And to top it off,
few listeners have the experience
to distinguish the sound of any one
component in the system from any
of the rest. So judgment can at best
be made only on a system, not
component, basis.
What these shows do offer,
however, is a great deal of other
'goodies'. live music, numerous
seminars, the chance to talk with
manufacturers, and the opportunity to exchange ideas with all
involved. Regardless of the focus
on hardware, high end audio is a
'people' business, filled with those
who love to talk, exchange ideas
and loudly make their opinions
known. All tongues were spoken at
the show: dealer talk, manufacturer talk, press talk. hobbyist talk,
music talk, along with the full
spectrum of analogises and digitalists, tubists and transistorites,
those prepared to admit that a
broad range of equipment makes
acceptable compromises in
musical playback and those who
boast ' mine's the best' and ' everything else stinks', astance held by
manufacturers, dealers, and users
alike ( though seldom applied to
the same equipment ). It's achance
to mingle, exchange views,
111- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Rush Speakers/Wheaton Triplanar room was analogue only.
Another room displayed a sign
boasting analogue sound ' til 3pm
that day — but I.Ps were still
playing past 4.30. Turntables were,
in fact, well- represented. including
BPI's TNT, the Basis, SOTA (the
Ariadne Signature ), the S4000 top.
of- the- line Maplenoll table, all
with air- bearing arm and platter,
and the Merrill Reference.
On the opposite end of the
spectrum of good sound was an
oasis of silence, the Cardas Wire/
MU room. Here, people could
and did come in to look, to talk
with George Cardas of Cardas
Wire and Scot Frankland of MFA
tube electronics. and to relax

bAT YORK,
NEW YORK...
HIGH END HI-FI SHOW,
NEW YORK

MAS DCC Ifrom Music + Sound Imports

attempt to convert non-believers,
and broaden the understanding of
what the High End is like for the
various others involved.
Stereophile's focus for its shows
is the music, not the hardware.
Several performances of live music
— jazz, Jerome Kern songs, and
classical — were scheduled for
each day of the show, presented by
Chesky Records, Reference
Recordings and Stereophile.
Chesky and Reference Recordings.
along with Harmonia Mundi
USA and Dorian also had rooms at
the show.
Stereophile organized a number
of seminars, on topics ranging
from ' Hearing CD-Treatment Differences': to Contrabassoonist and
Stereophile-reviewer Lewis I.ipnick demonstrating live bassoon
and the impact of audio equipment
on the perception of tonal character, to a panel of speaker, electronics and turntable luminaries on
the future of Hi Fi.
Some dealers and manufacturers
also presented talks. Dealers asked
the manufacturers of some of their
'main' lines to attend the show,
meet the public, and make themselves available to answer questions, as well as to give talks in
their areas of expertise. Some of
the manufacturers who exhibited
independently — in the majority —
also gave lectures, some to large
audiences, as in the case of David
Manley of VTL. This may indicate
the attraction of abroader but still
serious audience, perhaps the
result of a number of recent arti.11:1.1> 1990

cles about high-end audio in news•
papers and magazines. Stereophile
advertised the show quite widely
but also 'qualifies' visitors by its
high ticket price of $25 — a fair
amount to spend just to be a
tyre- kicker, but Stereopbile
seriously attempts to keep away
the time-wasters. The show is
expensive to exhibit at: the price
of the exhibit rooms, plus union
help, plus air fare, hotel room and
food, along wi:h the cost of being
away from their regular business
for over a week of preparing and
working the show, all take a toll
that needs to be justifiable by the
prospect of developing real
interest and real sales
JVC, Pioneer, and Philips —
none exactly known for featuring
'high end' equipment — were
exhibitors, showing in order to
create or to expand their presence
in the high end market. Philips
explained that they were trying to
establish their presence in the
American market as an audio company, where it is widely viewed as
a manufacturer of televisions. _WC
promoted its K2 interface by stating that it ' eliminates digital's sonic
imprint from CD'. Iguess people
are figuring Out that if digital is
perfect, they can't keep building
new ' improved' products. so now
the high end press's complaints
about CD sound quality are helping to write new ad copy.
A number of exhibitors demonstrated with turntables, either
exclusively or alternating with CD
players. The Muse Electronics/

before returning to the fray.
Accepting the reality that you
really can't make a room sound
good at ashow, making it feel good
is a wise alternative.
In terms of sound pleasing
enough to woo one in from the
hallways, Roy Hall of Music Hall
Importers, as always, did his inimitable job, playing real, not hi-fi,
music. Equipment included the
French YBA Class-A solid-state
electronics.
Hobson Ultimate Sound is a
new dealer on the scene, which
launched three interesting new
products: the Avalon Eclipse, a
smaller 2-way speaker, full- range
and floor-standing; Jeff Rowland's
Consummate phono stage and preamp; and really slick anodized
aluminium Band brand equipment
racks. Designers Jeff Rowland of
Rowland and Charlie Hansen of
Avalon were on hand to answer
questions. The front end was a
SOTA Cosmos/SME V arm/Rowland cartridge. While the sound
and the presentation were good,
unfortunately the room was blisteringly hot. The weather was
unseasonably warm; the hotel's air
conditioning not up to the job; and
individual room conditioners were
noisy enough to interfere with the
music and therefore were kept
turned off in many rooms.
Despite a significant downturn
in the economy, particularly in
New York since the Black Monday
October 1987 stock market crash,
audio dealers in the area have been
increasing their footage and even
starting up new businesses, as in
the case of Hobsons. Another outfit making anew start with the new
decade is The Cable Company, a
mail-order retail source for interconnects, speaker cables and
power cords. It offers a ' lending
library' of demo cables so that
customers can audition wires in
their own systems before buying
and choose the wire that performs
well for them
Stereo Exchange, operating in
1985 out of atiny 10th-fl(x)r office
on a side street as a purveyor of
previously-owned high end audio
equipment, now occupies over
35,000 square feet with 17 listening rooms, offers some of the finest
lines of new equipment, and con25
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Vol. 6, No. 2
Hearing a remarkable Hi Fi
system which stirs the soul
and the senses with the emotive powers of music is a rare
experience which reminds us
of what we can achieve. What
we find remarkable about the
products and philosophy of
AUDIO INNOVATIONS is, in a
pair of words affordable
excellence Together, products grouped by this progressive force in British audio
amount to enhanced performance. And as Lnn set the pace
of the seventies, and Absolute
Sounds in the eighties, we
predict that Audio Innovations will at least change peoples' perceptions in the nineties.
Talking about perceptions,
one thing that this manufacturer gives is perceived value.
The products look ànd feel at
or beyond their cost. We
should beg n with the turntables, then talk about the
valve amplifiers but this introduces another " audio innovative" philosophy: tradition.
Where we can imagine other
companies resorting to the
best CD player they can
engineer, we somehow cannot imagine one from this
manufacturer; this is only an
impression and we might be
embarrassed next month —
but Audio Innovations are
committed to the absolute
musical experience. Regular
readers know that, as retailers' we are happy to recommend the best of transistor
and digital products, but we
are ( like Audio Innovations)
unwilling to state that these
devices offer the best reproduction of mt.sic.
We live in a crowded hi-fi
market, so what makes Audio
Innovations so superior that
we believe that their philosophy may dominate the nineties? Simply that like the earlier pioneers we mentioned
they have found a family of
products and nave combined
conservative principles with
radical ones. They are trying
to stabilise and improve a
known standard by technical
and commercial strategy. The
family of Audio Innovation
products consists of Voyd and
Valdi turntables, cartridges
and and cables by Audio
Note, tonearms by Helius,
amplifiers of their own design
and loudspeakers from the
American firm of Snell Acoustics. The loudspeakers are,
however, not the later designs
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but trie work of the late Peter
Snell. And the commercial
strategy is not to win over
Press and dealers, that has
been tried before, but to
acquire the designs and
machinery and learn the
know-how to make products
with which they already have
a long and intimate distribution relationship. In order to
concentrate on the task
aheac, a project safely conserved from obsolescence is
then handed to a trusted but
controlled manufacturing
concern. This even, or especially, applies to the valvemanufacturing plant in Scotland and soon we will be
exporters of valves to Japan!
The Voyd Valdi is a turntable
using two motors, low mass,
high torque — adesign costing
£680. The sound is fast and
dynarnic, free from any thick
euphonic overhang. The Voyd
is admittedly expensive, but
for a ro compromise turntable the quality of construction and execution of the
inspired design breathe all
hallmarks of a lifetime investment in analogue. Three
Pepsi motors are more than
11
/ x better than two, or 3x
2
better than one! Listen and
you will hear, and the reference power supply is more
substantial than most power
amplifiers!
The project to build Audio
Note moving coils in Britain is
the best domestic cartridge
news certainly since the
Deccas. This bold move has
involved substantial training
costs and represents a fascinating reversal of East-West
exchange of technology. We

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street,
Manchester M3 3BN. 061-835 1366

are informed that the existing
models will remain essentially unchanged with the
legendary 102 and 10 Limited
being available, if all goes to
plan, by about the time you
can read this Newsletter. If
used in a sympathetic
tonearm and fed by Audio
Note silver cable into its own
MC transformer, the results
justify the cult status and our
close and serious attention.
The informed reader wil be
aware that real hi-fi glows in
the dark and warms those
long and musical winter evenings. The Audio Innovation
range of amplifiers, from
affordable integrated and pre/
power separates boasts a
series of distinctive house
styles created by a professional firm of designers.
These products offer remarkable value anc where compromises are made they are in
rational and ethical ways.
Some very extreme praise
has been made, regularly and
consistently, across the range
and the years and from one
country's audio journals to
the next. We have yet to meet
a customer who does not
immediately hear the transparent open quality of sound.
And the sound does not hint
at detail by fierce treble or
detached clinical purity.
The most often mentioned
sign that there must be something different, and authentic,
about how these amplifiers
behave is the behaviour of the
power. With Audio Innovations, we have returned to the
days of valve watts; ten of
which fill the room rather than
tickle the ' speakers. Our
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favourite integrated amplifier
is the series 500 ( 25 watts
Class Al and this legendary
design still costs £889. There
is a pre/power amplifier combination to suit your pocket,
but the large range and flexibility might best be illustrated by the series 200 ( costing less than the integrated
500) and the " FIRST AUDIO"
71/
2 watt Class A direct- heated
triode power amplifier which
costs £ 1,369; small wonder
that the reviewers cannot
believe the price! But if you
can stretch the budget to the
SECOND AUDIO monoblocks
at 15 watts then the price is
£2,579 per pair including VAT,
musically crushing competition at several times the price.
The series 1000 offers the
industry's most flexible preamplifier
options
to
accommodate your personal
requirement, at a lowest cost
but highest performance. You
can opt for analogue or
digital, powered or passive,
electronic or transformer
matching pre- amp. As
always, your dealer can offer
guidance. Transformers have
been neglected since transisstors removed the need to
interface the correct load to
loudspeakers; however by
then, new techniques had
designed the humble transformer to well beyond the
weak link it once was. You
really should hear what a
good transformer can do inline. The enlightened cartridge manufacturers all
recommend or make transformers. Even the CD leaders
Marantz market such transformers. These devices have the
cor -ect characteristics and
linearity for almost all tranducers. The series 1000 transformers cost £ 349 for the
Audio Note or other MC; or
£489 for the CD built-in to the
line level passive preamplifier.
The New Music Room
In the middle of July we will
move from our Glasgow shop
to a totally new Music Room
at 98 Bath Street ( tel. 041-332
5012). In the first two weeks,
we want to sell everything
rather than move it so prices
will be up to 50% off in a
genuine once- only opportunity. Don't miss the very product you wanted; by phone or
personal visit. We'll keep it for
you.
Happy listening.

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow G2 5QY. 041-248 7221
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tinues to buy and sell fine used
audio equipment. Threshold held
its first public showing of the new
FET ten e' Series pre-amplifiers in
one of Stereo Exchange's rooms at
this show.
Sound by Singer has also
recently expanded into larger,
handsomer quarters. Products
making their New York public
debuts in Singer's showrooms
included three new speaker systems: the British Acoustic Energy
AE- 3; the Martin-Logan Monolith
Ill electrostatics with integrated
woofer system; and the Hales
Audio System Two Signature,
which positions the two bassmidrange drivers symmetrically
above and below the tweeter, with
external bi-wirable crossover and
Cardas Wire. Digital news
included Meridian's 208 CD
player, the first production player
to use PDM Bitstream technology;
three D to A converters, the Aragon D2A, the Wadia X-32, and the
Krell SBP-64X along with Krell's
CD transport, KB'. ( Krell Balanced
Line) Line Stage pre-amp and new
KSA 250 Class A power amps. The
world launch took place in Meridian's own room of their first
separate D to A Converter, the 203
Outboard Convertor which, like
the 208 player, also uses Bitstream
technology.
Other news in the digital round
up: Mod Squad unveiled its new
Signature CD player with all new
circuitry design and acomprehensive array of features including full
function remote control with
remote phase inversion. Music
and Sound Imports (
HFN/RR's
distributors) introduced the first
of a series of components to be
called the High Technology
Group. The DCC- IDigital Control
Center incorporates aD/A convertor, line- level section, and modular
phono section, plus three inputs
for digital sources and seven
inputs for analogue and video
sources. Its functions include control of source selection, volume
and balance control, and processing of digital information. Theta
introduced the DS Pro Generation
which is fully balanced in not only
the analogue domain but also the
digital domain. Cary Audio
Design, 'founded on the philosophy of incorporating RF ( radio
frequency) design techniques into
AF ( audio frequency) design products', launched its CAD- 5500
Black Box processor which is
inserted between CD player and
amplifier. It uses vacuum tubes
and RPC, or ' reverse phase cancelling', circuitry, intended to 'eliminate improper audio signals emitted
by CD players which are not part
of the music'.
Speakers proliferated. Vandersteen introduced the Model 3,
launched at Winter CES, to the
general public at this show. This
model is afull range, floor-standing
speaker, designed for hi-wiring or
vertical bi-amping, with the
dependable Vandersteen high
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

production, 6- tower monitor
loudspeaker' at $ 18,000 apair and
visually making a definite design
statement with its zig-zag profile.
On a more ' real- life' plane, AR
introduced its line of Europeanmade Spirit speakers which are
now being manufactured in the US.
A British- made line, Ruark Acoustics, made its American debut at
this show, showing all five of its
models, including the Accolade
and Talisman. Acoustat gave the
first public showing of the latest
addition to its Spectra line, the
1100, first shown at the January

Clark Terry

quality design, build, and musical
sound. Viola/Richards Audio is a
recent company, a partnership of
former jazz collaborators; its VR10 is a three-way, floorstanding
design. Cabinet work is important
here: internally braced, the truncated pyramid shape eliminates
parallel sides, thereby minimizing
internal resonances while the
sloped front provides driver time
alignment and the curved front
grille minimizes diffraction. Rush
Sound introduced its Monument
system, atri amplified speaker system with separate sub woofer
claimed to provide flat response
down to 16Hz. Of particular note
is that the satellite speakers use a
horn driver, carefully designed to
be properly aligned in time and
frequency domains.
Viola VR

Another interesting new speaker
design was Linaeum's Model
Nine linear Array speaker, incorporating the patented linaeum
Line Source Transducer' — striking,
in a smoke-grey acrylic housing,
though very little information was
available on this prototype, other
than an estimated $8900 price tag.
Also striking are the Duntech
Black Knight tower speakers. They
will be releasing three new speakers under $ 5000. Eminent Technology unveiled the LFT-VIII,
their first hybrid speaker combining planar technology for the midrange and high frequencies, while
the low frequencies are handled
by an 8in woofer driver.
B & W follows the success of its
801s with the official launch at the
show of the Model 800, a ' limited

CES free KK's 'Headroom; May
1990 issue — Edl. Icon has taken a
novel sales technique in that it
only sells directly to the public,
not through dealers. The company
was founded a year ago by David
Fokos, former designer of the
Synthesis and Sonographe for Conrad-Johnson in response to the
difficulties he perceived for
audiophiles, of price, availability,
and service. Icon promises a tollfree information number to
answer any audio questions, good
prices, a 30-day trial period for its
speakers, and two models — a
2-way bookshelf design and 3-way
floor-standing model.
In electronics: Spectral launched its DMC20 pre-amp. Superphon, which focuses on reliable,
affordable solid-state components
with a tube- like sound, exhibited
their all-mosfet 400S power amp,
putting out 200 watts per channel.
Two British companies introduced
new products here. Arcam
showed its new pre-amp. the Delta
110, with onboard 1-bit Bitstream
D/A convertor and remote control
¡reviewed in this issue, pS5 — Ed I.
Beard, all tube gear, launched
three new products: a D to A
converter with tube output stage;
the M1000 monoblock power
amp, rated 100 W class-A/AB.
Interestingly, Beard showed an
integrated tube amp with mc and
mm phono stages — with an estimated retail price of $ 3000. VIL
(Vacuum Tube Logic), also all
tubes and also started in England
before moving to the US in 1987,
showed its line, which ranges from
a $450 I.ine pre-amp to $8000 500
watt monoblocks, and gave aseries
of seminars with designer David
Manley. He has recently introduced the Manley line of tube
gear for recording studios.
last but not least, some items to
connect your components
together or hold your components
apart included Cardas Audio's
new lines of wire; Arcici Super
Spikes; and Band's Pipedreams
equipment racks seen in the Hobson room.
Judging by the numbers, and by
the enthusiastic response of the
participants, it was a successful
show. Above all, more people
were introduced to High End
audio and saw that it is accessible
and fun and that its goal is the
music, not the tweakiness.
Laura Dearborn

COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
AT

CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 071-379 7635/7427
Fax: 071-836-1345
Open Mon - Sat 10.00 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND AIN ICE

NEW RELEASES

QUALITY AUDIO

Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid price £6.95
per CD for the first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

We stock an excellent range of some of the best audio
equipment and loudspeakers available from famous names
such as Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Denon, Marantz,
Meridian, Mission Cyrus, NAD Monitor, Nakamichi, Philips,
Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Sony,
Technics, Van den Hul, Yamaha and more.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town but also full
individual listening facilities — listen before you buy.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery within London area on selected Hi Fi systems.
Installation service provided. Orders actioned within 24 hours
subject to stock availability.

8,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of the best classical
compact discs.

DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future
purchase. Demonstration room can be pre- booked. Just phone
to make an appointment.

SECONDHAND
Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale from £ 1.99

SERVICING

TOKEN SCHEME

Full up-to-date department for servicing and CD Player upgrading by qualified technicians.

Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy ( value £ 10.95
and over) entitles you to afree CD when you have collected ten
to the value of £ 10.95.

CDV
Compact Disc Video now on sale and on demonstration.
Phillips, Marantz and Pioneer ( universal) players now available.
Full range of 5", 8" and 12" CDV in stock. List of universal CDV &
LV now available. Please phone for details.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration.
From £ 149 to £ 5,000.

'non
CLECTR0111C(

FULL RANGE of Mission Speakers 761 to 767 in stock and on
demonstration.
Designed for every type of room and every type of pocket.
5 YEAR WARRANTY on all MISSION Speakers.
Stockist of COMPLETE RANGE of CYRUS audiophile products:
Cyrus One, Two, PSX, Tuner, 781, 782, speakers and the
renowned PCM2 CD Player.
Featuring complete range of MISSION and CYRUS
ACCESSORIES.
These outstanding products set new standards for reproducing
music as originally performed.
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WHEN YOU BUY A
CD PLAYER (OR AUDIO
COMPONENTS OVER MOO)

OFF
DISCS

Bring this coupon in during
JUNE/JULY
and get El off your next

£6
OFF

£1
OFF

ON PURCHASE OF
5 CDs OVER £9.95

84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
I
No Tokens Given Valid to end July 1990 i

ON PURCHASE OF

W

1CD OVER £9.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end July 1990

50 CDs over £ 699 this year

Sale & Specie' offer goods excluded. Valid to end July 1990
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TECHNOLOGY
hilips of The Netherlands has filed
an innocent- looking British patent
application on apolitical hot potato
(2 219 886 ). The patent relates to recordable CD systems for use in the home.
Philips proposes a way of making a CD- R
system more user-friendly and able to
build up a patchwork quilt of separate
recordings. 'Ibis is exactly what the
record industry worries about!
The most widely available CD- R system
— the professional Start lab system from
Sony and Taiyo Yuden — uses 'write once'
discs and works on the ' one pass' principle. Once one recording has been made
on the disc, however brief, a complete
Table of Contents according to the Red

tem, says Philips, could be used for video
recording, on either disc or tape.
Doubtless with music industry politics
in mind, a diagram in the patent shows a
microphone connected to the recorder.
Realistically it seems unlikely that many
people would use an erasable (: 1) recorder to capture bird song or baby's first
words. The obvious use for such asystem
is dubbing a compilation of favourite
tracks from commercially released CDs.

Fisher resurrected?
One of the saddest sights in the hi-fi
business is the disappearance of once
famous brand names. The Rank Organisation bought leak and used the name to

Book standard is written at the beginning
of the disc. Any blank space remaining on
the disc cannot subsequently be used.

brand Japanese products. Plessey sold
Garrard to Brazilian company Gradiente.
Both names are now just memories.

'lime Philips patent refers to an erasable
disc, with an updatable TOC. Philips talks

Sanyo has now pia) cd the same game
with Fisher after buying the company
from US audio pioneer Avery Fisher.

in the patent as if the technology is ready
and waiting. ' Erasable optical discs can
use the same format and encoding techniques as the well known Cl) system' says
Philips. ' ensuring compatibility with available pre-recorded discs'.
Although the disc can be added to, and
the TOC updated, the order of tracks on
the disc is dictated by the order in which
they are recorded. 'Ibis may well not be
the order in which the user wants them
replayed. The patent tells how to get
round this. Essentially it is an extension of

IHFN/RR Lifetime Achievement Award,
19871 As detailed in a recent feature.
Sanyo bought the Fisher name in 1975.
Fisher Europe was set up in 19 77 .In 1987
Sanyo celebrated fifty years of Fisher
with forty pages of puff, unnaccountably
sourced from ( norm:any. While supposedly
revering Avery Fisher's pioneering work
in hi-fi, it concentrated on the early days
of radio in Germany. German research
into gramophone styli, and the re-creation

BARRY

FOX

Because more and more people refuse
to hire these headsets, to watch an inflight
film or listen to pre-recorded music entertainment, the airlines have been SW itching
to electromagnetic headsets. These are
just like ordinary budget headphones,
except for one vital difference. ' l'o deter
people from stealing them for use with
Walkmen, they use a non-standard plug.
This non-standard plug is also designed
to stop people using their own Walkman
headset instead of hiring a pair from the
airline for use during aflight. Fair enough.

of German broadcasting after the war,

Someone has to pay for the entertainment.
But during a recent Virgin Atlantic flight

the FFS ( Favourite Track Selection) sys-

with

to

tem already used on some Philips CD

thoroughness the Germans are known for'
and reference to the despised DIN stan-

breaking the rules of the fair game.

preferred running order and stores it in

dard as ' widely acclaimed' and ' upholding

videos, and TV programmes throughout

non-volatile memory in the player. The
player recognizes each disc by its individual combination of track playing times.

the values of
today'.
Fisher did well in the tK thanks to a

most flights, the airline has squeezed so
many extra seats into its Jumbo 7-1 7 sthat

lean and dedicated marketing team. Their
reward, two years ago, was to be shunted
into selling white goods like rice cookers.
Not surprisingly Fisher sales plummetted.

many passengers cannot see the screens.
Whereas other airlines have invested in
extra monitors to ensure that everyone

players.

With

US,

the

user

selects

a

Statistically it is unlikely that any two
discs will have the same ' fingerprint'.
The patented idea is to record the 1
71'S
selection on erasable disc, with the Toc.
The blank erasable CD is Pre- formed
with a spiral groove, which is modulated
with a wobbling frequency. ' Ibis gives an
accurate readout of time from beginning
to end of the disc. The Start lab Writeonce disc uses a similar timing system.
Each item of music recorded is topped
and tailed with a digital time code mark,
derived from the wobble groove. These
marks are stored in the standard Q subcode which is recorded in parallel with
the music; these code marks are also
stored in the Table of Contents at the

deathless

phrases

like ' with

the

In February 1989 Sanyo put the whole
Fisher brand ' on ice'. There has not been a
new product from Fisher for a year now,
and to all intents and purposes the famous
name is now dead. Perhaps its just as well.
What puzzles me is why the Japanese
bought the Fisher name in the first place.
Was it just to kill oft" the last remnants of
Western competition?

Wiring for sound
Thankfully more and more airlines are
now abandoning those awful acoustic

America.

I found

that

Virgin

was

Athough Virgin screens movies, music

gets a picture. Virgin has penny- pinched.
To make matters worse, the Virgin ground
crew don't warn passengers in advance
when allocating seats, so it is luck of the
draw whether you see the screen or not.
With this in mind. I reckon it is fair
game to tell prospective passengers how
to use their own hi-fi headphones on a
Virgin flight.
Instead of using a conventional stereo
jack. Virgin uses a pair of mono 3.5mm
jacks, side by side, one for the left channel
and one for the right channel. To plug in
an ordinary pair of headphones all you

start and where they end. Bua additionally
the TOC stores code words which record

stethoscope earphones which they used
to hire out to customers on long haul
flights. These monstrosities are similar to
the ones used in hospitals. A tiny loudspeaker built into the scat arm- rest pumps
soundwaves down a pair of plastic tubes

need is a line adaptor with a stereo jack
socket at one end ( to match your headphones) and a pair of miniature mono
jacks at the other end to plug into the
Virgin scat- rest sockets).
Anyone with asoldering iron can make

the user's preferred playing order, or
Favourite Track Selection. And the TOC

into an all- acoustic headset. The sound is
atrocious, with virtually no bass response

one up; it's also quite easy to find an
off- the- shelf combination of ready made

can also store codes to mark selected

and the stethoscope clamps on the ears
physically hurting them.

leads and plug converters which will do

tracks as ' write- protected' ie they cannot
subsequently be erased.
From then onwards, the disc plays the

Ionce sat next to a lady on an airline
who genuinely believed that the £ 3 she

tracks in whatever order the user has

had paid to hire aheadset was an outright

stored in the TOC, not the order in which
the tracks were recorded. The same sys-

purchase fee — so she took them home for
the kids to play with. Poor kids!

beginning of the disc.
So the TOC gives a timed run-down of
all the recordings on the disc, where they

III II \ I'4 •+& RE( ORD R1'.%11,U
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the trick (eg from Tandy ). Ifiring a poor
quality Virgin headset, with pot luck
chance of seeing the screen, cost

55;

paid around the same for aconnector that
let me use my own, much hum ter phones.
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BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS
/

\
THE SYSTEM SPECIALISTS
FOR YEARS WE HAVE BEEN MATCHING THE BEST COMPONENTS TO ACHIEVE A BALANCED SOUND.
WE HAVE MANY OF THE BEST SYSTEMS ON DEMONSTRATION, SO YOU CAN VISIT US DIRECT FOR A
QUICK LISTEN OR BOOK AN APPOINTMENT IN ONE OF OUR 2STUDIOS. AND SHOULD YOU DECIDE TO
BUY WE HAVE A FLEXIBLE PAYMENT SYSTEM THAT MAKES ACCESS LOOK RIGID — INTEREST FREE
OF COURSE!

TOTAL RRP
£549.00
NOW
ONLY £499.00

..,
+r

THE SUPERB AMA PLANAR 2
TURNTABLE INC AT95E
[171

+

THE SLEEK ANO POWERFUL

THE EXCELLENT NEW

MUSICAL FIDELITY B1 AMP

ROGERS LS2A SPEAKERS
C179

£199

Inc free target T50 stands ( worth £ 45) or interest free credit.
(Example) £ 49 50 deposit 9 payments of £ 49 50 Ring for detai s

THE NAKAMICHI CR12 CASSETTE MACHINE

_
'

BY POPULAR DEMAND THE RETURN OF
THIS SOPHISTICATED DOLBY DECK ON
OFFER WITH OUTPUT CONTROL, FINE BIAS
AND EXCELLENT PER
WE
MAKE IT MORE ATTRACTIVE.

WAS £395.00
NOW
ONLY £375.00

INC 15 TDK MA90 ( WORTH £451 OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT!
(EXAMPLE) £37.50 DEP. 9PAYMENTS OF £37.50. RING FOR DETAILS

ANIMInnillik THE MARANTZ CD5OSE PLAYER
—

THE STYLISH AND ELEGANT MARANTZ
CD50 OFFERS 16BIT TECHNOLOGY WITH
GREAT PROGRAM FACILITIES AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE. THE SOUND QUALITY
—LISTEN
IS EXCELLENT SO COME IN AND

----

INC FREE CD TOKEN WORTH £30 ( REDEEMABLE ANYWHERE) OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT
(EXAMPLE) £24.90 AND 9PAYMENTS OF £32.90. RING FOR DETAILS.
FREE MAIL ORDER * INTEREST FREE CREDIT * PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY

ONLY £329 00
VOUCHER WORTH
£30 (OR
INTEREST FREE)

/

\

10% DOWN 0% A.P.R. 6-9-1 2 MONTHS
£1000 INTEREST FREE CREDIT
AVAILABLE TO PERSONAL CALLERS. PLEASE RING OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

\
WE OFFER YOU

/

* Two demos studios — by appointment.

* Minimum two year guarantee ( sales goods accepted).
* Free local delivery installation. * Free mail order ( UK mainland only).
A- Interest free credit ( ring or write for details).
* Part exchange of your old Hi Fi.
/

\

248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, LONDON SE13 =am
From May 6th our phone numbers will be prefixed by 081 not 01

VIS4

PHONE 081-318 5755 OR 081-852 1321 Mon- Sat 10.00am — 6.30pm ( Closed Thursday)

RADIO
hen Sony conceived its Radio

Radio Personality' in the shape of Gary

Awards, it could hardly have
foreseen to what degree the
BBC would enthuse after the latest ceremony. While BBC Radio must
undoubtedly he congratulated for taking
the majority of the 33 Sony's up for grabs,

Anderson. North-west Ulster's BBC Radio
Foyle was considered ' Local Station of the

this task ought surely to he performed by
my fellow radio critics. It was nauseating
in the extreme to see the series of
self-congratulatory advertisements placed
by Media Shop on behalf of our public
service broadcaster. Including the ' Best
Response to aNews Event' award ( shared
with Radio City ) the 2" BBC winners are
pictured beside asimply glossing piece of

Year'. Created just over ten years ago, this
opt- out is reluctant to recruit outsiders
but maintains respect from those holding
a variety of political opinion.
'It's a tribute to the dedication of our
fabulous,

committed

staff...

I'm

very

proud of them', said BBC Network Radio
boss, David Hatch. After eight years of the
Radio Awards, this sort is the of comment
we had come to expect.
By the time judging begins for next year
there will be a wider base from which to

narcissistic praise in the words of the

select nominations. More ILR stations will
have split- programming, Radio Five will

Director General. It is ironic that Michael
Checkland should reflect that the nineties
will ' offer listeners greater choice and

such as Sunrise and Jazz FM will be
eligible for consideration and, who

he broadcasting, and Community Stations

variety than ever before' since this will
hardly he at the instigation of the BBC,
rather the efforts of the Government
through the implementation of its new
Broadcasting Act and the creation of new
independent national radio networks —
breaking the BBC's monopoly.
Despite the BBC's virtual clean sweep,
the Sony accolades are held in high

knows, they may be successful in obtaining true recognition of their real talent
and programming excellence. Radio Luxembourg would also like to be considered
given its high listener figure in the UK.

esteem throughout the industry and many
are well deserved. Irefer in particular to

generated time signal was wildly inaccurate because the equipment was housed

Radio Four's Tmhir which walked- away

in the basement at Broadcasting House
could hardly have imagined the awful
irony that lay behind the item. A Sussex

with ' Best Daily Nuss sProgramme', even if
Phil ! larding and his competent team are,
more often than not, anxious to make
rather than simply report the news. His is
truly a hard-hitting and informative current affairs show. ' Radio Reporter of the
Year' James Miles, 28, who joined the BBC

Those who conceived the Toda y programme's April Fool story that the BBC's

astronomer rang the BBC and politely
mentioned that the pips were virtually a
second

out.

BUTLER

have been particularly hard-hit by the
growth in independent and community
services. Radio Two's popularity more
than halved compared with last 'ear,
while Radio Four's figure dropped among
those in London asked to name their
favourite station. 61.12 meanwhile dived to

Pips out of sync

whole

TREVOR

I understand

that

further enquiries revealed that. while BBC
staff had noticed their master clocks were
not in time with the time signal, it was

as Peking Correspondent two- years ago
was rightly acknowledged for his unstinting coverage of the Tiananmen Square
protest, although there was no mention of
his many contributions to the World

fault. A manual re- set procedure has now
brought the pip generator back into line
with the rest of the world.

Service, both the English language programmes and his fluent reports in Mandarin

Evacuate, evacuate

thought to he the clocks which were at

amere one-sixth of its previous popularity
in a poll which had Radio Three as the
only BBC service to hold its own. Not
surprisingly,

Radio

Two

attacked

the

figures, saying the sample was too small to
be meaningful.
Confirming the success of newly
formed community services, 24- hour jazz
FM announced a listener figure of 11m
week, some 24 per cent of its potential
audience — and this just six weeks after
launch. There was not such encouraging
news from Crown Communications
though. The company behind the restyled
IBC that operates Crown FM confirmed
that it would be making what it termed
'substantial changes' to its programming,

It was Wednesday, hut only just, as the

although there would be 7 0 job cuts from
the 410 strong staff. In abid to introduce
more ' controversy and immediacy' to the

was

clock read a quarter to four and I was

station, created as a challenge to Radio 4,

heartening to see the out- going lIlA taking

tuned to Radio Two awaiting the news

comfort from the seven Awards given to
the Independent sector from 20 nomina -

summary at the top of the hour when
strange occurrences began.

Crown has recruited
Charles Cox.

for the Chinese service at Bush Ilouse.
With

all

the

BBC's crowing,

it

fions, even if in some sectors all the
finalists came from the various wings of
the BBC. Among the II.R stations to
succeed was Capital Radio for its truly
different sports programme presented
among the supporters on the terraces of
major soccer matches. Winning a category for the second year running was
Moray Firth for its Morning Call adjudged
'Best Sequence Programme'.
Among the surprises in this year's
awards list was The World Tonight, considered ' best Current Affairs Programme'
and acknowledged by BBC Radio's head
of news Jenny Abramsky as ' not normally
recognized'. Editor Margaret Rudy felt the
achievement was due to the programme's
new, earlier, timing.
It was a successful Sony Awards for
Northern Ireland as BBC Radio Ulster
received a shared award for ' Outstanding
Service to the Community' and ' Local
III
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What appeared to be a well- rehearsed,
pre-recorded

announcement

simply

apologized for not being able to continue
with the normal programme before lapsing into inane subway- type music which
continued for about five minutes before
'normal service resumed' without any
comment from the presenter.
Iwonder if the BBC was practising its
emergency evacuation procedure in case
of a fire or other disaster in the main
continuity area. I'm sure we shall never
know as the powers that be are keeping
rather tight-lipped about the event.

London's future
While unconfirmed rumours abound that
the BBC's local London service GLR is
facing the chop, it can gain no comfort
from the secret IBA survey on Londoners'
listening habits. This exposed the sordid
truth that two BBC services in the capital

the

Australian

According to Christopher Chataway,
Crown's chairman, the output was a ' little
too serious ... it must be more entertaining'. It is known that Chataway is concerned that his station is seen as copying
rather than challenging Radio 4.

Comedy greats in Collection
After a spell of radio drama re- runs, the
latest BBC Radio Collection cassettes
include some genuine wireless Classics.
From the archives is ' Goon Show Classics
5'. Four more great episodcs are captured:
'1985' in which the terrible Room 101
torture for Winston Seagoon is listening to
radio soap operas', "lite Call of the West'
where the good ship Venus has beached at
Boston; ' Shifting Sands' from 1957; and
'rhc Last Smoking Seagoon' — the final
programme from the ninth Goon series in
which I.t. Seagoon goes to war. This twin
boxed pack, somewhat rarely for this
series, includes very detailed notes. +
41

'The Revolutionary Chord'
'
Will power amplifiers ever be
the same again?'

Hi Fi Answers said it was
impressed with the SPM 900's
innovative design and build
quality. The magazine praised its
'Immaculate construction... fine
finish.., clean, neutral sound... and
its impressive power', concluding
that it 'offers stiff competition to
established high end amplifiers
from home and abroad.'

The 200 Watts per channel SPM
900 has taken years to perfect.
We weren't prepared to release it
until it actually exceeded our
original design brief: to make an
amplifier which sounded clean,
accurate and effortless with any
input signal and any loudspeaker
load; make it powerful and to
make it compact; and, above all,
to make it to the best possible
standards.
The reviewers think we've done it;
your ears will prove it to you.

For the name and address of your nearest
stockist please contact:Spendor Audio Systems Limited, Hailsham,
East Sussex Tel: 0323 843474

ST1
Capacity 600 LPs
price £242.00

ST15
Capacity 66 Videos
price £ 183.00

THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VISION STORAGE
SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is just for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country. ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
You have achoice of the "Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the "Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for
your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT SANDRA ON: 081-390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ.

rilease send me THE ARJAY Sound Storage System brochure.
IName
ST8
Capacity 90 CD's & 120 LP's
price £ 133.00

ST11
Capacity 270 CD's
price £ 177.00

Address

Tel no.
All prices are ex-worics and inclusive of VAT.
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HEADROOM
esearching the in- car hi- ti supplement in our April issue didn't tell
us anything we didn't already
know. It merely confirmed that aftermar-

it's bloody marvellous considering that
the price — were it to be made available in
the — is something like only £ 500 on
top

of the

less

well- specified

system.

ket purchases of car hi- ti suffer in the 11(
because most cars come with factory-

Russell ' guesstimated' a total tariff of
£2000 if the system were available separ-

fitted gear. But if you spend alot of time in

ately, which is not considered an
unreasonable amount by today's high- end,

cars and must take what you are given in
the way of a company car, yoci'll be well

in- car standards.

aware of the disparity between the pre-

First let me dispense with the negatives,

fitted products and those which you can

both of which can be minimized through
use of the tone control/equalizer facility:

install yourself.
'hie car makers are realizing this too,

the system was bass- heavy and slightly

and are fitting in their top models systems
made in collaboration with Nakamichi,

tizzy at the top. The former has less to do
with bass extension than sheer quantity,

Fujitsu, Infinity and other llames thought

as if the designer was a reggae addict or,
more accurately, did his market research.

Of as among the doyens of the aftermarket.
One has even taken the bold step of using
such terminology in its tSadvertisements
as audiophile treats', implying that the
systems are — if not necessarily as good as
what you'd get at home — of the calibre of
truly tine hi-fi.
Car's in- car commentator Russell Bulgin, himself the possessor of an in-house
system of proper pedigree, decided to
assess the claims made by Toyota for the
system fitted to the top Celica, but there
was aproblem: the system isn't offered in
the 11K. As Car has the kind of clout which
makes things happen. Russell was able to
borrow the ( Mica belonging to one of
Toyota 1 ' K's executives, the only one in
the country with this ' state of the art'
installation. Russell enlisted my help
because the object was not to compare it
with other car set-ups, but with
audiophile- calibre hardware of the stationary sort. The system we used as a
reference costs more than the Toyota.
It's Russell's task to assess the performance of the system on the move, to see

The upper frequency edge, like the bass
easily diluted with the tone controls, adds
spit to sibilance and some texturing to
what should be glassy notes. 'hie byproduct of this, though, is heightened
detail and exaggerated spatiality —
anathema to the listener in front of a
fully- tweaked domestic hi-fi — which
enhances the sense of ' hi-fi' within the
confines of acar interior. Image specificity
was so precise that the only other form of
playback which even approaches it is a

KEN

KESSLER

had that British customers have to settle
with less. Or go to an installer.
Talk of cars brings us back to Armor All,
and my desire to repeat that the product —
which may or may not be dangerous to
use on CDs — has other uses for hi- ti
enthusiasts. On top of the obvious applications ( jewel box and dustcover cleaning,
for instance), Iwas informed by Armor All

pair of headphones. Mc midband was
clear and neutral, enough to allow you to

that jazz collector and expert Brian Rust
has used the stuff to restore 78s, and that

forgive the misbehaviour at the extreme
ends of the spectrum, and the dynamic
capabilities were as good as any I've heard
from a factory rig.

there's reason to believe that Armor All
may work wonders with vinyl I.Ps. Again,
I'm only passing on the tip rather than
vouching for its efficacy or safety, but it

Does it ' blow away' the best aftermarket
in- car gear? Probably not. Is it on a par
with domestic hi- ti? No. But is it worth

does appear that Armor All may have a

owning? Yes indeed. Were 1in the market
for any car with a system that good and
that affordable as an option. I'd think very

function similar to that of the much
dearer LAST Record Preservative. It's said
to remove mould- release agent and
ground- in grunge ( the first play after
treatment

should

produce

a stylus

how it fares when road noise and vibra-

carefully before subjecting the car to a
week at the installer's, having its uphol-

tion intrude. To judge its absolute sound

stery removed and then replaced. Toyota.

to keep plasticizers from leaching out of
the disc, thus extending the record's life

quality — a separate issue entirely — we

while not having rewritten the rules, has

by reducing wear.

listened to my favourite CDs with the car

provided what just may be the best 'off
the peg' in-car system available today. ' l'oo

parked. with and without the engine
running and \\ ith all controls set fiat.
The Fujitsu- sourced system was
designed to cram in as much product as
possible without anyone having ( much
of) a clue as to the car's contents. Speakers fore and aft, tweeters on the clash,
mid- range drivers in the upper door

covered in muck), and it's also supposed

As for CDs, the latest fluids to have
landed on my desk conic in the form of a
three-part kit produced by Bundec International.

Retailing for £, 12.99,

the

kit

includes a bottle of ' Disc Clean', one of
'Disc Repair' and a third of ' Disc Protect',
plus some rather nice, chamois- like cloths
(use one per fluid and don't mix them ).

panels, woofers by the passengers' hips,

Following the instructions to the letter. I
treated a handful of second-hand CDs,

amps buried — it was, as Russell suggested,

obviously owned by nails who believed

the kind of fitting which can only be
accomplished with systems conceived by

the nonsense on Tomornav's World.
While the kit wouldn't do anything for

the manutacturers for installation on the

savage scratches ( including some which

production line. Although Russell was
loath to suggest that the best in- car
installers aren't up to the task, he did say

cut through the metallic substrate — he
careful when you buy used discs), minor

that modern car construction is not conducive to post- delivery disassembly, and
that he wouldn't like to have his own car
stripped and reassembled. We both
agreed that factory- fitted systems —
however they performed — would always
have the edge as far as discreet and
well- fitted installation is concerned.

surface abrasions disappeared. Although
the discs played well enough prior to
cleaning, they sounded slightly better
after treatment. More impressive though.
is the way that the Bundee kit rendered
playable a brand-new CD which both of
my players rejected. For details, contact
Pelican Marketing, ISouth Drive. " fotteridge, II
igh \X'ycombe, Bucks IIP13 6.11', or

Fortunately, the performance is what
Mike Wells said of Ford's recent efforts,

call ( 0 t9i) 2835-i. Who knows? The
cleaner may even remove 1.111V, anted

something ' you could live with'. Actually,

Armor AIL+
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AMP 02:
WRAPPING UP.
13evi Duman
Lo
-he six modules which perform
AMP-02's analogue business are
complete. It's now time to look
into the enclosure, interconnection
between the rear panel and the backplane
PCB, and the logical control card ( with
panel switches). The description has been
kept tight for builders to whom metalworking and the construction of tidy
wiring in confined spaces are either
everyday occupations, or someone else's
problem!

Logic control and infrastructure
We know from Audio Synthesis' polling of
AMP-01 builders that fabrication of the
mechanical infrastructure is regarded as
the most tedious and least loved part of
DIY audio. So the 'official' frame is being
supplied to builders in a fully-finished
format. Factory wiring has little effect on
overall cost, and being pre- tested, any
constructional bugs are then limited to
the PCB modules. This bedrock greatly
eases logical fault finding. After removing
the solitary volume knob, the mainframe's
front panel folds down, opening the way
for the modules to be slid in and pushed
home. Headers and pluggable links can be
accessed in situ after removing the lid.
The module sockets are ready mounted
on abackplane PCB, which distributes the
OV and power rail connections, as well as
providing convenient terminations for the
hard-wiring of the connectors on the rear
panel, directly behind the backplane. Signal wiring between these points is
twisted, under 60mm long, and is made
with PITE insulated LC-OFC silver-plated
0.6mm diameter solid core wire. It's even
colour coded! All the phono inlet and
outlet OV's are isolated from the chassis.
The frame is normally at OVA potential
but it may be tied to mains earth or OVD if
required. OVA and OVD are loosely tied
with a 100 ohm resistor at asingle point
half way along on the backplane. This aids
interchannel shielding, particularly on
LPM, as the relay traces are then 'earthy'
and make good electrostatic shields
against fringing fields. If ¡.PM is used
outside the frame, suitable resistors can
be fitted directly onto the PCB to do the
same job. If ' monoblock' standards of
separation are desired, and you're not put
off by needing an extra APS-02 PSU, the
incoming I/R power and Ov connections
34
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This month, the series concludes
with alook at the mainframe,
interconnections and a
consolidation

by Ben Duncan
can be split, while the rear panel is
ready-punched to accept asecond power
inlet socket.
The logical control card's shielded enclosure is mounted on to the rear of the
front panel, giving ashort, direct connection to the switches as well as to the
digital control headers at the front of
AMP-02's modules. The compact mounting needed to shoehorn the logic circuitry
into such a tight space precludes DIY
construction by the majority. The panel
switches are '
digitast' types, with a
momentary rocking action, removable
caps with engraved legend, and an integral LED indicator. There are two banks.
Source selection for the listen and
optional AOM outputs are on the left. On
the right side of the volume control, two
buttons provide I. or R channel balance
stepping. Beyond these, a further three
buttons are assignable, meaning it's your
choice which of the four optional functions ( RIAA/IEC, Dim, Polarity and Mute)
they convey. The choice is determined by
the connections to the logic headers on
ADEQ and () FM, so they can be readily
changed later, along with the appropriately labelled switch cap. A complete set
of ribbon looms is supplied, with the
header sockets already fitted.

im

The vision of AMP-02's IR 'eye' can be
extended round corners and into adjacent
rooms by plugging an extra eye into a
socket provided on the rear panel. The IR
remote control uses a comprehensive
'learning' handset that's made in Europe,
but is nonetheless the de facto world
standard, being ' simply ears ahead...' Set
up for the RC5 codes ( the subset for
preamps), it can also ' learn' the codes for
most other domestic audio and video
equipment — so the one handset has
control over the entire contents of the
average 1990's living room.

All around the world
'One thought fills immensity'
William Blake, 1790

The pace of developments in mainsteam
electronics is now so great, that many
commercial designs are obsolescent
before they can be put into manufacture,
let alone by the time they've become
widely disseminated. Large manufacturers
organised on heirachical lines can no
longer react fast enough to ever build
anything up-to-date. This series is more
'up to date' than you might imagine. With
publication deadlines forcing a brave
pace, AMP-02's development effort has
converged in a fraction of the timespan
(and with afraction of the usual resource
consumption) that would normally be
required to satisfy its perfectionist aims. It
has taken some 10,000 hours, which is all
the time that a nucleus of busy audio
engineers can find in fourteen months,
aided by a quadrangle of fax machines,
and initially shaped by a collection of
papers expressing the wishes of 250
enthusiastic audiophiles.

Universal Control Module — the UCM board
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CONSTRUCTIONAL
During this creative period and along
with n- million other people, AMP-02's
designers and mentors have witnessed a
series of momentous changes in the
world, largely for the good. At every level,
ossified, outmoded structures arc being
broken down. The breaking is being done
by people en- masse. Inspired in part by a
musician called Gandolf, people across
the globe are less prepared than before to
be fobbed off by recursive thinking, plain
untruths and the doctrinairism of diverse
authorities. Scientific and technological
citadels are not excepted. Having just
switched-on and settled down, Captain
Ilurd was receiving disturbing flashes of
gnosis. All of a sudden, the music was
triggering kinaesthesia.
Audiophiles' contribution to the evolutionary process is to make a firmly
grounded assertion, namely that as music
is wholly intended for the edification of
and perception by people ( rather than for
the satisfaction of test equipment) then
music lovers' own consensus ( very likely
acultural or planetary location-dependent
characteristic) on what constitutes good
or accurate reproduction is all that can
possibly matter in the end When certain
classic measurements no longer corroborate with what music lovers are hearing
(and there's nothing to say that the
keenest audiophiles' hearing isn't evolving
just as fast as the world long- jump
record'), then doggedly objectivist
psychoacousticians and audio designers
have a lot of pedalling ahead of them.
The ramifications of today's research
into chaos, fractal geometry, neural networks and DNA codes ( to name just a
few) seem set to put a shudder through
Descartes' whole edifice. Confronted by
an avalanche of new mysteries, science's
very logicality seems set to undermine
itself. In contemporary audio design,
Audio Precision's System One and analog
simulators are immensely powerful tools.
But it will be some years before we know
what the pretty pictures seen through a
great many new windows truly mean in
the human, musical context. AMP- 02's
measured performance is above average
in every domain, so confirmed objectivists needn't feel left out. Still, the figures
we've presented do not in themselves
assure transparent reproduction and
relaxed, unfatiguing listening. They just
serve to illustrate that linearity and order
prevails in a rather limited number of
dimensions when the input is prodded
with an artifical stimulus 2.As the significance of contemporary 2 and 3 Dimensional measurements has yet to be fully
fathomed out, we've done our best guided
by intuition and calculation, logic, listening, synthesis, and years of experience.
I'd like to end by setting an occasional
misapprehension at rest. AMP- 02 is
'ecumenical' ( in the broadest sense).
Developed in freespace, it's not intended
to favour any particular equipment. The
improvements properly designed electronics can make will be meaningful and
worthwhile in all manner of systems,
almost without regard to price. -4
4
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The completed AOM

AMPO2's APS-02 pcb

The OFM circuit board
Further reading
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careful listening and eagerness to test and report on

Watson, Beyond Supernature,

Hodder &

sonic discoveries and refinements. A big round of

Stoughton, 1986 ' Eck! — Ed'

applause please, for Dan Parks, Ron Dow and Derck B.

2 Richard C. Heyser.
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Devices, Bina, EMO Systems, Linear Tech., Philips
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Components and
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Pickering

Electronics,
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Jerry Mead, Neil Grant, Tim Chapman, John. H and
Fritjof Capra, Uncommon Wisdom, Collins, 1988.

Aline, Adam, Tony and the T- Mob for opening doors
into higher sonic planes. AMP-02 is dedicated to
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1986.
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‘‘very impressive
specification . • .
the XL600 can be
unreservedly
recommended.ee
GRAMOPHONE
SEPT 1989

IT WAS DIFFICULT
NOT TO BE IMPRES
SED
A CONSIDERED
BLEND OF FLEXIBILITY
GOOD SOUND AND
VALUE FOR
MONEY
New Hi F1 Sound
June 1989

"this amplifier does
indeed represelitliiie
value, while the big and
very natural sound
quiditv must surely place
il near the lop of any
enthusiast's shoppin,g
list...biOly recommended. ,1
HI-FI CHOICE
September 1989

Applying the recognised success of
the Hafler XL280 amplifier which has a
truly linear transfer characteristic, the
new XL600 heralds anew era of
affordable high powered accuracy. It
has already won wide acclaim amongst
press and public alike.
From its gold plated input and output
jacks to its relay- protected output, which
exceeds 1000 watts mono and 360 watts
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per channel stereo into 8ohms, this is
an amplifier to be compared by any
standards with the most expensive
alternatives. Audition the XL600 at your
nearest Hafler dealer soon.

Wier

HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
Tel: 071-607 2717

To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8E0. Please send me details of the Hafler Range.
Name

Address

Post code

MIND OVER
ATTER
he advent of popular programmes
such as The Mind Machine has
meant an increased public interest
in the biological mechanisms behind the
various human faculties. These things are
very relevant to the world of hi-fi since
this subject directly relates to the sense
and perception of sound. For this reason,
and also to end some of the ' subjectivist/
objectivist' argument, this article sets out
to give some additional understanding of
hearing and put forward the biologists'
point of view.
To begin with, the ear is not apassive
microphonic receiver and conveyor of
information to the brain, nor does it
encode analogue into digital in the same
way as common PCM systems ( despite
the fact that both these approaches have
been considered by researchers working
in this field). Things are more complex
and yet the mechanisms are simpler and
more powerful. The human ear incorporates some of the most beautifully simple
physical methods in its transducers; these
would be inappropriate in electronic systems and in fact, impossible to reproduce
by electronic means.
To understand why these mechanisms
are the way they are, Ithink we should
take a look at the basis of biological
systems generally. The objective is to
divide each task into small enough ' subtasks' and processes which may be accomplished by one cell or a small group of
cells. In most cases these cells are held
together in tissues which will have group
function. Organs such as the ear contain
many tissues which interact to achieve a
greater role. The nervous system and its
senses operate in the same way as all
other parts of the body, and divide tasks
into many parts and process information
in what most computer technologists
refer to as 'parallel' ( each part of the
puzzle is dealt with by aseparate part of
the computer simultaneously). Therefore
there is no linear path for a complete
signal anywhere in the nervous system
since the incoming material is subdivided
at the ear before reaching the brain.
Richard Black fliFN/RR Dec 19881
stated that the brain must contain stable,
accurate reference oscillators which are
used to compare with and to time an
incoming waveform. As I've already said,
no signal in the outside world ever
reaches the brain intact via a linear path
and the sensory cells in the ear itself are
responsible for processing the information into asuitable form for transmission
to the brain. If it were possible to supply
the ear with a single IkHz fundamental
and look at the output from the auditory
nerve it would be impossible to identify
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While audio manufacturers go to
great lengths in their quest for
perfect sound, the in-built processing by the ear and brain looks at
the signal rather differently...
by Jon Bowen
anything in the nervous signal as being
intrisically IIcHz-ish. The nerve is not a
simple wire carrying an electrical version
of the original sound. Instead it is alarge
bundle of identical small fibres called
neurones each of which carries impulses
from a specific sound-sensing cell in the
cochlea ( the sound-sensing part of the
ear). One neurone will carry a signal
representative of the amplitude of the
waveform of one frequency reaching it,
this cell has no connection with cells
responding to other frequencies.
So it is in the ear itself that a system
exists which is capable of splitting asound
into its component frequencies and sending this information along a set of
neurones. Hence there is no need for
reference frequencies in the brain
because the organization of the cochlear
nerve means that the brain can identify
the amplitude of each frequency by interrogating aseries of neurones. The method
used for this in the cochlea is quite

HEARING

cunning. The cochlea consists of three
fluid filled channels running in parallel
and with common walls. These are coiled
into a spiral and thus in size quite compact. One of the walls in between these
fluid- filled channels decreases in thickness and increases in width along its
length so that it becomes quite wide, and
thin, at the point which is most distant
from the middle ear ( where sound passes
to the sound-sensing inner ear).
Sound crosses the middle ear via a
leverage system using small bones so that
sound in air is transmitted as vibrations in
the bones with a mechanical advantage,
from the eardrum to another membrane
(that of the oval window). This allows
sound to pass into one of these fluid filled
channels and it travels to the tip of the
cochlea in the spiral of tubes. The thickened tectorial membrane vibrates according to its thickness and width in response
to the sound frequencies. Energy from
higher frequencies is removed first since
the first part of the membrane is the
thickest and narrowest, so that this moves
small hair- like projections on the surface
of sensory cells in contact with this and
another membrane. This means that these
cells respond to only those frequencies
with which the membrane at their location resonates. The lower frequency
sounds are allowed to continue, to be
detected further on, and so the whole
arrangement is a physical low-pass filter.
The amount of sound energy present in
this first part of the cochlea is higher than
anywhere else, and this explains why it is
this part of hearing which is lost first after
exposure to excessive sound volumes.
Loss of these cells or their hair- like
projections causes hearing loss which
cannot be recovered even by boosting
higher frequencies using devices such as
hearing aids. Damage in this way is both
cumulative and instant, but the ear does
have defense mechanisms to protect hearing during short term high intensity sound
exposure.
High frequencies disperse less well and
are therefore more directional in nature,
they also tend to be the kind of noises
which carry for some distance. In addition
it is these frequencies which predominate
in the shaping of vocalizations of many
species, in our own this takes the form of

Fig 1 ( upper), shows the response to afrequency 'A' which
is detected mostly by cell 'A' but also partially by adjacent
cells. Fig 2 (lower) shows how response becomes sharpened
so that cells ignore sounds common to both of them

consonants such as 'S' or 'T'. This means
that higher frequencies contain most of
the information to deduce direction or
distance and for understanding communication. Direction of sounds is calculated in the brain by comparing the
difference in phase and intensity of sound
reaching the two ears. This is why such
frequencies are most important since they
37

HOW MUCH MONEY WILL
YOU SPEND ON HI-FI BEFORE
YOU HEAR THE MUSIC?
Womack, musical ideas,
emotions and techniques.

We don't wish to worry
you, but had you realized
just how many audio
components there are
around that will never really
let you hear the music, no
matter how many naughts
they have on their price tags.

If these things are
important to you, then why
not call and talk to us. Book
ademonstration in one of
our three studios; we're
conveniently situated close
to the motorway network.
Bring some of your favourite
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At Chris Brooks Audio,
we work by one simple rule:
if it doesn't play music we
won't sell it!

WAR II Ill M/X/70//,

music; relax and listen.

////////e/hWhie/#0 ////

That means that any
music system or component
you buy from us, at
whatever price point, will
always satisfy this
fundamental requirement.
It also means that when
you choose from our
carefully selected range of
quality hi-fi, you'll be able to
hear exactly why Charlie
Parker is regarded as a
genius or Miles Davis such
an innovator. Why Itzhak

If you decide to make a
purchase, it will be properly
installed for you free of
charge if required, covered
by our 2year parts and
labour guarantee and backed
by our in house servicing
facility.

Perlman is amaster of the
classical violin. You'll be able
to hear the skill of John
Williams, the soul of Bobby

Most of all however, you'll
have the means to enjoy
music, pure and simple.
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HEARING
are of short wavelength and allow phase
shift to be compared most rapidly. Sound
reaches each ear independently and at
slightly different times. Cells at comparable points on the cochlea take a preset
number of cycles before they inform the
brain what's going on, if the time period of
each cycle is short then this can be done
quickly. The brain ' knows' how these cells
are wired up and how they respond so
that a group of cells in the brain can
compare this difference between the two
ears and decide which way to point the
head or where to run.
Unfortunately the isolated output from
a single ear contains nothing about the
phase relationships between various harmonics of a fundamental and the brain
seems to have no interest in this level of
information. This is all a very good argument for making sure that your speakers
are wired up correctly to be in phase and
leads are of similar length because this
messes up phase before the ear gets a
chance. Each sensory cell on the cochlea
is connected to others by long and short
'integrating neurones' ( more nerves)
forming a vast web.
If we look at the sensitivity of adjacent
areas of cochlear membrane and its
associated cells, curve A represents the
response to a frequency A ( see Fig 1),
which is detected mostly by cell A but
also partially by adjacent cells which are
more sensitive to other pitches due to the
resonance of their part of the membrane.
In isolation, cell B and its neighbouring
cells respond similarly but to different
frequencies. From the diagram you can
see that some cells between B and A
respond to both pitches of A and B. But,
instead of allowing this situation to confuse the response of the cells, the integrating neurones pass information between
cells so that their outputs are affected.
The response becomes more sharpened
(see Fig 2) so that cells ignore the sounds
common to both of them. These kinds of
data are found by recording impulses
from neurones connected to these sensory cells. Overall this leads to different
areas of the cochlea becoming more
selective for pitches to which they
respond, as the complexity of signal
increases. This is only one of the systems
in which the ear shows itself to be an
active type of transducer which is clearly
involved in signal processing also.
Earlier Imentioned the ability of the ear
to defend itself against excessive noise
and, incidentally, to increase its dynamic
response. The bones of the middle ear
(the part filled with air between the
external ear and the cochlea) are connected by ligaments to each other and
also by tendons to two muscles; the
tensor tympani and stapedius muscles.
These act together to increase the stiffness of the bone system so that energy
transmission is more rapid and efficient.
They may also be used to block acertain
amount of sound by relaxing the tension
in the eardrum and decreasing the stiffness of the bone system, allowing the
joints between the bones to become less
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Frontal lobe

Association and auditory cortex
Primary auditory cortex
If'ernicke's Area

Brain, showing HF and LF ends of tonotropic map, auditory cortex and Wernicke's area
rigid. This mechanism is mediated by
reflexes passing via the brain in response
to high sound level. Of course these
reflexes are not wonderfully fast and so
most of the sound from aloud drum ( or a
pneumatic drill strike) will get past this
apparatus before it can be stopped.
This system, therefore, protects you
against only those sounds which last for
longer than half a second or so; and is
responsible in part for the temporary
deafness experienced after exposure to
consistently loud music or machinery.
Leaving deafness aside, sounds reaching
the brain can go to a variety of destinations, primarily to the reticular formation
and the cortex. The reticular formation is
concerned with wakefulness and extends
throughout the brain. Signals which
impinge upon this structure will awaken
or increase awareness in a subject.
The cortex is the surface of the cerebral
hemispheres and contains at least six
separate spatial representations which follow the frequency distributions of cells in
the cochlea ( called a tonotopic map).
Each tonotopic map is concerned with
one feature of a sound. One large area
gives rise to the sensation of pure pitch,
another to the direction of sound. Thus
the sensation of sound is first broken
down and analysed before being reconstructed as acomplete perceived picture.
Two major areas of the cortex arc the
primary and association areas. The primary auditory cortex deals with the crude
elements of sounds. The association cortex contains cells which are instead concerned with new and learned associations
between tones and intensities (eg, the
tonal composition of a violin or voice).
Close to the association cortex is Wernicke's area. This is ageneralised processing area for visual, auditory and somatic
sensation ( touch). It is the heart of
language understanding and rationalisation, and initially develops in response to
vocal language but later incorportes visual
language such as words and pictures. It
also integrates the sensation of touch with
language and meaning so that things such

as braille reading are possible.
This part of the brain is closely related
to Broca's area which is responsible for
formation of language for vocalisation,
and generater the linguistic responses to
incoming information to Wernicke's area.
Damage to Wernicke's area affects ability to interpret words or musical phrases
despite the ability to hear and repeat
them; this is ' auditory dyslexia'.
Retrograde pathways also exist in all
parts of the brain; these allow the mind to
focus attention on a musical instrument,
note or sound. Some of these pathways
have been shown to reduce sensitivity to
particular sounds by 15-20 decibels. This
is a superb way to fix the mind on one
thing at a time, and also works between
senses so that if the mind becomes
engaged by a sound it will tune down
reception to vision and other senses so
that it can concentrate on hearing.
The association between senses formed
in Wernicke's area leads to the learning of
sounds of instruments and the words
associated with them as well as the ability
to form and decipher the ' meaning' of
musical phrases. It enables visual patterns
such as facial expressions and dance to
become connected with music and the
emotions stimulated by it so that these
reinforce one another.
This contributes to the way music
video, opera or live performance can be
an enhanced medium compared to music
alone, if the appropriate cues are given so
that aesthetic bridges are constructed in
the mind of the listener. The same processes are responsible for the interaction of
musical and lyrical images. It is in Wernicke's area that all these connections are
first formed before memorization elsewhere for later recall, so that past experience can become avery significant influence upon interpretation and enjoyment
of music. In this way, the mind edits what
it hears very heavily so that, if we could
play back a recording of this modified
recording and compare it with reality
then there would be only afine thread of
continuity between them. +
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COINCIDENTS

THE KU'
R105/3
A logical culmination of several
research strands, the new top-of-

suited to arange of domestic rooms up to
the largest conceivable.
Standing on spiked feet, this pillar- style

the-range speaker from KEF looks

speaker rises 1100mm from the floor,
with the optimum listening height set at

to be atrue high-end contender

around 650mm. It is proportioned similarly to the R104 II, but is built on amore

by Martin Colloms

T

he latest floor-standing creation
from KEE can be regarded as a big
brother to the highly successful

R10-i II. But just as that speaker was very
different from its R104 A/B predecessor,
so the 105/3 hears little resemblance to
the Mk Iversion. That was atour-de-fince
which redefined the art of loudspeaker
system design and spawned a number of
both obvious and disguised imitators. The
105 realized three objectives which had

massive scale, a key feature of the 105/3
being its separated box design. The substantial mid/treble module floats on the
main carcase via flexible mounts, hence
any vibration in the frontal section is not
conducted to the large panel areas of the
bass system. In the module, the drivers
themselves are very rigidly clamped with
through- bolts, linking the rear chamber
castings directly with the cast frames of
the drivers. The crossover is mounted in
the plywood hase and uses generously
rated components, including iron-dust
inductor cores. The capacitors are
selected hi- polar electrolytics, and for the

previously been virtually denied to large

record Icounted 13 inductors, 23 capaci-

three-way

tors and 15 resistors — quite a handful.
Normal wiring is used, with heavy-duty

systems

possessing

an

extended frequency response. These
were sharp stereo focus, a neutral tonal
quality both on and off axis, and genuinely
low coloration.
Since the original R105 was introduced
(almost a decade ago) there has been a

push- on tag connectors.
Coincident with the launch of the
105/3 is a new KUBE. It costs more than

neater, slimmer designs

its predecessor and uses revised filter
technology which seeks to address the
problem of matching the R105 and

with a smaller footprint. Higher sound

related speakers ( from KEE and others)

levels and greater dynamic range have

more closely to the environment in which
they are installed. The question of bass

trend

towards

been achieved with considerably raised
sensitivity. Allowing for the lower 4-ohm
impedance value of the new

105, it is

nonetheless 841B more sensitive than its
predecessor for anominal lwatt ( 8ohms)
input. Whereas the old 105 cruised on
50-100W, the new model will do the sanie
on just 10-20W, and when wound up on
200W peak-programme it can provide
really high sound levels which make it
-42

extension is relevant here in comparisons
of the old and new RI05. The new version
has anominal response down to 501z, the
old to 4011z. The new is intended at the
outset to stand alone without the need for
any support from the 'CUBE or alternative
equalizers, although the new Kt BE can be
used to augment the 105/3 if so desired.
Included in this recipe is the potential for

LOUDSPEAKERS

a response extension to 20Hz — this
implies almost sub-woofer performance,
and also offers subtle tailoring of the
mid/treble tonal balance to take account
of variations in room acoustics.
Fig 1shows anotionally flat free-space
speaker response translated to a single
boundary ( one wall) condition, the LFboosted sum resulting from addition of
the reflected wave to the direct output.
KUBE and 105/3 equalization allow for
this effect at sensible room locations, with
an LF contour modelled as alow-pass filter
and substracted in the forward signal path
to achieve the intended compensating
step-down in bass response. But aspecial
high-quality KUBE is also promised for the
105/3 for use in more critical applications.
User facilities for this speaker include
optional use of the detachable grille and a
bi-wiring connection. Four gold-plated
4-ohm socket-binders are fitted, with jumper straps installed. The cladding is real
veneer, quoted in black-ash or walnut, but
the review pair were rosewood, lacquered in asemi- matt finish. The speakers
appear to work at or near their best set
straight ahead, and 0.3 to 0.6m from the
back wall. They do not require aKUBE for
normal use, in contrast to some earlier it'
series models.

Technology
The bass section of this six-driver fourway design is founded on the 104-style
bandpass LF technique. In this version,
two long-throw 200mm bass drivers are
fitted to small sealed enclosures within
the main box. These drivers are mechanically coupled by an alloy bar and mounted
so that vibration due to chassis reaction is
cancelled. The output from the drivers is
led to a large central enclosure, frontloaded by a massive flared port whose
output represents abandpass with 12d13/
octave slopes, its range extending from
50Hz to 150Hz. With the drivers 'floated'
on their mountings.
,the braced carcase
suffers very little coupled vibration.

At higher frequencies the output is
handled by a massive mid/treble module
built in 75mm thick MDF and mounted on
the front of the main enclosure. This
low-diffraction, narrow- fronted form is
self-contained and fitted with its own
die-cast rear pressure-chambers; these
back- load the three drivers and are of
defined volumes to determine the correct
acoustic rolloffs. Two I60mm polypropylene drivers handle the low mid-range,
these being located above and below the
new 160mm Uni Q concentric driver. The
latter's polypropylene diaphragm covers
the upper mid- range to 3kIlz or so,
crossing over smoothly to the timeadjusted centrally mounted 25tnm I
IF
unit. This driver has a powerful neodymium magnet pole and a well tried
polyamide dome radiator. This smaller
Uni Q driver offers a wider directivity
pattern than the earlier 200mm forms.

Sound quality
At first Iwas uncertain about the correct
approach for areview of this loudspeaker.
KEF had loaned me a KUBE 200 — a
moderately priced new type of universal
equalizer — and while the 105/3 can work
well as a stand-alone design, it seemed
logical to install it with the KURE as a
complete system. First impressions were
of a tidy, coherent sound, essentially
neutral and well balanced, showing good
extension at both high and low frequency
extremes. Focus was fine, stage depth was
above average, and the bass was promisingly quick on its feet.
At this point, one might feel that the
story describes just another good KEF
design, except that the substantial price
might give rise to some doubts concerning value for money. But something about
-43
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LOUDSPEAKERS
this speaker's manner suggested that it
should be taken more seriously, and a
series of modifications to the review
system were undertaken which proved to
have a powerful influence on the results.
Knowing that while the loan KUBE had
the correct equalizer options ( more of
this later) it was intended for installations
of moderate aspirations, we decided as a
first step to delete it from the chain. The
improvement was genuinely surprising,

staked aclaim to an unusual combination
of virtues, the like of which Ihave not
previously encountered. Consider a light,
dry, but tuneful, revealing and speedy
bass, solid to 401Iz or so in the listening
room. Add in qualities of low subjective
distortion together with an impressive
dynamic capability, the latter sufficient for
big spaces if so required. Note also the
excellent focus and generous perceived
stage width, coupled with substantial

less a criticism of the KUBE 200 than a
commendation for the 105/3 in so clearly

recovery

showing the effect. The sound was unmis-

stereo staging can he appreciated. Clarity
was very good for a moving- coil.
approaching the better film or panel

takably clearer, better focused, more
dynamic and more involving. The 105/3
was beginning to come alive!
A period of positional experiments then
ensued, ending with the speakers 1.1m
from the side walls and their fronts 0.8m
from the rear wall, the enclosures facing
straight ahead and square with the walls.
At this point the carpet piercing spikes
were set, and the benefits of both the
tuned locations and the spikes were found
to be considerable. Even with a heavy
speaker such as this the engaged spikes
gave a greater feeling of precision, bass
crispness, and superior low-level detail.
Now the work was becoming serious.
The effect of the grilles was investigated
next, and they were subsequently discarded except when the speakers were
not in use. ( KEF does hint at approval for
this practice.) There can be no question
that the sound was smoother, more open
and more articulate sans grille. Initially I
chose a reputable and moderately priced
speaker cable and was surprised to he able
to hear it throttgh the 105/3! Superior
cables were tried and performed according to their merits, and if you fuel so

and

a good

impression of perspective, and

of image depth

its fine

designs, while the ' open' character was
allied to a respectable level of transparency. These qualities could not have
been observed if the speaker had not also
delivered a sound with an essentially
neutral tonal balance and of conspiciously
low coloration. In perverse mood. Itried
but could not really identify any specific
colorations relating to the large port, the
cabinet or the drivers, save a hint of
wispiness in the high treble which generally passed unnoticed.
This speaker's output sounded all of a
piece, and clearly suited my relatively
neutral room very well. Conversely, once
you knew what it was capable of, it was
hard to accept the weaknesses of an
inferior CD player — or amplifier or cable
for that matter! llw consequence of using
inferior sources was some increase in
'nasality' and ' wiriness', and aloss of drive
or impact. features which presented no
problem at all with the best signals. This
speaker certainly deserves looking after.
Informal trials with the loan KUBE did
show some of the combination's likely

within reach without benefit of smoothing
at a 12 ° lateral axis defined over a501Iz to
201(117. bandwidth. At 15 ° lateral, my own
measurement ( Fig 2 lower plot) gave
±2.5cIB over a range commencing at
50011z. and curtailed by the speaker at just
beyond 16kliz. Within this tolerance, the
axial reference has a slightly lifted
response above 3k1 lz ( see Fig 4 ), about
1.5(.113 and intended to drive the room a
little harder in the treble and help balance
the neutral, ideal ' reference axis' output.
For this class of speaker, KIT has begun
to place more emphasis on the mean
hemispherical output, on the basis that if
(and only if ) a neutral reference axis can
be defined, aspeaker with amore uniform
hemispherical

response

will

ensure

a

more accurate sounding room reverberation. Tlw relevant KU graph is repro-

inclined and can afford it, this system
appreciates really good cables.
Next, the rear panel straps were discarded and the hi- wire mode brought into

potential. The bass extension to 2011z was
most worthwhile, making the need for a
sub-woofer redundant, but Ipreferred this
alignment subdued by amild decrease on

action. Yes, the sound quality was lifted
again. Where would this all end? The final
stage was the deployment of a brace of
stereo power amps wired for passive

the bass contour control. Experiment
with the treble contour showed its action
to be equally restrained, but it did have

output and represents a sort of concentrated equivalent of my usual set of

the potential for either brightening or
sweetening the overall tonal balance to

Unquestionably good correlation for such

hi-amping, and this produced a further
quality lift. The point to be made here, is
that the 105/3 is what you make of it. It
can loaf along as a pleasant high-power
'sleeper' in amid- priced system. yet it also
has the potential to satisfactorily exploit
the performance of true high-end electronics, sources and cabling. If you were to
take a fancy to this speaker, then you
could take the sound almost as far as it is
possible ( sensibly) to go.
Once kitted out, the 105/3 settled in
like an old friend, its inherent truthfulness
clearly demonstrating the difference of
character and merit between Meridian
208 and Krell 64x CD sources for example, or the improvement wrought by the
Mana stand beneath a l.inn turntable ( see
'Pot Pourri' ). It was an obvious choice for
reviewing the current speaker cable test
group, particularly in view of its largely
resistive 4- ohm amplifier loading.
Getting down to business at last, and on
the assumption that it should be treated as
a genuine high- end product, the
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

105/3

.11 -11' 1990

suit variation in room acoustics without
detracting from the overall character of
the system.

Technical report

duced as the lower trace in Fig
and
shows afine result to beyond 10kI1z. luis
is ameasure of the speaker's ti ) tal forward

off- axis

responses

shown

above

it.

alarge speaker is also seen in my standard
(unKubed ) room- averaged response ( Fig
5 ), which shows good frequency balance,
unift irmity and integration.
Pair- match was excellent at typically

This report is based on a combination of

±0.5(111, thanks to KEF's famous computer
toleranced production methods. The bass

KEF-generated data and our own in- room

extended to anominal — 3dli at 5011z and

measurements, the latter used as acontrol
on certain key aspects. Good agreement
was shown, for example between the axial

—6(111 at 4011z, with a l2dB/octave rolloff.
The impedance curve ( Fig 6) shows a
4-ohm characteristic. not a perfectly flat

and 15 ° off- axis responses taken with my

line but one sensibly contained within

spectrum analyser ( Fig 2 ) and the equivalent factory data ( Fig 3). As KEF have

tigh: 3.2 to 5- ohm limits. Essentially resistive. this relatively narrow = 20% tolerance ensures good load matching to
4- ohm rated amplifiers, and a measure of

previously pointed out, the axi-symmetric
nature of the
concentric tweeter
mounting results in asignificant + 2
ripple in the final treble octave. but this is
only directly observable on- axis. Clearly
the 15 ° lateral response is near the optimum,

tallying

with

both

listening- test

results and designer's recommendations.
KEF indicates a ± 2.5dB tolerance for
frequency response on the reference
axis', not the Uni Q median, and this is

independence with respect to amplifier
and basic cable characteristics of resistance, capacitance and inductance.
KEF's claim of a high 93d13 per watt
sensitivity was confirmed ( an ' 8-ohm'
watt),

which

will

make

the

most

of

smaller amplifiers. Even an Audio
Research ( lassie 30, a not unreasonable
audiophile

choice

for

small- to- medium
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LOUDSPEAKERS
room sizes, will generate around 10 IdB in

led with equal authority. A high sound-

the listening area. Some

quality rating of 7 0% was arrived at. Its
high performance was abundantly illustrated by an ability to reveal subtle system

100-150W

of

8- ohm input ( with afull 4- ohm capability )
will raise substantial sound levels of
110dB. For the listening tests, the Krell
KSA 8013 proved ideal, though many less
costly amplifiers will do the job well.
Distortion without KUBE equalization

In the future, we can anticipate a
compatible ' super' KUBE, which holds out
the promise of further enhancement
resulting from a2011z bass extension, plus
the benefit of environmental adjustability.

differences and benefit from top-class
sources and amplification. In conclusion,
then astrong recommendation is in order

Radically different from its old namesake,
the 105/3 is a worthy succu.sor to the

for the

original and equally radical It 105.+

105/3.

was very good at 96d13 spi ( only 2W,
8ohms input!). Values never exceeded

KEF

1% across 5011z-20kHz for either 2nd or
3rd harmonic. In fact at this level 3rd

R105

III

LOUDSPEAKER

st-

averaged only a modest 0.4%. and 2ndorder distortion was nearer 0.3%. At a
normal listening level of 86dB, 0.25% was
a fair estimate for the 3rd harmonic, and
an impressive 0.1% for the 2nd. In fact. for
much of the mid- range, 2001z to 6k1 lz.
the average for 2nd harmonic was down

1.:
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to just 0.0 7 %. No wonder the speaker
sounded clean, undistorted and capable of
a wide dynamic range.
A brief look at the Kt !BE responses
completes this section. The solid line in
Fig 7 shows the basic electrical response
with the controls fiat and the 2011z
equalisation in place. The upper trace
shows the effect of contour lift, active for
both bass and treble, the lower trace the

Fig 5. KEF 10513: room-averaged response (RAR)
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Fig 6. KEF 10513. modulus of impedance, ohms

effect of full cut. The control range is
moderate, preventing misuse and allowing for sensitive employment of the facility for fine tuning of speaker and environment.
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Fig I. KEF 10513: LF response change produced try a
single boundary
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near- field

response shows ( Fig 8). the effect of the
BE equalizer with my preferred '9

,1-i • • • ••

o'clock' setting for I.E contour was not to
produce an anechoically fiat response to

Fig 2. KEF 10513: 2m responses above 500Hz,
on-axis ( top)and 1.5° off-axis (bottom)

2011z. Instead, a sensible rolloff contour
was followed ( top- left). roughly corresponding to the balance of increasing room

lk

100

gain at ever lower frequencies. Scaled
down for clarity, the unboosted 201Iz
response is seen to be around 25d13 below
reference level. With KUBE equalization
the 10011, reference was unchanged, but
the 2011, level had risen by I2d13 or so,
generating a predicted in- room response

10k

2013

Fig 7. KEF KUBE 200: response options
(manufacturer's curves)
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to 201z for - 3c1B.

Conclusion
Building on the highly successful 104 11
concept. the 105/3 looks set to repeat the

Fig 8. KEF 10513: effect of KUBE below 100Hz
(upper plot)compared with normal speaker output,
mid-range disconnected

performance, albeit in its lower volume,
higher cost sector. As a stand-alone
model, the design oilers very good bass.
though clearly lacking in the lowest
octave. A true 4-ohm model, its matching
amplifier should be chosen with this in
mind, though the high sensitivity goes a

I
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Test results

6-6k

F131-11113,C3

Fig 3. KEF 10513: full range 2m responses, on
(top)and IS° off-axis ( bottom), manufacturer's plots

long way to alleviate any problems. The
combination of high sensitivity. low distortion and high power capacity endows

1.5 IA 'I12 .
A1

it with a wide dynamic range and a
maximum output compatible with large
rooms if required. While it is afree- space
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model, its 'dry', quick nature allows for

\

tidy placement relatively close to a back
wall without apparent sacrifice of the fine
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depth and excellent focus apparent in the
generous soundstagcs pn)duced.
Such is the overall precision and control of this design that no distinction need
be made concerning programme. and
both rock and classical material was handIII II \ E11.• A 8111 0KI) RIEVIE11
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Fig 4. KEF 10513: one-third octave response faon yat
2m, with manufacturer's mean forward response plotted
below

-

1.Im x2144.1n x40.5cm
Sixe ( height xwidth depth
Recommended amplifier power
10- 150W
per channel
Floor- standing near
Recommended placement
boundary at 0.3 to 0.6m
Frequency response within
4811z.1 /*Hz
±-3dB(2m)
401z
LF rolloff ( - 6(IB)at Im
Bass frequency extension
3511z ( 20112 with KUBE)
(typical in-room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref
93dB/w
2.83V at 1m)
Approximate maximum sound
IIlkIBA
level ( pair at 2m)
Average ( 4ohms,
Impedance characteristics
mainly resistive)
(ease of drive )
Forward response uniformity
Excellent
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £1800

Supplier:
KEF Electronics, Eccleston Road, Tovil,
Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP.
Tel: (0622) 672261
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Are you getting the best from your CD's and records? We
invite you to come along and listen in comfortable friendly
surroundings to your own personal favourites on any of our
impressive array of equipment. Not only do we stock ' state
of the art' equipment but also cater for those with more
modest budgets. Our staff are knowledgeable, helpful and
are always ready to help you in your selection of
equipment. Why not call Richard, Graham, James or Chris
for an appointment and you will be assured of a warm
welcome.
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761 Our best selling " small"
speaker
762 Ideal upgrade for the budget
system
763 Value for money floor
standing speaker
764 Extended bass plus " Super
Elipse" tweeter
765 Top of Range — twin LF
units for extra power
handling
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781 Superb built quality and
accuracy of sound
782 Twin driver version with real
wood veneers

Plus the superb Cyrus range of electronics
Plus the " Signature" Cyrus 2 and PSX combination.

THREE GREAT SYSTEMS
TURNTABLE Dual 505
Linn Axis-lLinn LP12 Blk
AMP
SPEAKERS

Mk 3.

Akito + K9

Cyrus 1

Cyrus 2

Mission 761

£489

Cyrus 781

£ 1059

Akito + K9

Cyrus 2+PSX
Cyrus 782

£ 1719

• Revox •

EVERY NOW AND THEN SOMETHING VERY SPECIAL
EMERGES ON TO THE HI-FI SCENE AND THE
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 11 IS JUST THAT.
"EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE FOR THE PRICE"
,•vcerpt from arevint) from Ken Kessler in the May issue of HFN)

3
B
•

IF YOU WISH TO KNOW MORE OR HEAR FOR
YOURSELF WHAT CAN ONLY BE DESCRIBED AS A
BARGAIN IN ITS PRICE RANGE THEN CONTACT ONE
OF OUR SPECIALLY SELECTED DEALERS BELOW OR
CALL US DIRECT FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE Il
OR ANY OTHER MODEL FROM ONE OF THE WORLD'S
LEADING ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS,

ACOUSTAT DEALERS
a
B

•Nakamichi

•

27 Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middlesex
Telephone: 081 863 0938

NOW OPEN MON — SAT
Au
rido
i
i
sh Deslers
Association

Mission •

Musical Fidelity • Nagaoka

3
•

DORCESTER HI-Fl

DORCHESTER DORSET 0305 64977
RAINHAM KENT 0634 389004

PROGRESSIVE AUDIO
LINTONE AUDIO

GATESHEAD TYNE & WEAR 091 4774167

AUDIO EXCELLENCE
AND AT

CARDIFF GLAMORGAN 0222 28565
SWANSEA GLAMORGAN 0792 474608

AND AT

GLOUCESTER GLOUCESTERSHIRE 0452 30046

NORMAN AUDIO

PRESTON LANCASHIRE 0772 53057

THE REFERENCE STUDIO
AUDIO SYSTEMS

HEATHFIELD SUSSEX 04352 8004

THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

DISS NORFOLK 0379 740227

CANTERBURY KENT 0227 457292

REFERENCE IMPORTS HEATHFIELD SUSSEX
04352 8004
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TURNTABLES

THORENS TAKE FIVE

s an ever increasing number of
recording labels are going purely
CD, many will think that it is
foolhardy to spend afortune on arecord
player. For those looking for amoderately
priced yet competent design (£ 250), we
may have the answer. A recent dispute
over just who has rights to its distribution
here has now been resolved by Thorens'
MD in Germany: Peter Curry at Portfolio
marketing is confirmed as sole UK distributor just as we look at one of the cheaper
models in the range from this wellestablished company.
Made in Lahr, West Germany, the
Thorens 160S is landed in the UK in Mark
V form without arm. The design is a
three-point suspended sub-chassis, a system popularized by Thorens in the 1970s
with the introduction of the TM 50
model, although other manufacturers now
adopt similar systems.
The plinth of the TD
160,
440x350x170mm ( wdh), is of veneered
chipboard, finished in mahogany. with a
steel top- plate and sub- chassis. The top is
finished in agloss black and sports asingle
speed selector ( 33/stop 15rpm), and an
arm lift lever. The arinboard is easily
removed and may be drilled for the
desired arm: Linn and Rega are two
options suggested by the importer, who
can supply a pre-cut hoard suitable for
SME's range of arms.
The 3.1kg zinc alloy platter is a twopiece unit, with a heavy rubber mat,
driven via a fiat rubber belt from a low
voltage 16-pole synchronous motor fed
from an external power supply unit. The
motor pulley has a slipping clutch to
reduce strain on the drive belt during
start-up. Speed change is achieved
through the use of a mechanical fork
which lifts the belt to the next step of the
motor pulley.
Overall, the turntable is finished to a
high standard, while it is evident that
HIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A new version of an old favourite:
we look at the Thorens TD160S
turntable now in Mark V form
by Trevor Butler

good quality materials have been used in
manufacture — typical of the Thorens
tradition. An example of attention to
details is the provision of extensive chassis damping.
Mounting of arms is easy, although if
suspension adjustment is required to
bring the turntable level, this can be
achieved only be removing the bottom
cover: there is, unfortunately, no suspension adjustment from the top. But with
most arms the factory setting should su:t.

Sound quality
In essence the reproduction obtained was
judged to be excellent on all types of
music for a turntable costing £ 250. The
bass notes were strong and deep, and
listening comparisons showed that the
bass was noticeably tighter than that of a
TD160 Mark IV. "Ille Mark V gave amast
natural mid- range with good, solid imaging of instruments, most notable on large
orchestral works. Solo voices were quite
natural in their reproduction, as too were
guitar and piano. The top was crisp with a
good sense of scale and timing shown.
An SME 309 with Shure Ultra 500
(m- m) was tried as a heavyweight combination for the Thorens using a pre- an
armboard. The result achieved was overwhelming, and showed just how good the
160 is, well able to do justice to an
arnicartridge combination costing £994.
From just afew bars of Eric Clapton's 46/
Ocean Boulevard it was obvious that
stereo width and depth were superb, as
were the focus and imaging.

For an acid test of the mid- band. Elton
John's 'Greatest Hits' passed with i1 ng
colours, highlighting adetailed reproduction that extracted the last piece of
information from the groove. Bass slam
and attack were not lacking either, with a
well extended bottom end shown by
Holses Planets (Philharmonia/Rattle).
Complex works such as Elgar's Symphony
I ( LPO/Handley) were handled with
equal precision, portraying a spacious,
open sound. It is always reassuring to be
able to hear the orchestra's strings vibrating and so it was here. The Thorens also
had that knack of keeping quiet passages
quiet, and yet being able to create the
dynamics required for fff portions without congestion. This is again evidence, not
only of the SME's ability to hold the stylus
in the groove and retrieve every detail in a
controlled fashion, but also of the Shure's
class — no wonder it is considered to be
'the best m- m ever'.
A more modest combination tried was
the Rega arm and Nagaoka's new TS1 I,
which together were able to extract a
warmth and roundness to the sound, no
doubt an asset of the arm. A generally
transparent performance resulted with
good reproduction of LP, if not quite up to
the SME/Shure combination!

Conclusion
A fine performer which should work
sufficiently well with most arms up to
£200, such as Thorens' own TP90, Linn
Akito, etc. It is apity that the 160 is not
available here complete with the TP90.
This is obviously the standard package
elsewhere, and detailed in the handbook.
However, any competent dealer should
be able to remedy this and fit an appropiate arm for the unwary.
Supplier: Portfolio Marketing, 67 New Road,
Little Kingshill, Great Missenden, Bucks.
HP16 OEU. Tel (0494) 890277
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THE CABLE
SURVEY
PART TWO:
SPEAKER WIRES
T

he wide range of cables in this test
included atotal of 64 items — while
some old favourites were reassessed to help put the newcomers into
perspective. All price- points are covered
from entry-level budget' cables to the real
exotica. All the prices quoted have been
scaled to atypical 5metre stereo pair. The
cheaper sets can be as little as £ 10, while
the most expensive tested is abreathtaking £4100. We did not, however, test its
big brother at £7406 which, although
possessing twice the number of conductors, is unterminated!
Ordinary cables gave a perfectly
respectable performance and remain
good value. And, surprisingly, afew managed to fall below a level considered
'basic' and necessary to attain a recommendation. There is a middle group of
designs which are clearly of superior
capability. These sound noticeably closer
to the reference short link. A whole range
of prices apply to cables of this type.
Finally we have the real exotica of quite
superior sound. Although very costly,
these are built with ahigh proportion of
silver, or entirely from the pure element.
Able to attain remarkable accuracy, their
high cost suggests use in the finest of
systems, in short lengths. and with power
amps close to the speakers.

Speakers
For the listening tests, a pair of stable
monoblock amplifiers were used close to
the loudspeakers. The latter were KU'
105/3 chosen for their useful combination
of neutrality, transparency and predominantly uniform resistive 4ohm loading.
Most speaker cables were the 5metres
requested; results for the few that weren't
have been scaled to 5m as far as is
possible. The reference cable was as usual,
`no cable', ie: a vestigial conductive link
between the speakers and their local
power amplifiers. Where necessary, the
volume control was adjusted for variations in loop resistance of the cables; most
were inconsequential though just one or
So

Following last month's mammoth
survey of interconnects, we now
examine over sixty speaker
cables, optical and digital links,
and specialist mains connections
by Manin Colloms
two showed serious variation. The plain
conductor cables for review were complicated by the need to decide just how to
place them. Five cm spacing was adopted;
much more and loop inductance becomes
asignificant factor, progressively attenuating the treble range. Where indicated, or
directed, directionality was observed.
Standard electrical tests were carried out
with a precision auto- bridge, including
dielectric loss at II/kHz.

Mains cables
For this test a good quality integrated
amplifier with an 1EC mains input was
chosen; an old Cyrus Two. The wall
socket is fed via adedicated single strand
30A line from the house distribution
hoard. Judgment rested on the abilities of
the test cables to make the amplifier
sound like a better, more expensive
model. The percentage scores are relative,
and are given for ease of guidance only.

Digital links
For the optical and wired tests the reference was joined by amatched, but physically impractical, wired link between a
CD player and adecoder. The tests are not
exhaustive but do give an indication of
the variations found in this reputedly
incorruptible mode of digital audio data
transmission. The percentage scores
relate to judgments made with astate-ofthe-art system ( Krell bi-amped, Apogee
Duetta Signature, etc). Rather less difference would be observed in a standard
audio arrangement.
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CABLES
Comments
Very few cables have significant capacitance over 1nF. The Lindsay Geyer was
the highest at 2n2F — of little consequence at these impedance levels ( 3k6ohms
at 20kHz). Most are also low inductance,
typically 51.411. That doesn't sound much
until you consider that 101.4.11 represents
an additional 1.26ohms by 20kHz with an
effect then dependent on the speaker
impedance in this region. Lindsay Geyer
produced 25µH resulting in significant
treble loss. Loop resistances were typically 0.1ohm ( 100ma) for the more
substantial cables while those with most
metal went as low as an incredible 5mi/
for van den Hul SCS2. 2001141 is a fair
result for the average cable, while some
were much higher than this. 400ma
represents an audible 1db drop in sound
level with a 4ohm speaker ( 0.5dB with
8ohms) but again it was the Lindsay Geyer
with amassive 1.9ohms which dominated
the results for resistance and produced a
drop in level of 3.4dB, 411. Speakers with
uniform impedance loads will also show
serious audible frequency response variations with such a cable.
While the association is not 100%,
better bass was generally associated with
lower cable resistance as well as the more
rigid constructions eg Siltech Ribbon, van
den Hul SCS, Naim NAC5. The dielectric is
rather less critical with speaker cable than
interconnects, but some correlation was
nonetheless shown between superior
dielectric performance and better sound.
While remaining dependent on the design
and physical construction, the sound quality did also show some correlation with
both metallurgy and stranding. Flat or
single strand can be an advantage, while
silver and silver-clad conductors are often
better than copper. LC OFC and special
grades of copper show asmall superiority
over the standard metal.

Recommendations
From the test results, 60% is the baseline
score and, unless acable does significantly
better, it is not worth spending much
money on it. Worthy low-budget examples include Audioquest 'Type 4' and
'F14', DNM ' Grey' ( Rainbow, not tested, is
probably better for low resistance applications), Mission 'Cyrus', Furakawa TS2T/
5S', Oxford Gold 'Unifiex', the QED
cables ' F200', ' 79 Strand', van den Hul
'Clearwater', all these in the £ 10-60 range.
More advanced cables at reasonable
prices, scoring 72% and over include the
Nairn NAC5, Oxford Gold Spirafiex', and
Vecteur ' CV30' and ' CV10'.
High-priced, high- quality performers
are ICimber ' 4AG', Siltech 'MC4-4', the
van den Hul SCS series of which my
preference is SCS12, and Vecteur 'CV90'.
Head and shoulders above the rest was
Silted' Ribbon; yes — one hell of aprice,
but what accuracy! The best digital
optical was Furakawa F1210 while the
best wired digital was Masterlink Blue
interconnect, despite its non-75ohm
matching impedance. Standard RG59 RF
coaxial also did well at minimal cost.+
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Audioquest

Clear Hyperlitz ( 5 )

Litz type on core

six wire copper

polypropylene

1,200

1.1

55

27

8

Audioquest

Greenfly Perlitz ( 5)

Litz type on core

'FPC' ( LC or C )

polypropylene

1,125

1.1

90

25

8

vgood

Audioquest

Cobalt Hyperlitz ( 5 )

lita type on core

TPC' ( LC or C)

polypropylene

1,100

1.1

85

31

7.8

vgood

Audloquest

Brown

OICilow skin effect build

ORR: ( copper)

polypropylene

173

5.3

181

Ili

vgoexl

Audioquest

Type 4

standard twist

OR IC ( copper)

polypropylene

350

2.4

113

Audioquest

FI4

flat twin, 2strand per leg

OFHC ( copper)

PVC

208

4.9

182

Audioquest

Type 6

stranded

OR IC ( copper )

polypropylene

890

1.5

Cardas

In/slink 5 ( 2.5 )

Golden Section stranding

copper

N/A

850

3.0

Cardas

Quadlink ( 2.5 )

Golden Section stranding

copper

N/A

286

DNM

Grey

single strand flat twin

copper

polyethylene

Mist

50
> 100

vgood

6

vgood

28

43

good

Hi

35

8

vgood

i2

II

19

vgood

1.9

36

21

37

vgood

224

9.95

912'

> 50

24

good
good

Furukawa

F521'155(5)

single strand twist

PC4XX:

polyethylene

400

3.3

110

20

27

Furukawa

2135P ( 5)

stranded twist

PC-OCC

polyethylene

440

3.16

53

13.6

35

kinks

Furukawa

FS2T2OP ( 5)

stranded twist

PC-OCC

polyethylene

480

313

91

12

33

good

lumber

4AG ( 3)

3

good

16.6

sehl

standard braid

6 nines silver

VITE

717

1.7

91

Lindsay Geyer ( 5m) Speaker 10-35'

10 strand Litz twist

iron alloy, magnetic

cotton/silk

2,100

25!

19()(1!

Masterlink

Speaker Black ( 3.5)

separate conductor Litz

silver plate copper

VITE

30 ( typ)

7(typ)

37

Mission-Cyrus

Speaker

single strand, 09mm flat twin

OFC

PVC

100

7.1

300

copper

> 100
4.5
> 100

15 ( typ)

vgood

30

50

kinks

Monster Cable

MI

multi- conductor complex

250

3.4

55

48

16

vgood

Monster Cable

Powerline 2

multi- conductor stranded

240

3.6

70

60

15

ygood

Monster Cable

Powerline 3

multi- conductor stranded

315

3.1

106

56

12

vgood

Monster Cable

Monster Cable Std

low resistance twin flex

stranded copper

PVC

240

57

17

60

good

low resistance twin flex

stranded copper

polypropylene

100

4.9

48

Oxford Gold

Imilex

single strand parallel

LC-OFC

air/polyethylene

80

5.6

250

> 100

Oxford Gold

Spiraflex

single strand twist

LC-OFC

FIVE

180

3.6

230

> 100

3.5

vgood

QED

Ilat 200

stranded flat twin

copper

296

5.8

76

12.2

48

lay flat

QED

79 Strand

stranded figure of 8

copper

450

4.0

85

5.5

77

good

QED

Flat 79 Strand

stranded flat twin

copper

290

5.3

10(1

11

55

lay flat

balanced multiconductor

copper/cold weld terminations

1,280

1.5

22

11

12

huge!

Nairn

Sigma by Monster

r2

> 100

V

good

vgood

Siltech

M(:4-24 ( 2.5)

stranded twist

silver

silicone rubber

980

2.8

130

>100

3

vgood

Siltech

Ribbon

extruded ribbon

silver

polythene

25 ( typ)

10 ( typ)

35

>100

1

vgood

SXMO

1114X ( 2.5)

rope strand, flat twin

()FC

PVC

125

6.3

70

40

37

vgood

Sonic link

Brown ( 5)

single strand twin

silver plated copper

FIFE

257

3.6

193

Speaker Twin

Cheap ' DIN'

stranded, figure of 8

copper

PVC

276

5.6

600

van den nul

SCS2 ( 1.5)

stranded plain conductor

silver clad copper

VITE

601'

1
OT

van den Hul

S(56 (I)

stranded plain conductor

silver clad copper

VITE

601'

101'

10

van den Hul

SCNI2(5)

stranded plain conductor

silver clad copper

POT

ier

20

> 1(8)

> 100

1.5

vgood

50

satisf

>too

I

unwieldly

> 100

I

unwieldly

1

vgood

13

van den Hul

1/352 ( 5)

'paced twin stranded

silver clad copper

PVC

141

5.2

38

50

30

Vgood

van den Hul

CSI22(5)

spaced twin stranded

silver clad copper

PVC

17 1

5.44

66

23

53

vgood

van den Hull

Magnum ( 5)

spaced twin stranded

silver clad copper

PVC

132

5.54

23

33

50

vgoixl

van den Hul

Clearwater ( 5)

stranded, flat twin

silver clad copper

PVC

138

6.1

100

30

60

vgood

Vecteur

(7190(5)

star quad Litz

LC-OR:

1,750

1.7

> 60

1.6

vgood

Vecteur

(7150(5)

twisted strand twin

LC-OFC

25(3

5.5

8.8

100

good

Vecteur

(N50(3)

spiral four strand Litz

LC-OFC

Vecteur

CV10(5)

single strand twin

0.8mm LC-OR:

PVC

PVC

MAINS

CABLE

800

2.2

184)

20

17

vgixxl

265

5.3

280

8.2

105

good

ASSEMBLIES

House wiring

2m

2.5mm sq single strand flat
cable

copper

Normal IEC

2m

stranded flex normal supply

copper

PVC

Kimber

o 7 5m ' RTC'

braided flex

copper

VITE?

Pétasterlink

I5m

Litz

silver clad copper

VITE

Sonic Link

2.5m

stranded

silver clad copper

VITE

DIGITAL

130

LINKS

OPTICAL

Std black' acrylic

and

WIRED

vinyl clad single fibre

optical

Furukawa

F1210

single glass micro libre

optical

Furukawa

Fl 110

acrylic mono libre

optical

Furukawa

310

PCS, mixed libre sizes

optical

Excel

' Blue'

Equistrand PCS

optical

Marantz

(: D94 Special

black PVC on glass

optical

Sony

Interconnect

OR:/polyethylene coax

(WC, wired

Experimental

interconnect

VITE single strand twist

silver plated copper

VITE

lumber

RCM:

silver braid interconnect

silver

VITE
FIVE

polythene

Masterlink

Blue

interconnect

silver clad copper

Sonic Link

Pink

interconnect

silver clad copper

VITE

van den Hul

1/1(12 III

interconnect

silver clad copper

polyethylene

van den Hul

MC Silver

interconnect

silver clad copper

ptfe

van den Hul

D30)

interconnect

silver clad copper

polyethylene

Vecteur

8045

intercom',

LC OR:

polyethylene

RG59

Std

copper

polythene

I Lit/ ill1.1

Clia%

Notes: sound quality ratings, given near the right-hand end of the table, are percentage figures based on listening tests carried out by Colloms Electroacoustics using
asmall panel of experienced listeners under controlled conditions, and are 'absolute' overall ratings in the sense that they are auditioning scores averaged without
taking account of price.
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CABLE SURVEY
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subdued

emphasis

sbright

ave

ave+

ave

ave+

ave-

aye+

ave-

does not hold together well

good

sthin

stizz

good

good

good

ave +

good

ave +

ave +

more pace and drive than clear

softened

emphasis

semphasis ave-

ave-

ave

ave

ave-

ave +

ave

ave

spotlit

sfizz

aye+

ave

aye

ase

awe

ave+

spotlit

dull grains ave

ave

ave+

aye+

ave

aye+

ave

neutral

tidy

ave +

ave +

ave

ave +

ave

aye+

sthin

sbright

aye

ave

ave+

ave

semphasis open

shza

good

good

good

tuneful

sbright

sroue

good

ave +

soft

neutral

tidy

good's'

good

shard

sbright

good

sthin

ave+

ee

1,235

Audloquest

69

625

Audloquest

unimpressive, loss of space and focus

63

375

Audioquest

needs acrisper definition and more pace

65

51.50

Audloquest

ave

pleasant but lacks drama and cohesion

68

44.50

Audloquest

ave +

ave

tighter and more coherent. better value!

68

31.50

Audloquest

ave

ave

ave

rather average, unexceptional

65

54.50

Audloquest

good

'exist+

good

good's'

adynamic. ' open' performance

"I

N'A

Cardas

good

good

good

ave +

good

pleasantly tidy overall

69

N/A

Cardas

good+

good*

good+

good

good+

good's'

simple coherent sound. line detail

7I

2.30

DNM

vgood

good

good

good+

good

vgood

good

coherent, well balanced performance

72

50

Furukawa

good

good

good

aves'

good

good

good

good

strands are not as good here

69

20

Furukawa

thin

bright

good

aye+

ase

ave+

ave+

good

ave +

dose to the average

68

12.50

Furukawa

ygood

neutral

grainless

vgood

excellent

vgood

excellent

vgood

excellent

vgood

delightfully accurate, just ashade polite!

85

714

Kimber

'nasal'

ringing

grain

ave

ave-

ave +

ave-

ave+

ave

aye+

unusual sound hut average merit

67

--.350

Ygood

sforward

s * zing*

aye's'

good

good

good

vgood

good

vgood

another promising Masterlink result

75

7 50

good

neutral

tidy

ave

ave+

ave

aves'

good

aye+

ave+

tidy, good pace. good value

69

160

Mission-Cyrus

good

emphasis

soft

ave

ave-

ave

ave

ave-

ave

ave-

hiss of pace and integration

64

360

Monster Cable

good+

emphasis

soft grain

aye

ave

aye's'

ave

ave

ave+

aye

average; essentially down the line

67

160

Monster Cable

soh

vague

soft grain

ave-

ave-

ave

ave

ave-

Monster Cable does sound ' different'

61

100

Monster Cable

aves'

forward

grimy

aye-

ave-

ygood

lean

bright

good

good

light

sforward

tidy

good

slight

sthin

sgrain

good's'

good +

Nthin

smush

as'e's'

good

shard

sbright

good

ave

smush

good

projected

are

65

Lindsay Geyer ( 5m)
Masterlink

are-

are

ave

ave-

surprisingly this cable is rather below
average

60

60

Monster Cable

good's'

good

ygood

good+

vgood

ahit bright. hut fine hass pace and
dynamics

75

4.14

Nairn

good

good

good

ave+

good

aye+

lightweight but well integrated

69

60

Oxford Gold

aye+

good

good

good

good

good

tighter, more dynamic than Uniflex

72

120

Oxford Gold

ave

ave+

ave

good

aVe+

ave +

budget cable has fair pace, good ban

67

2.20

QED

aye

are

ave

ave

aye's'

ave

ave+

abudget classic is still alive!

65

1.00

QED

ave-

ave

aye

awe's'

ave

ase

aslight loss for the flat style

64

1,40

QED

sdull

aye +

good

good

good

ase

good

ave

67

800 ( 8ft)

Sigma by Monster

'contrived' yet sounds well balanced, an
enigma

vgood

shard

sbright

excellent

vgooet

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

an old friend still delivers well

79

85

Siftech

excellent

excellent

sgrain

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

frighteningly close to no wire ( in 1990)

96

1,7(X)

Siltech

good +

neutral

tidy

good

good

good

good

good

ygood

good

decent, coherent hut costly

72

500

SXMO

ave-

hard

grainy

ave

ave-

aye-

aye-

aye-

poor

aye-

fair enough at next to nothing

59

tight

neutral

sgrain

ygood

ygood

vgood

ygood

excellent

ygood

ygood

is it really necessary?

79

2,000

tight

neutral

sgrain

ygood

vgood

ymaxi

good+

excellent

good+

vgood

another above average SCR

77

1,200

van den Hul

tight

neutral

ygood

ygood

ygood

ygood

excellent

excellent

ygood

excellent

the best t
ti the SC!, and the cheapest!

82

600

van den Hul

aves'

good

aye+

aye

aye

ave

ave')'

aye+

ave

somewhat heavy sounding, fairly neutral

68

130

van den Hull

sbright

aye

ave

are

ave

ase

ase

aye

mildly coloured. pleasant enough

66

60

van den flu)

aye's'

=3

Speaker Twin
van den Hul

ave

:we

ave

ave

aye

aye

aye

ave

ave

ave +

aye

ave

another ' average' cable

67

300

van den Hul

ssoft

emphasis

mild grain ave

aye

ave

aye

aye

ave +

aye

what can Isay -*pleasantly average'

66

30

van den Hul

good+

neutral

sgrain

good+

good+

gixtd+

good

good+

vwxxl

good+

Vecteurs best yet

"6

230

Vecteur

softer

ssharp

sbright

good

good's'

good

good's'

good

good+

good's'

letiti tidy treble hut agootl result

'1

'0

Vecteur

good+

clean

neutral

good+

good+

good+

good's'

good +

good +

good's'

coherent and well balanced

-5

50

Vecteur

good

neutral

sbright

good

good

good

good

good +

good

good

lively, neutral budget cable

-2

30

Vecteur

good+

sthin

syrain

good

aye's'

good

ave +

good +

good

good+

lean' sound, alxwe average, toxid
dynamics

69

100

Sonic Link

good+

neutral

sgrain

good+

good+

good

good+

good+

good's'

good+

significant sonic uplift if awkward
mechanically

75

House wiring

good

ave

mushy

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

apparent Is ). hat we are used to

70

Normal IEC

MAINS

CABLE

ASSEMBLIES

good+

neutral

neutral

vgood

ygood

vgood

ygood

good

vgood

good

clean, but asofter. slower sound

-9

2'

lUmber

good+

ssharp

sbrittle

ygood

good+

ygood

ygood

ygood

got +

ygood

another dynamic, high definition cable

84

120

Masterlftik

clean

tidy

ygood

ygood

ygood

ygood

ygood

ygood

ygood

asurprising improvement for aCyrus 2!

90

50
(1m£55)

Sonic Link

good

neutral

clean

good

good

good

good

slowed

mild loss

restrained clearly poorer than good coax wired

70

good

neutral

clean

good

good's'

good +

good+ !setter

mild loss

ssoft

the best optical so far

80

75

Furukawa

booms-

neutral

sibilant

good

good

good

are+

slowed

ave

are

worrying result, possibly -Toslinle
tolerancing

60

27 .50

Furukawa

soft

good's'

ygood

good+

good's'

good+

good

confused

good

aye

has its points but does not put them
together

65

90

Furukawa

ave

good

*
tinkly

aye+ "

aye+

aye

aye

are-

are-

aye

excellent sample

60

N'A

Excel

good+

good+

sgrain

good's-

goods'

good+

good

are+

good

aye+

Marantz chose it for above average sonic> " 5

ave

aye+

good

aye

ase+

aye+

aye+

good

aye

not very coherent

good

DIGITALINKS

:we

OPTICAL

73
EN Club?

and

WIRED

Std 'black' acrylic

NA

Marantz

N/A

Sony

neutral

clean

ygood

ygood

ygood

ygood

vgood

vgood

sgood

somebody should sell this!

93

£ 20?

slowed

good

tizzy

good

good+

good's'

good's'

ave+

good

good

not at its hest in this application

75

£ 147.20

Experimental
Kimber

firm

crisp

tidy

vgood

ygood

vgood

ygood

vgood

vgood

Ygood

outstanding result, very fair price

90

£ 50

Masterlink

2forced

sbright

tidy

ygood

ygood

ygood

ygood

ygood

good+

ygood

lively boppy sound, atouch lean

88

£ 15

good +

slean

tidy

ygood

ygood

good's'

good's'

aye+

s- good+

good

good on points, can sound less coherent

80

firm

neutral

tidy

ygood

ygood

vgood

ygood

ygood

good

good')'

shows merit but is very costly here

ssoft

ti thin

mild grain good

good's'

good

good

aye

good

good

unexceptional for digital work

aye+

projected

mild grain good

good's'

good's'

good

ave+

good's'

good

afair digital interconnect too!

83

25

Vecteur

good

sbright

mild grain good

good's'

good+

good

good

good

good

agood budget purchase

82

is 10

RG59

Sonic Link

£35

van den Hul

86

£ 375

van den Hul

78

£ 22.5

van den Hul

Subjective comments derived from the listening tests, and which occupy most of the right-hand part of the table, use abbreviations as follows (given here in
descending order of merit); ex = excellent; vgood = vety good; good + = good-plus; good; av+ = average-plus; av = average; ay— = average-minus. Other
characterizations should be self-explanatoty. Prices are in some cases per metre: please check with suppliers.
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FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER CABLE . . . . WE'LL REFUND YOUR MONEY.
Ihave alittle story which won't take long to tell
about afilm called Quantum and the cables that they sell.
They're made by Furukawa in PCOCC,
and at this very moment they have aguarantee.
"IF YOU FIND A BETTER CABLE,
YOU CAN HAVE YOUR MONEY BACK".
But from our recent sales we know there's not much chance of that,
So go and see our dealers, they're the people in the know,
you'll find their expert comments in the list below.
They'll demonstrate the cables and put them to the test,
so you can hear yourself that Furukawa are the best .. .

Grace Jamieson
"The best interconnects regardless of price." - David Wren, Radlett Audio, Rod/eu. (0923)856497.
"These cables represent tremendous value coupled with staggering performance." - David Campbell, Zeus Audio, Belfast (0232) 332522.
"If you can find abetter interconnect below £600.00 we want to know about it!" - Jack Lawson, The MtlSiC Room, Glasgow. (041)248 7221.
"Amazing cables probably the best regardless of price." Barry Haycock, Hi Fi Excellence, Abetdeen. (0224)624408.
"Superior cables at very impressive prices." - Tony Gascoigne, Lintone Audio, Gateshead. (091)477 4167.
"Amazing, at last we can hear the music." - George Bartlett, Bartletts Hi Fi, London. (071) 607 2296.
"Musically Magic!" - David Spiers, The Music Room, Manchester. (061)835 1366.
"Furukawa clearly know cables better than anyone else."- Ian Padbury, Reading Hi Fi, Reading. (0734)585463.
"Well done Quantum Audio, Furukawa are the best cables we've heard." - Bill Cochrane, Laser Audio, Kilmarnock. (0563)40292.
"Clearly the best!" - Peter Adams, Audible Difference, Norfolk. (0379)740227.
Don't change your hardware until you've tried Furukawa - Charles Hudson, Exotic Sound Company, Kingston-upon-Hull (0482)216468
"This is live music!" - Keith Hobson, Moorgate Acoustics, Rotherham. (0709)370666.
"Furukawa do everything agood cable should - add nothing!" - John Jeffries, Reference Studio, East Sussex. (043 528)004.
Simply the best range of interconnects and cables available - John Rogers, Brentwood Music Centre, Brentwood (0277) 221210.
Contact any of the above, or for further information ring Grace Jamieson at:

Quantum Audio Ltd., 22 26 Nelson Street, Kilmarnock, KA1 1BA. Tel: ( 0563) 71122
If within 14 days of purchase you're unh,repy war) these interconnects or cables, the above parbcipating sales outic .

SUB-WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it ICerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub-woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front speakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music- lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such a three-way system - consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers - produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost IC805 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 3
/ in. square by 20 1/
4
4 in. high,
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.
At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre-amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.
The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME!
SUMMER SALE: Audio &CI) bargains aplenty during July & August.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 071-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7).

We have

STAX

headphones with full demo facility. Consult

our expert - Mi ke

Mears

or write for further information.

STAX EARSPEAKERS
RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
SR- 14 I
including 51204 Eiergiser ,
£144 95
SR-84 I
including SRD4 Energiser'££
SR- GAMMA I
including SRDoSB Energiser'
£2
3(999
909
SR- LAMBDA ' including SRD7SBI
1
)
£.189 90
SR- LAMBDATHE
PRO ABOVE
linc luding
ENERGISERS
SRD7SB

ARE CONNECTED TO THE

ti559 90

SPEAKER TERMINALS OF INTEGRATED AMPS POWER AMPS
NEW SR GAMMA PRO ' including SRD-X Pro Energiseri'
SR- LAMBDA PRO I
including SRD.X Pro Energ.ser1
£ 1';)4
95
8. 90
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE ' including SRD-X

.

..

£ 709.90

THE ULTIMATE IN HEADPHONE LISTENING
SR- LAMBDA PRO I
inclucEng SRM-1 II Pro Energiser'
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE I
including' SRM-T IEnergiser
SR- SIGMA PRO ' including SRM-T 1Energiser

£ 1019.95
£ I0,9.95
£ 114995

The above energisers are connected to any line level source. I.E. Pre
amp output, tape recorder output. C.D. player, Tape deck, or tuner.
EXTENSION LEADS SRL l'IN
£38.00
EXTENSION LEADS SRE I
£07.00
EXTENSION LEADS SE SIGNATURE
£99.95
SRM-T IVACUUM TUBE ENERGISER
£895.00
AVAILABLE
THE EXCELLENT STAX OUATTRO 2C D PLAYER
EDI EQUALIZER FOR LAMBDA LAMBDA ?R0

Postage and Pack

rrec

£ 100000
£ 795 00

DAC XI DÍA - CONVERTOR VACUUM TUBE

ilc

£ 8000 00

IK

I-II FI CARE RETAIL LTD
DEPT HIN,
7/245 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W1P 9DP
(MIKE MEARS) 071-637-0371
—071-637 8911
11111 NII'S"A RFC . 0RD si
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AMPLIFIERS

ARCAM'S
DIGITAL DELTA

ummer additions to Aream's Delta
range include the enterprising Delta
150 NICAM stereo 1V tuner ( not yet
available ) and the new amplifier reviewed
here. This £ 1200 combination comprises
the Delta 110 pre- amplifier and Delta 120
stereo power amplifier. As abonus, 1)110

Arcam's new flagship pre-/power
is the Delta 110/120 combination
— complete with on-board
Bitstream DAC

pre-amp is equipped with an on- board
1-bit/PDM DIA converter, and so will
accept direct connection to the digital

by Paul Miller

output of a CD player.
The products are functional rather than

sing IC affords the suitably re-formatted
1.+/1.— and R+/R— datastreams which

mould- breaking in appearance, though
the 1)110 is equipped with a useful range

drive the pair of SAA732 I DACs in differential mode. This contrasts with the

of facilities including amotorized volume

I.+/R+ and I.—/ R— format used by Philips
in the CD840, but mirrors the approach
taken by Meridian in its 208.

pot and remote control. Relay switching is
provided for the four line- inputs and

quasi-complementary

in operation.

Full

series- relay protection and four independent 3A rail fuses are provided.
Stability is maintained by a111)7 lop- amp
that forms aIX: servo around the output- toinput, while in bridged mode an inverting
amp ( NE5534N) is connected to the input
of one 'channel'. Facilities include dualmono operation for easy bi-amping, thus
increasing flexibility of the amplifier for later
upgrades.

Lab report
The power amp appears most comfortable
with highish load impedances, offering a
healthy

8ohm dynamic headroom of
but an increase of only + 1.5dIl

m-mim-c disc stage, though CMOS
devices are employed for the rec-out
section. Discrete low- noise transistors

Each PDM chip is powered via separate
supplies for the analogue and digital

into ' ohms together with a maximum
current output of just I6.7A, limited by

sections, while multi- layer ceramic capa-

benefit from a separate power supply in
the m- e headamp prior to the active- LEI
passive HF m-m/RIAA eq section, which is
built around OP2 7 and NE5534N op-

citors ( with very short legs) are used
around the chips for tight RE filtering. As

protection. Some sensitivity to RF spuriae
in the 245MHz and 355MIlz regions was
also recorded. Noise, sensitivity and

amps.
The main line stage also utilizes
NE5534 devices, together with a special
low- noise op-amp for the low- impedance
output stage. Nevertheless, pride of place

is common practice, the first integrating
op-amp is run at a slightly lower ( — 2dB)
level, bypassing the second internal stage
in favour of adiscrete op- amp for differential to single-ended conversion.
Two further poles of analogue filtering

must go to the PDM decoder, based in this

achieve a lower
characteristic than the
60kHz 3rd-order Bessel function recom-

instance on two Philips SAA732I

DACs

mended by Philips, resulting in a slight

operating in differential mode. Arcam has
made use of its proprietary NGA35037

reduction of treble ( — 0.7dB at 20k1 lx),
The accompanying D120 power amp is

data acquisition chip, and though similar

equally versatile in design, deploying an
AC- or DC-coupled long-tailed pair input,
2SA968/2SC2238 drivers, and two pairs of

clock extraction techniques are employed
the input board here does feature more
comprehensive ' digital

housekeeping'

than the Black Box II. This central procesI!EH NEVI'S (V RE( :() RI) REVIEW

jtI.1'

99(I

SM740 ( Semelab) 40MIlz bipolars per
channel. Tlw output stage is therefore

separation are all line, though slight crossover non-linearities become evident at
low power levels, where odd- order distortions climb to around 0.032%. The ultrasonic

distortion

plot ( Fig

1)

shows

reduced levels of THD/1MD at two-thirds
voltage output ( 4ohm ). Both power and
pre- amp are non- inverting.
Line- level

THD

was

extremely

low

through the DII 0 pre- amp ( typically
0.0008% ), but the performance of both
disc stages was severely compromised by
their limited overload margins: + 16.6dB
via m- m and just + 11.3dli via m- cat Ikl lz.
The pre- amp proved fairly sensitive,
requiring only 740" for full output via the
55

Far Out

But Not that Far Out
(Stores in Cardiff Swansea & Gloucester)
We stock awide range of the world's best hi-fi, including Mission Cyrus.
Please telephone, write or
call in for acopy of our brochure Fidelity.
I34/136 CRWYS RD., CARDIFF
01 //-

11

8565

9 H IGH STREET, SWANSEA
0792 —

74 608

58 BRISTOI. RD., GLOUCESTER
045 2 — 300046

Open 9.00-5.30 TU ES—SAT.Closed MONDAYS
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AMPLIFIERS
m- c input. Noise was also low at - 85dB
and -" 3dB respectively on m- m and m- c.
However, noise performance of the

warmer RoteliMeridian version of events.
Nevertheless, by seeking to merge the
richness of the latter with the mercuryquickness of the former. Arcam has man-

Conclusions
In many respects the Delta

120 power

even-handed

amp does its partner few favours, for
though it is a smooth and 'gentlemanly'
sounding design. in my view it also

tory. On the other hand, low-level digital

Sporadic idle-pattern noise was occa-

succeeds in camouflaging the aspirations
of the Delta 110.

linearity proved superb, displaying errors
of under - 0.15d13 at - 90dB and under
-0.43dB at - 100dB, while remaining

sionally audible during the quietest sequences but, this aside. Arcam's PDM
decoder showed both great technical

By contrast, the pre-amp joins hut a
handful of tremendously lucid sub-£ 1000
designs. Its implementation may require

below 0.1dB right down to - 7 0(.1B.

PDM section was sonic 10dB worse than
on the best 1- hit systems at - 98d13
(A-wtd), though this figure is still satisfac-

aged to achieve a very
balance of virtues.

resolution and an ability to convey emo-

further attention, though in my opinion

The 31) plot ( Fig.2) shows the charac-

tional conviction in the presentation of

teristic 2nd- order stop- band images at
-55dB, together with 3rd and 5th- order

music. For example, the contrast between
the raw, cavernous impact of drum and

Arcam's on- board PDM decoder manages
to combine the most positive attributes of

harmonic products increasing with frequency ( typ ( 1.025% at 20kIlz). THD at

flighty percussion in Schonherz & Scott's
Wishing Well was underlined to agreater

illz actually fell to 0.0014% ( - 97.2(113)
at - 10dB. rising to just 0.2 7 % ( - 51.5(113)

extent than Ihave ever witnessed before.
So here is a classic example of an
apparently sterile hi- tech concoction

at - 60(115. A gentle spray of odd-order
products is clear from the 1kl
plot ( Fig.3), which also shows IM artefacts
clustered around
ki z together with
the near- hand effects of noise-shaping.

Sound quality

transmitting great emotional impact - a
simple combination of instrumental textures that ( via Arcam's PDM pre-amp)
could spark off complex lights of musical
fancy. 'Ibis is arare find in hi-fi these days,
a find to be treasured.

Listening to this hi- tech combination, it
was easy to imagine Arcam shunning the
smooth but unadventurous sound of its
earlier designs for something more exciting. (' sed in ' PDM' mode, together with an
Arcam Delta 170 CD transport, the pair

ARCAM

DELTA

both the Deltec and Meridian 1- bit systems. As such it may serve to elevate the
current high standards in delicacy, resolution and ' musicality' already established
by the breed.
These improvements are subtle, but
serve to push the quality of reproduced
music ever onwards: the goalposts are not
continually shifting, we are simply inching
our way forward. This said, Arcam still has
away to go if it wishes to bring the D120
up to the standard of the DI 10.+

110

PRE- AMP

AMP L ILUCIE
-mot

offered a deep and full sound which
benefited from a satisfying weightiness,
adding atangible texture to the reproduction of strong bass lines.
So it was with Suzanne Vega's Book of
Dreams, her voice pleasantly articulate,
reinforced on the one hand by a steady
drum rhythm and on the other by the
sharper and more incisive edge of guitar
and percussion. Nevertheless, Iwas left
feeling uncomfortable with the very

Oa»

r

»

a

OUTPUT

r
1r

O

an/
I

Y

W IZ/

Fig I. Arcam Delta 120 power amplifier:
ultrasonic distortion plot

Stravinsky's ' Soldier's March' from the

Test results

and bassoon tended to cloak the spaciousness: but alittle experimentation revealed
the partnering 1)120 power amp to be the
culprit, with slight dynamic muddling
smothering some of the pre- amp's finer
qualities. Having noted in previous
reviews that some amplifiers seem less
adept at revealing the natural ' PDM
sound', Ifind it ironic that Arcam's should
apparently be une of them.
Employing the Delta 110 pre- amp with
a Deltec DPA-50S power amp highlighted
its very considerable potential. The overall presentation was now lighter, faster
and brighter, seemingly better able to
distinguish subtle tonal and dynamic
inflections. Interestingly, this exquisitely
detailed. light- of- foot PDN1 sound was
closer to the Philips/Deltec issue than the
111- II NM'S ta RFC( / RI) REVIEW
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1111)

-3nds

- MMB
'DID - 90dB dithered
iiiii-100c1B dithered
Intermod ( CORI. ( MB
Intenn(xl ( stop- band suppression)
ti/N (
Iwithout emphasis
with emphasis
1
-- r -

r

--r-50
FREQ UENC Y (( or)

-

r-

100

Fig 3. Arcam Delta 110 pre-amplifier, PDM section:
spuriae associated with a 11:Hz tone at - 70dB

I
k.emphasis ( error in dB )
Resolution at - 90dB ( L/R )
-100(1/1(1/11)
Typical price ( inc VAT )( complete
pre-amp)

Test results

Test results

Arcam Delta 110 pre-amp
Aux/CD

titeraso separation ( 21)1111
98 • 611i
(I
kllz )
90 "dB
I201(11z 1 (o6.3dB
Channel balance (
0.89dB
( - 20dBV I 0.08,111
( - 60dBV 1
1.98dB
.
1D11(0dBV, I
kllz ) - I
03.3dB
(20kIlz ) - I
00.4dli
CC1R intermod distortion( I:I ) - 88.1dB
Phase shift ( 2011z 1
+ 6'30'
(1kIlz)
tro'
20kIlz - 18°0'
N0/1501 (
A-wid, 2011z-20kIlz) - 10(0.5a1B
Residual noise ( unvetal1(MIV( - 10)0.1
Input sensitivity Ifor t)(11IV )
12-r.'mV
Disc overload ( 2011z )
(IkIlz)
I21/kHz I
(501(11z)
Input loading
a".51(utim
"20pE
Square wave Meanly
Preamplifier output Imay I
impedance
10.2V

m- m

m-c

dli
"5.8dh
65.-ed11
0.89d11
(I09dB
1."5,113
-85.8dB
-85 idB
-7 3..idB
+ I5%) .
-5(CME
-104'30'
-85.-61B
-100.1
1.39 I
mV
v.4-rmV
33.96m%'
332 "mV

62 8(111
(sri "dB
66 OdB
(1.89(1B
0 I1dB
1854.111
-88 2(.1B
-80.9(1/1
-53.5dB
+1'30'
-50°0
-111-elE

(ii

847.5mV

."k-ohm
12(1pF
-109.9dB

10

PDM converter section
20Hz

for instance, bursting momentarily across

conclusion to this piece ( March of the
Devil ) the interjection of percussion. bass

;II

e

Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
111D 01.1B
'HID - 10dB

Soldier's Tale sounded suitably positive.
with the raw timbre of violin and brass,
the methodical backdrop of cello and
bass. There was certainly apleasing openness. a relaxing fluidity about the sound
that ‘‘ as undeniably musical - in fact, all
that PDNI should he. llowever, in the

TO
30
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Fig 2. Arcam Delta 110 pre-amplifier,
PDM section: ultrasonic spuriae, ' 3D' plot

warmth and richness, the velvety lushness
hinting at sonic loss in resolution of fine
detail and in mid- band transparency.

SO

-100."
"-, 25µV
23-i 5µV
1828m%'
t" 85mV
35.85m6'
2I8ohm
ISnE

( line ) 26 . 5ohm

ails

20kHz

0.01dB
108.9dB

0.0IdB
OdB
94.4{1B
69.2dB
0°
-94. -MB - 95.2dB -" 2.1dI)
- - 97.2dB _ - 51 5(1B
- 20dB
- - 10.5dB -102.3dB
55.4dB
9'.3dB
98.2dB
IkHz
5kHz
16kHz
+0.02dB + 0.14dB - 0.4dB
-0.15DB/-0.04d11
-0.i3dB/-0.35(1B
£700

Arcam Delta 120 power amp
20Hz

Maximum continuous power
output. %ohms
aohms,
Phase shift
Output impedance ( ohms
Damping factor ( ref 8ohms)
Stereo separation ( OrIBW )
(1)(1BW
(la power)
Intermod CC1R ( 11a1BW)
Intermoal CCIR ( •ta power)
Peak current I5msec. I% THD)
Rise- time ( at I( Nd lz)
Dynamic headroom ( 111F
Squarewave linearity
Noise
(Aead. 2011z-201d1z 10dBW
(Ased, 2011z-20kHz1z apower
Residual noise ( unwtd)
Input sensitivity ( for WM)
(for full output)
Input loading
DC-offset. left right
Typical price ( inc VAT)

112.8M'
149.8W
0°
0.060

IkHz

20kHz

112.1W
1572W

105.5$
129.5W

14 °30'
0.12'
632
13 I.5dB 102.1dB 76.5dB
-"2.1dB -' 2.8dB - 69.34.1B
-83.2dB - 85 8dB - 79.0dB
-80.7dB
-98.3dB
16"A
3.9fisseas
+2.3'dB ( 193.3W )
-115.5dB

133.4

0°
0.061

130.4

-100.1dB
-11'.9dB
-8".9dBV
I01.6mV
1094mV
34.5k-ohmw"20pF
+10.5m%/-15.8mv
£500

Supplier:
A & R Cambridge, Denny Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge C13.5 9PB. Tel: (0223) 861550
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PDM MOVES
UPMARKET
An early test of Philips'

forthcoming 'flagship' Bitstream
CD player not yet
available in the UK

T

o date, only one PDM player has
been sold in the UK under the
Philips brand. This model, the
£350 CD840, seems to have been priced
to conform to the Philips strategy of
maintaining 16-bit 4- times oversampling
players in the range: in other words, it has
been the secondary manufacturers, rather
than Philips, who have attempted to
extract audiophile levels of performance
from the DAC 3 ( SAA7321) Bitstream
converter. Informed opinion has it that a
new generation of chips will be required
before the full potential of the system can
be realized [ see 'Comment', p51.
In Japan, however, Philips has already
produced a higher level Bitstream CD
player, the LHH500 reviewed here. This
model is currently available on only the
Japanese domestic market; but it is
expected to appear in Europe this autumn
as aMarantz model. Our sample LHH500
was aproduction Japanese-market model
for 100V mains, and so of course had to be
used with a step-up mains transformer:
our thanks for the loan of this privatelyimported sample go to Howard Woo of
Covent Garden Records.

'Comparable with 16-bit. .
A real heavyweight player in the true
sense of the word, the Japanese-built LHH
500 is a serious attempt by Philips to
prove the value of its 1-bit Bitstream
decoding technology. Operating in differential mode, double dual 7321 chips
are employed in the circuit. Internal
construction is to a very high standard

with individually screened sections and
solid carcase with metal end plates.
The front panel is dominated by alarge
bulge in the centre which accommodates
the CDM 2 mechanism with 3in adaptor
slot. Styling is largely along the lines of the
Marantz CD94 II but lacking the latter's
black finish. Basic controls are present on
the facia, with full operation intended
from the infra- red remote handset.
In use, the drawer mechanism was swift
and smooth while track access time was
remarkable: from track 1 to 15 for instance almost as fast as it was possible to
operate the stopwatch; afar cry from the
early days of the Philips 104 for example.
The remote does not have to be pointed
directly at the player: it is possible to
bounce the command signals off the
ceiling or appropriate surface.
Operation was straightforward, and the
blue fluorescent display clear and easy to
read — in my view a great improvement
over LCDs now seen on downmarket
Philips players of today. Keeping the
number of buttons on the facia to a
minimum aids looks, even if it necessitates
the use of the remote. Facilities include
FTS, track programming and the usual
time readout modes. It was disconcerting
to find that the player automatically
selects 'pause' when track skip is activated, but otherwise the LHH 500 was a
delight to use.
Initial listening revealed avery smooth
and glare-free presentation in a quite
mind-blowing performance possessing all
the liveliness of 16-bit decoding. This was

true across a range of CDs including
orchestral, choral, and female pop vocals.
This model is, we understand, destined
to be released in the UK as a Marantz
design with a projected price around
£1900, although there may be some
modifications: Isuspect the XLR sockets
may disappear, which would be apity for
these do provide significant advantages
over the RCAphono output, even if not
driving balanced amps. In sheer size and
weight the LHII 500 is doubtless worth
the money and, although 1-bit decoding is
no longer in its infancy, it could be said to
have only just reached adolescence.
While obviously confirming that Bitstream is a competent alternative digital
decoding method it was evident that, in
some quarters at least, conventional 16bit chips in aMarantz CD85 outperformed
the Philips LHI1500. This was particularly
evident in portrayal of bass lines and the
ability to replay the tune more convincingly to reveal the melody. In summary
then: well done, could do better.
Trevor Butler

'Listenable. . . but rather cold. . . '
'Battleship' would be more correct than
'flagship' for this model — even if you
removed the massive end castings, it's not
the sort of machine you'd sneak out of the
shop under your mac. And, whereas I've
been perfectly happy, after about 20
minutes listening, to box- up most CD
players I've sneaked home, the LHH500
involved several hours of most careful
comparisons. Inever fathomed why the
designer felt the drawer open/close pad
should be smaller than ' play', but Iliked
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CD PLAYERS
`Ease and smoothness..

the display-off facility. Manual Track selection can be done without illuminating the
display. Unusually, with a CD in the
machine, pressing ' play' does not start the
next track, but recommences the one
already running. The machine is rather
slow to answer the drawer command, but
play is started very rapidly.
The most striking thing about the sound
quality is that the image lies well back,
with good depth. It focuses the relationship between elements in the soundstage well, if not quite so strikingly as the
Meridian 208 Bitstream player.
With its combination of speech ( three
voices) and music, Stravinsky's The Soldier's Tale, on Pangaea ( PEA 461 0482],
makes an ideal CD for test use The fine
nuances in speech ( as opposed to song),
excitation of studio echo, and balance of
actors with the small instrumental group
will underline differences between CD
players — just as DG's analogue LP of the
same work did so well for pick-up cartridges. It was the difficulty in following
the string- bass pizzicati at the start of
Track 2, and a comparative lack of
expression in the voices ( not withstand
ing the superb spatial ' lock' on McKellen;
String/Redgrave) which pinpointed for
me afailing vis-à-vis the richly involving
Meridian 206.
Another weak area in the 11111500 was
its presentation of timbres. Always 'civilised', the recessed imaging went with a
certain shallowness of timbres. Pianoforte
could suggest the zither; the solo fiddle in
the Stravinsky was thin, almost scratchy.
However — unlike the ' 206 — replay levels
could be lazily set without the sound
hIFI NEW'S & RECORD REVIEW
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becoming strident, or bright.
Another worry was that the musicmaking seemed slower, or 'sober' in presentation. An EMI promotional CD has
Nigel Kennedy and the London Wasp
Factory in 'Summertime'. Now, my own
modified MCD PRO conveys best the
visceral energy of the group; the 206
preserves some sense of excitement,
where the Philips makes it all seem much
more controlled and lacking immediacy.
Level matching was adjusted subjectively,
for the output of the 100V sample was
below those of the Meridian CD players.
Incidentally, mains polarity is critical with
the LHH500 for best sound-quality.
Summing up: the LHH500 is musical,
listenable. But its presentation can be
rather cold. With the new Uchida Debussy
Etudes Bitstream CD I
Philipsi it robbed
the instrument of some of the characteristics expected from a good Snape pianoforte production ( and these were present
with the ' 206). But both of the latest
Meridian models are, I would say, for
those who pay full attention when listening. The 11111500 may be used as a
background source of music: at more
realistic levels it stretches the listener's
concentration to derive the same degree
of involvement. I spent much time
wondering whether the problems' I
experienced related to its timing
(rhythm) aspects, frequency balance, or a
combination of both. In the end, Ifelt that
whilst Icould live with this Philips, one
might say as much about a competent
moving- magnet cartridge, whilst knowing
that one's own better m-ccould give alot
more.
Christopher Breunig

I did not find the machine particularly
pleasant to use; the 'open' and 'play'
controls seemed illogically placed, though
this is amatter of familiarity. The 'display
off button is nice to have, but for obvious
reasons the display comes on automatically when mains power is switched on.
My listening consisted of acomparison
between the LHH500 and the wellestablished but still hard-to-beat Marantz
CD85. Ancillary equipment included
Musical Fidelity MVT pre- and MA50
power amps, and also the Croft Series 3
OTL valve power amp. On that old
favourite ' Easy Money' from Rickie Lee
Jones, the LHH500 clearly produced a
more rounded bass quality, the beat now
sounding deliberate rather than plodding;
in the midrange, it seemed that the
breathy details of Fticicie Lee's voice were
heard more strikingly, and that the voice
was more forward in relation to the
backing but without any trace of hardness.
By comparison, the voice had a hint of
glassiness via the CD85. On the other
hand, the CD85 did offer a bottom-end
solidity and, higher up the range, atactile
quality to certain instrumental details; the
crispness and definition of the CD85
continued to impress.
Trying the recent Uchida recording of
Debussy Études ( Philips 422 412-2), my
results differed from CB's ( using a different system, of course). Ifound the piano
(with the LHH500) to be placed more
naturally in some sort of real acoustic;
with the CD85, the recorded acoustic
clues seemed like an undertow beneath
the music; with the ' 500, the acoustic was
'there all the time'. With the '85, loud
sections sounded noisy rather than
powerful; with the LHH500 Uchida's playing actually sounded more dynamic.
On the 'atmospheric' Stravinsky Firebird recorded by the LSO ( Nimbus
N15087) the LHH500 did convey afeeling of more depth, more colour, and more
lifelike scale on some instruments, notably the woodwinds. However, as with
the CD840, Ifelt that the player could
sometimes betray an unexpected coloration, a midrange twang or quack.
Overall, despite the great merits of the
CD85 — which is dependable and solid
sounding, with good perspectives and an
attractive ' immediacy' on rhythmic material, I soon found myself prefering the
LIIH500. It offered a certain ease and
smoothness which was not achievable
with the CD85. Since my listening was
carried out 'sighted' and Iwas well aware
before starting that the LHH500 contained the 7321 chip, it might seem facile
to conclude that this player had built on
the positive aspects of Philips's CD840 —
but this did seem to be the case. It was
clearly a much more refined player than
the 840, as indeed it should be at probably
four times the price. It may not have had
the balance of virtues needed to rout the
CD85 on all fronts, yet it had enough to
win me over; but then, at the price, it is
the Meridian that it really has to beat+
Steve Harris
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A Switchmode power supply
allows Chord to provide monster'
power output within
domestically-acceptable
dimensions. How does it sound?
by Martin Colloms
nusually innovative the Chord
SEM 900 is of compact dimensions but comprises an impressively large pair of mosfet power amplifiers
rated at over 200W per channel. Designer
John Franks is practised in the art of
switched- mode power- supplies, a technology readers may recall was used in the
Meridian modular amplifier series. While
Chord is new to the audio market, the
build quality and finish on this unit are
quite professional. Measuring 13.3 x 30.1
X 20.1cm, the amp should be allowed
reasonable ventilation, hut it is otherwise
flexible in regard to location. It is priced
at £ 1725, well into the British audiophile
grouping.
Front- panel facilities comprise on-off
and speaker switching for A and B. On the
rear panel, mains input is via an WC
terminal, while speaker connections are
via 4mm socket/binding-posts. Audio
input is via XI.R connectors, and apair of
60

XI.R outputs permit through- connection
for ' chaining'. A negative aspect is the
excessively close spacing between all of
these terminals.

Technology
switchmode, as

it is known in the trade,
involves elimination of the large mains
transformer and II reservoir capacitors
which define most of the hulk and weight
of normal power amplifiers. ` tiwitchers'
rectify directly off the mains supply ( with
suitable safety precautions) and the
resulting high volt-age dc is used to
operate a power oscillator. In the case of
the Chord, the frequency is 80k1 lz, high
enough for good efficiency and low
enough for good reliability. The oscillator
is quite well regulated, while filtering and
smoothing can he very effective at this
frequency using small components.

Sound quality
An extended warm-up was given to the
Chord, and small improvements were
noted during this period. Loudspeakers
used included the new NEF 105/3 and the
S1.700 with custom silver cabling. Reference amplifiers included Krell NSA 8011,
MF P140 and Cyrus 11. Sources ranged
from a Mcyidian 208 pre- amp-CD to a
Krell KSE 711 fed from the Krell 16X
digital decoder, and the Goldmund Studio
T4/Koetsu Rosewood Signature analogue
player combination.
111-11 NM'S et RE( : OR!) ItIMEU
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AMPLIFIERS
group. For this, greater transparency and
better dynamics are required.

Lab results
Noting that our own version was the
Bohm model and that a 4ohm higher
current alternative does exist, the SPM
900 met its weighty specification with
200W into 8ohms over a 201Iz-20k1 I.
bandwidth. With both channels driven
into 4ohms, the mid- frequency level fell
by 4dB .from 250W to a true power of
200+200W into that more demanding
load, backed by apeak current delivery of
±- 15A. This would raise 220W peakprogramme into 2ohms, though continuous sinewave output into lower impedances was curtailed by the protection
circuits at the frequency extremes.
Huge short-term power is available, as
the IIIF burst tests show: some 500W per
channel into 8ohms ( 2- (111‘V ), same again
into 4ohms, and over 300W into 2ohms.
The output impedance was negligible and
channel balance spot-on. Input impedance measured a moderate 17.5k-ohms,
9ImV raised 1 watt, and 1.42V was
required for full power. DC-offset was
unmeasurable and noise levels were quite
satisfactory, although very mild hiss might

well Welt. Apart from the ' average' signal-

sover content, rising to - 52dB for rated
power at 20k1 lz. 11F intermodulation

and point to good engineering and design.
Sound quality reaches the ' good' level but

results were similar, with a cleanly iso-

falls short of the true audiophile group.
To conclude, the package offers good
engineering value and is worth considering by the domestic audiophile. however,

former, the design gave an authoritative
account of itself. Set against the state-ofthe-art reference, the Chord achieved a

-68dli and I3( lz at - 80(.113, seen positioned amongst the harmonics of 3511z in
Fig 2. I would have thought that the

CHORD

SPM

visible

900

could not flesh out the stereo image fully.
With a faintly ' anechoic' character, some
loss of ambience and far space was appa-

\'b

I

I38.

-

1 Ms

eee

Fig 1. Chord SPM 900: Imermodulation spuriae from
19/ 20kHz tones at OdBW

lute terms. The mid- range was well
balanced, clean on vocal sections which

I
I

but with good transient definition and fine

In summary, this is apleasant amplifier,
but not one to take on the audiophile
111.11 NEV'S & RECORD REVIEW
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in one of its intended applications recording studio monitoring - it may he
seen as outstanding when compared with
the popular competition. +

POWER

AMPLIFIER
Chord SPM 900

Rated power

rent and only a moderate impression of
transparency was given. Taking specific

available from the sources.

at

to-noise ratio the lab results were fine,

Test results

ons:10

While essentially musical, the Chord

detail. On pace and rhythm, the Chord
was only alittle better than the norm and
did not resolve the full measure of drive

programme and continuous ratings. This

tion was also satisfactory at typically
-65dB ( 0.056%), with neglibile cros-

Tested for supply modulation, some
1001Iz breakthrough was present at

was crisp and well defined, atouch bright

It is hard to think of another amplifier
with such amassive power capacity offering such compact dimensions and good
finish, while running cool on both peak
huge reserve is a feature of its sound

less, generally well balanced and free of
obvious distortion. An above- average per-

were projected nicely, but in the lower
treble ahint of sibilant excess and mild lift
was noted. Through the treble the sound

Conclusions

quality, and the 4-ohm version is likely to
take on 4- ohm Apogees and the like with
aplomb. Its general characteristics are
very worthy, and it is well protected and

lated Ikl lz difference- tone
-60d13 on the plot ( Fig 1 ).

areas, the bass was a strong feature: agile
and lively, it handled bass tunes well and
showed quite good slam. This was
achieved without exaggeration, and in
fact the bass was slightly muted in abso-

at 41Iz before rolling off steeply.

systems of over 90(.111 W sensitivity. Channel separation was satisfactory, but

First impressions were promising, with
the amplifier sounding relaxed and effort-

here, the performance being roughly on a
par with several price competitors.

155kIlz, while the bass was flat to 811z,
below which it peaked gently to + 1.6dB

be audible in aquiet environment speaker

declined to 45dli by 20kIlz and Iwould
have expected better. Harmonic distor-

worthy if unexceptional 55%.
Clearly anew standard has not been set

switch- mode power-supply would have
eliminated these. The frequency response
was flat to 20k1 lz, rolling off to - 3dB at

4

1,
v.*

J1,,,revt.vse

Fig Z. Chord SPM900: Power-supply modulation
spuriae from 35Hz test-tone

8ohms 2180,V; 23dBM'
level ref. 1W: Ot.110% .8iduns
Measured power ( at 240V AC 5011z
20Hz
IkHz
201t111
Continuous ((ohms, I
ch.
23.0d11M' 24.(rilitn
RUM
Continuous .40I1MN Moth
12‘1801' 20dBM
Burst Mite; tiohms
—
2-‘110.1
-ohms
24dBW
?ohms
10dIvnt' —
Output impedance ( ohms)
0.1138
On39
0.088
Harmonic distortion
Itated power & duns
- 63dB -66dB - 52dB
at ()JIM riohms
- 64dB -68dB - 56tIB
Channel separation
52,18
55dB
45dB
Interrnodulation distortion
19 ,20k11, CI I
rated - 53 dB Ot1BW - 60
Peak current Via I
ohm 2 251'
2m sec pulse
+ 15A; - 15A
Signal to noise ratio ( full gain )
rel. URI' rel. full level rated
2211z.22kIlz
68c1B
02dB
'A'sod
9-, dB
Channel balance
Otlit
Input impedance
l'.5k ohm
Input sensitivity
91mVIHF. OdliW
1..12V for programme clip
ILC offset, L.R
Omt OmV
Frequency response: - 0.5(111 311z to 50kliz;
-3d11, 2.611z• to I55kIlz
*see text

Supplier:
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd, Station Road
Industrial Estate, Hailsham, East Sussex
BN27 2ER_ Tel (0323)843474.
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Putting the performance
back into your music
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Suppliers of
Linn/
Naim Audio/
Regal
Roksan/
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Independent advice
on the best systems around

Audio Research/
Ion Systems/
Arcam/
Rotel/
Royd/
Sony ES/
and much more

West Midlands Audio
158 Ombersley Road
Worcester WR3 7HA
Telephone 0905 58046
Fax 0905 57585

TUNERS

\ Mg been along-time admirer of
Studer/Revox products because
of the sheer quality of their
engineering. Iwelcomed the arrival of the
BI60 FM-only tuner model, complete
with Radio Data System module. Not that

the BBC regard this as proper RDS, Revox
making use of only one of the facilities the
technology makes available to radio designers. The automatic re- tuning ability of
RDS would have little practical use On a
domestic model, and its omissii Hi typifies

AN RDS TASK
Ladened with facilities including

2mV is shown just right of centre, and the

RDS, is the Revox 11160 tuner

'minimum hi-fi requirement' of 600uV at
centre — thus warning of weak. hiss'

over- engineered?

signals as well as those .which may ( iverload the circuitry without attenuation.
Ilaving recovered from this excitement.

by Trevor Butler

the logical thinking of the Revox team.
Despite a lack of certain RDS aspects.
the West German built BIO0 is not short
of bells and whistles. Although Iknow of
another hi- ti writer who found the operation of this unit just too complicated. I
would like to redress the balance, and
report that within aweek of use Iwas not
referring to the handbook at all, having
familiarized myself with the many buttons
and tuning methods on offer ( though I
appreciate that the optional IR remote
handset would take longer to master).
More difficult was finding space to house
the hefty unit.

I settled down to explore the RDS
options. On equipped transmitters, the
programme name is displayed on the

(I S0. IlOkl lz ), two ,optional hi- blend fil-

green vacuum fluorescent display ( which

ter

distant fI(10/ te ) attenuator.
It is possible here onl to summarize

dims through the use of alight-dependent
resistor as the room darkens) with an
option to have frequency only, name only,

the detailed explanation of the wide and
varied facilities this tuner offers which are ..
set out on some 20 AI pages in the
comprehensive manual. With any piece of
equipmenz, there is always something
which immediately strikes a new user, he

or both. More and more stations are being
RDS equipped, and it was interesting to
hear the newly opencd Jazz I'M in London,
not only agood signal in deepest Sussex,
but with RDS idcnt, too. The BI hORDS
will cater for RDS encoded ' I" channel

it agearbox on a new car or, in this case,
the
meter. Yes, the ReVOX has aproper,
log- calibrated signal meter. Not a
hopeless;y• vague set of lights which

data — the idea being that stations trans-

modes,

mono

override,

and

local,'

Technical description

shows maximum signal whatever is arriv-

'hic rear panel simply sports apair of RCA

ing al the aerial socket, but a bar graph

phono sockets for lefrright audio out, a
5ohm Belling Lee plug for external
antenna ( connector supplied), a DIN out-

reading to I00mV full-scale; the optimum

III- 11 5F\\S.
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memories which have the sort of output
he wishes to listen to
Rib facility will come into its own

name of the wanted radio station, as well
as for the occasions when instructions are

include power on off switch ( automatic
stand-by selected when plugged into

rocker control, and RI controls. These
allow an IF setting of wide or narrow.

dard P numbers. The listener can then
tune just those stations held in the

for anyone who doesn't operate in MI lz
mode, hut prefers instead just to know the

let for Revox's remote system, and the
captive AC mains input. Facia controls

mains ), station- scan, P-scan ( of which
more later), display option button.
numeric input keys, tuning up/down

mitting the same sort of programme, he it
News. Pop. or Classical, will adopt stan-

33

99.'30 -

DRS3

6

given to a nim-technoist about tuning.
Normal scanning of the 30 memories is
called Station Scan and is simple to
achieve. If this control is continuously
held, each station is heard for a few
seconds before scanning continues. Auto > 6-

AUDHOKIITS Predsbn Components

11 ,
Eta IS WRONG.

CABLES FOR AUDIO APPLICATIONS
ALL THESE CABLES ARE SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
INSULATED WITH PTFE

'z ‘‘, HO It '[SIT RIGHT?

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES — NEW
2core 190 0.25mm sheathed in BROWN PTFE.

£10/m

SCREENED INTERCONNECT CABLES
19 x0.15mm sheathed mPINK PTFE.
19 x0.25mm sheathed in RED PTE.
3core 19 x0.287mm sheathed in WHITE FIFE.

£4/m
£7.50/m
£15/m

PHONO to PHONO INTERCONNECTS
fitted with Gold Plated phono plugs
2x0.7m PINK £22.50
2o0.7m RED £32.50
2o1m PINK £25
2xlm RED £35

‘t . do. The U1% 111,11 41.
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forrinoon liai I. London %% cif'.
2x0.7m WHITE 55
2xlm WHITE £65
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Available also from Specialist Hi-fi Dealers who sell SONIC LINK amplifiers
CABLE SAMPLER — See how good this (able really is!
2x07m PINK fitted with Nickel Plated phono plugs.
2xIm PINK — Nickel Plated Plugs
MAINS CABLE
3 core 19 a0.25mm in Brown, Blue and Green/Yellow
sheathed in BLACK PTFE.
1
----FITTED MAINS CABLE SET
With IEC mains socket at one end 1
1
/
4m.
and Gold Plated moins plug other end 21
2 m.
/
Available also from SOW( !INK dealers

CARE INTERCONNECT LEADS.

Please phone for further details of this superb cable
Send now for AUOIOKITS COMPONENT NOTE ACN24.
'Cables for Audio Transmission' — price e or 9" x6" SAE for catalogues to:

AUDIOKITS PRECISION COMPONENTS
6Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU
Telephone: 0332-674929

£12.50
£15

DO YOU REALLY LISTEN?

£12/rr
For
£35
£50

custur

7i114 rile sonic

benefits of "NOCON" Interconnect cablas bulit and supplied by
ourselves "NOCON" is not about style or fashion but about
performance. Its for people who lisien to MUSIC. Our Customers
comments "A MOST NEUTRAL AND MUSICALLY
SATISFYING SOUND" and we have been asked to make
"NOCON" available to all. With these factors in mind we offer
"NOCON" at £48 per metre pair including PP + VAT
Supplied direct by
Warstones HiFi Studio, 54a Warstones Road, Penn,
Wolverhampton, WV4 4LP. Tel: 0902-345114.
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CARTRIDGES

ONDON CALLING
The legendary Decca cartridge
lives on as the London. How does
it fare in the Age of CD?
by Ken Kessler
ad pennies and Decca cartridges.
They do '
keep turning up', eh?
Heartfelt pleas for a mercy killing
have been heard ever since the cartridge
first made its unreliable way to the end of
atoncarm, but it's still here aquarter of a
century past its sell-by date. Now the
name has changed from Decca to London,
and the cartridge has been refined beyond
recognition. Is it still worth wearing this
hi-fi hair shirt?
Some users, myself included, have
championed these oddball pick-ups for
reasons other than nostalgia or patriotism.
The short cantilever and its 'direct tracing' capability, the traditional ' vividness',
the finely etched images — this cartridge,
however quirky the design, has virtues no
other can match. The downside is that the
cartridge is fragile, fussy, prone to hum,
suffers from needle chatter, ad nauseam.
But Ialways keep aDecca/London nearby,
because there are times when it alone can
deliver the belt I require.
When Decca got out of the game it
looked as if these cartridges were
doomed. But a former employee, John
Wright, is building them under license,
though the name had to change: ' London'
was the natural substitute. It stands to
reason that anyone crazy enough to want
to make this cartridge — to keep it alive, so
to speak — would have to be committed to
it; so the early reports of continued
development and improved quality control seemed plausible.
While the Plum ( or Maroon) and the
Gold are still available, my attention has
been focused on the current flagship, the
Super Gold. The original, standard Gold
with its elliptical tip was a world-class
cartridge in its day, hampered only by the
intrinsic quirks ( bad enough to deter
most people) and slipshod quality control. As far back as the mid- 1970s, aftermarket tweaks appeared, with rebuilds
and alternative styli uses transforming the
cartridges into consistent performers of
astonishing ability. lit was one of Ken's
articles which set me off on the Decca Garrott trail — Mus Ed I
The Super Gold is the factory response
to the aftermarket ' turbo' versions. In
addition to marginally superior build quality, the Super Gold features avan den I
lul
tip — van den Elul Deccas were among the
most sought-after of the custom jobs —
III- F1 NEWS & RF.( () RI) REVIEW
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T. The cartridge does seem more robust
and less prone to rattling, but it still
features that bendy plastic mounting system: the antithesis of all that we've
learned about cartridge installation in the
past 15 years, and making it impossible to
mount the cartridge with anything
approaching rigidity. ( Please note that
John Crabbe has awonderful defence for
this mount, suggesting that — in the case of
the Decca if not necessarily other cartridges — a wee bit of compliance may
offer some benefits!)
Independently of London, designer Dr
Martin Bastin has produced the Decapod,
a factory-approved mounting kit which
converts the London to standard half- inch
spaced mounting capability. l'hose who
recall the GB block of a few years back
will yawn at this, because that novel
device — requiring no surgery to the
cartridge — did agreat job of ' universalizing' the Decca. Unfortunately, its clamping technique wasn't tbolproof, and too
many users over- tightened the block, thus
squashing the body and shifting the coils.
(In their defence, you must allow that
those were the days when loony- tunes
torque freaks were breaking cartridges

which improves the tracking ability, the
sonics and the street credibility. Internal
damping has been improved. Two ergonomic issues were addressed as well, with
the London cartridges now sporting four
terminal pins and pointy undersides.
The extra pin serves two purposes, one
being to provide a place to connect the
superfluous second ' minus' lead which
many objected to having dangling from
the headshell. The other is psychological.
Ask any dealer who sold Deccas and he'll
tell you tales of punters who refused to
believe that you could fit acartridge with
only three leads. So, even though the two
pins are paralleled, and you can now
attach either or both of the ' minus' leads
(blue and green) and to whichever pin
you select, it looks tidier and therefore
better suits the kind of mind which
inspired the Richard Briers character in
Ever Decreasing Circles.
The shaven nose, too, serves acouple of
functions, the most obvious being a
clearer view of the stylus for both installation and cueing purposes. Cleaning is also
much easier, and Iwould assume that the
cutting away of much bodywork lowered
the total mass as well. It also provides the
London with greater clearance, so mildly
warped discs are no longer a challenge.
'I'he sculpted underside doesn't do much
for the looks, but then Idoubt that even

The Decapod consists of a machined
aluminium block, with black anodized
options, of the same shape as the top view
of the cartridge, but slightly oversized and
has two captive headshell nuts and
washers are supplied. The underside is
machined to accept the London ( or
Decca) cartridge, and two long, thin
screws fasten the Decapod to the cartridge. It's the sliding manoeuvre which
causes problems, as the last millimetre of
travel is where the ' Pod makes contact
with the back of the cartridge. In the

ltaldesign could transform this lump into
anything even remotely attractive. Then
again, its ' retro appeal' is undeniable,
making it the perfect cartridge for use
with Carver's Silver Seven or Silver Seven

standard situation asmall copper earth tag
makes contact with the top plate there.
'I'he trick with the ' Pod is to close the gap
while retaining earth integrity — without
squashing the cartridge or bending the

left, right, and centre as they
enough force to the headshell
secure a back axle or a bridge
A similar problem faced the

applied
bolts to
span.)
recently

introduced Decapod. 'Ibis replacement
top- plate requires even greater skill on
the part of the DIY fitter as it means
removing the old top- plate and sliding the
Decapod over the body — and it's a
necessarily tight fit.
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CARTRIDGES
earth tag, or any one of a dozen other
undesirable actions. With the Decapod
package is a necessarily trimmed version
of the red plastic cartridge mount.
While the Decapod adds a couple of
grams to the effective mass, it also cuts
down on the body's ringing; there's a
dramatic reduction in 'chatter', tracking
ability improves audibly, microphony
drops substantially, and there's less smearing on complex material.
Ithink so highly of the Decapod that I
feel it should become standard issue. It
restrains the cartridge in such away as to
remove half of the quirks or objections
(practical and sonic) without compromising any of the virtues. Icompared London
Super Golds and Garrott Microscanner
Deccas with and without, and in all cases
there was an improvement on apar with a
change of tonearm or acable upgrade. It
was not subtle.
Since Istarted using the Decapod, the
manufacturers of the ' Pod and the cartridges have established a system for
fitting the product at the factory. For
someone about to purchase any model
London cartridge, the 'Pod is a £60
option. If you already have acartridge and
it's still under warranty, you can return it
to the factory with £69. For all other
Londons and Deccas, the fee is £79,
which also includes cleaning and recalibrating; any additional repairs such as
retipping will cost extra.
But how about the London Super Gold?
Never a great fan of van den Hul styli, I

find them as sounding too zippy, too edgy
and therefore not the right choice for a
cartridge which is intrinsically a bit of a
wild animal. But John Wright has been
refining the London, eliminating its
myriad malfeasances, and the behaviour of
the cartridge no longer emphasizes the
negative characteristics of the van den
nul. While it has along way to go before it
even approximates the relative smoothness of the Garrott alternative, the London
Super Gold just may be the best behaved
Decca yet.
This, you could argue, is aback-handed
compliment, because most modern cartridges are '
well-behaved', easy to install,
and idiosyncratic only in terms of loading
or gain requirements. The most iconoclastic of cartirdges — the Rowlands, the
Hiphonics, the Audio Notes — are
positvely angelic compared to Deccas/
Londons. And you're right: good
behaviour isn't the ultimate virtue. But in
this case, good behaviour is all that's

needed to provide access to some remarkable sonic capabilities.
The Super Gold excels in speed, precision and clarity, three key ingredients for
breathtaking treble performance, dazzling
transients and utter composure during
complex passages. Remember, this is a
cartridge alleged to track like a garden
hoe. Or worse, like arake. But the Super
Gold-plus-Decapod — microphony, hum
and chatter aside — is closer to ' normal'
than any of the other cartridges from this
particular family tree.
You learn to live with the noises by
ameliorating them. You learn all about
outré earthing techniques and relocating
various components to avoid interaction.
You learn to tiptoe near the turntable and
to cue up with the grace and fluidity of a
brain surgeon. You learn to use a hygrometer.
And why bother? Because this cartridge
still has the magic. It's not neutral or
accurate or universal, but it reeks of
musicality. It's a breathtaking, headspinning, bone- rattling anachronism that
delivers more smiles per RPM than anything you can name. But, like a Morgan
Plus-8, it's only really suitable for conditions favouring top-down motoring. Buy
one if you like to be throught of as
eccentric. But keep areal-world cartridge
in the top drawer for those occasions
when visitors appear. 1!-Supplier:Presence Audio, Old Poslhouse,
Plummers Plain, Horsham, W Sussex 111113
GNU Tel (0403) 891777.

TUNERS
63> tuning by frequency to find receivable
stations is equally easy to accomplish,
either in ascending or descending frequency. Station frequencies, where
known, may be recalled by use of the
numeric key pad. The same pad allows
user identification of signals not carrying
RDS information.
While some of the controls must be
regarded as luxurious extras, the ability to
select step size is most useful. Step width
of 10kHz or 50kHz is possible and shown
on the display, although auto tuning
always uses the 50kHz channel pattern.
Those who enjoy the output of pirate
stations will find this aparticular benefit
as it is possible to home right in on
stations and maximize on least distortion
and widest chanel separation available.

Sound quality
Revox had only one objective when
designing this product — to provide a
high-quality FM only Band II tuner, and
this they have undoubtedly done. The
circuitry associated with the extra facilities takes up relatively little space — much
more space-consuming would have been
a board for MF and LF reception. The
signal-to-noise ratio achieved in the B160
is apparent as the audio output is very
quiet, with plenty of air around Radio
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Three's classical music broadcasts. The
available dynamic range was certainly
wide, and acceptable even by narrowing
the IF and introducing hi-blend.
After afew minutes one sinks into the
music, however hard one is trying to
listen to the system to evaluate it, and this
says a lot. There was no apparent RF
intermod present, and selectivity showed
itself to be amazing, with the ability to
pick out alow-power community service
when there was a heavily compressed
station just 200kHz away. In all the areas
mentioned in audiophile circles, too, the
B160 excelled — notably in stage width
and depth, instrument placement and
imaging, and in tonal quality. Only once
did I perceive a slight congestion and
muddled bass- line on alive broadcast, but
that may not have been anything to do
with the Revox, or my reception!

Conclusion
It is obvious why other companies designing tuners use the Revox as abenchmark;
in a word, it is excellent in all respects.
Revox has been able to include much of
the technology found on its more expensive B260 model, yet come up with what I
consider to be the best FM design Ihave
encountered at this price-level: £851
(£996 with RDS). My praise concerns not

only the sophisticated electronics, highlevel of engineering, robustness, and
reliability of the brand name, but also the
way the B160 delivered the goods in
terms of audio performance — an area
where Revox has in the past been criticized. In many areas of measurement the
tuner out-performed my test equipment.
For those who feel they cannot face the
complex operating panel: ignore the functions you don't think you need, then when
you find you do they are there, ready and
waiting. +

REVOX

B160

Test results
Sensitivity monoistereo:
2.2µV/2 1µV
Distortion ( 75klIz deviation ):
Mono ' kHz
0.115%
6kIlz
0.21%
Stereo 1Id lz right
0.095%
IkHz left
0.1%
Separation at Ikliz:
48dB
Signal to noise: ( 75kHz des: mono )
ImV
100µV
< — 76dB
< — ' 4dB
32µV
10µV
—66dB
3.2e
—56(IB
IMV
—34dB
Dimensions ( whd)
450x 109x332mm
Wright
7kg
Typical price ( inch VAT)
£996 or £ 851
without RDS

Supplier: F W 0 Bauch, 40 Theobald Street,
Borehamwood, Hens. WD6 4RZ.
Tel: 081-953 0091.
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ON DEM IN KENT
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SUPERB EQUIPMENT FROM:Michell, Voyd, Systemdek, Townshend, Kuzma, Rega ( arms
only) HeBus SME Audionote, Goldring, Koetsu, Kiseki, Milltek,
Ortofon Decca, Audio Innovations, Rose Industries, Audion,
Audio Technica, Quicksilver, Kelvin Labs, Albarry, Sugden,
Proac, TDL, Glastonbury, Snell, Spica, JPW, Celef, Alexander,
Ruark, Marantz, Alphason, Meridian CD Players, Supra,
Kimber, Vecteur, QED, Target, Pirates Cardas Cable.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN KENT
Conrad Johnson Valve and Solid State Amps and CD Player, Raymond
Lumley Valve Mono Blocks, Oakley Preamps, Sonographic, Pre and
Power Amps, Cardas Cable, BB Audio B100 Amp and Vander-Steen
Speakers.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN THE UK

LECTROrlICI

DATASOUND

AT

NOW
FULL RANGE OF MISSION
ELECTRONICS ( INC. TUNER!) AND
SPEAKERS AVAILABLE FOR
AUDITION IN OUR LISTENING ROOM

Sound- Lab full electrostatic and Hybrid Loudspeakers
Now demonstrating Pink Triangle PT2. Little Pink Thing, Acoustat
Spectra Load Speakers

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO
Situated 5minutes off the M2 near Rainham, Kent, we offer
first class no obligation Dems here or in the more realistic
environment of your own home —

Phone: Dave on 0634-389004

WE ARE AGENTS FOR:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY• AIWA•
ARU ARCAM • ARISTON • B+W
• CAMBRIDGE II CELEF•
CELESTION• DENON • DUAL •
HECO • JPWU KENWOOD•
MARANTZ II MISSION II
MUSICAL FIDELITY• NAD •
ONKYO • PANASONIC • PROAC
QED • ROTELU SANSUI
SENNHEISER U SONY II TANNOY
TARGET II TECHNICS

DESIGNER STORAGE for CASSETTES and CDs
Trakrak Shelves.
Beautiful in Black Ash.
Elegant. Practical.
Adjustable. Free
standing or wall mounted.
Two models in two lengths to store
and display up to 79 CDs or 49 cassettes.
Trakrak Trays. Stylish and inexpensive in black
perforated metal. Shining steel sliders. Choice of models
to hold up to 40 CDs or 25 cassettes.
To Beaver & Tapley Ltd FREEPOST Southall Middlesex UB2 4BR
Please send me the TRAKRAK brochure
Name
Address _
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BEINKIR A

LARGE RANGE OF POPULAR COMPACT
DISCS AT ONLY f9.99
• EXTENSIVE RANGE OF POPULAR AND CLASSICAL CD'S
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS • UP TO £ 1000 INSTANT CREDIT
ACCEPTED
( SUBJECT TO STATUS)

* 23 SOUTH ST, DORKING
(0306) 882897
* 31 SADLERS WALK
CHICHESTER,
SUSSEX
(0243) 533963
(Hi Fi Accessories &
Compact Discs Only)
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POT POURRI
dent if you lightly tap the frame bars.
Physically, the whole assembly does not
appear to be particularly well damped,
rigid or absorptive, but the audible results
tell adifferent and most convincing story.
Martin Collants
Supplier: Mana Acoustics, 59 jubilee Close,
Pinner Middlesex HAS 3TB. Tel: 081 429 0118.

B&W SOLID SPEAKERS

MANA TURNTABLE STAND
The careful evolutionary and empirical
approach adopted by Mana has resulted in
aproduct which offers aclear advance in
equipment-support design and shows
even more clearly the effect of uncontrolled vibration on the sound of high-quality
audio equipment. Of course, these effects
have been shown before and many users
already derive considerable benefit from
good equipment stands, particularly for
turntables. However, in the case of the
Mana stand, none of the listeners present
were prepared for the considerable
degree of improvement wrung from tests
with the Linn LP12.
One could imagine that turntable, arm
and cartridge had all been instantly
upgraded. The mid register was clearer,
more analytical, and was better focused.
The treble was cleaner, lower in subjective distortion, more airy, sparkling rather
less slurred and sibilant, while the bass
was more open, tuneful and agile.
Hand- in- hand with these enhancements
came a greater sense of ease and listenability, with greater involvement and significantly better pace and timing. In perceived value. the Mana substitution added
approximately 50% in price- related performance to the turntable, three times the
purchase price for the table.
The construction is of welded angle
iron rather than tube and the build and
finish are both first-rate. l'he panels for
equipment support are made from
smoked plate glass — an intuitive choice
by the designer, who was convinced that
he would be able to find away to exploit
the material successfully. The glass panels
are supported on levelled spikes and the
whole frame follows the established practice of floor locking by adjustable spiked
feet. The two-tier version comprises the
standard ( and fine sounding) £200
model, where the top glass panel has been
replaced with a double laminated wood
composite board and asecond low profile
spiked stand is placed on top. The glass
panel then moves to the top deck.
Existing single deckers can be upgraded
with little difficulty.
Fine tuning includes the precise setting
of all the spikes to eliminate play or
chatter, something which is readily eviNEWS & RFC( IRD REVIEW
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B&W commissioned designer Morton
Warren to come up with a compact
speaker radically different from the
hitherto accepted rectangular box. The
brief was to ensure adequate magnetic
screening to enable to speakers to be
placed in close proximity to television
sets without causing picture distortion.
It is rare to find a speaker measuring
just 223x 163x 150mm ( hwd ) with port,
but in terms of sound quality this seemed
to be beneficial. It is hard to imagine such
asmall speaker to be capable of delivering
such high volume levels with low distortion. Power handling is a quoted 150W
peak. A neat design twist is the absence of
agrille which might impede sound dispersion. There's plenty of detail, a very
smooth treble without being over sibilant
even if definition of separate instruments
was poor. A relaxing sound is produced
despite a lack of real deep bass from the
small enclosure.
Sensitivity was rated first-class,
although the Solids are fully protected by
a fast- acting over- load device.
On the built-in ball- jointed stands there
was areasonable performance — improvements might be obtained by wallmounting. Imaging was good throughout,
and the sheer ability to reproduce superior treble belied the small scale of the
drivers. These consist of a5.25in bass unit
with a light fibre cone, massive magnet
and long- throw coil system, combined
with a polycarbonate tweeter.
The cabinet design is akey element in
Solid's ability to project a decent soundstage with good detail and image placement. Both height and depth were

thought better than that possible from a
speaker of such proportions. Intrinsically
damped and multi-radiused, the carcase is
made from polypropylene to ensure
mechanical stiffness.
Attractive to both eyes and ears, these
speakers will undoubtedly find aplace in
many applications. A range of modern
finishes is available, from grey and purple
to a more modest black and white. For
those who need enhanced lower octaves,
we are promised the Solid subwoofer as
part of the expansion of the range.
Tremr Butler
Supplier: B & W Loudspeakers Ltd, Marlborough Road, Lancing, West Sussex. Tel: (0903)
750750.

VECTEUR LES CONES
While there is incontestable evidence that
certain cables will perform in different
ways in certain installations, the use of
blocks and weights is sometimes hard to
reconcile by anyone with a scientific
outlook. Knowing of my cynicism of
'tweak)" enhancement Vecteurs UK distributor presented me with a pack of
Vecteur De- Luxe cones. The French company has designed metal cones with a
sharp point and sticky base which is hard
to remove once in place. These cones
differ from ordinary types in having three
rubber rings located in grooves around
the circumference of the three-section
body, and are intended to be employed
under all types of equipment. Since the
pack supplied in this instance contained
just three cones, evaluation was established on CD players and turntables only.
In the case of the CD players Icentred a
single cone under the front of the chassis
and placed one at each of the rear corners.
A difference in sound quality and general
presentation was not immediately evident, but upon removing the cones the
bass became noticeably stodgy and low by
comparison. Width and depth were subjectively enhanced by the spikes.
Experiments with various turntables
and the cones showed better bass control.
Resonances previously observed were
damped well. Again, the overall improvement here can be described as only quite
subtle, with improved stereo imaging and
better stereo stage definition.
•I'he effect of these devices is certainly
one of overall improvement, but at almost
£30 per set of three, it would be costly to
isolate each component in a system.
Nevertheless, Iwas pleasantly surprised!
Tretwr Butler
Supplier: Presence Audio, Plummers Plain, West
Sussex. Tel: (0403) 891777.
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CLASSICAL
JS BACH
-9

Mass in B.minor ( Bruggen

"9

Mass in B- minor ( Leonhardt
Piano MUSIC

Symphons 2. etc ( Rowieki

85

Symphons

Parkin I

-I Symphonic, I - 9. etc ( Toscanini

"5

Symphimies I - 4. etc ( Toseanini )

80

Nocturnes ( Rev )

85

Songs ( various I

The Good Son

Symphons 2. etc ( Bole )

99

Requiem. etc ( Toscanini )
"5

99

85

9"

Attila ( Mali)
Belshazzar's Feast ISargent

92
92

Maria Stuarda ( Patane I
Sextet Op

81

string Quartets Opp 144) 4. ( Chilinginan

( ASSI Ch Ens

ELGAR
Dream of ( lerontius ( Sargent )
FALBE
Violin Sonata ( Ilea Thibaudet I
FRANCK
HO

Violin Sonata ( Isserlisl)evoyon

80

Violin Sonata ( Bell Thihaudet I
GLUCK

"9

1phigenie en .Solide ( Gardiner I
GRIEG

81

8"

SCOTTISH ENSEMBLE
(6 composer> )

8-

CONTEMPORARY PIANO TRIOS
(4 composers )

8"

FINNISH CHAMBER MUSIC
(4composers)

8-

ROMANTIC FINNISH PIANO
(latent,)

8"
8"

String Quartets Opp 20 33

1 ( Lindsay

JANACEK
82

Tosuoaso COLLECTIONS
(8 CD, 21 composers

CATHEDRAL & ORGAN MUSIC
(3composers )

Peer Gynt 1filtimstedt
HAYDN

82

TOSCA.511N1 ON CD
(Intro I

81

841

COLLECTIONS
•

DVORAK

85

RENAISSANCE MADRIGALS
(Quin!: )

tts)

ALSO RECEIVED
(Various issues detailed )

Jenufa IQueler I

REFLECTIONS

991

92

Elijah ( Ilicktix )

89

Clarinet Trio. etc ( Nash Ens )

•

NICOLAI
83

Symphony 2. etc ( Salonen I

(, oncertino. etc ( Isserlis Litton )

93
( Il')

149
89

violin Sonatas

( Gruiniatax"Cnissle

99

Violin Sonata 1 (, rumiaux Sehok )

on
99

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

Salome Dances for Peace ( Kronos Qt I
on

SCHUBERT

99

SCHUMANN

9-

Fantasies( Ul Kt. etc ( Ashkenaay
)

SUPPÉ

Cello Sonata ( -Lonelier I
Harawi ( Manning Stiller I
Mitropoulos

GUYETTE NEVEU
Various composers
R STRAUSS

89
89

9.3

The Nuise Of Art

93

94
99

windliorw Rider.

‘r

Blues Sounds And Touches

DAVY SPILLANE
9-

Shadow Hunter

9s)

Fs ers thing's ( miming 1p Dtr.t
THE TEARDROP EXPLODES

94

Mister Little is din: John

Explodes
C.ARLA THOMAS

Stop Breaking Ms I
lean
A Time Before Flus

99

Yu

Rosenkavalier ( Kleiber I

9" 'uos age,. - Grand Tour Suite

Play The Blues Ior You
YATEH á

99

The Man Who Sold The World
Hunks Dory

9-

Fish Out Of is ',ter

VARIOUS

9"

She Hanle:Brightly

9"

CILUU.ES MUSSELKIIITE
95

OST

95

OST

Rollin' & Tomblin'

BEST OF THE MONTH

A Night in Vienna 1Kempe

Complete Peer Gynt

_81

TORTELIER

World Parry's Goodbyefumbo
Marianne Faithful's Blazing Aurty

_95

Sonny Rollins's Falling In Lore Withjazz

—94

Wallcure-Act one) Knappenshusch
Opera excerpcs ( Kempe I

Tbs. Wonder
MUDDY WATERS

lord ill The Flies

_80

88

Days Of Open I
land
TOM VERLAINE

Forbidden Planet

_79

Hs)

Let's Drink Some Juice And All Get Loose
SUZANNE VEGA

Ace Of Harps

Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique_

WAGNER

The Laurie Records Sion
VARIOUS

Box piano music

Suite in 1)- minor ( Tortelier

If You Just Tuned In
VARIOUS

STRAUSS FAMILY

Four Last Songs. etc I( asa el al)

Letters From London
Ecosse - A Breath Of Scotland

9"

MA711( STAR

9-

lake A Version

VARIOUS
95

NICK LOWE

99

Trouble
TWO NICE GIRLS
UNCLE SAM

Hippo Stomp

99 ' Ilk Abominable Showman

9s)

TROUBLE
99"

Jali Roll

Positively Spooked

Memphis Queen
MICHAEL LEE THOMAS

PIUS

Nick The Knife

Space Oddity

Evers hods -V. ants To Shag ihe Teardrop

Sure Things
TOMJONES

labour Of Lind

99

SOUS

STY SPRINGFIELD

Ilighwayman 2

99

9"

Alive And Well•Recorded In Pans
SOFT MACHINE

Round Amen Corner

93

Skellern
SOFT MACHINE

9-

BAND OF HOLYJOY

Fruit Of lhe Vine

MS Romance
PETER SKELLERN

Brigade

99

A Pocketful Of Dreams

I ( in To Pieces
Too Set
'
To Plow
CARLY SIMON

Hell To Pay

CHARLES LLOYD

DAVID BOWIE

MUSSORGSKY

88

The ( inmate Action

BIG FIN
91

MESSIAEN

88

99

ANDY LASTER

CHUCK BERRY
9s)

KODAI.Y

89

91

Overtures ( Matta

Night on Bald Mountain

93

AMEN CORNER
«W

SIBELIUS

89

mic

JAN AKKER.MAN

83 %%Internist. ( II
ynninen Gothoni I

String Quartets ( Soph

Absolutely

Runaway Hits
JOHNNY SHINES

Manresa

THEJALI ROLL ORCHESTRA

THE ACTION
99

larder (Johnson Johnson )
Winterreise ( Schopper Staier I

89

9s)

ALBERT KING JOHN LEE HOOKER

ABC

String Quartets 2 58 ( Ls sell Gotland I

83

89

Mostly Blues

LITTLE WILLIEJOHN
99

Blacks' Magic
DEL SHANNON

99

DEMBO KONTE. KAUSU

85

8*

9"

Live

LIONEL HAMPTON

CASH

DECCA
historic Series

Salitre - The Ippity Blues is omen
SALT-NPEPA

JULIAN'S TREATMENT

ROSENBERG

84

Tokyo

Fantastic Symphons -( Nlitropoulos

RILEY

8*

9-

Plays ( iole Porter And ticorge iershwin

KIUS KJUSTOFFERSONJOHNNY

FRANCK

PROKOFIEV

83

WOMEN

BEIU.I0Z

POULENC

83

SAFFIRE - THE UPPITY BLUES

Behind ' lise Mask

CHEMIFLANI
92

Falling In Love With Jazz

FLEETWOOD MAC

WAYLONJENNINGSWILLIE NELSON

811 ( .
.
ello Sonata ( Isserlis Ikvoyon I
82 (

94

All Mat Jazz

HEART
93

For Mad Men
SONNY ROLLINS

Piano Concerto 4. etc ( BaduraSkoala

FAURE

Symphony 2Overtures IRichenbacher
NIELSEN

83

9-

JEFF 11 EU.EY RANI)
92

Fast Moen)* Train
ROADSIDE PICNIC

Blazing Away

FAREED HAQUE
9"

Song For Drella
RESTLESS HEART

9,

Tipplers Tales

AL GREEN
99

Rebel Music
LOU REEDJOHN CALE

94

GILBERT ISBLN
88

MOZART
82

9"

Have ' Twangy' Guitar Will Travel

STF.PHANE GRAPPELLI
92

9-

BEETHOVEN

Serenade 2. etc CASS1 Ch Ens
MENDELSSCIHN

82

Golden Sea

123.•
REBEL MC

ELLA FITZGERALD

String Quartets 5.81 Bingham
MARTINI.'

142

94

MARIANNE FAITHFULL
92

The Collection
PROPAGANDA

Tatoord Millionaire

FAIRPORT CONVENTION
99

Music From 'lite Hammer Films
GENE PITNEY

99

DAVID HYKES at DJAMCHID

Cello Concerto 2IIsserlis Litton )
MACONCHY

82

9"

Ben- I
fur

DUANE EDDY
99

MBALLISKY
82

Rick Danko

RANK ELZABAR/DAVID MURRAY

Violin Sonata ( Bell Thibaudet I

The Sun Years 195+195 111E PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA

BRUCE DICKINSON

Images. etc ( Kocsis

DONIZEITI
81

95

CARL DAVIS

Aida. Falstaff. etc ( Toscanini

The ( lassie Carl Perkins
CARL PERKINS

Live At The Harlem Square Club. 1903
RICK DA.NKO

VERDI

Camargue
CARL PERKINS

95

SAM COOKE

THOMSON

80 ( . ello Sonata ( INSerlij lksoyon I
80

93

State Of The Heart
NICK CAVE & THE BAI) SEEDS

WALTON

DEBUSSY
81)

91

March
JIM PEPPER CLAUDLNE FRANCOIS

MARY CHAPIN CARPENTER

Piano Sonata 2. etc ( various

84

Piano Sonata 2. etc ( Planet'

April Moon

String Quartet 2. etc ( is ilanow

Eantastit Ss mphony ( skrowaczesyski I

CHOPIN
Mii

91

93

85

BRAHMS

Pretts Woman
MICHAEL PENN

SAM BROWN

etc ( Rowic10

Violin Concertos I & 2. etc

9"

Regression

85

BERLIOZ
80

91

(Wilkomirska Rowicki )

BEETHOVEN

OST

BRITISH INVASION ALL-STARS

SZYMANOWSKI
85
el5

BAN
-9

REVIEWS

WHAT? NOISE

9-

Fat
JOEMY WILSON

9-

Celtic Dreams
WORLD PARTY

95

Goodbye Jumbo
LESTER YOUNG

95

1938.19.9
JOHN ZORN

9"

Naked City

INFORMATION
CLASSICAL REVIEWS are based on the Compact Disc, unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicasselle) numbers. = monophonic recording. C) indicates date of first UK
release, eg, on LP — now CD, or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS arc based on the LP. unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (NB. Musicassettes are not reviewed in HFIV/RR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance are separately graded as asummary of each review. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A* or I* — denotes outstanding quality. C) HiFi News & Record Review
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Recording: Performance
A
•
•
D
H

I
2
3
4
H

Very Good
Good
Nloderate
Poor
Historical

cware the critic who sets
out to write on the Toscanini legacy. There is far
more to it than the NBC recordings familiar in LP form since the
mid-' 50s ( first on the HMV label,
R(As pressed by Decca. then
with RCA using their Rome or
UK plants). And Toscanini
devotees will list all the off- air,
unofficial, and alternative performances. Even on commercial
RCA discs there have been different takes edited in: the variant
introduction to the 1936 Beethoven Seventh is the classic
example.
No other conductor's recordings have had so much reengineering in attempts to tailor
the sound to the latest sonic
fashion; Toscanini's Pictures at
an Exhibition, for example, was
one of the first experimental
'electronic stereos', and the last
analogue I.Ps were both halfspeed mastered and ' enhanced'
to diffuse their strictly mono
origins. According to the biographer BH Haggin, the first compact discs ( for the Japanese market) were strident; and subsequent American RCA CDs were
given cosmetic reverberation
etc, and edited from the postproducer's selection from
existing tapes. The basic problem was that l'oscanini's recordings nearly all sounded harsh,
dry, and overloaded. His liking
for the NBC Studio 8 acoustic, as
perceived from the rostrum,
meant that when recording took
place in the Carnegie Hall, the
maestro wanted to hear a similarly close, detailed sound.
Apparently at his own listening
room playback levels were set
well beyond the capabilities of
the reproducing system — Toscanini evidently as demanding of
his gramophone as of his NBC
Symphony Orchestra.
Now we have a new generation of transfers. This time
perhaps they are a definitive
statement. First of all, nothing in
RCA's projected 82CD ' Toscanini Collection' is from material
not authorized directly by him.
The producer John Pfeiffer has
discounted all subsequent ' masters', returning to the original
tapes, restoring and mastering
them to preserve the dynamics
and frequency range ( necessarily curtailed for vinyl replay).
The midprice series has aconsistent ' look', with black and white
artwork using the dramatic
Hupka photographic portraits.
One most praiseworthy feature of the booklet notes is their
frankness. Toscanini was not, as
so often claimed, a purist. He
frequently retouched the
orchestration of repertoire
works, and this is candidly
described, for instance, by the
annotator Harris Goldsmith, who
identifies many textual changes
in lbscanini's Brahms. Rather
than repeat the old anecdotes
74

concerning this artist, I would
prefer to recommend both the
Haggin studies, and the critical
Joseph Horowitz book, which
came out three years ago ( Faber
£20). Recently I found a Da
Capo Press £ 11.95 paperback
import, which reprints under
one cover conversations with
Toscanini and The Toscanini
Musicians Knew. Where the
Haggin interviews with soloists
and orchestral musicians who
sweated blood, and seemingly
adored the maestro to aman arc
essentially uncritical, the thesis
of the Faber book is more or less
that Toscanini was exploited
then cast aside by NBC, who ( in
their airtime battles with Columbia Broadcasting) created a
cultural hero for the American
people. The book paints a contrasting picture of a narrow,
unreasonable and emotional
man both manipulative and manipulated. According to J Horowitz, in 1937 Toscanini was
seeking over $ 3000 per broadcast concert. ( In 1931-2 the NYP
had paid him $ 110,000 for 60
concerts, where Barbirolli
received only $ 10,000 for his
32-concert first season.) Toscanini's patronizing letter to Stokowski, wresting from him the
first American performance of
Shostakovich's Leningrad Symphony, gives a very different
impression from the received
image of a figure of rectitude,
fostered in this country.
Familiar with the Beethoven,
Brahms, and Verdi sets hater
these will be broken down into
single discs, but at present they
comprise 5, 4, and 7CD boxes —
with cassette options; no I.P edition for some 25 years or more,
Ihave asked three younger writers to review these reissues. I
will merely pass comment on
the transfers.
Four of the Beethoven CDs we
have had before: the 1949
Eroica (with 1 ), the Ninth, 2/7,
on Red Seal, Incidentally, when
RCA/Decca first boxed the
Beethoven symphonies on LP,
the 1953 concert Eroica superseded the 1949 recording — in
turn that had been issued ( by
HMV) then recut with added
reverberation effect. The ' 53 created a sensation when it
appeared here as an Italian
import I.P in the '60s. Those
1986- - CDs do sound very different. The thick. nasal Third is
now brightened, albeit harsher;
dynamic range is wider. In Ithe
tape hum is moderated in the
context of the more direct transfer: the sound has more kinship
with the AT Society aircheck
recordings. Similarly, the Ninth
has increased presence; the
sound is cleaner, more airy. In
(iv ) string basses have more bite
and sinew — the artificial resonance used to heighten the
drama, on the earlier CD, has
rightly been rejected by Pfeiffer.

TOSCANINI
On compact disc:
RCA's ' Collection'
is launched; dell' Arte,
EMI and Pearl
historic transfers
(It must be added that Decca's
I.P engineers also got it right; the
muddling reverb is on the German RCA Toscanini Edition set
too.) A passionate, prewar
Leonora 3 ( broader than the
familiar Victrola LP version)
appears as filler to 5/8: it is not
shown on the disc label.
My brief comparison with
different LP transfers of the Verdi
Requiem suggested that RCA's
'AT' LPs have more openness and
attack than on CD. Iknow that
other critics disagree with this
so I'll reserve judgement here.
With the Brahms symphonies
the compact discs reflect the
differences between analogue LP
and CD, rather than any major
improvement, cg the First
remains fuzzy, but is now
'squeaky clean'. My conviction is
that Decca's I.P set has nothing
to concede to Pfeiffer's work. In
this case I'll remain faithful to it.
Toscanini's NBC concerts
were filmed for television, as
well as broadcast. With the first
three CD packs come two VHS
videos of ( 1948.'9 )concert performances of Beethoven 9, and
Aida: there will be ten hours of
NBC telecast material, with Laser
Discs to follow. The soundtracks
have been synchronized from
the sound-only tapes to maximize audio quality. The CDs to
come will include the 1941-2
Philadelphia recordings, and the
1926 NY Philharmonic series.
Imminent are Don Quixote, the
New World Symphony, a
Respighi trilogy, Beethoven with
Rubinstein/Heifetz. Fidelio
appears in the autumn. The complete project will be phased over
four years.
CB
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 19 D Leonora 3
Farrell/Merriman/Peerce/Scott/
Robert Shaw Chorale/NBC SO/
Toscanini
RGA GD 60324 ( SCDs)
recorded * 1939, 1949-52
These recordings need no introduction. Yet, speaking as one
who was born after the maestro's
death and thus, to an extent, has
grown up with things digital and
'authentic', my first instinct was
to question their legendary sta-

tus. At a time when the Hogwood recordings of the mid-' 70s
are already claimed by some to
be crude and dated, what hope
could there be for the discs of an
Italian who lived to see the LP
but not stereo, who embodied
the notion of an individual
asserting his interpretative ego
over orchestras of a scale now
frowned upon, who was not
above tinkering with the orchestration where he felt it lacked
effectiveness?
The answer is by no means
straightforward. The older generation may throw up their
hands in horror and cry ' But he
was one of the greats!' However,
that in itself is no more than an
index of the extent to which
myths, inherited opinion, and
personality cults pervade even
the supposedly rarefied atmosphere of recording connoisseurship.
Yet to those who have partaken of the muesli- and- jogging
diet of llogwood and Norrington, the supposed status may cut
little ice. And it is this audience
which will be playing an
increasingly important role
amongst the CD buying public.
It is the quality of the musicmaking these discs contain,
however, that silences such
quasi- sociological arguments.
For they are, quite simply, some
of the finest versions of this
much recorded repertoire ever
made.
Setting aside the fact that they
anticipate most of the authentic
brigade's thoughts on tempo.
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articulation and dynamics by
more than 30 years, leaving
aside, too, that in the NBC Symphony Orchestra Toscanini had
an instrument perfectly suited to
realizing his dreams, they are
successful because they have the
three qualities so essential for a
recording which, by definition,
must be repeated: intensity,
integrity and consistency.
The intensity manifests itself
in the consistently precise
orchestral articulation which
comes from players listening
hard to each other. The integrity
is to be heard in the unending
premium placed on line, even
when tempos and rhythmic
emphasis would seem to preclude it. The consistency can be
found in the way that the discs
share strategies that mean,
perhaps more than any other,
they can be listened to as an
integrated cycle — one man's
consistently, and impeccably
organized musical vision.
The sound, while raw, is
always acceptable. The playing,
but for afew small blemishes, is
impressive and often extraordinary. Whether looking for a CD
transfer of long cherished
records, or seeking an inspired
guide through formidable reportoire, this set remains indispensable. [
H (C/B):11Simon Cargill
BRAHMS: Symphonies 1-4
Double Concerto D Vocal 8c
Orchestral Works
Mischakoff ( vIn)/Miller ( vIc)/
Balsam, Kahn (pnos)/Robert
Shaw Chorale/NBC SO/
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Toscanini
RCA GD 60325, (4CDs, 266m
38s) also 4MCs (@ Recorded
1948-53
The opening movement of the
First Symphony at once proclaims arare mastery: its Un poco
sostenuto introduction is hugely
imposing, averitable bedrock of
solidity for the ensuing drama to
build on. With the arrival of the
Allegro proper there is no let-up
in tension — the argument irresistible and taut, yet not lacking
affectionate warmth when the
material decrees it. Similarly, in
2(i), we encounter a satisfying
balance between symphonic
strength and bucolic lyricism —
and how beguilingly the cellos
shape their glorious secondary
theme ( marked cantando on
both appearances, and that's
exactly how it sounds here). Of
course, Toscanini never allows
himself to be seduced by
incidental beauties in pursuit of
his overall vision — his refusal to
whip-up or sensationalize the
coda of 2( iv ) is entirely characteristic of his approach. Sample,
too, the Passacaglia Finale of 4 —
a masterly reading, overwhelming in its cumulative effect; this
symphony's first movement is
also magnificently done, possessing a tremendous drive which
positively sweeps the listener
along. In the presence of such
magnetically powerful musicmaking there's absolutely no
doubting Brahms the symphonist as Beethoven's natural heir.
Everywhere Toscanini's obsesFLY 1990

sive quest for clarity is much in
evidence: time and again his
extraordinary ear for balance
makes for a rarely-heard transparency in tuttis. One quickly
adjusts to the lean, dry orchestral sound as recorded, so spellbinding is the NBC SO's
response — a particularly plangent principal oboe, thrusting
horns, superbly disciplined
strings — though perhaps not
everyone will respond to the
sharp-edged tone which Toscanini encourages from his trumpets and ( especially) trombones.
In the Third Symphony fears
are immediately aroused by the
sticky opening, yet the second
subject flows naturally, with
some wonderfully unforced
phrasing from the woodwind.
Although ( iii) again has some
unwanted heaviness, both ( ii)
and ( iv) bring fewer reservations; in the latter's coda Toscanini creates amood of profound,
inner calm which not even one
of his most bizarre emendations
— his doctoring of the symphony's last two pizzicato
chords merely makes them
sound disconcertingly ragged —
can dispel.
The remaining items bring
more delights. To begin with,
there's an unusually deliberate
Academic Festival Overture,
where, with the help of some
sturdy tempi, Toscanini characteristically sets about uncovering detail within Brahms's ingenious counterpoint all too often
submerged; by contrast, the four
Hungarian Dances are at once
fiery and exhilarating. This conductor's view of the Tragic Overture brings a startling contrast
between its here very stately
central section and the otherwise intensely dramatic outer
portions which surround it — a
gripping account. The Double
Concerto, too, receives astrong,
rugged performance; the
talented soloists were the NBC
orchestra's principals at the time
(1948) and Toscanini's accompaniment for them is typically
authoritative and purposeful.
Equally valuable are the two
choral works: both the Op.52 set
of Liebeslieder Waltzes (given
lusty, affectionate treatment by
these artists) and Gesang der
Parzen (which dates from 1889,
a year before the Third Symphony) are more than welcome
additions. Finally, what can one
say about the Haydn Variations
here, areading which Ican only
describe as magisterial in terms
of pacing and sheer cogency?
Compulsive listening indeed.
[H:H(1*/1)1 Andrew Achenbach
VERDI: Te Deum D Requiem
Mass D Inn° delle nazioni* D
Excerpts from Nabucco O
Luisa Miller D Aida D Falstaff
Soloists/Robert Shaw Chorale/
NBC SO/Toscanini
RCA GD 60326 (7CDs) also

6MCs Gji) recordings 1943-54
Toscanini's undoubted authority
in Verdi is amply displayed in
these recordings, of which the
Requiem, recorded before a
cough-prone Carnegie Hall audience in January 1951, is the least
impressive, and yet still full of
valuable insights. The conductor's concern for orchestral
detail — rasping trumpets and
ominously blunt bass drum in
the Dies Irae, the macabre
grotesqueries of the lower
woodwind at `Quantus tremor',
the beautifully poised flute lines
in the Agnus Dei are three instances picked almost at random —
must be weighed against an
inability to hold together this
extraordinarily diverse conception. The Sanctus is uncharacteristically unsteady, its final measures tottering on the rhythmic
brink. But in general the performance's life and flow are
remarkable, though its feeling
for movement here and there
hardens into rigidity. Of the
soloists, the best is the young
Siepi, mahogany-toned in the
Mors stupebiL Di Stefano is in
splendid voice but graceless,
Barbieri extravert to the point of
roughness, and Nelli overparted.
Together with the rather onedimensional sound, this will
probably lead those for whom
sonic values are paramount in
this piece to opt for a later
version. The fill- ups offer Jan
Peerce's fine 'Quando le sere al
placido'; and he is again the
forthright soloist in the Hymn of
the nations which Verdi wrote
for the 1862 London Exhibition,
managing to weave the Marseillaise and God Save the King
together at one point. As this
1943 performance was part of
Toscanini's contribution to the
war effort, he gamely tacks on
The Star Spangled Banner and
The Internationale! An enjoyable curio. The Na, pensiero'
dates from the same year, while
the Te Deum from the Four
Sacred Pieces (1954) is a spacious account of this elusive
work.
Whether or not age played any
part in the flaws in the Requiem
performance ( Toscanini was
then 83), no excuses are
required for the Aida, from two
NBC broadcasts of the previous
year. From the silky liquid sheen
of the Prelude, played, as it were,
in one breath, this is aperformance of remarkable cogency,
each Scene or Act being conceived and executed in one
imaginative span. Its constant
vigour and dynamism, with
acute pointing of orchestral
detail throughout and evocative
tone-painting in the Nile scene,
are marvellous. Toscanini was
less happy in the choice of principals: only Giuseppe Valdengo's
Amonasro succeeds in creating a
rounded portrayal word by word
75
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and phrase by phrase. Richard
Tucker's Radames is reliable and
convincingly ltalianate but
rarely imaginative, Nelli's Aida
small- toned and neurotic rather
than anguished, Eva Gustayson's
Amneris plummy and conventional — though she does manifest dramatic involvement in the
Act 4 interview with Radames. In
spite of these deficiencies, the
purposeful flexibility and power
of Toscanini's conducting make
this an invaluable recording.
The Falstaff (broadcasts of
1950) is even finer, due to acast
far better suited to their parts
and by all accounts scrupulously
rehearsed ( 6 hours a day for 6
weeks, according to Nan Merriman, the Meg). Toscanini was
even older when he conducted
these broadcasts than was Verdi
when he wrote the opera, yet
the vivacity and geniality of the
work are effortlessly conveyed.
One cannot imagine the tempi
being different from these and
sounding right. This is certainly
the wittiest Falstaff on record,
Boito's libretto delivered with
constant sharpness; yet the
humour is never overdone. Valdengo's Falstaff is an entirely
lovable portayal of noble raffishness, and he is well matched by
Elmo's fruity Quickly and a formidable team of Windsor residents. The crucial small parts —
Bardolph, Pistol and Caius — are
equally strongly flavoured. Antonio Madasi's rather out-of- tune
'Dual labbro il canto' is a minor
blemish that does little to
detract from a paragon among
Fa!staffs, complete in spirit, and
the performance by which all
others should be measured.[H/B:
1*/1/2(H)]
George Hall
SIBELIUS: Symphony 1/
KITERBERG: Symphony 6
NBC SO/Toscanini
dell'Arte CD DA 9019 (69m
28s) tg) Recorded live 1939, '43
BRAHMS ( orch. Rubbra):
Handel Variations, Op.24/
ROGERDUCASSE: Sarabande/
SIBELIUS: Lemminkainen's
Return, Op.22:4/HARRIS:
Symphony 3/PAGANINI
(orch. Toscanini): Moto Perpetuo, Op.11/KABALEVSICY:
Colas Breugnon Overture
NBC SO/Toscanini
dell'Arte CD DA 9020 (66m
55s) €1) Live recordings 1939-46
Sibelius 2 receives an extraordinarily urgent, intense reading
here under Toscanini, taut but
never rigid, strong in personality
but never wilful. I doubt
whether the argument in ( i) has
ever sounded quite so compact,
or the symphony's progress
seemed quite so inevitable.
There is, however, a severity
about Toscanini's approach
which will not be to all tastes;
that said, ( iv)'s heroic ' big tune'
is eloquently sung by the NBC
strings ( magnificent throughHIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

out) — a pity, though, about the
strident, hectoring tone-quality
of the brass in this movement.
which seriously detracts from
Toscanini's overall achievement.
Kurt Atterberg's Sixth Symphony
won first prize in Columbia's
competition for a new work to
celebrate Schubert's centenary
in 1928. As well as the present
version there exist recordings by
the RP() under Beecham, and
the composer himself ( with the
BP(), no less) — an amazing feat
for what is hardly amajor piece.
For much of the time it sounds
like superior-grade film music,
although the slow movement's
main idea is really rather haunting. Toscanini and his excellent
players certainly seem convinced of its worth, but not even
they can quite carry off the
Finale, which is of mind- boggling
facile jollity.
The companion disc here also
contains some intriguing rarities,
amongst them Edmund Rubbra's
inventive orchestration of
Brahms's masterly Handel
Variations; Toscanini's performance is perhaps a trifle unyielding, though inescapable in its
logic. ( Incidentally, a new
recording of this piece from
Neeme Jârvi and the I.S0 is
already ' in the can' for Chandos.)
I am already much taken with
Roger-Ducasse's Sarabande for
wordless chorus and orchestra, a
most beautiful creation reminiscent of d'Indy and ( more unexpectedly) Delius in its harmonic
language and choral writing — a
Toscanini favourite, apparently,
and magically realized here. This
Lemminkáinen's Return is as
exciting as any, and both the
bouncy Kabalevsky overture and
Toscanini's own arrangement of
the Paganini Moto perpetuo
(designed to show off the brilliance of his NBC string section)
are dispatched with effortless
virtuosity. It is fascinating to
hear this great conductor's
thoughts on the superb Roy Harris symphony: as you would
expect it all sounds admirably
cogent and well-prepared, but I
miss the ' epic' quality which
Bernstein, for one, has brought
to this powerful score. Transfers
are tolerable throughout.
[11:H(1/1*)] Andrew Achenbach
DEBUSSY: La Mer/WAGNER:
Faust Overture III Parsifal —
Prelude & Good Friday Music
Giitterdámmerung — Siegfried's Death & Funeral
March
BBC SO/Toscanini
EMI CDH 763 0442 (71m 33s)
ig) rec.I 935
Live, Queen's Hall recordings,
the, Wagner issued here for the
first time — La Mer is alternatively coupled on Références
with the Enigma Variations.
Toscanini ( whose cries permeate these performances) paraJULY 1990

doxically achieves both stillness
and tension in the Parsifal Prelude; in ' Siegfried's Death' thrilling rivers of orchestral light
stream across the sombre textures, yet this is overall more
rich and humane a realization
than in the 1952 NBC/RCA
recording. I remember reading
some authoritative statement
that this material was unuseable:
then Keith Hardwick and Tony
Harrison have triumphed over
the impossible. [
11:11
SCHUBERT: Symphony 2/
BRAHMS: Serenade 1 ( i)(iv)/
SCHUMANN: Symphony 2
NBC'/Toscanini
dell'Arte CD 9021 (74m 35s)
lie recordings 1938-46
FRANCK:
Symphony/
DEBUSSY: Marche Ecossaise/
MEYERBEER: Dinorah/ROUSSEL: The Spider's Banquet
NBC/Toscanini
dell'Arte CD DA 9022 (70m
28s)
recordings 1938-48

g)

Astutely timed to extend the
Toscanini repertoire beyond
RCA limits, these CDs come with
enthusiastic and knowledgeable
introductions by Robert Cowan.
Itend to agree with his view of
the Schubert interpretation,
'makes aman of aboy', although
the sheer virtuosity of the 1938
NBC SO — strings singing, articulating without stumble, and even
suggesting reserves of power —
dazzles one to the rights or
wrongs of Toscanini's superhuman driving speeds. Even so, his
hand is sufficiently light for the
finale to steer clear of Beethovenian import. The isolated
Brahms movements, Allegro
molto, and Minuets 1,2,
recorded at different times,
make you wish for a complete
account. The Schumann is
revelatory in the scherzo, where
the tempo relates this music
more readily to Schumann's fantastic keyboard writing than in
more traditional German readings. And the Adagio ( its mood
so Elgarian) is given time to
breathe. The finale is surely too
fast, and when it ebbs Toscanini
sounds to me adrift, as if he was
at a loss to understand Schumann's purpose.
In the French disc the
excerpts from the Roussel ballet
show — as in the famous Ravel
Daphnis Suite — the conductor's
flair for similarly bejewelled fabric. He gives a committed
account of the long Meyerbeer
overture, a kitschy kind of symphonic poem. It is of obvious
interest to have the Franck,
absent from the UK RCA discography. Again. Toscanini is not
wholly convincing: he's rigid in
accenting, seeming at odds with
the piece ( though he conducted
it often enough in the States, we
are told). Isuppose circumspection just wasn't part of his
nature. [ H:H]

TOSCANINI/NYPSO
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 5
& 7/BRAHMS: Haydn Variations/DUKAS: Sorcerer's
Apprentice/GLUCK: Orfeo &
Euridice — Dance of the Blessed Spirits/HAYDN: Symphony
101, ' Clock'/
MENDELSSOHN: Midsummer
Night's Dream — Nocturne &
Scherzo/MOZART: Symphony
35, ' Haffner'/ROSSINI: Overtures — Semiramide U L'Italiani in Algeri D Barber of
Seville/VERDI: La Traviata —
Preludes 1/3/WAGNER: Siegfried Idyll D Lohengrin — Preludes 1/3 U Genterdâmmerung— Prologue, Dawn & Siegfried's Rhine Journey
NYPSO/Toscanini
Pearl GEMM CDS 9373 ( 3CDs,
230m 47s) (M) recorded 1926-36
These discs include alternative
78s of the Nlendelssohn MND
Scherzo, and a previously
unissued live Beethoven Fifth
(1933). The classic Seventh
(1936) is here too: for many, the
'touchstone' interpretation. This
is not quite the version we had
on RCA Camden, for the original
introduction is preserved,
whereas the LP incorporated the
faster takes preferred by Toscanini, and inserted into the 78rpm
set when ( in 1942) the Side 1
master became worn. In general,
this is a more flexible and spacious reading then the later NBC
Seventh — note the tempi in ( iii);
the scherzo is relaxed and playful, not fast, but the meno mosso
preserves a dance pulse ( at the
risk of slight jerkiness to begin
with); however, Toscanini
broadens at the big crescendi.
'Me Dukas again shows an unexpected impish side to the maestro's character; the orchestral
virtuosity and brio put all others
in the shade. The Giitterdámmerung excerpt, too, shows
extraordinary luminosity, and
beauty in in lower strings and
brass. The Siegfried Idyll,
though, lacks the tenderness of
the NBC. The American critic
Mortimer Frank places the
Beethoven 5 here on apar with
7. Iconfess that Ifind its sudden
surges then relapses into a
curious introspection, in ( i),
extremely disconcerting. Idon't
get the connection — although I
do hear in this echoes of Michelangeli's recent ISO Beethoven
Third concert performance.
Something in the Italian way of
thinking about Beethovenian
lyricism? Then, in ( iii), there's a
certain rigidity in the applied
crescendos; it seems to me that
in the NBC reissue the almost
brutal contrast between the
scherzo dynamics makes agood
deal more musical sense ( Ithrill
to the incandescent force there,
the ferocity of the trio ...). The
Pearl transfers are admirably
straight. A remarkable set. [
H:HI
Christopher Breunig
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"touching . . . matches Dickinson's
bright stillness and her vulnerability
with beautiful precision.
His is areal talent, undoubtedly"
Gramophone

'fits the inwardness and elemental
simplicity of Dickinson's
poetry extremely well"
Hi Fi News and Record Review
London

"a work of haunting beauty"
.\«eichouse ,
Vezes Service

"ranks with the best"
Dallas .Vorning . Vezcs

"THE WHITE ELECTION"
"incisive . . . deceptively simple . . .
acycle that progresses,
rather than acollection of
thematically connected songs"
Opera , Vere

"Getty's concise style melds
so seamlessly into the verse
that the words and music
seem inseparable"
Stereo Review

Poems by EMILY DICKINSON
Music by GORDON GETTY
KAAREN ERICKSON. soprano
ARMEN GUZELIMIAN, piano

"power to wound —
deeply, suddenly, unexpectedly"
ll'ashinglon Post

"a highly polished collection"
Los Angeles Times

"spare introspective melodies
seem drawn out of the poems
as if the music
"a disc of superb and beautiful songs . . .
were there all the time"
the performances could hardly be bettered"
,Valional Public Radio
Music & .ilusicians, London

"an extraordinary release . . .
very highly recommended"
Fanfare
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Kuijken provides the tremendously secure
and controlled violin obbligato. Brüggen's
Laudate is taken at the same tempo, but the
violin line seems to scamper. Both here and
in the duct Domine Deus Ifind the articulation of the obbligato lines rather unattractive; they lack the fluency of line found in
Leonhardt's reading.
Michael Chance fares better than Réné
Jacobs, whose vowels are not always clear in
Qui sedes. Leonhardt take the Agnus Dei aria
slightly slower, which I prefer, although
Chance is much more subtle for Brüggen.
Curiously. Van der Kamp's bass is richer on
the Philips release.
The choice is a difficult one, as there are
attractive features on both recordings. Suffice it to say that the Sanctus demonstrates
the difference between the readings most
clearly: Leonhardt reads at crotchet = 60,
Brüggen at around 88. Iprefer Lombardi by
ahair's breath. Both It1:11.Williwn II Wicker
JS BACH: Mass in B- minor
Smith (sop)/Chance ( c-ten)ivan der Meel
(ten)/Van der Kamp (bass)/Orch of the 18th
CentINetherlands Chamber Ch,Brüggen
Philips 426 238-2 ( 2CDs, 104m 285)
Poulenard ( sop )11aurens ( in -sop)facobs
(c-ten)lEhres ( ten )/ Van Egmond & Van der
Kamp ( bass)/La Petite Bande/Coll . Mus de
Nederlandse Bachrereniging/Leonbardt
BMG/DHM GD 77040 ( 2CDs, 111m 28s )
Radically different recordings: Leonhardt's
version for Harmonia Munch is a reissue
from 1985, whilst the Brüggen version was
recorded live in Utrecht in 1989. This
should not put anyone off. as Ihave heard
noisier stud:o recordings; there are only a
handful of coughs and humps on the two
Brüggen CDs. The principal differences are
in tempo. Brüggen reaches the end 7m
earlier than Leonhardt, and this despite the
fact that his Gratias agimus, Qui tollis, Et

incarnat us and Crucifixus are all slower
than Leonhardt's. The forces employed are
different too: Leonhardt's strings are 4, 3, 2,
2, 1with 12 winds, whereas Brüggen uses 11
violins in total, 3 violas, 3 cellos and 2
double basses with 12 wind players. Brüggen's choir is 28- strong. Leonhardt's approximately 16- strong. judging from the photograph.
The opening Kyrie is laden with articukilion and shading in Leonhardt's version and
less so in Brüggen's. Philips allow the trumpets and drums to dominate in the Gloria,
whereas they sound rather distant in
Leonhardt's recording. and here Iprefer the
Philips release. This latter version is
recorded closer to the instruments and the
clicking of the reed instruments keys is
sometimes uncomfortably clear.
Leonhardt uses lighter voices than does
Brüggen, and that clarity sparkles through in
the Christe duet. Guillemette Laurens is
superb in Leonhardt's Laudate; Sigiswald

BAX: Piano Music, Vol.3
Eric Parkin (/ no)
Chandos CHAN 8732 ( 58m 425) also MC
As producer Christopher Palmer makes clear
in his notes for the latest release in this
valuable series, the formidable fluency of
Bax's piano writing stems in no small part
from the fact that ( like Ravel) he always
preferred to compose at the keyboard, and
even his most complex orchestral works
began life in that medium. Of course, it helps
too that Bax himself was a considerable
pianist, and this shows time and again in Eric
Parkin's well- made selection. Indeed, the
finest pieces here ( like The Princess's Rose.
Garden or On a May Evening) have ascale
and often a slumbering power which one
would never begin to suspect from their coy
titles, and, as the introspective coda of
Apple-Blossom- Time shows, a breathtaking
harmonic resource. Many of these items are
in effect love- songs written for his mistress

RECORD OF THE MONTH
GLUCK: Iphigénie en Aulide
DatesonlVon Otter/A ler/Van Dam/Deletré/
CachemaillelSchirrer Mon tet ,erdi Ch/Orch
l'Opéra de Aims/Gardiner
Erato 245 003-2 ( 2CDs, 132m 50s ) (‘VEA)
'Ibis recording of Gluck's 17 7 4 ' tragédie
opéra' is an event of some importance in that
it brings before the record- buying public a
neglected masterpiece only previously available in Wagner's ' deplorable, inflated' (John
Eliot Gardiner's words) version of 1847.
Gardiner here elects to give us Gluck's 1775
revision, minus some of the additional dance
movements furnished for that revival,
defending his decision in an article which
also pays tribute to Jeremy Hayes and Marius
Flothuis, whose editions and advice he has
drawn on.
In spite of the advocacy of Berlioz and
Wagner, and of writers such as Ernest
Newman and Martin Cooper, Gluck has still
to be given his due. He is one of the great
operatic composers, able to delineate emotion with rare precision and in a style
characterized by a unique and poignant
beauty. The troubled history of the house of
Atreus makes for involving human drama.
hut few modern listeners will have sufficient
knowledge of these events to appreciate
fully the many ironies of Du Roullet's fine
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libretto. A text and translation are included,
but a synposis with some detailed background information would have been useful.
Gardiner's recording of Gluck's first
1phigenia opera ( his highly successful
Iphigénie en Tauride, the 1779 ' sequel'. Iras
been available for some time) is aconsiderable achievement, and makes compelling
listening. From the marvellous overture
onwards, the incisive, disciplined playing of
the Lyons Opera Orchestra ( the recording
was made while Gardiner was Music Director) is a joy. They make a lithe, sinewy
sound, admirably captured by the engineers,
and the alert singing of the versatile Monteverdi Choir is an added bonus.
The cast could not be bettered. Jose van
Dam's authoritative, vividly sung
Agamemnon further advances his credentials as one of the leading baritones of our
time in a performance that, like Gluck's
music, achieves great effects with simple
means. Lynne Dawson perfectly captures
1phigenia's innocent vulnerability at the start
of the opera, and is nowhere more affecting
than when she submits to her fate (' II faut de
mon destin') - a beautifully realized and
expressive interpretation. Anne Sofie von
Otter's Clytemnestra offers aperformance of
considerable psychological insight and artistic maturity: she is a singer whose steady

development promises great things. I
admired too John Aler's fresh- faced youthful
heroism as Achilles. The smaller roles are all
excellently performed, with Gilles Cache maille particularly notable as the priest
Calchas. The opera's life- blood pulses healthily under Gardiner's direction. He brings
to it an admirable sense of rhythm, and he
and Gluck between them ensure that the
dramatic pace never slackens, that the
steady rise in dramatic tension from first
scene to last is unstoppable. This is a
first-rate performance and a valuable addition to the catalogue. [
A:11
George Hall
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Harriet Cohen ( one of them, A Romance,
actually turns up again later in the slow
movement of his Fourth Symphony) and
Parkin captures their languorous, dreamy
mood to limpid perfection, just as, equally,
he revels in the ' knockabout' fun of the more
robust numbers like Gopak and Burlesque.
I'm also glad to report that the Maltings
recording represents a great improvement
on the sometimes clangorous sound heard in
the first two volumes. A lovely disc. IA:11
Andrew Achenbach
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
ISOISkmwaczeuski
Chandos CHAN 8727 ( 60m 26s) also MC
Ibis is the 41st Fantastic Symphony to
appear on CD and the sixth to feature the
ISO, which makes one wonder what new
approach Chandos and Stanislaw Shrowaczewski could have to offer. It is certainly
unique in one respect, since a playing time
of over an hour makes this the most lengthy
of all performances. It includes both repeats,
but even so lasts for 21
/ m more than the
2
previous longest complete version ( 150/
Williams), which it happens was also
recorded in All Saints, Tooting. This coincidence triggers a thought: could the notably
reverberant acoustic have played a part in
encouraging expansive, slow- moving readings in both cases? The setting has certainly
enabled Chandos to produce some very tine
sound, and if you like All Saints' way of
sweeping the upper strings into a glorious
blaze while allowing the brass to ring out
with compelling power, and providing the
woodwind with a lovely ambience, you will
surely agree with my sonic star. This is not a
closely analytic recording, but if played at a
fair level it offers much splendour.
But let's not lose sight of the performance.
Despite his long spans, Skrowaczewski
avoids any sense of tedium or discontinuity.
Once one has relaxed into asuitably dreamy
state of mind, everything floats beautifully
into place. The Reveries in ( i) really do
evoke meditative languor, yet their partnering Passions provide a convincing counterpoise. Likewise, the arcadian and stormy
aspects of ( iii) are properly balanced and
blended. The Waltz is adelight, the March to
the Scaffold has an appropriate doom- laden
gait, and the Witches' Sabbath is granted a
quite exceptional expansiveness. Conventional one-octave- high hells are employed in
(v), but the ISO is in top form throughout.
Despite an overcrowded market, this version really does offer a fresh view. let*ht:1/
1*1
John Crabbe
CHOPIN: Piano Sonata 2 CI Nocturne in
F
Op.15:2 D in E, Op.62:2 D in ctl,
Op.posth El in c, Op.48:1 D Barcarolle D
Scherzo 2
Mikhail Pletnev (pno)
Virgin Classics VC 790 7382 (68m 10s)
also MC
Pletnev's Chopin is nothing if not original.
Stylistically luxuriant, pulsing with lavish
de-synchronization, distended phrasing and
rubabo, it is also presented in a detached
jade- like sonority. Yet while admirers of, say,
I.ipatti's magisterial Barcarolle, or Rubinstein's inimitable elegance will, in general,
steer clear, others will surely return frequently to performances that are — at times —
the acme of pianistic sorcery and cunning.
For Pletnev the dark essence of the
Second Sonata's opening movement is essentially rhythmic rather than melodic, and his
80

left-hand galloping figuration is given with
unusual prominence. Yet having said that,
the confirmation of that rhythm at the start
of the terse development is threatened and,
indeed, nearly choked out of existence — a
curious, almost 19th-century waywardness
that sounds doubly arbitrary coming from
such an ultra-modern virtuoso. The ' timpani'
rolls in the Funeral March are chillingly
exact, the central 1)- fiat trio an audaciously
slow and rapturous foil to such solemnity.
The finale ( here eerily linked with the
Funeral March) can scarcely have emerged
with greater modernity, the linear textures
clouded as if in some engulfing smokescreen, by full yet precise pedalling, that
shrouds all formal clarity or life-affirmation.
In Pletnev's hands this is, without question, a
deathly and compulsively macabre experience.
The rest of the recital is hardly less
intriguing. The Nocturnes are notably
hypnotic ( even when Pletnev does the
strangest things) and if the Second Scherzo
is eccentrically free it is, once more, pianistically formidable. The Barcarolle, Chopin's
superb swan- song, is, again, adazzling mix of
oddity and revelation. And it is somehow
typical of this supremely confident ( some
would say arrogant) virtuoso that he can
almost erase aglaring rhythmic distortion in
the final bars with so much seductive
entreaty elsewhere. The recordings are gloriously bold and exciting. [
A:1/21
Bryce Morrison
CHOPIN: Nocturnes (complete)
Livia Rev (
pub)
Hyperion CDA 66341/2 ( 2CDs, 11 Im 46s )
This is surely among the most distinguished
sets of the Chopin Nocturnes, the art of
understatement at its most subtle and engaging. Time and again Miss Rev draws you into
her confidence, and while serenity is her
keynote her elegantly tapered phrasing and
rubato are the reverse of sedative or complacent. Some will of course prefer a more
vibrant, more outwardly engaged manner
and may find the opening to the great
C- minor Nocturne, for example, too cool for
a true lento. Miss Rev's doppio movimento
in the same Nocturne is also much less
pulsing and dramatic than from, say, Kathryn
Stott in her recent Conifer account, and
there is some discomfort, a suggestion of
small hands at work, in the awkward arpeggios of the chorale. But in less turbulent and
exacting territory Miss Rev is invariably
more than satisfying and is among an élite
who can sustain an exceptionally slow
tempo with complete ease and naturalness.
Try the opening of the Op.15 Nocturne in F,
for an example of playing as evocative as it is
delicate and, although Miss Rev may' not
make you recall James Huneker's description of the c-sharp Nocturne Op.27:1 ( ' a
corpse washed ashore in a moonlit Venetial
lagoon') you will still stop to pause and
admire playing of the utmost composure and
lucidity. The tragic close to the 13 major
Op.32:1 is insufficiently stark — whatever
phantom plagued Chopin's always susceptible imagination at this point? — hut the A-flat
from the same opus is memorably poised
and ordered.
Miss Rev's caressing tone, her complete
freedom from all artifice or high-profile
declamation, and her muted coloration
(how different in all these respects from
Pletnev) are beautifully caught by Hyperion.
Rubinstein's RCA set remains incomparably
sophisticated, but you won't go far wrong

with this modern alternative with its added
bonus of two ' extra' Nocturnes. A further set
by Peter Katin on Unicorn-Kanchana has
arrived for review and this is even more
generous, with a coupling of the complete
Impromptus. 1A:1]
Bryce Morrison
DEBUSSY: Images Books 1and 2 El D'un
cahier d'esquisses CI L'isle joyeuse CI
Arabesques 1 and 2 D Hommage à
Haydn D Rêverie D Page d'album D
Berceuse héroique
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)
Philips 422 404-2 ( 62m I2s )
Zoltan Kocsis's second Debussy album for
Philips, while often capricious and unpredictable, is pianistically dazzling, vibrant and
resourceful. On the debit side is an impossibly perverse start to Cloches à travers les
feuilles where his playing is loud and fast
rather than lent pp, and doucement sonore
as marked. Again in Poissons d'or Kocsis
ignores the finest shades of Debussian sound
in favour of a I.isztian fullness and brio ( the
opening is hardly pp or aussi leger au
possible). But elsewhere there are scintillating compensations: in much of the first book
of Images, and in an exceptionally frisky
Second Arabesque. His overall emphasis is
on an energy that lies beneath Debus.sy's
outwardly serene surfaces, his apparent lassitude, and in this sense Reverie is perhaps
rather too brusquely re- vitalised, shorn of
some of its roseate, self-absorbed nostalgia.
The playing is hardly understated or quietly
insinuating in the style of the most celebrated of Debussy pianists ( Gieseking and
Richter at once spring to mind) but it is
certainly thought- provoking and provides an
exhilarating alternative. This intrepid young
virtuoso ends, surprisingly, on a note of
bleak and sombre elegy (Berceuse héroique)
rather than effervescence. He is excellently
recorded and his accompanying notes are
scarcely less communicative than his performances. [
A:1/21
Bryce Morrison
DEBUSSY: Cello Sonata/FRANCK: Violin
Sonata (trans. cello)/POULENC: Cello
Sonata
Ster ,en Isserlis ( 1(c)/Pascal Deryryon (pno)
Virgin Classics VC 790 8122 (60m 26s)
DEBUSSY: Violin Sonata/FAURE: Violin
Sonata 1/FRANCK: Violin Sonata
Joshua Bell ( vin)/jean-Vves 7'hibaudet
(pno)
Decca 421 817-2 ( 64m 43s)
It almost goes without saying that Steven
Isserlis makes the Franck Violin Sonata
sound as if it were tailor-made for cello. In
the composer-approved transcription, with
only ahandful of octave switches to mark it
apart from a straightforward transposition,
the Tristanesque yearnings of the second
movement take on a leonine profile, with
Isserlis and his pianist, Pascal Devoyon,
keeping aclear head in forcefulness. Isserlis
begins the sonata with a calm, unhurried
sense of movement, keeping fuller tones on
atighter rein than Joshua Bell, and returning
to the opening theme with an altogether
more magical reading of Franck's dolcissimo
marking. No need, though, to favour the
cello version unreservedly; Bell makes a
mark with his customary sense of fantasy in
the third movement, and recaptures a good
violinistic grace in the finale.
Late Debussy marks the dividing line
between the two players. It may be that Bell
simply isn't in sympathy with the enigma of
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REN'IEW
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the Violin Sonata; dynamic contrasts are
here, but they wear a puzzled look. Isserlis
joins the dots in the Cello Sonata, leaving
enough question marks: bold neoclassical
flourishes provide the girders for introspection in the Prologue. the Serenade has some
faintly sinister clowning in fast-vibrating
pizzicato, and there is the right degree of
doubt in the finale's confident spurts. His
programme is characteristically thoughtful. a
progression from dissolution and decay to
(or rather back to) high romantic confidence, Poulenc providing the equivocal link.
Or rather not so equivocal, at least in a
Cavatina with nothing pressed or sentimental about its beautiful song. Iwondered
Whether ihibaudet, Bell's partner, would
not have made more of the piano's exquisite
role here than does Devoyon, but Devoyon
is evidently in sympathy elsewhere. This
relationship, too, is well served by a warm
acoustic — allowed to play its part in the
recording, whereas in an up-front Decca
Bell's tone sounds drier than usual. lsserlis
IA:1*/11; Bell Kid] ( Franck and Fauré), [
21
(Debussy).
David Nice
DONIZETII: Maria Stuarda
Gruberova/BaltsalVermillion/Araiza/
Alaimo/Ellero dArlegnalChor des Bayerischen RundjunkstMunich RO/Patanè
Philips 426 233-2 (2CDs, I33m 26s)
For an opera which lay unperformed for
nearly a century, Maria Stuarda has made
up for lost time since its first modern revival
in Bologna in 1958. Aside from its own
qualities, the fact that history lessons and
Hollywood have combined to keep its characters very much before our eyes has made
it easier to relate Co than many other equally
fine operas of its period ( 1834-5), which
suffer from the disadvantage of dealing with
such less obviously fascinating subjects as
the interminable conflict between the
Guelphs and the Ghibellines.
But Maria Stuarda's virtues are real, if not
everywhere in evidence. As in so many of
Donizetti's serious operas, there are routine
passages, hut when the dramatic situation is
strong and original he rises to it, and the
Second and Third Acts show him almost
consistently composing, as it were, in top
gear. The famous confrontation between the
two monarchs — the Dialogo delle due
111.11 NEWS & RE( :ORD REVIEW
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regine', invented by Schiller and transferred
by Donizetti's librettist Giuseppe Bardan ito
the operatic stage ( where, one feels, it
belonged all along) — was a gift Donizetti
could hardly fail to make the most of; and in
both Mary's Prayer before execution and the
superb elegiac chorus which precedes it we
hear the composer at his most grandly
tragic. The opera's latter-day success is not
surprising.
A number of recordings of Maria Stuarda
have appeared in the wake of its relaunch,
and the latest ( the three central performers
are the same as in the 1985 Vienna State
Opera production, the first ever in Austria)
is the best, Ithink, bar one: for the English
National Opera recording with Janet Baker
and Rosalind Plowright fighting it out, and
Mackerras conducting, has the edge as a
piece of musical theatre. Nevertheless Edita
Gruberova's assumption of the title- role
does not disappoint. Sounding a little like
the young Sutherland, only with better
diction, she offers an immaculately vocalised
performance and displays afar more positive
approach to the very respectable text than
do her predecessors ( Baker excepted), or
than her rival and tormentor in this contest,
Agnes Baltsa, who, while negotiating her
coloratura skilfully offers not enough personality. But Baltsa too, though her approach is
more coarse than one expects of a Virgin
Queen, comes alive in the final Act. Francisco Araiza's Leicester is fluent though
disappointingly anonymous, and Francesco
Ellero d'Artegna's Taltmt woolly, but Simone
Alaimo's venomous Cecil makes a more
definite contribution to the opera's dramatic
scheme.
Giuseppe Patanè, here conducting the
Munich Radio Orchestra ( of which he was
Chief Conductor) in what proved to be his
final recording, is, as ever, reliable and
considerate to his singers, though at times a
little slack rhythmically. The Bavarian Radio
Chorus lack the keen involvement of agood
operatic chorus and are rather distantly
recorded, though the acoustic is overresonant in general. Much of the performance, then, is adequate if not inspired, hut
Gruberova's resplendent portrayal is enough
in itself to make it worth hearing. 111:2/1]
George Hall
DVORAK: Sextet Op.48/MARTINU: Serenade 2 D Sextet ( 1932)
ASM Ch Ens
Chandos CHAN 8771 (50m 5s) also MC
This is an attractive record with lively
sound, Dvorak at his most Czech, and
Martinu at his most persuasive. The performance of Dvorak's Sextet compares very
favourably with that by the Raphael Ensemble [ Hyperion] having much the same combination of lyric sweetness and slight asperity, though perhaps the ASM are a shade
more dynamic in their phrasing. Martinu's
Sextet, written in Paris, is a compact work
having three short movements in contrast to
Dvorak's four expansively conceived ones. It
is a more agitated work, too, its moods
alternating rapidly between ebullient aggressiveness and reflective melancholy. It has
been espoused by this ensemble for some
time — they broadcast it several years ago —
and they give a most persuasive account of
it, the only one recorded as far as lam aware.
The brief neo-classic Serenade for two
violins and viola, one of four for various
combinations of instruments, was also written in 1932 ( the last, often called Divertimento, is sometimes heard in an orchestral

CLASSICAL
version). This is music of no great pretension, cheap and cheerful one might be
tempted to call it, but it encompasses a
sufficiently wide range of emotions within
its brief six minutes to make it aviable buffer
between the two sturdier compositions that
flank it. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: String Quartet in E, Op.80 D in
d, Op.34
Chilingirian Qt
Chandos CHAN 8755 (53m 39s) also MC
Neither of these quartets is well represented
on record, but this issue does not quite fill
the gap. The E major Quartet, written in the
aftermath of the death of Dvorak's first
daughter, is an inward- looking, rather melancholy work, but this uncharacteristically
restrained performance tends to make it
seem flaccid as well. The Chilingirian players, not as well served as usual by low-key
sound, appear unusually subdued, and their
playing, though well shaped and warmly
phrased, lacks drive.
The 1)- minor Quartet, which actually postdates the Op.80, is Dvorak in a flush of
admiration for Brahms — though again in the
throes of great domestic distress — and its
combination of anger and despair result in
music of sufficient individuality to make it
surprising that the work has been so neglected. This, however, is a persuasive performance which has all the qualities one has
come to expect from this admirable ensemble, and should help restore it to wider
circulation. [A/B:1/2] ' This is the first
volume in anew cycle — no l.P it looks as if
Chandos are no longer able to continue
automatically with vinyl for all new releases
— Mus Ed 1
Kenneth Dommett
GRIEG: Peer Gynt
Soloists/San Franscisco SO & O,/Blomstedt
Decca 425 448-2 (73m 09s)
This is the third 'complete' Peer Gynt and,
like Jarvi's IDGI, conforms to the recent
Peters Edition, whereas Per Dreier's original
Unicorn-Kanchana version includes pieces
performed at the premiere of lbsen's play
but which are not integral to the score — the
Bridal Procession, 2 Hardanger fiddle solos,
and three of the Four Norwegian Dances
subsequently published as Op.35. There are
also slight but important differences arising
from the use of speakers who act out certain
lines of dialogue supported by the music.
Dreier dispensed with those for the most
part, and thereby robbed the action of some
of its immediacy.
In the matter of pace Blomstedt is often
more deliberate than Dreier ( I have not
heard Jarvi), and weightier (eg '
Hall of the
Mountain King', Storm) but occasionally, as
in the ' Dance of the Troll King's Daughter',
the greater speed of Dreier is more characteristic, and in this instance brings out more
clearly the grotesqueness of lbsen's goblins.
For the purpose of comparison Ihave had to
rely on the I.P version of Dreier, and cannot
therefore properly comment on the relative
sound qualities except to say that inevitably
Blomstedt, favoured with the latest technology, comes over much more forcefully, and
his chorus and speakers are much more
prominent. Unless one desperately wants
Dreier's extra little bit of music there cannot
be much doubt as to which of the two to
choose, but DN, reviewing Jarvi in March 88,
was enthusiastic about that, and it has for
bonus the complete music for Sigurdforsalfar. (
A*1/11
Kenneth Dommett
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HAYDN: String Quartet in f, Op.20:5 D in
e, Op.33:4 D in D, Op.71:2
Lindsay Qt
ASV CD DCA 674 ( 58m 59s) also LP/MC
Readers who have heard the two earlier
volumes in the series ("1
he Genius of
Haydn', live at the Wigmore Hall ) will know
to expect excitingly fresh, committed and
strongly impelled readings. The occasional
detail in contrapuntal textures in the Presto
finale of the B- flat Quartet, for instance,
could have been made clearer in studio
conditions, yet the sense of a real performance, with the inspiration of the moment
and with risks taken, is more than compensation for tiny flaws. And the spontaneous
applause at the end of each quartet is a
deserved and totally natural resrmse to
such vivid and eloquent music- making. The
recorded quality is very fine, with a strong
sense of occasion, precise placement, and
the minimum of noise from the audience.
Needless to say, Haydn's genius is at its most
predictably unpredictable throughout these
works ( 1772, I- 82. I-93 respectively ), and
the performances match them for insight
and spirit. [A:1]
Peter Branscomhe
JANACEK: Jenufa
Benackova/Rysanek/Ochman/Kazaras
00IVYIQueler
BIS CD-449/450 (2CDs, 123m 33s)

etc/

This is a recording of a live performance in
Carnegie Hall in March 1988, so it has both
the advantages an audience can bring to the
players and the drawbacks it imposes on the
captive listener at home. Happily BIS have
banded the applause so one may skip it at
will. ( There is no less than six and a half
minutes of it at the end of Act II!) Would
that other companies would do the same. As
to the sound quality, there is agreat deal to
be applauded, not least the clarity of the
orchestral textures and the balance between
the singers and the pit, and the ambience is
that of atheatre, though there is no evidence
that theatrical realism has been attempted.
The principal singers are of a remarkably
high calibre, as their names suggest, but
much praise must go to the conductor, Eve
Queler, whose lively direction gives a welcome sense of rhythmic sparkle to a score
whose dramatic emphases are often too
heavily underlined. Gabriela Benackova's
Jenufa, arole she has almost made her own,
continues to command admiration for its
richness and characterization, and Leonie
Rysanek's Kostelnicka for its strength and
conviction. The men are comparatively subsidiary, but Ochman makes a valiant Laca
and the American Peter Kazaras a suitably
pusillanimous Steva. The minor roles are
well taken on the whole, and if this performance cannot quite equal Mackerras's classic
Decca set for scholarly background or sheer
dramatic impact, it is nevertheless an honourable candidate for second place. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
KABALEVSKY: Cello Concerto 2/
PROKOFIEV: Cello Concertino ( completed Rostropovich and Kabalevsky)
Sonata for solo cello
Steven Isserlis ( v1c)/LPOILition
Virgin Classics VC 790 8112 (55m 30s)
Let's hope that Virgin Classics, safe in the
knowledge that the name is enough, will let
Isserlis stick to the pioneering path and
careful programming well established here.
The Prokofiev he chooses is not the great
82

Symphony- Concerto: nor is it the earlier
work from which that well-stitched score
was fashioned, the Op.58 Cello Concerto
(though we could certainly do with a new
recording of that ). Instead Isserlis and Litton
between them set out to show that the
quizzical Op.132 which Prokofiev left
unfinished at his death - piecing- together of
the second and third movements fell to
Rostropovich and Kabalevsky - is worthy, at
the very least, of the title ' Little Concerto'
(rather than Concertino) the composer gave
it. The opening movement sounds heavyhearted, curiously so if you know it only
from the square- jawed Melodiya performance of Lev Yevgraf; but check Prokofiev's
metronome marking, and whiffs of SixthSymphony depression turn out to he justified - no amount of hinting at Tchaikovsky
in salon mood is going to lift the clouds. The
finale's sarcasm is unmistakable too - and
what an unforgettable theme it has, far too
good to be amere episode towards the end
of the Symphoic ,-Concerto. There is an
extended cadenza by Isserlis's colleague and
sometime pianist-partner, () Ili Mustonen,
weaving subject- matter together cannily.
Even so, and notwithstanding the charming Andante that is all that stands of a
projected solo cello sonata, the real heart of
the matter rests with Kabalevslcy's Second
Cello Concerto. The London Philharmonic
knows it already, since it was the orchestra
on Raphael Wallfisch's recent recording, yet
Litton and an impeccably clean recording production team as for the Rachmaninov
symphonies - let it play an altogether more
acid part than did Bryden Thomson and
reverberant Chandos sound. That matters in
the scherzo especially, cello chasing flute,
muted brass and saxophone to queasy effect.
If I.itton yields to Wallfisch in terms of the
icy opening atmosphere - zinging pizzicato
is hardly suitable here - he wins back in a
suitably exhausted-sounding rest after battle,
and the sighting of a distant sail in the last
movement is movingly conveyed, with all
this cellist's rare introspection. \Vallfisch's
choice of companion, the daft Khachaturian
Concerto, though fiercely defended, is no
match, either, for Isserlis's Prokofiev. Full
marks to both, though, for stepping out.
[A:1*/11
David Nice

though, about either the Bingham Quartet's
committed performances or the admirably
realistic sound- quality, both of which more
than maintain the high standards set by its
predecessor. [A:11
Andreu ,Ac•henhach
MENDELSSOHN: Elijah
WhitelPlowright/Finnie/Davies/LSO & Ch/
Hickox
Chandos CHAN 8774/5 ( 2CDs, 121m 57s )
Mendelssohn's op. 70, his mighty oratorio
Elijah, was first performed in 1846 at the
Birmingham Music Festival. In the following
year the work was performed again in a
substantially revised version in London.
Since then Elijah has been agreat favourite
with choral societies; but while in recent
years it has not dropped from favour, it is no
longer thought of as being on equal footing
with Messiah. There can be few works in the
oratorio repertoire which have so many of
the individual numbers performed with such
regularity - mostly in liturgical contexts.
Keith Elcombe's notes make an interesting
point: "Ehe character of Elijah clearly comes
from deep within Mendelssohn's psyche,
and it may not be fanciful to see him as
discharging the composer's debt both to his
father and to his Jewish roots'.
Willard White has atremendous voice and
gives a full-blooded account of the Elijah
role, best illustrated in the aria ' Is not his
word like afire?'. White adopts amelancholic vocal sound which is well suited to the
aria ' It is enough', and thus he projects
Elijah's character very strongly. A concert
performance of this aria would have that
magical sense of occasion; repeated listening, for me, is not so satisfying.
Ifound it difficult to get on with Rosalind
Plowright's voice, hut found Linda Finnic's
more satisfying. Arthur Davies, as usual, sings
with great conviction. The LSO Chorus
sound very fine here, although Ifound the
tenors lacked clarity and seem to be rather
buried in the texture. Hickox drives the
chorus and orchestra forward with considerable panache; the highlights for me are the
chorus ' Be not afraid' and the tenderly sung
'He watching over Israel'. IA/13:1*/1/2]
William McVicker

MACONCHY: String Quartets 5-8
Bingham Qt
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP(CD) 9081 (69m
27s) also MC ( Harmonia Mundi)

MOZART: Clarinet Trio, K498 Adagio
and Rondo, K617 D Oboe Quartet, K370
El Horn Quintet, K407
Nash Ens
Virgin Classics VC 791 0742 (62m 33s)

So much of what Iwrote in my April review
of Vol. I holds good for this latest instalment; there Ipraised the music's sense of
purpose and satisfying proportions, and
those attributes are again very much in
evidence. Take, for example, the Sixth Quartet from 1950 ( in my view the most impressive of the four recorded here ): the eloquent
opening Passacaglia acts as the perfect foil
for the rhythmuically playful Scherzo which
it preceeds, and ( a Maconchy trademark,
this) its main theme also generates all the
subsequent material in the work; or the
Seventh from five years later, whose pleasing
arch-shape has as its emotional core an
intense, passionately argued Lento.
My earlier review also contained agentle
warning about the possibility of ' a certain
rigid uniformity setting in', an impression
that also persists with this new issue. For all
the superb craftsmanship on offer, there's a
relentless quality to much of Maconchy's
writing, which I tend to find rather
monochrome in expression. No complaints,

Here, apart from one miscalculation, is a
pleasing and nicely contrasted programme
of Mozart chamber works. To dispose of the
disappointment first: the Adagio and Rondo
in C- minor and major is magically scored for
flute, oboe, viola, cello, and glass harmonica.
In place of the ethereal sounds that Bruno
Hoffmann conjures from his musical glasses'
in afine old Philips I.P of I
9— ,we are here
given the banality of a piano - Hamlet
without the Prince - which Ian Brown's
skills cannot disguise. Michael Collins gives a
sensitive account of the ' Kegelstate Trio,
bringing out the melodic beauty while not
neglecting the wit or the occasional acerbities. The Oboe Quartet receives a nimble
performance from Gareth Hulse, though the
balance suggests an unusual degree of
separation between oboe and strings, and
the soloist's tone occasionally hardens.
Frank Lloyd is an expressive and skilful
exponent of the Horn Quintet, achieving in
the rondo finale adelightful fusion of merriness and sobriety. The string players are all
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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good, and their contributions are clearly
presented within a spacious acoustic. [
A/
B:1/21
Peter Branscombe
NICOLAI: Symphony 2 in D C Overtures
— Die lustigen Weiber von Windsor
Der Tempelritter C Die Heimkehr des
Verbannten C Weihnachtsouverture
Bamberg SO/Rickenbacher
Virgin Classics VC 791 0792 ( 71m 38s)
It is good to be reminded that Otto Nicolai
(1810-49) was much more than the composer of one opera, indeed of one overture.
Here are alert, impressively recorded
accounts of four overtures, plus the 1)-major
Symphony of 1835 that he revised ten years
later. Throughout, his vigour, melodic freshness and feeling for colour and skilful
orchestration are evident — he was famed as
a conductor, and indeed he founded the
Vienna Philharmonic Concerts. Four of his
five operas were originally Italian settings —
the one at first called il pmscritto (The
Return of the Exile' ), the libretto originally
intended for Verdi, became Die Heimkehrz I(
templario, based on Ivanhoe, was widely
performed, and the attractive overture suggests why. The 'Christmas Overture' surprises when full chorus takes up the already
heard chorale Nom Himmel hoch'. If the
Symphony is uneven in inspiration, it will
surely delight lovers of German Romantic
music. The performances are assured, fullblooded ( delicate too, when appropriate),
and the recording is of very high standard:
warm, atmospheric yet clear- textured. IA:11
Peter Branscombe
NIELSEN: Symphony 20 Pan & Syrinx O
Aladdin Suite
Swedish RS() & Ch/Salonen
CBS CD 44934 (64m 33s)
Salonen conceives the symphony in dynamic, almost violent terms. He begins
resolutely, interpreting collerico' as irascible rather than passionate, in contrast to
Chung's Gothenburg version where the idea,
translated there as meaning fiery, is almost
Jovian, and without the hint of pettishness
Salonen finds in it. Both respond well to the
'fiemmatico' and the ' sanguineo', but, on
balance, Salonen seems more in tune with
the maliconico'. Of course, such comparisons become unacceptable generalisations if
taken too literally, since each of the four
Temperaments contains within it aspects of
all the others and both conductors are aware
of this ( one should here perhaps refer to the
excellent Schmidt recording on UnicornKanchana ), but on balance Chung's is the
more philosophical interpretation, Salonen's
being more overtly demonstrative. In the
music for the play Aladdin Chung applies a
wider, more exotic palette of sound ( resplendently rich brass here) though both give
performances of distinction. I have been
listening to the LP in the BIS recording and
have to say that the sound is generally more
dynamic and more flattering to the Gothenburg orchestra than the CD is to the other
Swedish orchestra; excitingly spacious, clear
and bright. But Salonen gives us in addition a
lovely, sustained account of Pan & Syrinx.
On balance, though, preference has to be
marginally in favour of Chung, technically
and interpretively. [
A:11 Kenneth Dommett
RILEY: Salome Dances for Peace
Kronos Qt
Elektra 979217-2 ( 2CDs, 120m)
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No, you have not misread it: the duration is
two hours. And if that were not enough, a
quick glance at the sleeve notes, which give
the work's extra- musical programme, will
swiftly introduce you to such dubious,
sub-Jungian personages as The Great Spirit,
Wild Talker, Half Wolf and the Bear Father.
The faint-hearted, fearing perhaps an
impending attempt to induce some altered
state of New Age consciousness or other,
may feel inclined to call it aday at this point
and leave the discs unheard. But those who
persevere may find themselves well
rewarded. No one who has heard Riley's
Salome Dances for Peace would call it
exactly gripping; but its mixture of ragas,
folk and ethnic dance music proves to be
strangely seductive.
Terry Riley made his name back in the
mid- 1960s with what today is sometimes
referred to as the archetypal minimalist
piece, in C. The following decade-and-a- half
found him acquiring a considerable cult
following, particularly in America, as an
inspired and hypnotic improviser. His
Salome, recorded here for the first time,
resulted from his close association with the
Kronos Quartet, for which he has written
several works.
As asustained exhibition of modern string
quartet playing, these discs take some beating. Ensemble is well-nigh perfect, while
their blend ( often using little or no vibrato)
verges on the miraculous. But perhaps most
impressive of all is the Kronos's ability to
sustain tension and concentration over long
spans of deceptively simple music.
It is not awork to set your nerves jangling
— the pace is too slow for that. But heard
perhaps on a quiet evening after a day's
labour, it is almost therapeutic in its slow,
but never dreary, sense of progression.
Unlike so much minimalism Salome Dances
for Peace is definitely music. [
A:11
Simon Cargill

237 E Der Knabe in der Wiege, D579 E
Abendlied für die Entfernte, D856 El
Willkonunen und Abschied, D767 D Vor
meiner Wiege, D927 C Der Vater mit
dem Kind, D906 III Des Fischers Liebesglück, D933 D Die Sterne, D939 D Alinde,
D904 D An die Laute, D905 D Zur guten
Nacht, D903
Anthony Rolfe Johnson ( ten)/Graham
Johnson (pno)
Hyperion CDJ 33006 (73m 21s)

ROSENBERG: String Quartets 2, 5* & 8
Lysell Qt/Gotland Qt•
Caprice 23154 ( 61m 50s)

Volume 6 of the Hyperion 'Schubert Edition'
is assured of a grateful reception from all
lovers of this inexhaustible treasury of song:
the performances are as perceptive, carefully prepared and deeply moving as in
earlier issues, and the choice of songs here
brings us some fascinating rarities — half of
the sixteen are not otherwise currently
available, and of none would one presume to
suggest that it lacked great merit. As with the
previous issues, the incisive and generous
notes by Graham Johnson, and Richard
Wig,more's deft English translations, provide
the ideal introduction and companion to the
songs. The theme here is, loosely, the
nocturne — ' tender lullabies, thoughts on
mortality, nocturnal serenades, a joyous
nightride'. Anthony Rolfe Johnson puts the
songs across with great sensitivity and fidelity, responding to Schubert's harmonic and
rhythmic finesses though not always matching a native Schubertian's feeling for the
words or concealing some lack of ease with
high- lying phrases. In the amazing Ossian
setting that opens the recital, and the affecting Zur guten Nacht' that rounds it off
perfectly, the two Johnsons are joined by a
jolly little male chorus. As we have by now
come to expect, Graham Johnson's accompaniments are superbly sympathetic and
informed by unobtrusive stylistic excellence. The recording is admirably balanced,
clear and full-toned, if short on intimacy in
the most delicate passages. [A:11
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Winterreise
Michael Schopper ( bass)/Andreas Staier (fpno)
BMG/DHM RD 77055 (68m 07s)

Unlike the earlier releases in this important
series, these three quartets are all newly
recorded and, unlike the others, tend to
inhabit roughly similar emotional landIt is now twenty years and more since
scapes. Rosenberg, who died in 1985 age 93,
Michael Schopper was entering for, and
continued throughout his life to experiment
winning, major singing competitions, so he
and to develop an individual response to the
has experience as well as vocal maturity to
influences that motivated him: Hindemith,
bring to Schubert's tormented winter
Prokofiev, Schoenberg, neoRomantic literatraveller. His sympathetic companion, playture, and akind of mysticism ( evoked in his
ing an unidentified, tonally rich hammerFourth and Fifth symphones, 'The Revelation
flügel, is the former harpsichordist of Musica
of St John' and Hortulanus'). Despite pasAntigua Cologne, Andreas Staier. This is an
sages of rhythmic aggressiveness and dramainteresting performance — rapt, ranging over
tic contrast, it is the introspective neo- a wide emotional and dynamic spectrum.
Romantic element that manifests itself most
Personally, I find Schopper's fine voice
clearly in these three quartets, the first
uningratiating here: the verbal emphases
dating from 1924, the second from 1949 and
intrude in the slow, reflective songs, the
the third from 1957. It is strongest in No.5
deceptively airy ones ('Tâuschung', for
where it is allied to aquasi-Sibelian style of
example) can sound constricted. On the
thematic evolution and techniques absorbed
other hand, he and Staier shape the cycle
from Bartok. The scope of Rosenberg's
cumulatively, and there are fine details too.
fourteen quartets is, however, much wider
Though it would be hard to believe that the
than might be supposed by anyone coming
extremes of loud and soft are entirely
to them for the first time through this
natural, the recording is otherwise good in a
record, and to get the full flavour of their
somewhat neutral way. [
B:2]
variety they should be heard as awhole. The
Peter Branscombe
performances have great authority and are
well recorded with warm, natural sound.
SCHUBERT: Winterreise
IA:1]
Kenneth Dommett forma Hynninen ( bar)/Ralf Gothoni (pno)
Ondine ODE 725-2 (72m 21s) ( Koch
SCHUBERT: Die Nacht, D534 CI Lass
International)
Wolken C Jagdlied, D521 D Abendstern,
D806 D Abends unter der Linde, D235 &
With around 15 CDs of Winterreise in the
83

current catalogue, asinger and his promoting company have to be bold and confident
to launch yet another. Without wishing to
belittle this fine Finnish baritone's skills,
exemplified in his splendid Sibelius recordings, he is less successful as Schubert's
winter wanderer. The cycle is properly
viewed cumulatively, so that by ' Der stürmische Morgen' a frenzied outburst is
appropriate. Early on, in many of the quieter,
more desolate songs I was worried by
Hynninen's effort to file down his powerful
voice — crooned high notes, blank tone and
rough ornaments all detract from his fine
natural musicianship. Ralf Gothoni's accompaniments are sensitively sustained, neat as
well as sombre, and the recording is naturally balanced and comfortable. German and
English texts and notes are included. 1[A:2]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUMANN: Fantasiestücke, Op.12
Blumenstück, Op.19 D Davidsbündlertanze, Op.6
Vladimir Ashkenazi,' (pno)
Decca 425 109-2 (70m 46s) also MC
Ashkenazy's fourth volume in his current
Schumann series is a trim selection calling
for the utmost in lyrical fantasy and freedom.
Yet his performances, for all their intermittent quality, are unsatisfactorily staid and
workaday. It is easy to imagine amore freely
floating line in Des Abends', agreater sense
of ease and variety in `Warum'. Indications
such as mit humor (' Grillen') or etwas
langsamer (in the quintessentially Schumannesque central section of ' In der Nacht' )
get short shrift and emerge in a far more
transfigured, translucent light from Murray
Perahia ( CBS) — the difference between
inspired and precise artistry and apedestrian
alternative. Again, although "fraumeswirren'
is proficient, it is hardly hallucinatory, or
quixotic in the manner of Martha Argerich,
whose volatility and charm make her old
Dischi Ricordi/CBS recording of the Fantasiestücke — still, amazingly, unavailable on
Cl) (
probably because licensed from Italy —
Mus Ed] — a unique experience.
There is some inwardness and temperamental affinity in the Davidsbündlertanze
(though not in the isolated Blumenstück,
which needs more than generalised musicianship to convince one that it is vintage
Schumann) though, again, Ashkenazy's pianism can seem pedestrian and opaque when
set beside Perahia's classic poise, or Stephen
Hough's insinuating charm and fluidity ' Virgin Classics]. Why so slow and stolid in IS,
so insensitive in the following etwas beu ,
egt?
Set against such lapses, 2and 17 and several
other more reflective numbers are given
with a quiet and reflective sense of Eusebius's presence. Yet these are only momentary successes in readings that prompt
respect rather than enchantment, and the
recordings are surprisingly cramped and
lacking in brilliance. IB/C:3] Bryce Morrison
SIBELIUS: String Quartet in a ( 1889) D in
d, Op.56
Sophisticated Ladies
BIS CD 463 ( 65m 32s)
Yes, that really is what they call themselves,
and, yes, in terms of sheer technique and
tonal refinement the playing here is certainly sophisticated. but, by the side of the
Gabrieli's recent account of the 1)- minor
Quartet on Chandos, Ifear there are reservations to be made about this newcomer. The
opening movement here tends to sound
8-4

bland, the phrasing insufficiently alive, too
neutral in effect, whereas the Gabrieli's
greater experience tells in almost every bar
of their wonderfully unforced yet strongly
characterized reading, and they allow themselves far more time to relax and simply
enjoy the music. That's something Idon't yet
sense from this talented young Swedish
group — in ( iii), for instance, they sound
positively impatient next to their English
rivals ( 9m 11sas against 12m 57s), and how
little they make of those strange ppp Eminor chords in bars 21 & 22 of this
movement, the 'Voces intimae' of the title.
At first Ithought their playing was too loud
for too much of the time, though Ithink now
part of the blame must lie with the very
up-front, resonant recording BIS provide for
them. Idid, however, like their choice of
tempi in ( iv) — brisker than is usual, Sibelius's pesante marking for once not distractingly underlined.
As on the Gabrieli's disc ayouthful rarity
is offered as acoupling: this A- minor Quartet
is amost accomplished piece of writing for a
student work, giving little sign of the mature
style to come, but well worth an airing for all
that, and in its Scherzo and Finale there's
surely no mistaking the happy influence of
Grieg ( Dvorak too, perhaps?). It is performed here with an ideal blend of polish
and affectionate warmth. [
A/13:1/21
Andreu , Achenbach
SUPPÉ: Overtures — Poet & Peasant
Tanatalus's Torment D Jolly Robbers
Beautiful Galathea D Pique Daine
Light Cavalry D Vienna Jubilation
Morning, Noon & Night in Vienna
VPO/Mehta
CBS CD 44932 (60m 18s)

D
D
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In my June review of a Eurodisc collection
of Suppé's overtures Ihazarded the opinion
that an uninterrupted diet of such works
threatens to clog the palate. Confronted
with this present collection I find myself
bound to revise this diagnosis, for here we
have atruly sparkling collation that far from
jading the appetite almost persuades one to
ask for more. Almost, because the addition of
two unfamiuliar items, Tantalus's Torment
and the Vienna Jubilation, welcome though
they are, remind us that the ingredients of
Suppé's invention are really rather limited.
The first is the overture to an operetta of
1868, based, much as Offenbach based his
most famous pieces, on Greek myth but
apparently without the social comment
implicit in Offenbach. The second appears to

t,„

wie

be an occasional overture designed to celebrate Vienna, though what the occasion was
remains unclear. The bright, immediate
sound in CBS's recording suits the music
admirably, and Mehta's effervescent direcA:11
tion brings it vividly to life. [
Kenneth Dommett
THOMSON: Symphony on a Hymn
Tune* 0 Symphony 2* El 5 Tenor Solos
from lord Byron' D Shipwreck and
Love Scene from Byron's 'Don Juan' D A
Solemn Music El A Joyful Fugue
Martyn Hill ( ten)/Monadnock Fest 01
Budapest SO/Bolle
Albany TROY 17-2 ( 71m 54s)
Virgil Thomson died last December full of
years and apparently no whit less full of
himself. Modesty was avirtue he ascribed to
others whose talents he so trenchantly
lambasted in his writings, seldom to himself.
One gets a flavour of him in the Personal
Statement printed in the notes, in the
solemn recitation of his achievements and
their attendant honours. But there is his
music. How well does that survive the heavy
burden of its author's self-esteem? Better
than one might suppose. Thomson favoured
directness of utterance and acertain simplicity of means, though his constructions could
be convoluted, as in the Second Symphony
(which Beecham surprisingly espoused).
Critical opinion however seems to have
decided that the Symphony on a Hymn
Tune is his probable orchestral masterpiece.
Like Ives's Third it juggles with familiar
melodies, interspersing ambitious orchestral
passages with solo interludes of creaking
naivety. BoIle's performance is sound rather
than inspired, and maybe Hanson's old
Mercury recording is more potent in its
advocacy. As an opera composer Thomson
will always be linked with Gertrude Stein,
whose verbal gymnastics provided the material — libretti is really too pretentious — for
his best known essays in this field, Four
Saints in Three Acts and The Mother of Us
All. Thomson's preoccupations with Byron
yielded worthier if less experimental results,
and the tenor songs ( not arias be it noted)
from his 1968 opera on the poet, persuasively performed by Martyn Hill, suggest
amore sober assembling of his talents, as do
the ' Don Juan' pieces and the last two
orchestral items, which serve to round out
the portrait of this talented but equivocal
composer. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
VERDI: Attila
Ramey/Studer Shicoff/Zancanaro/La Scala
Orch & Ch/Muti
EMI CDS 749 9522 (2CDs, 102m 13s)
The flesh creeps to think of Covent Garden
throwing aball for this most backward of the
early Verdi operas, though there is enough
in it to spare a handful of strong dramatic
moments. Muti and his team justify their
labours by making a few new points about
the piece to add to what GardeIli, secure on
Philips reissue, already tells us — not least
that Attila ( Samuel Ramey, firm in vainglory
and eventually rising to the bait of pity and
terror) may well have been aprototype for
Macbeth, the warrior whose conscience
catches up with him. Certainly the Milan
players give his dream- narration all the help
it needs. Muti does some good creative
work, too, with the finales — Act One
daringly broad and carefully graded.
Yet, Ramey apart, there is little enough
firm, Italianate singing to paper over the
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cracks. Surely it was foolhardy of Cheryl
Studer to lunge into the spinto territory
which is Odabella's, within minutes of our
making her acquaintance. The Romanza
finds her poised and colouring delicately,
but even here the ornamentation is less than
confident. Shicoff goes for fiat-out ardour
which soon palls by the side of Bergonzi on
Philips. Despite tremendous breadth to the
great rising phrase 'Avrai tu l'universo' in his
duet with Ramey, Zancanaro lacks steadiness
under pressure at the top of the range, and
comparisons with GardeIli's invincible Sherrill Milnes in the Act Two aria show exactly
where the problems lie. The sound is garish
and glassy in balances ( woodwind virtually
inaudible in the storm), another step back
from the freshness of the 1972 Philips set.
And was Shicoff at the same sessions as the
rest for the first part of the Act Two finale? It
sounds as if he's in a different acoustic
altogether — or is that Foresto singing
through his visor? [WC], then, with aIll for

CLASSICAL
WALTON: Belshazzar's Feast/ELGAR: The
Dream of Gerontius
Thomas ( m -sop)/Lewis ( ten)/Cameron
(bar)/•Milligan (bass-bar)/Huddersfield Ch
Soc/RLPOISargent
EMI CHS 763 3762 ( 2CDs, 128m 49s ) ifte
1955,'58

As achoral conductor Sargent had few peers,
and this Dream of Gerontius boasts some
typically fine work from his Huddersfield
choir. It is also adeeply-felt performance ( all
three soloists are simply outstanding), with a
nobility and freshness which clearly betoken
Sargent's life-long love for the work. The
account of Belshazzar's Feast is not quite in
e this league: well drilled, certainly, but the
massive Huddersfield forces tend to sound
z, more than a little unwieldy in Walton's
•
E demandingly extravert choral writing. The
t5)
1 sound here is distinctly cavernous and illfocused, whereas the earlier Elgar recording
Ramey and Muti's evident intentions, [ 2/3]
is far better balanced and admirably clear in
David Nice
the rest.

POLSKIE NAGRANIA SZYMANOWSKI EDITION
Ranging from the early, sub-Straussian
turgidity of the Concert Overture of 1904-5
to the deeply personal brand of ethnic
neo-classicism
which pervades the Symphonic Concertante written nearly 30 years
later, Vol.' certainly serves to show this
composer's enormous stylistic development.
Between these two wildly contrasted offerings the Second Symphony acts as ahalf-way
house, and sees Szymanowski basking for the
last time in the rather unrelentingly effortful
Teutonic style so characteristic of his early
orchestral music. All three works are played
with infectious enthusiasm — though they
lack the last degree of refinement, an
observation which aSo extends to the edgy
recorded sound ( particularly raw in the
almost irredeemably thick orchestration of
the Concert Overture .
). [
B/C:1/2]
Serious technical reservations are also in
order for the next volunie, which is agreat
pity because both the Third Symphony and
the Stabat Mater contain some of Szymanowski's finest invention, and are superbly
performed here under Rowicki. Alas, there is
chronic distortion during the loudest
moments in both works, the 1961 Polish
recording unable to cope with the formidable welter of sound. Otherwise, the glories
of these performances remain undimmed,
with marvellous contributions from soloists
Stefanie Woytowicz and Adrzej Hiolski ( his
memorable King Roger followed four years
later) in the Stabat Muter, and achoral and
orchestral response throughout which
exudes a tremendous. positively inspirational fervour. The two remaining rarities
on this Cl) are also extremely beautiful, and
those prepared to overlook any shortcomings in the engineering and concentrate on
the music will find this issue genuinely
rewarding. IB/C(D):1*1
The First Violin Concerto. contains some
A fascinating survey, its appearance sensibly
of the most sheerly sensual and entrancing
timed to coincide with this Spring's enterprising Syzymanowski Festival on the South
music Iknow. Anyone fortunate enough yet
Bank. Nearly all this music is new to CD, and
to discover this gorgeous score ( and its no
the finest performances here have that
less masterful companion) will surely not
irresistible combination of idiomatic feeling
regret sampling these passionate performand commitment one associates with native
ances. Wanda Wilkomirska is the fearlessly
performers, which made the original Muza
accurate and totally dedicated soloist, and
1.Ps ( always hard to obtain) such valued
though it would he nice to think that EMI
and Philips were about to restore to the
collector's items. Although some allowances
must be made for sound quality here ( and I catalogue the Oistrakh and Szeryng accounts
of Nos.1 & 2 respectively ( or, that longregret the absence of Rowicki's complete
Harnasie) there is much to delight the
overdue new recordings of both concertos
Szymanowski connoisseur, or any adventurwere in the pipeline), this reissue will serve
very well. The recording here is completely
ous listener for that matter.

Concert Overture D Symphony 2 0
Sinfonia Concertante
Tadeusz Zmudzinski (pno)/Warsaw Nat
POIRowicki
PNCD 062 ( 68m 42s)® 1977, '80 ( Target)
Stabat Mater D Symphony 3 El Demeter'
D Litany to the Virgin Mary
Stefania Woytowicz (sop)IKrystyna Szczepanska ( con)/Andrzej Hiolski ( ten)/
•Krystyna Szostek-Radkowa ( m- sop)/
Warsaw Nat PO/'Polish Nat RSO/Rowicki/
•Wislocki
PNCD 063 ( 67m 44s) (D 1961, ' 82
Violin Concertos 1 & 2O Violin Sonata El
Roxana's Song
Wanda Wilkomirska ( vin)/Tadeusz
Chmielewski ( pno)1Warsaw Nat PO/
Rowicki
PNCD 064 ( 71m 52s) C) 1961, '80
Mythes' D Romance in D O Dance 0
Cradle Song D Kurpian Song CI Nocturne and Tarantella D String Quartet 2
•Konstanty Kulka ( tin)! Wanda Wilkomirska ( v1n)/'erzyn Marchwinska (pno)!
Tadeusz Chmielewski (pno)/Wilanow Qt
PNCD 065 ( 74m 26s) ® 1975, ' 78, '80
Etude, Op.4:3* 0 Masques O Piano
Sonata 20 Nine Mazurkas from Op.50**
Witold Malcuzynski/Andrzej Stefanski/
••Barbara Hesse-Bukowska (pno)
PNCD 066 ( 73m 40s) (ii). 1959, '60, '68
Three Fragments of the Poems by Jan
Kasprowice El Joyce Songs** D Songs of
the Fairy-Tale Princess" 0 Love Songs
of Hafiz D Zuleika from Five Songs,
Op.13
Teresa Zylis-Gara (sop)/••Andrzej Bach lada ( bar)/•••jacludga Gadulanka (sop)/
Halina Lukomska ( sop)ljerzy Marchwinski
(pnoMerzy Sulikowski (pno)
PNCD 067 ( 74m 19s) ® 19 7 1, ' 77, ' 78
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acceptable, whereas the instrumental works
(excellently done) which make up the rest
of the disc sound extremely nasty, the
balance impossibly close. For the concertos
113:1/11, but ID:1] for the remaining items.
It was in my impressionable late- teens that
I heard the DG recording of Kaja Danezowska and Krystian Zimerman in Szymanowski's Mythes and at once found myself
spellbound as much by their staggering
playing as by the ecstatic, other-worldly
music they were performing. lbat magical
issue — areal desert island disc if ever there
was one — has yet to make it to CD, so in the
meantime this decently played account will
have to do, even though, not surprisingly,
Konstanty Kulka and Jerzy Marchwinska can
hardly compete with the miraculously high
standards set by their Polish compatriots on
DG. Once again the microphones are far
closer to the performers than is ideal,
though the other items are more fortunate in
this respect; here both Wilkomirska's admirably stylish way with the other violin and
piano pieces, as well as the Wilanow's
sensitive reading of the Second Quartet
(with its extraordinary, almost fragrant
opening), deserve high praise. [ 13:1], Mythes
IC:2]
In some ways the last two volumes are the
most valuable of the whole series, giving us
the chance to hear some of the composer's
most grievously neglected repertory in
generally convincing performances. Both
discs offer aquite admirable cross-section of
Szymanowski's considerable achievements
in each field: thus the piano music anthology
traces a fascinating odyssey from the early
Chopinesque Etude, through the massive
Regerian excesses of the Second Sonata and
the exquisitely refined impressionism of the
Masques (close cousins to the Mythes), to
the pure Tatra mountain air breathed by the
bracing, folk- inspired Mazurkas of 1924-5.
The piano sound here is merely tolerable.
Similarly, Volume 6 has a chronologically
wide-ranging selection of his songs — Ifound
the middle-period cycle entitled Songs of
the Fairy- Tale Princess the most consistently imaginative, Jadwiga Gadulanka coping heroically with its extravagant coloratura writing. A pity, though, about the
absence of texts both here and in Volume 2
(Andrzej Bachlada's English in the Op.54
Joyce settings is quite unintelligible). Piano
Music 113/C:11, Songs 113:1/2].
Andrew Achenbach
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detail — in fact, it's difficult to believe they
were both made in the same location ( Huddersfield Town Hall). [H:1*/21
Andrew Achenbach

very challenging account, that perhaps tends
to accentuate the composer's edgy off-pitch
harmonies at the expense of its lyric qualities. An enterprising collection, rich in
sound and well-balanced. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

CATHEDRAL AND ORGAN MUSIC BY
SUMSION, HOWELLS, & FINZI
Worcester Cath Ch/Donald Hunt Singers/
Adrian Partington, Donald Hunt ( org)1
Hunt
Hyperion CDA 66078 ( 61m 25s)

SCOTTISH ENSEMBLE
GRIEG: Holberg Suite/ELGAR: Serenade
for Strings/WARLOCK: Capriol Suite/
WILSON: St Kentigern Suite/HOLST: St
Paul's Suite
Scottish Ens/Rees
Virgin Classics VC 791 1122 (71m 38s)

FINNISH CHAMBER MUSIC
KUULA: Piano Trio in A, Op.7/
MERIKANTO: Preludio viululle ja
pianolle/MERILAINEN: Opusculum for
violin solo/SEGERSTAM: Poem for Violin
& Piano
Pohjola 7'rio
BIS CD- 56 (70m 56s) ® 1974, ' 76

Imust confess that Ihave much enjoyed this
CD; the music is of a light- weight nature.
There are two choirs at work here: Worcester Cathedral Choir and The Donald Hunt
Singers, although they do not sing together.
The music is atribute to Herbert Sumsion,
who was for many years ( until 1967) organist of Gloucester Cathedral. He is represented by his Te Deum, written for Worcester Cathedral Choir in 1935. They that go
down to the sea in ships ( 1969) is a most
delightful work and, like all of Sumsion's
compositions, written in an unashamedly
tonal idiom. The highly chromatic In Exile,
is an unaccompanied double-choir work,
first performed in 1981 by the Donald Hunt
Singers. There are two organ works by
Sumsion played by Donald Hunt, an
unassuming Chorale Prelude on Vaughan
Williams's hymn tune Down Ampney from
1981 and the much earlier Introduction
and Theme. Other works are Howell's The
Scribe ( with a similar opening phrase to
Take him Earth for cherishing) and Inheritance, and Finzi's fabulous Lo, the full, final
sacrifice. The recording is of a very high
quality and a tribute to Hyperion standards.
The organ accompaniments are provided by
Adrian Partington, and the balance of the
organ in relation to the choir is exemplary.
[A*:1/2]
William McVicker

I must confess this rather took me by
surprise. With the exception of the Thomas
Wilson piece ( which gets top billing on the
sleeve) this is pretty standard fare, but the
performances here are anything but, having
a refreshing spontaneity and distinctive
character all their own. Take the opening
movement of the Elgar Serenade, for example: everything sound so fresh and alive, the
violas' nagging undertow unusually insistent
— no undue wistfulness here — and yet the
players' affection for this music is obvious, as
the touchingly phrased account of ( ii)
readily reveals. Similarly, the outer movements of the Grieg have an infectious,
breezy quality, whilst no one could fail to be
moved by their heartfelt rendering of both
the Sarabande and Air. They are small in
number — similar in size to the Guildhall
String Ensemble, by the sound of it — and
their unfussy yet wonderfully responsive
approach has much in common with that
excellent group; certainly, Tony Faulkner's
beautifully balanced recording ( Glasgow
City Hall) does their playing absolutely
proud, with some strikingly well focused
bass definition.
Ican't honestly say Igot much pleasure
from the Thomas Wilson suite ( Kentigern is
the patron saint of Glasgow, in case you're
wondering), finding its strain of rather grey
lyricism distinctly monotonous, but both the
Warlock and Hoist pieces again sound
newly-minted in the hands of these young
performers — aword of special praise for the
pure- toned violin soloist in the Intermezzo
of the latter ( the group's director Jonathan
Rees?).1A*:1/1*]
Andrew Achenbach
CONTEMPORARY PIANO TRIOS
ENGLUND: Piano Trio/SHOSTAICOVICH:
Piano Trio 1, Op.8/COPLAND: Vitebsk/
KOKKONEN: Piano Trio
Trio Finnic()
Finlandia FACD 364 (70m 43s)
The trios by Englund and Kokkonen are both
broadly neo Romantic in idiom, though Kokkonen is sometimes described as a neoclassic. This attractive Trio is his Op]. It
dates from 1948 and demonstrates how,
quite early on in his career, he had acquired
the technical command of the medium of
chamber music — though this appears to be
his only piano trio so far. Its tone is of an
introspective kind that has become
increasingly prominent in his later work.
Einar Englund has written little chamber
music, and his only Trio, which dates from
1982, is rather less well set out than
Kokkonen's, but, as its opening cello theme
suggests, it is rich in invention. Shostakovich's early Trio is otherwise available on a
highly regarded Simax recording by the Oslo
Trio [ not reviewed' but the present performance has much to recommend it, being
both thoughtful and dramatic: like Copland's
Jewish- inspired trio, of which we are given a
111-F1 NEWS & RE(:OR1) REVIEW
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Kuula's Trio is by far the most important, as
well as the most massive work here. Its four
movements occupy no less than 55m of the
total playing time. Toivo Kuula ( 1883-1918 )
promised to become the most important
Finnish composer after Sibelius, but his early
death in a brawl left his great potential
largely unfulfilled. Little of his work has
made its way on to British lists, most of it
choral music. This trio, composed in 1908, is
indicative of his general style. Written in
broad paragraphs in a language that combines his natural and individual Romanticism
with Impressionist coloration derived from
his studies in Paris, it is music of vivid
exuberance, youthful, yet skilfully put
together and in the third movement ripe
with emotion. It is convincingly performed
here by Liisa, Paavo and Ensti Pohjola, who
are presumably related. Of the remaining
pieces Opiiscuium is the longest at almost
6m. Merilâinen's style is far removed from
Kuula's, though tenuously linked to it by an
inherent romantic streak that also runs
through Merikanto's Prelude and, less
obviously, Segerstam's 1965 Poem. Taped by
Robert von Bahr in his good old un-Dolbyed
A-77 Revox days, the sound is as clear as a
bell, and beautifully balanced, and the transfer to CD has preserved its transparency
marvellously. IA* : 11
Kenneth Dommett
ROMANTIC FINNISH PIANO
lzumi Tateno (pno)
Finlandia FACD 923 (60m 24s)
This recital of 21 short pieces by Sibelius,
Palmgren, Merikanto and five other Finnish
composers active at the turn of the century
provides an attractive aspect of an obscure
art, obscure not by reason of its idiom,
which is perfectly lucid if occasionally fulsome, but by reason of the isolation of its
creators from the mainstream of European
music in the period between the births of
Sibelius and Kajanus, in 1865, and the deaths
of Ilmari Hannikainen in 1955, and of Heino
Kaski in 1957. Most of the music here was
written within the first two decades of this
century, though Kajanus's Petite Valse antedates its by almost thirty yers. Inevitably
there is a certain unanimity of ‘'oice, occasionally a certain sentimentality imbibed
from German romanticism, offset here and
there by awhiff of Paris. But the underlying
atmosphere of the isolated North, heard in
Sibelius's Five Pieces Op.75, in Palmgren's
Nocturne Op.72, Melanin's Rain, and in
Kuula's arrangement of the traditional The
Sheep's Polska, is enough to give the music
individuality for all its outward conformity
to its period style. We are told nothing of the
pianist, unfortunately, but his performance is
nicely adapted to the style of the music and
conveys an impression of genuine liking for
it. The sound is natural and comfortably
distanced. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett

RENAISSANCE MADRIGALS - de Rore/
de Wert/Monteverdi/A Scarlatti/Stradella
Quink
Telarc CD-80209 (64m 50s)
Fortunately for the consumer, as the
quantity of early music recordings for CD
has mushroomed, so standards have continuously reached new heights of performing excellence and programme interest.
Conversely, any release less than totally
inscrutable in these areas now seems like a
nasty imitation in comparison. Thus while
this disc might have been avaluable librarybuilder acouple of years ago, today it offers
very little of originality.
Admittedly, three of the five featured
composers ( de Rore, de Wert and Stradella)
are somewhat neglected, but that is hardly
enough to make a programme coherent.
While de Rore began the development 01
writing intended to express poetic meaning,
which continued in de Wert, reached its
height in Monteverdi, died out and was
briefly revisited by Scarlatti and Stradella,
such acommon aesthetic doesn't necessarily
lead to a unified whole.
As individual pieces these madrigals and
canzonets do possess various charms.
Several reflect the talents of the ladies of
Ferrara' in their emphasis on several high
parts, but the Quink group is never quite as
impelling as the writing demands; in
'Damenti pace', for example, the tone is
sterile rather than sparkling in its purity. The
sopranos apart, though, the sense of ensemble and timing between the other voices is
musically sensitive.
Altogether, this disc is acceptable if you're
after recordings of these particular works,
but if your concern is more for vivid and
shining vocal sound or awell balanced set of
pieces, it's probably best left. [
8:31
Helena Stoward
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DECCA HISTORIC SERIES
We've had some Kleiber, Van Beinum, Ferrier and vintage Ansermet transfers, but,
compared with some other companies,
Decca have shown reluctance to delve deep
into their early catalogues. Even now, with
ten well- filled ( 59-76m) ' Historic' CDs,
Decca are merely cautiously dipping a toe
into the waters. And the series includes two
somewhat anomalous choices: a Monteux
1959-62 Ravel coupling, which could just as
well have appeared on 'Ovation', and reproductions of Rachmaninov's Ample° pianorolls, recorded at Kingsway Hall just a
decade ago. Otherwise, and apart from one
early stereo recoupling ( Krips), these discs
derive from ' 50s mono tapes — though in one
instance going back to 1944, for arecording
by Dennis Brain and the Griller Qt. Wrong
Track numbers are printed for their performance of the Horn Quintet, which fills
out the Curzon/Amadeus versions of
Mozart's two Piano Quartets [
425 960-2 (tit I.
Curzon's elegant playing here is let down by
the sometimes scratchy-sounding strings:
not just acase of aged material, one suspects.
For all that Daniel Snowman relates in the
booklet, something more akin to musical
and technical complacency on the part of
the Amadeus Quartet registers uneasily
beside Curzon's quicksilver resolution. [
H:2/
(4)]. You would think Brain was afifth string
to the Grillers, so perfectly attuned they
sound ( by contrast) in a lovely reading of
K407, well deserving of resurrection. [
H:1*]
Icannot feel that Backhaus's '
Emperor'
and Beethoven Fourth Concerto, with VPO/
Krauss [
425 962-2 @ J, has much to say for
posterity. The sound is exceptionally pinched and seedy in the Fourth [
D], and
Backhaus's bewildering mixture of the limpid 14( ii ) 1, the shockingly insensitive j( i)
cadenza J, the needlessly slowed 15(i), after
exposition J, much hands- separated chording, and dynamic unevenness, then passages
of consummate mastery, can surely only
imply a lot of stitching together of takes. Or
just arbitrary ideas: contrast Backhaus's maddening changes of pace, cautious then reckless, at the beginning of -4( ). The sound in
5 is more acceptable. [
H(D/C):2/3].
The Erich Kleiber Beethoven Ninth Symphony, with Gueden/Wagner/Dermota/
VireberNPO & Singverein [
425 955-2 (1,14)1, is
another matter. He establishes from the
outset adetermination, agrasp very different
from Krauss's efficient but scarcely perceptive Beethoven conducting. And the transfer
presents this compelling reading in transformed sound, superior even to the French
Decca three 12" sides I.Ps. This is a gramophone classic which, even if not always
congenial to the ear, never seems to stale.
111:H]
Although Krips's '
Spring' Symphony was
even better, it's nice to have his 1956 LSO
Schumann Fourth ( not as powerful as the
Furtwangler or Karajan BP() recordings)
added to his radiant Schubert 'Great C
major' [
425 957-2]. This has transferred
boldly, although the ' lazy' pacing of the
introduction will seem tiresome not just to
authenticists. As Krips reaches the main
Allegro, the flexibility/excitability of his
approach is manifest. However, it would be
mean to deny the singing quality he infuses
into detail, the vitality in ( iv). The Schumann, only two years older, sounds rather
cramped and distant. [
13:111C/D:11
The Rachmaninov piano rolls date from
1919-29; an adapted Estonia concert grand
was used for recording. The 18 Tracks
include five encore transcriptions. (Liebesfreud and Liebeleid are now correctly identified.) But it is a pity that the CD (425
88

964-2] offers only a 59m selection from the
contents of two LPs: HEN/RR Feb, June '85.
Then Ifound them ' mechanical and uncommunicative': but with the pre- electric
recordings on RCA no longer available in
analogue, perhaps amore receptive attitude
would be appropriate. However, Istill find
the overblown instrumental sound quite
wrong for this subtle colourist. Hear, if you
can, the 'genuine' C-sharp- minor Preludes
from 1921 or 1919: utterly unlike the
Ampico! [
A/B:???]
The other, for me more fascinating, piano
recital comes from Julius Katchen: Pictures
from an Exhibition, Islamey, and Liszt's first
Mephisto Waltz Funerailles, and Hungarian Rhapsody 12 [
425 961-2 @ I. The
Balakirev piece is an earlier Katchen recording than that once coupled with Rach.2. It is
less thrillingly paced, less accurate in the
opening section. Pictures is vividly characterized, with some impulsive changes of pace
within movements ( some will find 'Tuileries' fussily contrived); the ' Old Castle,
'Unhatched chicks', and ' Hut on Hen's Legs'
are highlights. Again, the fingerwork is not
always immaculate: today's records are not
made like this, but nor do they have this
flavour of spontaneous thinking during the
recording itself. Dated tapes, but acceptable
for the sake of the artist. [
H (
Pictures)/
C:1/21
For several of these reissues the original
engineer was the masterly Kenneth Wilkinson. He didn't do the classic LSO/Monteux
complete Daphnis et Chloe — at last on
compact disc [
425 956-21 — but was
responsible for the Rapsodie Espagnole/
Pavane fillers. These sound astonishingly
convincing [
A*]. Ravel's Daphnis is hardly
less impressive: the later LSO/Abbado MG]
is more sophisticated in playing and
engineering techniques, but not better
paced, not quite so authoritative in manner.
Having learned from criticism of the Dutoit
Daphnis, Decca provide 12 entry cues.
Overall [
A/A*:1]. The pick of my seven
discs.
Christopher Breunig
R STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier Reining/
furinaclGueden/Weber/VPOIKleiber Decca
425 950-2 (3CDs, 197m 06s) ()
1954
R STRAUSS: Vier Letzte Lieder D Scenes
and arias from Arabella D Ariadne auf
Naxos CI Capriccio Della Casa/VPOIBiihm/
MoraltIHollreiser Decca 425 959-2 (66m
36s)
0 1953,'54
WAGNER: Die Walküre — Act One FlagstadlSvanholm/Van
Mill/VPO/
Knappertsbusch Decca 425 963-2 (63m
07s)
1957
Vienna State Opera style and the Decca
recordings of the 1950s — well forward but
brilliantly lit and evenly balanced for the
most part — go hand in glove for those of us
who never knew the real thing. It's easy
enough to go along with Solti's and Bernstein's idiosyncratic mastery of Vienna
forces in the recorded Rosenkavaliers of the
'70s, hut when you hear the strings hamming
portamenti like crazy for Erich Kleiber in
Ochs's waltz, you realise that they wear
heart on sleeve only for the very select few.
The house singers, too, seem so relaxed by
the side of their jet-setting international
successors, whatever their merits. Maria
Reining's Marschallin may not be the most
golden- toned of grandes dames, but she sets
the pace — easy diction, points without
archness, smiles in the voice. Jurinac adds to
those qualities an instrument of mellow
distinctiveness. Yet there is anxiety, pain
even, in Kleiber's reading: try the dizzying
expectation of Gueden's Sophie before her
prince arrives, or the heart-stabbing turmoil

of the love triangle after Ochs's exit. It won't
do to take the highlights out of context ( that
makes the Rose- Presentation itself sound
odd, impetuous — as it is supposed to be
here); every little detail matters — no cuts,
and what a difference that makes to the
Falstaff side of Weber's Ochs — and every
instrument shines through. Sound simply
astonishing for 1954. [
H(*):1*/11.
Easy radiance and relaxed charm are the
hallmarks of another great star at the Vienna
State Opera, Lisa della Casa. No point in
pretending that her Four Last Songs are the
last word — intrusive aitches in slightly stolid
soaring lines call into question the Straussian
tag, though she wins it back beckoning death
on Naxos — but they do avoid the grand
transfiguring touch with their gentle wordpointing and youthful spontaneity. Her
Arabella grew older and wiser over the
years, so Ihope the mono recordings here
mean that the full stereo venture, with a
febrile young Solti at the helm, will be
reissued too. Hollreiser's conducting was a
revelation to me: how he lets the climax of
'Es gibt ein reich' take wing. and the
moonlight music from Capriccio in his
hands touches greatness. A pity Decca
couldn't have found room for acouple of the
songs with piano which came on the
'Eclipse' LP — further testaments to della
Casa's natural graces. [
H(C):1*/4
Vienna strings add sheen to the love music
of Walküre Act One, but the rest bespeaks
outside influences. Healthy' pacing ( never a
barline sensed) and clean corners from
Knappertsbusch, shining-armoured singing
from two Swedish greats past the respective
peaks of their careers, make for passion,
though not much sex. Flagstad and Svanholm shrink a little from some of the
demands above the stave, so their moments
of glory,are in the most comfortably-written
highspots — Sieglinde's ' Du bist der Lenz',
Sieg,mund's sword-trial. There is enough
here, all the same, to remind us of goldenage heroic singing. [
H:1*/2]
DatPid Nice
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 4 D Triple
Concerto Badura-Skoda (pno)1Maier
(tYln)1Byslma ( v1c)/Collegium Aureum
RC.A/131:1M GD 77063 (67m 22s) 0 1974
I.ike most Collegium Aureum recordings,
these period instrument Beethoven concertos were done in the Cedernsaal of the
Schloss Kirchheim. The generous resonance
there takes well enough to digital remastering — the Triple is far superior to Decca's
boomy I.P transfer — though some oddities of
balance are also heard in the Triple. Byslma's
fine playing graces this concerto, whereas
Maier's suffers from variable intonation. In
both works we have none of Norrington's
provocative tempi; speeds are traditional.
Badura-Skoda is a more penetrating Beethovenian than Tan, though his instrument
still strikes me as intractable in 4( ). Both
early pianos sound thin, twangy, but some
will be charmed by their worn, faded character. The LP sleeves confirmed that the
scholar-pianist Paul Badura-Skoda used an
1820 Conrad Graf in the Fourth ( the old
scrolled-off alternative first-mvt cadenza/mvt
ending option has gone now, along with
B-S's excellent notes), and an 1816 Broadwood in the Triple — DHM have scrapped all
the former instrument specifications,
orchestral too. This CD certainly gises a
111-1,1NEWS & RECORD itE\'iF
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clear picture of the sonorities, and thereby
the workings, of the Triple. And, so far as it
goes, this Fourth is to be preferred to the
EMI or Oiseau Lyre ' authentic' versions.
[B/C:21
Christopher Breunig
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique/
MUSSORGSKY: A Night on Bald Mountain ( arr. Rimsky-Korsakov) NYPO/
Mitropoulos CBS CD 45685 (61m 40s) C)
1957
It is good to have these recordings, the
Fantastic to portray the NYPO's technical
prowess in full bloom, and the Mussorgsky
to convey asense of passionate involvement
from the rostrum. The symphony receives a
good but less intense performance than the
tone-poem, and held my attention primarily
via the superb orchestral playing and
instrumental detail. One intriguing point,
though: in the absence of suitably pitched
bells for the Witches' Sabbath, Mitropoulos
took Berlioz at his word and used pianos.
Tape- hiss obtrudes slightly, especially in
the Berlioz, where the background includes
some intermittent ' bubbling' noises and the
extreme HF lacks sparkle. But the latter is
offset by an enhanced brightness in the
mid-treble, and despite the somewhat left/
centre/right soundstage and adynamic range
hardly up to digital standards, Ienjoyed the
sonics as part of CBS's Masterworks Portrait'
of agreat conductor. 113/C:11
John Crabbe
FAURÉ: Violin Sonatas 1 & 2/FRANCK:
Violin Sonata* Arthur Grumiaux ( vin)/
Paul Crosslei ,(pno)/*Gyiirgy Sebiik (pno)
Philips 426 -384-2 (72m 43s) also MC I
(
5
1978, ' 79
Available on Cl) for the first time, these
glorious performances of the Fauré Sonatas
are more than welcome back — and what a
superb partnership Grumiaux and Crossley
make, at once attuned to every facet of
Fauré's self-effacing art. Here, incomparably
refined playing goes hand in hand with an
enormous, passionate involvement, both in
the burgeoning lyricism of the earlier Amajor work and its more elusive companion.
For this reissue Philips have added Grumiaux's comparatively bland version of the
Franck, with Sebiiiik a less than ideally
responsive partner: its original coupling — a
more persuasive version of Grieg's Third
Sonata — would have been preferable. No
matter, for the Fauré items this is indispensable. Beautiful sound throughout. [
A/A*:11,
Franck IA:21.
Andrew Achenbach
KODALY: Sonata for Solo Cello/
TORTELIER: Suite in d Paul Tortelier

ALSO RECEIVED
KARAJAN SYMPHONY EDITION
DG have released a37CD set of BPO/Karajan
symphonic recordings; fortunately, the component sets can be purchased separately!
They comprise his Bruckner, Mendelssohn,
Schumann, and Tchaikovsky cycles [
429
648-2 9CDs ( Syms.1-3 digital), 429 664-2
3CDs, 429 672-2 2CDs, 429 675-2 4CDs],
the 1977 Beethoven cycle with six overtures [
429 089/2 6CDs], and the 1978
Brahms [
429 644-2 3CDs]. Additionally,
there are Haydn's 12 ' London' Symphonies
[429 658-2 5CDs 0 1982 digital], and
Mozart's Haffner to Jupiter sequence,
together with Nos. 32 and earlier recordings
of 29, 33 [
429 668-2 3CDs 0 1978,'66].
Each volume has assessments of Karajan's
approach to these works, and colour box)
booklet-front portraits of Karajan and composer. Economic layouts avoid breaks
except in Bruckner 5, 8, and in Tchaikovsky
2, 5 ( wouldn't a5CD format with the Polish
IIIFI NEWS & RE(;OR1) REVIEW
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(v/c) EMI CDM 763 2922 ( 50m 9s) C) 1979
Tortelier's Kodaly is Olympian in its nobility.
An occasional faint intake of breath alone
confirms its human origin. No histrionics
here, no overtly dramatic gestures, just calm
assurance and adeep brooding passion quite
different from Starker's rich, full-blooded —
clearly virtuosic — readings. Tortelier's
quasi-Bachian Suite, relatively poor company for Kodaly's demanding masterpiece, is
a curio, but dispensable. Superb, thrilling
sound. [A*:11
Kenneth Dommett
MESSIAEN: Harawi (Chants d'amour et
de mort) Manning (sop)/Miller (pno)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP CD 9034 (50m
53s) 0 1985
A welcome return for an impressive disc of
some of Messiaen's most seductive music.
Anyone who responds to the Turangalila
symphony will find much to enjoy here.
Though Jane Manning is sometimes not as
ecstatic and other-worldly as she might be
(this is music which needs to drift to heaven
on clouds of incense), few can doubt her
commitment or dexterity. Good, if perhaps
not ideally atmospheric, recording. But still
[A:1].
Simon Cargill

Strauss Sonata in 1939, and she gives a
predictably pleasing account of this innocuous work. Using the CEDAR restoration
process all these transfers have come up
very well. [
H:H(1/1*)] Andrew Achenbach
A NIGHT IN VIENNA — J STRAUSS:
Radetzky Marchj STRAUSS (jnr): Die
Fledermaus — overture D Tales from the
Vienna Woods III Leitches Blut — polka
1001 Nights — waltz!: Im Krapfenwalk
Emperor Waltz/JOSEF STRAUSS: Dynamiden — waltz D Music of the Spheres
VPOIKempe EMI CDZ 762 8552 (64m 33s)
0 1958, '61
Lehar's Gold and Silver was, the great
oboist-conductor confessed, the one recording he made which he liked. It's ashame that
item was overlooked in compiling this reissue ( from two Musikvereinssaal ' Viennese
Nights/Delights' programmes). If the sound
has now faded, and the 'electricity' of the
New Year Day transmissions is inevitably
dimmed, Kempe's sense of aptness of drama,
dynamic and rhythmic elasticity, are for the
most part wonderfully satisfying ( Iwas less
happy with parts of Vienna Woods). His flair
and musicianly ways are still missed. Just
listen to Spharenklünge — magic! 1B/C:1/1*1

GINETTE NEVEU
CHAUSSON: Poème, Op.25/DEBUSSY:
Violin Sonata/RAVEL: Tzigane El Pièce
en forme de habanera/R STRAUSS:
Violin Sonata, ()pie Ginette Neveu
(vin)1Jean Neveu (pno)/* Gustaf Beck
(pno)1Philharmonia/Dobmwen EMI CDH
763 4932 (71m 26s) (g) Recordings from
1939,'46,'48
Anyone who has heard Ginette Neveu's
classic coupling of the Brahms and Sibelius
concertos ( also on Références) will know
what a special talent she had; this compilation can only reinforce her posthumous
reputation. Chausson's Poème is played here
with a full appreciation of its languorous
charm and yearning lyricism — there is
passion, too, but it is never over-stated. The
Philharmonia under Issay Dobrowen partner
her as stylishly as they did in the Brahms
Concerto ( incidentally, both recordings
derive from the same sessions). The varying
moods of Debussy's elusive Sonata are
vividly conveyed, and she seems equally at
home in Tzigane (performed with winning
panache) as well as in the sultry atmosphere
of the Pièce.
A word of praise for the considerable
contribution here from brother Jean ( who
was to die with her on that ill-fated flight).
Ginette would have been just nineteen
when she went to Berlin to record the

WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde — Prelude
& Liebestod El Lohengrin — Act 1 Prelude, Act 3 Prelude & Bridal Chorus III
Parsifal — Act 1 Prelude & Good Friday
Music VPO & Staatsoper ChlKempe EMI
CDZ 762 8562 (64m 08s) 0 1958, '64
The Lohengrin Act 3 Prelude and ' Bridal
Chorus' come from the complete Theater an
der Wien opera recording; all the other
excerpts were recorded in the Musikvereinssaal for LP [ ALP 1638] — first stereo
release. They typify Kempe's patient, yet
flowing Wagner style — the age of recording
depriving textures of their original warmth,
one suspects. In fact, the Tristan pairing
evolves almost passively until the flare of the
last page of the liebestod', whilst the
Lohengrin chorus ( beautifully sung) is done
with quite extraordinary delicacy. ( Bühm's
comparable VPO/1981 timings are lm 42s
longer for Tristan, 53s more in Lohengrin/
I.) The 'Good Friday Music' may not have
the overt emotions of readings by Toscanini,
Furtwângler, or Jochum, yet the ravishing
soft playing of the Vienna strings and
Kempe'S meticulous wind and brass chording give the text a lucidity that is deeply
rewarding in its own special way. Nowhere
here does Kempe seem to impose upon
Wagner's music, or seek to impress his
listener. [
B/A:1/1*]
Christopher Breunig

split have been preferable?). By the way: the
silvery ivory packages turn blancmange pink
to oily green as you angle them in the
light ...
MUSIC FOR LIFE is from a 1987 Carnegie
Hall concert given for AIDS charities — as
will be proceeds from record sales [
DG 429
392-2, 75m]. Artists taking part were Bernstein, Levine, Horne, Price, Ramey, Pavarotti,
Ma, Perahia, with musicians from ten NY
orchestras. Programme includes excerpts
from West Side Story, Copland's Old American Songs, Mozart's Sonata K448
(Andante). Some contributions don't stand
cold light of day examination — lxvine's
Candide Overture, Leontyne Price's impossible 'Somewhere', the two conductorpianists in Mozart — but set these against Ma
and Perahia in relaxed form ( Bach's Cello
Suite 3, three movts; Chopin's Ballade 3),
arias by Puccini and Verdi, and Bernstein
taking Mahler's Adagietto (Sym.5) very
straight. Does refurbished Carnegie really
sound like this?

EMI have released the following opera
highlights CDs, mid-priced with 58-75m
playing times. DELIBES: Lakme (Mesplé/
Lombard) CDM 763 4472. OFFENBACH:
Tales of Hoffmann (Gedda, Schwarzkopf, de
los Angeles/Cluytens) CDM 763 4482; La
Fille du Tambour Major/La grande
Duchesse de Gerolstein (Lublin/Marty &
Dens, Chatel/Nuvulone) CDM 763 4152.
MOZART: Magic Flute (
Janowitz, Gedda,
Popp/Klemperer) CDM 763 4512. VERDI:
Otello (Vickers, Freni, Glossop/Karajan)
CDM 763 4542; Aida (Caballé, Domingo,
Cossotto/Muti ) CDM 763 4502; Il Trovatore
(Merrill, Tucci, Corelli/Schippers ) CDM 763
4462. R STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier
(Schwarzkopf, Edelmann, Ludwig/Karajan)
CDM 763 4522. WAGNER: Die Meistersinger (Adam, Evans, Kollo, Donath/Karajan)
CDM 763 4552; Lohengrin (Kollo, TomovaSintow, Nimsgern/Karajan) CDM 763 4532;
Der Fliegende Hollander (Van Dam, Vejzovic, Moll/Karajan) CDM 763 4492. Booklets
include plot synopses; no texts.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
sounds like she's having fun.
She's just somebody who is
happy to be paid to do something she is good at. It will be
interesting to see how she survives the lack of immediate hits
herein. 'With A Little Love' has
failed to capture the charts and
despite the plummeting of singles sales, albums still need them
to get audience exposure. April
Moon is agood album but sadly,
these days it is not necessarily
the cream that floats to the top.
[A:1]
Neville Farmer
MARY CHAPIN CARPENTER:
STATE OF THE HEART
CBS 4666911
THE BAND OF HOLY JOY:
POSITIVELY SPOOKED
Rough Trade ROUGH 155
First they burden themselves
with a name you either forget
instantly, or assume belongs to a
gospel outfit. Then they fill their
songs to bursting with lots of
words, many of them verging on
poetry. And they play these
songs with violins, accordions,
instruments made of brass and
plinkety keyboards. Hopeless
case, eh? Well, the truth is that
The Band Of Holy Joy is never
going to be huge and it's abit of
a pity. Singer Johnny Brown is
unafraid to give vent to a voice
totally at odds with the accepted
diction of rock; the only reference points that come to mind
are the Cure's Robert Smith
(look Who's Changed'), Waterboy Mike Scott ( ' Hot Little
Hopes') and Jimmy Clitheroe
(all the semi-spoken bits). You
probably won't find yourself
singing much of this LP in the
bath, but if you like deeply
expressive songs and the occasional pretty keyboard melody,
you'll be one of the small group
who will derive enormous pleasure from ... what were they
called? [B:2]
Pete Clark
BIG FUN:
A POCKETFUL OF DREAMS
Jive FUN 1

would-be Peter Pans are the
latest product to be mucked out
of the S-A-W stable — they've
even supported Kylie and Jason
on tour, cor! They're an appalling barber-shop trio accompanied by drum machines, synths
and enhanced' by processors —
brainless dance music for kids
who haven't the sense to listen
to Jimmy Somerville. 111:61 —
that's the vitamin you need to
keep listening to stuff on this
level.
Karen Douthwaite

THE BRITISH INVASION ALLSTARS: REGRESSION
PROMISED Land 82152
(34m I4s) CD ( Brisk
Productions, 27 Old Gloucester
St, London WC1N 3XX. £ 12)
It's not the first and it won't be
the last, but this aptly named
'supergroup' is easily the least
pretentious and most 'fun' of all
the groups composed of recycled Sixties Britrockers. In this
case, it's ex- members of the
Yardbirds, the Creation, the
Downliners Sect and the Nashville Teens, unashamedly covering the classics of their day. BIAS
(great acronym, eh?) charge in
as if they're only ever intending
to play the kind of pubs whose
audiences won't suffer lame acts.
The listing of 10 tracks looks like
the record charts for 1965, and
the band attacks it as if they were
all 19-year-olds auditioning for
Larry Parnes. Forget the nostalgia: this outfit cooks. [13:11
Ken Kessler
SAM BROWN: APRIL MOON
A&M Records A_MA9014

I suppose
listening to
that at least
But that's
advantage.

one advantage of
a Big Fun album is
you can't see them.
probably the only
This shower of
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A class act here. Carpenter's a
country singer — well, that and
something more. Imagine aBlue
Ridge Mountain girl brought up
on Joni Mitchell. Now you've got

the picture. Carpenter can hotfoot her way through fast-picked
rambles like the welcoming
'How Do?' or provide a heartbreaker such as 'Goodbye Again',
which is the most poignant
'other woman' song to head our
way since Deborah HensonConant's obscure but wonderful
'How Is Your Wife?': ' Every night
she sleeps alone/And by her bed
she puts the phone/And every
morning after that/She takes the
phone and puts it back.' Hardly
one for the good ol' boy brigade.
Forget Iever mentioned country
music. Buy this one simply
because you want to add a
record by a fine singersongwriter to your collection.
That she records in Virginia
rather than LA is an asset rather
than something to cock asnook
about. Refreshing. 1A:11
Fred Dellur

Sam Brown's first album, Stop!.
was massively successful in
Europe and, even though it had
to be released twice, the title
track was apretty substantial hit
in Britain. April Moon is the
'difficult second album' and,
although it has a less instant
appeal to me, it carries on the
theme of having great songs that
can be sung in the bath, backed
by strong, classy but not adventurous production Again she
gathers family and friends
around her and genuinely
JULY 1990

MAC UNMASKED
FLEETWOOD MAC:
BEHIND THE MASK
Warner Brox WX 335
Two balding buffers in the
rhythm machine, two longlocked outfronters and acouple of ladies in silly hats. Yes,
its the new Mac, out of hiding
and ready to launch yet
another compendium of perfect pop upon the world. A
reasonable enough ambition,
given the fact that Tango In
The Night, their last album,
contained its fill of chart
goodies. But there's the rub, as
one lyricist once said. For
Tango was produced and
arranged by Lindsey Buckingham, and had oodles of vocals
and guitar by Buckingham,
who also wrote or co-wrote
seven of that record's dozen
songs. No the Buck's fizz is
missing. Which is maybe why
some of Stevie Nicics's songs
lack oomph and direction.
And while one of Buckingham's two replacements, Billy
Burnette, possesses obvious
talent, his ' In The Back Of My

Mind' spends too long in a
space suit before moving
along, and 'When The Sun
Goes Down', an admirable
slice of cajun flavoured rockabilly, was surely meant for
some album other than this
one. As for second sub Rick
Vito's 'Stand On The Rock', the
main point of interest here
will be to Abbey Road fans
who'll doubtless spend all of a
second discussing where that
tumbling guitar lick came
from. A disaster then? Thankfully no. Christine McVie and
Eddy Quintela, who crafted
'Little Lies' for the last album,
have another probable hit
single in ' skies The Limits'
even if their 'Save Me' flops,
which seems unlikely. Nicks
and Vito's ' Love Is Dangerous'
also possesses all the right
ingredients for chart progress
and there enough great harmonies and little bits of business scattered here and there
to make Mask abuyable proposition. [A:1/21
Fred Dellar
[Note: The day after this
review was written, Behind
The Mask went to No. I . — FD]
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BRUCE DICKINSON:
TATTOOED MILLIONAIRE
EMI COP 794 273 2
(43m 23s) CD
Début solo effort from Maiden's
lead-wailer. Dickinson's wail is
so distinctive that it's difficult to
view this as an entity separate
from the Iron Maiden oeuvre,
particularly as he is using Janick
Gers ( Maiden's recent guitar
recruit ) on this album too. It's an
understandable choice of axeman in any case — Janick knows
what he's at and gets agood old
sound from his Strat ( presumably that's what he plays, that's
what he holds for promotional
photos anyway). The rhythm
section are amazingly together,
considering this is a band
gathered somewhat hastily.
Great mixing by Nigel Green
binds the whole, as Andy Carr
(bass) and Fabio del Rio ( on a
borrowed drum kit) strut and
pound their way through 'Zulu
Lulu' and ' Hell on Wheels' —
arguably the best tracks on the
album despite Dickinson's papist
hang-ups. If there's a downer to
this album it's the appalling
innuendo in most songs here.
Good musicianship is the only
thing that can save ' Dive! Dive!
Dive!' from otherwise certain
annihilation through its adolescent lyrics — ignore them and
you'll enjoy this. And look out
for Bruce's Bowie impression in
'All The Young Dudes'. [
A:1/2]
with * s for the rhythm section
and the production.
Karen Douthwaite
LIONEL HAMPTON:
MOSTLY BLUES
Limelight 820 805 ( (0m 06s )
Cl)
'Mostly standards would have
been equally accurate: nine studio tracks, which the great vibraphonist recorded on two intimate- sounding quintet dates
with Bobby Scott ( piano) and
Joe Beck ( guitar) in 1988. ' Bye
92

Bye Blues', at a kind of middleaged bounce tempo, is the first
of five numbers propelled by
that most foot- tapping drummer,
Grady Tate, with Bob Cranshaw
on bass. 'Someday My Prince
Will Come' exemplifies Hamp's
melodic gift, though lacking the
force of earlier years. Similarly,
'Blues For Jazz Beaux' is the kind
of stomping blues he has always
liked. The group modernizes
itself when Chris Parker ( drums)
and Anthony Jackson ( bass)
replace Tate and Cranshaw on
the last four numbers. Hampton
keeps a straight face as he plays
limehouse Blues' to funky beat:
this works better than the eccentric rock backbeat on 'Gone
With The Wind'. It's difficult to
know what we should expect
from Hampton at 75-plus, but
with classy and versatile backing
he entertains every inch of the
way [A:21
Steve Harris

JEFF HEALEY BAND:
HELL TO PAY
Arista 210-815
1988's ' Flot Guitarist Of The
Year' is back with a second LP
and a change of direction. Saddled too early with a ' bar band'
tag, Healey's trio reinforced that
image with a role in Roadhouse
as an archetypal juke joint outfit.
Hell To Pay cuts back On the
white- boy- plays- the- blues
schtick with songs and/or contributions from other genres.
The names Steve Cropper, Mark
Knopfler, John Hiatt, Bobby
Whitlock and George Harrison
feature in the credits, the last
represented by afaithful cover of
'While My Guitar Gently Weeps'.
You get the impression that
Healey and the gang have
exploited the hype as far as it
will go, and are now ready to
settle into a more eclectic
groove. The results show that
Healey has the skills to transcend
any limitations forced on him by
the media. 1B:1/2]
Ken Kessler

KAHIL EL'ZABAR WITH
DAVID MURRAY:
GOLDEN SEA
Sound Aspects SAS 027
Dist by Impetus
The opener and title track is an
exercise in how to get the most
out of a two-up lineup without
filling all the space. The theme is
stated simply on bass clarinet,
with Kahl] sticking to another
simple line on thumb piano, the
relaxed mood maintained as the
piece develops into a kind of
down- homey bluesy groove.
Both players have a clear calm
confidence and a style which is
jazz with world music underpinning. But the album is patchy:
there are times when abit more
bottle and inspiration is
required. [
A:21
Ken Hyder

MARIANNE FAITHFULL:
BLAZING AWAY
Island 260 604 (72m 42s)CD
An hour-plus CD/cassette-only
live set from rock's most oftcited survivor. Recorded in New
York last November, Blazing
Away finds her backed by a
gallery of musicians containing
no less than the Band's Garth
Hudson and Dr John; musically
and sonically it's a masterpiece.
Faithfull has included signature
tunes from most points in her
career, along with five songs she
hasn't recorded before. The
latest version of 'As Tears Go By'
could be subtitled 'As Years Go
By', as it charts the changes with
greater effect than any Sunday
supplement profile, but Ido wish
that the press photos didn't
make this one-time heart-throb/
waif look like Glenn Close.
EA*:11
Ken Kessler
STEPHANE GRAPPELLI:
STEPHANE GRAPPELLI PLAYS
COLE PORTER AND GEORGE
GERSHWIN
Accord/Musidisc 40252
(48m 29s ) CD
This reissue from a 1984 Musidisc release presents le vieux
copain on his home ground with
French musicians plus Ike Isaac
and the Paris- based guitarist
Jimmy Gourley. Nothing unexpected about the eight tunes,
except that some run to greater
length than Grappelli's usual, six
or seven minutes, and there is
nothing to say about his playing
except the usual wonderment
that he has improved with age.
Even if you think you know what

to expect, the new flavour here
is added by Eddie [Amiss on
electronic organ, lively and
inventive in his solos and thickening up the ensemble. Another
from avast list being reissued at
bargain prices by Pinnacle. A
useful foundation for anyone
starting to build up a Grappelli
collection. [
A:1]
Denis Argent
DAVID HYKES & DJAMCHID
CHEMIRANI:
WEVDHORSE RIDERS
New Albion Records NA024
(62m) CD
When Ifirst picked up this CD
and started reading the sleevenotes Iwas both intrigued and
suspicious. I mean, the whole
patter was breathing New Age.
You know the kind of stuff about
studying with a recently discovered hill tribe who have played
underwater flute for centuries,
and how it alters your consciousness, and if you listen to this tape
as you go to sleep you will be
reincarnated as a cosmic cockroach. Hykes' story is that he is
well into the kind of multi- note
chanting that occurs among
various peoples throughout the
world, including Tibetan monks
and Mongolian herdsmen. And of
course, he's right. This stuff is
fantastic. And he's put in the
work, and he brings it off. Listening to him singing richly, then
hearing the overtone whistlesound creeping in is quite
extraordinary. He's empathetically supported by Persian percussionist Chemirani, and on
some tracks, tabla player Zameer
Ahmed, and vocalist Eric Barret.
This is the most unusual, fasci-

reviews
nating music I've heard for some
time. Make abig effort to seek it
out. [
A:11
Ken Hyder
HEART: BRIGADE
Capitol ESTU 2121
Over the past decade or so,
Heart have sustained an enviable
good form. Could the band's
talent, good sound, and enthusiasm perhaps have something to
do with it? Pleasant, melodic, but
gritty heavy rock with the Wilson girls at the helm. Brigade
provides ample opportunity for
Ann Wilson to show off the
range of her voice in the hazy
ballads and raunchier metal
numbers. 'Call Of The Wild'
stands out as the most powerful
track, even next to the single 'All
IWant To Do Is Make Love To
You'. One minor stumblingblock is the opening track, 'Wild
Child', borrowed from our very
own Romeo's Daughter. I'm sure
Heart asked very nicely before
they put the song in prime position on the album, but, as is often
the case, the original is much
better. Another disappointment
is having to admit that Brigade
has nothing like the instant
appeal of Bad Animals or Heart;
the tunes just aren't as good. The
talent and sound are not in
question — but where's the punchy enthusiasm? At any rate, new
Heart listeners will be able to
listen objectively and decide
that Brigade earns [
A:1], but,
alongside the last album, [A:2] is
more realistic.
Karen Douthwaite

attractive proposition on offer,
linking a ' Chestnut Mare' styled
theme to an evocative guitar
lick. [
A:2]
Fred Dellar
DEMBO KONTE, KAUSU
ICUYATEH & THEJALI ROLL
ORCHESTRA:JAL/ ROLL
Rogue FMSD 5020
(64m 35s) CD
It's kora time again, but this time
the West Africans have a British
rhythm section from the 3 Mustaphas 3. With me so far? Then
there's button accordion from
the very English John Kirkpatrick. There are other guests too,
but maybe listing those here
would only confuse things. What
it adds up to is a kind of West
African/jazz/rock/folk knees up.
While the kora players are weaving intricate lines upfront, the
rest of the team kick up agroove
and stick with it. And for me,
that's the problem. Not enough
happens with the rhythm. And
after a few tracks this static
response to rhythmic excitement became a little irritating.
But if you like your world music
poppy, check it out. (
A:21
Ken Hyder
ANDY LASTER: HIPPO STOMP
Sound Aspects SAS 020
Dist by Impetus

This young New York altoist has
put atasty five piece together for
this album. They play the kind of
modern mainstream which contains references to classic forms
or groupings of the fifties and
sixties, and in this respect they
are like alot of British bands. But
WAYLON JENNINGS, WILLIE
where a lot of young British
NELSON, KRIS
musicians are desperately trying
KRISTOFFERSON & JOHNNY
CASH: HIGHWAYMAN 2
to prove themselves by playing
faster and harder than anyone
CBS 466652-1
else, this team produce the
Highwayman was ahuge selling goods by being alittle more laid
album that became linked with a back with their efforts. The balbox-office bonanza of atour. Not
lad, The Purple Light, is full of
surprising then that, in the tradi- powerful surges and alto flurries,
tion of Rambo,Jaws and Nightbut it's still aballad and there is a
mare On Elm Street, it's core of inner calm. I liked the
spawned a follow-up. The prob- pianist Michele Rosewoman's
lem is that at least three of the contribution, and she's someone
four participants are would-be
to look out for, and Frank Lac)' is
social workers. So there's apre- a warm, passionate trombonist,
dominance of songs relating to shining through on this album.
the American way of life and While it brings no innovations to
where it's gone wrong both at
speak of, this is a solid set of
home and abroad. In the case of exciting and well- felt music.
Cash's 'Songs That Make A Differ[A:21
Ken Hyder
ence' the experience is enjoyCHARLES LLOYD:
able enough, as the Nashville
gang move through a list of FISH OUT OF WATER
ECM 1398
songwriters who contributed
songs of social conscience durRemember Charles Lloyd? All
ing the late '60s, but Kristofferson has become something of a sixties beads and flower power,
taking jazz to the Soviet Union
bore regarding America's foreign
and leading a band of Keith
policy and it's to be hoped that
he never gets involved in a Jarrett, Jack DeJohnette, and
full-length musical till he gets El
Cecil McBee? And before that
with Chico Hamilton, and even
Salvador and other exploits out
Cannonball Adderley? After the
of his hair. Of the more regular
big success, Lloyd ducked out
flow of country songs, the quarinto Californian semi- retirement
tet's rendition of Lee Clayton's
bliss. But now he's back. On this
'Silver Stallion' is easily the most
ill.E1 NEWS & RE(X)R1) REVIEW
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album he's been teamed up with
Bobo Stenson, piano, Palle
Danielsson, bass, and Jon Christensen, drums. The music is a
distillation of his previous passions, although it could be
argued that it's more like adilution. The airy heart- felt wistfulness is there, but the bottle is
gone. This is inoffensive music,
gentleness bordering on weakness. It's all very pretty and
romantic, but for me, there's not
enough substance. IA* : 21
Ken Hyder
MAZZY STAR:
SHE HANGS BRIGHTLY
Rough Trade ROUGH 158

MICHAEL PENN: MARCH
RCA Records PD 90412 ( 42m
32s) CD
Sean Penn's brother would be
bound to suffer from critic's
scepticism but this boy's debut
single, *No Myth', stormed the
top ten in the USA while being
about as 1990 as Carnaby Street.
Like Lennie Kravitz, World Party,
Crowded House, Squeeze, XTC,
lOcc and the ELO, Michael Penn
has cashed in on The Beatles'
pension fund, throwing in some
Byrds for good measure. But he
has passion in his playing and
voice and enough personal
creativity to show that he has
earned his own stripes as awriter, musician and all-round
trend-free person. In production
terms one does get the feeling
that somebody has devoted
more moolah to ' No Myth' than
the other tracks but this is an
album for fans of tunes with
simple but clever arrangements.
[A:11
Neville Farmer

Continuing the sonic adventures
of David Roback and Kendra
Smith, last spotted as Opal and
now sporting yet another
blissed-out monicker. These two
like to take things at their own
speed and that speed is got-allday dopey. Their fascination for
`things psychedelic' has not
diminished one iota as is readily
JIM PEPPER/CLAUDINE
indicated by the title track,
which is nothing less than a FRANCOIS: CAMARGUE
Pan Music PMC 1106
liquid light show made audible.
Elsewhere, the material leans
(65m 41s)CD
Dist by Harmonia Mundi
quite heavily on the gentler Lou
ReecL'Velvet Underground strucJim Pepper is an American tenor
tures; ' Blue Flower' actually
player with a big, warm gutsy
quotes a whole guitar line
sound, and his presence makes
shamelessly. Occasionally, the
this CD attractive. Pianist Franheavily- treated ( but never, ever
loud) guitars are put away and
cois. John Betsch, drums and Ed
Schuller, bass, perform immacuthe old acoustics are dragged
out, to rather tine effects on
lately, but the emotional impact
tracks like ' Ride It On'. There's
comes from Pepper. The disc is
even a stab at the blues on ' I'm
full of cheery, catchy tunes,
Sailin'. If this set excites you,
often with a Latinish flavour.
Most of these tunes are the
then you're obviously some kind
of a pervert anyway, but as a pianist's, but there is a loving
soundtrack to the idyll of your
rendition of Monk's 'Crepuscule
choice, She Hangs Brightly
With Nellie'. This is enjoyable,
should not be taken lightly. [
B:2]
easy listening modern jazz withPete Clark
out hangups. IA:21
Ken Hyder
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LOU REEDIJOHN CALE:
SONGS FOR DRELLA
Sire 7599-26140-2 ( 54m 54s)CD

on the hard side, but it shows of
passion undiminished, his tenor
sound settled and satisfying.
[A:11
Steve Harris

Two of the original Velvets' 'homage to
Andy Warhol, said to be entirely fictitious hut probably close enough to the
real man to make this set amust for
those fascinated by the artist. The Lou
'n' John Show is one hell of acollaboration, reminding you why the Velvet
Underground was/is such an inspirational force for today's indic mob, but
Reed and Cale do it so much better.
This duet sounds like an amalgam of
their solo efforts, as you'd expect, but
there's alittle something extra in the
message to make it more than ajoint
follow-up to their last releases. As a
précis of Warhol's life, it couldn't have
been any nicer. IA:11

THE TEARDROP EXPLODES:
EVERYBODY WANTS TO SHAG
ME TEARDROP EXPLODES
Fontana 842 439-1
Fontana 842 439-2
(44m 43s)CD

Ken Kessler

PROPAGANDA: 1234
Virgin V2625
The idea of a new Propaganda
record after all this time was
enticing. OK, so there's only one
original member, but the name
was bound to bring out the
greatness in anyone involved.
After all, A Secret Wish was the
greatest dark techno-pop LP of
all time, containing in ' Duel' and
'Dr Mabuse' two of the finest
moments from the black hall of
fame. The new set starts promisingly with 'Vicious Circle', a
playful nod to the glory days, and
'Heaven Give Me Words', a
strong enough pop song in its
own right. But then it hits the
skids. 'Your Wildlife' is some
unholy mating between
Madonna and a totally unsexy
computer, while ' Only One
Word' is a lifeless dirge. Side
Two is virtually without redeeming qualities. Suffice it to say that
the 'best' track is called ' La
Carne, La Morte E Il Diavolo',
and that holds the attention principally because you imagine that
at some point it simply must
ignite. It doesn't. 1234 really is
elementary. [A:31
Pete Clark
RESTLESS HEART:
FAST MO VIN' TRAL'V
RCA PD90456 ( 35m 37s) CD
Every Restless Heart handout
mentions The Eagles. So you
know who they'd like to be. But
they were formed in 1983 at a
time when Alabama were logging so many consecutive Country Chart toppers that the rest of
the field almost gave up and
went back to the barndance. The
real clue to their identity lies in
that fact. For Restless Heart are
Alabama clones, Nashville AOR
rockers, into harmonies and
handling things in a manner
that's guaranteed to give them
country hits, yet sophisticated
94

enough to provide a crossover
should the right song come
along. They're also professionals.
They do a good job and won't
disturb the neighbours. And
though they dress in black,
they're really A-OK guys. This
time around they have included
a Wendy Waldman song on this
particular set — which indicates
some integrity — though overall,
their output, to my mind at least,
lacks real emotion. [A:2/3]
Fred Del lar
SONNY ROLLINS:
FALLING IN LOVE WITHJAZZ
Milestone CDMX 9179
(46m 59s ) CD
Since the mid- 1950s, Rollins has
been picking unlikely tunes as
jazz vehicles, and he is still doing
it. 'Tennessee Waltz' is a rootsy.

gutsy performance, with a feel
not unlike Abdullah Ibrahim's
'Ekaya'. Two numbers feature
Branford Marsalis as the second
tenor player: he takes asubdued
role on aballad, ' IShould Care',
but is an equal partner on the
mid- tempo opener ' For All We
Know', weaving quick-wittedly
around Rollins' line Rhythm on
these two is Tommy Flanagan
(piano), Jerome Harris ( electric
bass) and the superb Jeff Watts
(drums). The other five tunes
have Harris on guitar, plus Mark
Soskin ( piano), Bob Cranshaw
(electric bass) and Jack DeJohnnette ( drums): far into funk territory, 'Sister' is dominated by
Soskin's Korg piano, while the
CD bonus, 'Amanda', is a tricky
tune with abackbeat. This latest
return of Rollins is a bit of a
mixed hag, and the recording is

If anybody ever wants to know
why The Teardrop explodes
went thataway, half an hour
spent in the company of Shag
should suffice as an explanation.
An album that's achieved almost
mythical status, having remained
in mothballs for nearly eight
years, it's the sound of aband ( or
the remnants of a band) plunging ever-forward without the aid
of acoherent pilot. The opening
'Ouch Monkeys' is pure
psychedelia, with Julian Cope
relegating all thoughts of Scott
Walker to the back- room as he
elects to become the Bevis
Frond of '82. 'Terrorist' is a
chunk of Tangerine soundtrack,
while 'Strange House In The
Snow' is a monster-mash rant,
with Copey screaming: ' Don't let
me lose my brain/Don't let me
lost my hat/Don't let me lose my
head'. Schizophrenic in the
extreme, there's also a beautifully hazy, if spikey, ballad in
Soft Enough For You', a loping,
horn-stabbed, near-single called
'You Disappear From View' and
cuts that bear titles like ' Metranil
Vavin' and ' In-Psychlopaedia',
which may explain all or
nothing. If, like me, you find such
nuttiness appealing, Shag should
keep you aurally occupied until
the next Cope solo album comes
along. One to place next to
Barrett's The Madcap Laughs, I
reckon. [ B:2]
Fred Dellar

CAREY SIMON: MY ROMANCE
Arista 260 602 ( 37m 42s) Cl)
Back in IQ, about ayear before Linda
Ronstadt got around to asking What's New? in the company of Nelson Riddle,
Carly released an album called Torch It
was filled with songs by Hoagy Carmichael, Alec NV ilder, Johnny Green and
14
other melodynaasters, had arrange- 4
means by Mike Mainieri and Marty Pak-h
4
and generally got things right. My
Romance is the belated, Paich.arranged h
i /
follow-up to that particular sashay t.
through the evergreens. My Romance
finds she of the jaggeresque mouth
wending her satin-pathed way through
aset of ballads that encompasses afair
chunk of the Rodgers and Hart songbook, along with abeautifully crafted
Simon original called' What Has She
Got?'. And how does Carty sound?-Well,
she's no Ella or Peggy Lee. But she does
possess an individual vocal quality and
sings as if she believes, even if her
phrasing is sometimes edgy. [A:1/21
Fred Dellar
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JAN AKKERMAN:
THE NOISE OF ART
IRS Records EIRSA 1026
AkIcerman's latest instrumental
extravaganza goes easier on the
Miami Vice- isms, but fans of that
super synth sound won't be disappointed. A few of the forays
skirt New Age territory, yet overall this is lively enough to work
well in your car. [A:1/21
NICK CAVE & THE BAD
SEEDS: THE GOOD SON
Mute CD STURM 76 ( 45m 33s)
CD
The multi- talented Cave is back
with another bleak vision, a
dense, complex work that sets
the pace for a transformation:
Nick Cave is slowly turning into
John Cale. A shrink would have a
great time with the lyric sheet,
but — worries about Cave's sanity
aside — this is the kind of music
for people who find William
Hope Hodgson light reading'.
[A:1*]
CARL DAVIS: BEN-HUR
Silva Screen FILMCD 043
(71m 44s) CD
Not to be confused with the
recently reissued Miklos Rozsa
score for the Charlton Heston
version, this is Davis' 1989
accompaniment for the 1925
silent edition. Collectors will
have both — and they're not
mutually exclusive. Less bombastic and more delicate than
the soundtrack for the later film.
IA:1]
ELLA FITZGERALD:
ALL THATJAZZ
Pablo/Ace CDPBD 006 ( 61m
15s)CD
Deep respect for this vocalist
means the heavy use of euphemisms, cg not one of her stronger
efforts'. l'he miracle is that she's
still recording at all, but this will
do little to enhance a reputation
that really doesn't need any
enhancement. [
A:2/31
FAREED HAQUE: MANRESA
IRS Records EIRSA 1031
Guitarist Hague, formerly on
Sting's Pangeaea label, continues
to blend jazz, Latin and African
flavourings to create what is
New Age with a beat. Midway
between Windham Hill and frenzied 'world' music, and pleasant
enough to suffice for restaurant
'ambiance' duties. [
A:21
GILBERT ISBIN: BLUE SOUNDS
AND TOUCHES
HWYL HWYLCD4 ( 54m 42s )
CD ( HWYI., 2The Square,
Yapham, York Y04 2PJ)
Belgian guitarist Isbin is one of
these multi-genre instrumentalists who keeps but one step
ahead of the snooze factor on the
strength of his virtuousity. One
for musos rather than the casual,
but it wouldn't hurt to listen to
this after digesting vast amounts
of psychedelics. [
A:21
IWO NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

CHARLIE MUSSELWHITE:
ACE OF HARPS
Alligator AL4781
Why he's been hiding is anybody's guess, but one of ,unerica's premier blues harpists is
back with his first solo set in six
years. A mix of originals and
covers, plus backing from the
band Musselwhite describes as
the best he's ever had. Harmonica for the connoisseur. [
A:1]
OST: LORD OF THE FLIES
Silva Screen FILMCD 067
(36m 53s) CD
Philippe Sarde's score to the new
version of Golding's classic
about nasty little castaways. As
ominous and tense as you'd
expect, its stand-alone value
being moot unless you like
bleakness. IA:11
OST: PRETTY WOMAN
EMI MTL1052
EMI CDMTL 1052 ( 44m 17s)
CD
A career- restoring Richard Gere
vehicle with ample romantic
content. The title track by Orbi son, David Bowie's 1990 reworking of ' Fame' and offerings
from Natalie Cole, Robert Palmer, the Red Hot Chilli Peppers
and others. IA:1/2]
THE PHILHARMONIA
ORCHESTRA: MUSIC FROM
THE HAMMER FILMS
Silva Screen FILMCD 066
(55m 27s) CD
All-digital re- recordings of selections from the Hammer classics,
including Hands Of The Ripper
and much Dracula. No way can
you avoid picturing Christopher
Lee in the first few seconds.
Heavy-handed, gothic, moody,
chilling — simply wonderful if
you've ever cowered in acinema
seat. [
A*:1]
REBEL MC: REBEL MUSIC
Desire LUVCD 5 ( 6Im ) CD
State of the art hip-hop/rap/
dance music with the kind of
sonics which make you forgive
the widespread usage of silicon
chips. Deep bass? It's here along
with hot transients, interesting
melodies, guts and a lot more
personality than found in the
assembly- line variety. IA/A*:1/21
ROADSIDE PICNIC:
FOR MAD MEN ONLY!
RCA/BMG L74581
One of the UK's more inventive
jazz bands returns with aslightly
rockier set, inspired by that hippie's favourite, Hesse's Steppenwolf Not that this disc is 1960s
retro. If anything, it shows that
all Anglo jazz bands aren't slavish
Blue Note pedants. [
A:11
SAFFIRE — THE UPPITY BLUES
WOMEN: SAFFLRE — THE
UPPTIY BLUES WOMEN
Alligator AL 4780
Three women in their mid forties forming a blues combo?
JULY 1990

And why not? Their age endows
them with asophistication and a
sense of humour that produces
tunes like ' Even Yuppies Get The
Blues' and ' Ibe Middle Aged
Blues Boogie', a refreshing
change from '... Woke up this
morning and found myself alone/
broke/dead'. A delight, like
Moms Mehl' to music. [
A:1]
SOFT MACHINE: SOFTS
See For Miles SE CD 285
(45m 27s) CD
SOFT MACHINE: ALIVE AND
WELL-RECORDED IN PARIS
See For Miles SEE CD 290
(39m 13s) CD
By this point — mid- 1970s and
nearing its demise — the Soft
Machine had gone from hippiewhimsy to jazz, and in the midst
of the punk era they had a hard
time of it. But these sets show
that the Softs were guilty of
foreshadowing something else
entirely: New Age. But because
the jazz outweights the z-z-z-zs,
it's [
A:1/2] per.
SALT- NPEPA:
BLACKS' MAGIC
Next Plateau/ffrr 828 164-1
The delightful duo's third rap
extravaganza and further reason
to believe that they may he the
genre's best communicators.
Message, mirth and inventiveness in rock's most pretentious
genre? A joy, but skip the iffy
version of McGuinn/Clark's 'You
Showed Me'. [
A:11
DAVY SPILLANE:
SHADOW HUNTER
Cooking Vinyl COOK 030
The Uilleann piper's third. Spillane being a hero of the folk,
roots crowd. A multi- genre
instrumental exercise that both
relaxes and challenges, especially as DS isn't afraid to juxtapose seemingly antagonistic
styles. (
A:1/21
MICHAEL LEE THOMAS:
VOYAGER —
GRAND TOUR SUITE
Bainbridge BCD2503 ( 53m
I9s ) CD
Musical commemorative for
Voyager's 12- year journey
through space. A cross between
New Age and an SF soundtrack,
this disc boasts sampling of the
space probe's actual transmitted
signals. Weird stuff, for people
who own pin-ups of Patrick
Moore. [
A*:11
TROUBLE: TROUBLE
Def American/Phonogram
842 421-2(42m 21s)CD
Christian headbangers who don't
bang you over the head à la
Stryper. Musically undecided,
though, so their debut runs the
gamut from lots- of- bottom
crunch to mild thrash to semiGothic to sub- Tap ' progressive'.
But they deserve a nod for their
non-preachy stance, so it's [
A/
B:2].

TWO NICE GIRLS:
LIKE A VERSION
Rough Trade RTM 235
Rough Trade RTM 235CD
(21m 27s)CD
What ajoy! The Texan quartet is
back . with a mini- LP, their
answer to Pin- Ups- style cover
IPs, and it's ahoot from the title
through to the track selection.
Standouts include a take of the
Carpenters' ' Fop Of The World'
and their own modern classic,
Spent My Last $ 10 ( On Birth
Control & Beer )'. [
A:11
UNCLE SAM:
LETTERS FROM LONDON
Skeller 3MT 55
Dist by Pinnacle
Serious ' heavy duty grunge to
charm fans of Guns & Roses- style
and the thrash crowd. Garage
band sympathies and definitely
not as dumb as they look.
[A/A*:1]
VARIOUS:
... IF YOUJUST TUNED IN ...
Awareness AWL 1017
Roots and acoustic music — a
delightful specially- priced 12track compilation recorded at
the Mean Fiddler. Ted Hawkins,
John Wesley Harding, the Dinner
Ladies, Pat Orchard — real music
is alive and well. IA:1]
VARIOUS: LET'S DRINK SOME
JUICE AND ALL GET LOOSE
Sun/Charly CD SUN 28
(59m -12s) CD
Two dozen R&B rarities, from
the Sun studios 1951-1954. Little
Milton, Junior Parker, Roscoe
Gordon, Pinetop Perkins and
more, hot Southern blues with a
suitably vintage feel. [
H/B:1/2]
WHAT? NOISE: FAT
One Little Indian Records
BRAVE BND 8CD
(58m 13s ) CD
Bands with names like this one's
are simply asking for it: the first
half of the monicker begs the
question, the second answers it.
Terminally hip, and strictly for
masochists. IA:3/41
JOEMY WILSON:
CELTIC DREAMS
Dargason Music DMCD-107
(11m 15s) CD
Not the Beatles catalogue this
time, but 'Furlough O'Carolan's
18th Century Celtic melodies
more suitable for the hammered
dulcimer. Aimed at purists,
though the world music crowd
may be tempted. 1A/A*:11
JOHN ZORN: NAKED CITY
Elektra Nonesuch 755979238-2 ( 55m I3s ) CD
The most coherent yet at the
same time anarchic rock- jazz
fusion in years. A musical representation of comic- book urban
angst, and it would make a
helluva good score for some
cyberpunkyi/n/ noir epic. Nasty,
nasty stuff. IA:11
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ABC: ABSOLUTELY ABC
Neutron/Phonogram
842 967-2 (74m 58s ) CD
Excellent 'best of' ( 12 tracks on
vinyl, 17 on CD) charting the
pop brilliance of one of the
1980s' finest high-gloss bands.
'The Look Of Love', ' When
Smokey Sings' — CD-era polish
with the artistic virtues of a
bygone age. 1A/A*:1]
THE ACTION:
THE ULTIMATE ACTION
Edsel FD CD101( 49m 34s) CD
17 tracks including all of the
singles and B-sides, plus some
unissued material. One of those
fine 1960s ' lost' mod groups
whose discs fetch afortune at US
record fairs. A grand memorial to
yet another Band Who Would Be
The Small Faces. [13:1/2]
AMEN CORNER:
ROUND AMEN CORNER
Deram 820 918-2 ( 51m) Cl)
The original LP plus extra material, pure pop from a late 1960s
mod outfit with a knack for
covering great American radio
fodder. ' Bend Me, Shape Me',
'Expressway To Your Heart', plus
acluster of Fairweather- Low originals. IA:2]
CHUCK BERRY:
FRUIT OF THE VINE
Chess/Charly CD RED 19
(film 10s)CD
Curious mix of 24 tracks from
the first third of his career, some
familiar classics but mainly lesser- known works. A change from
the usual hits, and worth purchasing for ' Merry Christmas
Baby' and covers of blues standards. [
A/B:1/1*]
DAVID BOWIE:
SPACE ODDITY
EMI CDP 79 1835 2
(56m 55s ) CD
DAVID BOWIE: THE MAN
WHO SOLD THE WORLD
EMI CDP 79 1837 2
(54m 00s ) Cl)
DAVID BOWIE: HUNKY DORY
EMI CDP 79 1843 2
(57m 16s) CD
Sigh of relief: the UK Cl) reissues
are identical to the Rykodisc
releases in the import bins. Extra
tracks, sterling sound quality and
gorgeous booklets — agreat way
to welcome him back to the
racks. This late 1960s/early
1970s material holds up beautifully, released in time for the
tour and to remind you of just
what a pop wizard Bowie was
and is tet*:11 each.

RICK DANKO: RICK DANKO
Edsel ED CD317 ( 33m 08s) CD
Near-perfect 1977 solo LP from
the Band's most distinctive voice
— so much so that it could have
been aBand release. Most of the
members appear on this anyway,
alongside Clapton, Ronnie
Wood, Doug Sahm and others.
Could be abelated hit now that
the Notting Hillbillies have
revived the genre. [
A:1/11
DUANE EDDY:
HAVE TWANGY GUITAR
WILL TRAVEL
Motown WD72688
(25m 16s)CD
DUANE EDDY: $1,000,000
WORTH OF TWANG
Motown WD72687
(45m () 3s) CD
Surprise appearance on this particular label, two early sets from
a guiarist cursed with a toodistinctive sound. But it's not all
'Rebel Rouser', and Eddy showed
far greater variety than any
would expect. To rate up there
with the best of Chet Atkins, and
a treat if you want to humiliate
fans of the Shadows. [
A/B:11
FAIRPORT CONVENTION:
TIPPLERS TALES
BGO BGOCD72 ( 37m 2Is ) CD
Circa ' 78 and minus Thompson,
but doing astellar job of it with
roots music only slightly too
purist to let you think it was
recorded in 1990. I.ots of songs
written by that prolific tunesmith ' Traditional', who must
have made afortune in royalties
from this outfit. [
A/B:1/21
AL GREEN: TOKYO ... LIVE
Hi/Demon HI UK CD 104
(75m 06s ) CD
Never before released in the UK,
Green's live- in-Japan double IP
transferred intact to CD. Superb
sound and a glimpse at one of
soul's deities at the height of his
career. The hits and more, plus a
breathtaking ' How Can You
Mend A Broken Heart'. IA:11
TOM JONES:
STOP BREAKING MY HEART
Deram 820 773-2
(53m 02s) CD
Another fine set, this time composed of rare material with the
bonus of eight previously
unissued tracks. Singles. B-sides,
film music and — as a capper —
the still powerful ' It's Not
[Inusual'. IA:11

ALBERT KINGIOHN LEE
HOOKER:
I'LL PLAY THE BLUES FOR
SAM COOKE: LIVE AT THE
YOU
HARLEM SQUARE CLUB, 1963
Tomato/Charly 2696142
(49m 27s) (: D
RCA ND90454 ( 37m 36s ) CD
Just what the title says, plus King King and Hooker caught live in
Curtis in the backing band and a Chicago in 1977, each with half
selection of signature tunes the disc and playing their most
which few other soul singers can popular numbers. Neither has
match. Immaculate show- sounded better, so this Cl) intromanship and the intimacy you'd duces you to two legends all at
expect in a club gig. [
B:1/11
once. [
A:1/1*1
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urnE WILLIEJOHN:
MISTER LITTLE WILLIEJOHN
King KCD-603 ( 29m 53s) CD
LITTLE WILLIEJOHN:
SURE THINGS
King KCD-739 ( 29m 24s) CD
(Dist by Crusader Marketing)
Two gems from the King label,
and budget-priced, too. Exceptional soul-flavoured R&B from
an early giant best known for his
smash ' Fever'. It's not in this pair,
but what's on offer ranks with
the finest this genre has produced. Strong and passionate.
[B:11 per.

the casual buyer, while IGo To
Pieces contains lesser known
items for the connoisseur. Heartwrenching pop and an inimitable
sound. [
B:1] for the hits, [
B/C:2]
for the rarities.
PETER SICELLERN: SKELLERN
Ariola 260 490 ( 35m 13s ) CD
Pop's favourite anachronism,
circa 1975 but sounds 1935.
Lovely stuff for aromantic interlude. Let's see you not think of
chocolates when you hear ' Love
Is The Sweetest Thing'. [
A:1/2]

JOHNNY SHINES:
TOO WET TO PLOW
JULIAN'S TREATMENT:
A TIME BEFORE THIS... PLUS Tomato/Charly 2696362 (48m
26s) CD
See For Miles SEE CD 288
(76m 01s) Cl)
If you buy only one blues release
The kind of progressive rock this year, this session from 1975
obscurity at which See For Miles
is it. A protegé of Robert Johnexcels. Heady stuff which will
son, Shines nestles comfortably
appeal to current Goths with a inbetween the rural and the
urban, with a distinctive voice
sense of history. SF readers will
that charms and captivates.
love it, not surprising as the
band's main man was SF author Should go down atreat with fans
of Ted Hawkins. [
A*:1***]
Julian J Savarin. IMB:21
NICK LOWE:
LABOUR OF LUST
Demon FIEND CD182
(34m 13s)CD
NICK LOWE:
NICK THE KNIFE
Demon FIEND CD183
(34m 13s)CD
NICK LOWE:
THE ABOMINABLE
SHOWMAN
Demon FIEND CD184
(35m 39s) CD
Three of Lowe's pop epics from
1979-1983, timed to coincide
with the release of the new
album. All are loaded with little
classics, but Labour Of Lust is
the most memorable. A crash
course in hooks and melodies.
IA:11, [A:11, IA:1/21
OST: FORBIDDEN PLANET
Small Planet/Silva Screen PRD-001 ( 39m 35s ) CD
Utterly remarkable SF film score
from 1956 by Louis and Bebé
Barron, entirely electronic yet
predating Moog. A seminal
recording for scholars of electronic sounds. And, yes, there is a
track called ' Ancient Krell
Music'. [ IH:1***1
GENE PITNEY:
THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSCD 239 (66m 49s ) CD
Comprehensive mid-price set
with 24 tracks including all of
the hits. Stunning vocals and
classy material. [
A/B/C:1/11
DEL SHANNON:
RUNAWAY HITS
Edsel ED CD121 ( 37m 38s) CD
DEL SHANNON:
IGO TO PIECES
Edsel ED CD174 ( 36m 08s) CD
A pair by which to remember
the early Sixties hitmaker who
recently took his own life. The
hits set is the wiser purchase for

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD:
EVERYT'HING'S
COMING UP DUSTY
BGO BGOCD74 ( 36m 05s) CD
Welcome CD of her 1965
release, with the expected mix
of Goffin/King and Bacharach/
David material. The voice is
peerless, but who let her cover
'La Bamba'? That aside, this is an
[A:1] package.
CARLA THOMAS:
MEMPHIS QUEEN
Stax/Ace CDSXE 027
(33m 59s) CD
Archetypal Stax soul from 1968,
with Ms Thomas living up to the
CD's title. Booker T & the MGs
and the Memphis Horns on backing, the material perfect for Carla's technique — this is one which
won't shrink if placed on the
shelf next to Aretha. [
A:11
VARIOUS:
THE LAURIE RECORDS
STORY
Laurie/Ace CDCHD 933
(72m 11s)CD
Mindboggling 29- track set
covering an early indic label
with a roster ranging from Dion
& the Belmonts to the Chiffons
to the Royal 'Snoopy Vs The Red
Baron' Guardsmen. At least half
the tracks are all-time greats, and
the sound is simply wonderful.
[A:1/1*]
MUDDY WATERS:
ROLLIN' & TUMBLIN'
Chess/Charly CD RED 17
(70m 31s)CD
Superb early material, 19471956, with Muddy in a more
rural vein than most would
expect. But the energy is
undiminished by the rustic
flavour, and that voice just drips
with the blues. A great intro if
you prefer to start at the beginning. [
A/H:1/21
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Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

THE real HIFi specialists in Buckinghamshire

STOP PRESS

Aiwa. AKG. Alphason. Audio Technica (CD Players also). ADC. AR
A&R. Beard. Boston. BLQ. Castle. Celestion, Denon. Diesis. Dual
Exposure. Gale Goldbug. GoUrine Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
liarmon Kardon. KEF. Logic. Linn Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mantra, Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission. Mordaunt
Short Marantz. Monster. Myst Nakamkhi. Nagaoka. NAD. Ortofon.
Paragon. Philips (CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rata.
'otel. Renos. Revolver. Roksan. Sennheiser, Something Solid. Sondes
Stand & Deliver. Spendor. Systemdelt Tannoy, Target. Teac CD,
Thorens. Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta

Roksan
Musical Evening
on Wednesday 27th
June 1990

Free Tickets
available now.
4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790

CHESHIRE
-Er 0625 582704
,
Monday

OPEN loam.épm. Monday-Frkilay, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
credit can' facilities available

C .=

115.4

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA,
BMW, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, CREEK,
DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK. REGA. REVOLVER,
NAKAMICHI, KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
NAIM AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA, SONY,
QUAD, NAD.
FULL DEMONSTRATION
INSTALLATION SERVICE

AND
FOR

DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI- Fl.

Dorchester Hi fi Ltd
HI- Fl SPECIALISTS

MARANTZ SPENDOR KEF
AUDIO-TECHNICA TANNOY
QUAD ARCAM REVOLVER
YAMAHA STAX MORDAUNTSHORT SME DENON
CELESTION MONITOR
AUDIO ROGERS B & W
NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB
AMADEUS ZARATHUSTRA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ROTEL
ROKSAN

JULY OFFERS
Normal Price Sale Price
Q
Amp
£ 499.95 £390.00
Una Nebula Amp
£ 399.95 £ 290.00
Carver CT Seven/M.1ot
(Tuner Pre Amp Power Amp.) £ 1365.95 £ 999.00
Carver T1.3300 CD Player £ 695.95 £595.00
Heybrook HB200 Loudspeakers £ 369.00 £ 259.00
SyMemdek 11X.Mainvare
Formula V-MC7V 510
£ 510.00
f399.00
EAR 509 • MKII Valve Monoblock £ 1799.00(palr)P0A
Coming coon MAGNUM& ACCOUSTATS

17 Durngate Street, Dorchester,
Dorset DT1 UP. 0305 264977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

DISCOUNT CD & TAPE
EXTENDED GUARANTEE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

CLONFY
THE

SOUNDSTAGE

ONLY THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN HI-FI
STOCKISTS OF:Linn, Alphason, Onix, Epos, Royd, Creek, BLQ,
Mission, Revolver, Ariston, Kef, Infinity, Tannoy,
Denon, Rotel, NAD, Yamaha, Alexander, AR,
Nakamichi, Mordaunt-Short, Sound Organisation,
Audio Technica, Target, Projekt & many others.

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Aragon, Quad, Nakamichi,
Arcam, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

OPEN 6DAYS, 2luxury dem rooms.
Plenty of FREE PARKING, FREE COFFEE,

21 NANTWICH ROAD,

7DAY NO QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK

CREWE,

GUARANTEE

CHESHIRE

TEL: ( 0270) 255488
.sounds
outstanding

BUCKS
Tel: 0494 31682

Yak/and Yeene <_Aulti)
AGENT FOR QUAD AND ATC MONITORS

AD( • AKAI ARCAW BANC; 23 () LUFSFN CELESTION
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO' • DUAL • HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN • MORDAUNT-SHORT • MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER • QUAD RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA
'Eppmg and %amen Walden only
148111C;FISTREET EPPING ESSEX • TEL . 101781 74242
21> KIN(; STREET SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX TEL . 10799123728
70 SOUTH STREET BISHOP'S STORTFORD 1-1FRTS • TEL:102791656401

For the closest approach to the original sound" contact IAN BEWLEY.
Tel: 07684 86235, Fair Place", Watermillock-on-Ullswater, Penrith,
CA11 OLR. Hear the latest QUAD range. including ESL, 63s, and ATC
active SCM 50 Monitors and the incomparable new SCM20, by arrangement at " Fair Place" any afternoon and in your own home without
obligation in North England and Scotland. Also agent for Townshend
Glastonbury, Castle. Spendor. Sugden. Marantr,
Nakamichi, Kelvin Labs, % vox and Sumo. CD% also available.

COMPACT "(café

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.

Tel. 0925-828009

FAX: 0925

825773

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also al - COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.

Closed Wednesday.

Active

Audio

THE HI-FI SPECIALISTS

sound systems

ARCAM • ARISTON ICELESTION UDENON UHEYBROOK UKEF
REFERENCEU CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDELITY UMARANTZ IMERIDIAN
•REVOXIIIROTEL UROGERS UETC.
Demonstration And Home inal Fachnes Account and Credit
Cards Ring For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
12, Omaston Road,
The Spot, Derby
(0332) 380385

ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CASTLE, DE LTEC, DENON,
DUAL, KENWOOD, MOTH, PINK TRIANGLE,
PROAC, QED, ROTE L. SME, SD ACOUSTICS,
SENNHEISER, STAN DESIGN, SYSTEMDEK,
TANNOY, TARGET, WHARFEDALE

27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P09 1PY

L
eriripr
4-1
TICE ULTIMATT.111
SOUND OVrt

Tel: ( 0705) 473952
Open 10-1, 2-6 Tues Sat

III Il )\. ',SRI( ORD RIX II)X

)1 11 l000

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB

moNFoR

3 A & R Cambridge
3 Ariston 3 B& OU Castle
SOUND
IU Celestion 3 Creek
II Denon 3 Dual Foundation
3 Marantz U Monitor Audio
• Mordaunt-Short 3 Pioneer U Philips CD
• Quad U Roberts U Rotel 3 Revox
• Sennheiser 3 Sony U SpendorU Tannoy
• Technics • Thorens 3 Trio 3 Yamaha etc.
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

Tel:071-379 4010. Fax 071-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY • DENON
Also al Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

ANALOG AUDIO
(Hi FI Specialists)
849 High Road, London N 12
Tel: 081 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Ielestion, Denon, Dual, Marantr,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rote!, Yamaha.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all maior manufacturers.

griffin AUDIO

Please phone for details.

Recording Playback

hIRMIN

1AM

A1141 MARKETSJ
The pl.lie o here people

are about hi

& Monitoring Limited
2Burland Road
(Comer of Webbs Road)
London SW11 6SA
Telephone No 071 585 0274

R

(Near Clapham Junction. ClaPhaln
South & South Circular Road)

p

IVI

Open: Tues Sat 1030am-6.30pm

Authorised Stockists of: Linn, Nairn, Raga. Creek, Ion.
Denon, Sony, Cambridge, Revox, Nakamichi,
Goodrnans, Royd. Ruark, BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company, Audiotech, Sound
Organisation, Sound Factory, Audio Technica. Hunt
EDA. Sennheiser, Beyer.
2 Comfortable Single Speaker Dern Rooms
Informed Advice in a Relaxed Environment
Full Delivery & Installation Service

ROYO, MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM LINN, MONITOR

2 Year Warranty

AUDIO. EPOS, NAIM MISSION, REGA, DUAL, RO TEL.

Highly Experienced Turntable Service & Restoration

CYROS,

CREEK,

Facilities

NAKAMICHI,
RE VOX

Access, Visa 6g Instant Credit.

94

69

AUDIOVE\UE
FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Yamaha, Marantz etc.
Various Credit Facilities Available
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
2year warranty
Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday

I

,

A&R, Akai, AKG, Alphason, Aucho-Technica, Beyer,
Bose, Castle, Denon, Dual, Elite, Hunt-EDA, Meridian, Michell, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortolon, Q.E.D, Quad, Revox,
Sennheiser, Shure, Spendor, Tannoy, Target, TDK,
TDL, Thorens, Yamaha, etc.
Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd.,
12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston. Birmingham 815 1LD.
Telephone .021-455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

9.30-6.00 Tuesday-Saturday

lE=1
hIFI NEws & REcoRD RE\

ft TY 1990

BIRMINGHAM
10am—

6pm

DELTEC amplifiers. Slink cables.
PDM ONE

Stockists of: Linn HiFi, Naim Audio, Creek.

2single speaker demonstration rooms,

ST..

TUE -SAT

NORFOLK/SUFFOLK DEALER
FOR THE EQUIPMENT REVIEWERS
USE AND RECOMMEND.

24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,

Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLQ,

1 3 5 9 .

MARANTZ,

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS
LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 081-771 7787

BRISTOL
2

DENON,

QUAD

bit stream convertor.

VALVE AMPS by Audio Innovations, BBA(138100).
Croft, Concordant, Grant and others.

TURNTABLES by Alphason, Pink Triangle, Voyd
SPEAKERS by Snell and Rogers.
Also Mod Squad. Moth, Oto Boyd. Goldong. AudusTechmea. Target

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
Diss (0379) 740227
101

SPECIALIST G
aassical
Sounds
00-

SPECIALISTS IN RECORDED
CLASSICAL MUSIC AND HIGH
QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
CDs AND MUSIC CASSETTES
IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
STOCKISTS OF: Cued. Mused
Ratel, QED, Spendor,
Nakarnichi. 66W. MordaurdShort. Rogers, Philips. Aura,
Celeste°. Dual and Sennhetser

Clelettliesirom
11-1114G1r1

WILKINS)

E

WORTHING
Littlehanipiron Road

Tel VVorihing 6441

"ElIC WILEY

1-fastwigs HIF1

C

(:.11,-,7 IfI1)1311

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

CONSULTANTS

(32. WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONARDS. ( 0.124) 442975. 1

CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF 10 5BS

Selected
f
rom

•

Closed Wednesdays

153 Branston Road,
Burton-on-Trent
Telephone (0283) 33655

Active
Audio

(BOWERS

7

GRANGE HI FI
HiFi Specialists,
Two Demonstration Rooms
Products from — Arcam, AKG, Audio
Innovations, Audio Technica, Castle,
JPW, Creek, Dual, Denon, Kef,
Marantz, Moth, Quad, Pink Triangle,
Revolver, Rogers, Rote!, Snell, Spendor
Systemdek, Voyd, Yamaha

The most respected names
in
are here

Retailers of quality audio equipment
Sc. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 1SJ
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

Watling Court, 84E Watling Street East. Towcester.
Northants NN12 78S. Tel: Towcester (0327) 359588

IDE

EXPOSURE. MUSICAL FIDELITY, QUAD.
NAICAAIICHI, MONITOR AUDIO. ROGERS.
TANNOY, NAD, MANITCORE.1771.. MARANTZ,
AUDIO LAB. DENON. CELESTION, LINN.
KEF. YAMAHA. WHARFEDALE. ARCAM,
SNELL. AUDIO INNOVATIONS. SYSTEMDEK.
PROAC. ROTEL.

III OPEN MONSAT 9.00-6.00.
• FIIII/F."10Y'; TRATIONS -

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

STORE & I 110'11

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.

sound systems

ARCAM • ARISTON ICELESTION UDENON UHEYBROOK UKEF
II CYRUS/MUSICAL FIDELITY UMARANTZ
REVOXU ROTEL UROGERS U ETC.
Demonstration And Home Tnal F
aci fines. Account and Credit
Cards. Ring For Opening Times And FREE TACT PACK'

Active Audio,
29, Market Street,
Tamwortb, Derby.
e(0827) 53355

IStO

Lid.

KEN WOOD CENTRE
MARANTZ, ROTEL, DENON, CAMBRIDGE,
MICHELL, A.R., J.B.L., HECO, KEF, DUAL, SUPRA.
SENNHEISER, AKAI, TANNOY, Q.E.D, INFINITY,
HARMAN-KARDON, SONY, ARISTON, JECKLIN,
MONSTER, A.K.G., MORDAUNT-SHORT,
YAMAHA, WHARFDALE, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
PIONEER, TARGET, PARTINGTON, SUGDEN,
GOLDRING, NORDMENDE, BOSE, MONITOR
AUDIO, NAKAMICHI, B&W, ALLISON

Open Tues.—Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50 — 5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

Audio Reflections
Music for the Home
edb,

STCC
A
MSOA
SCIA20,
und

SCP.1100A on den,

DEMONSTRATION ROOM

••

I

CD/CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX

Tel (0323) 640911

•

GLASTONBURY

•.

FURUKAWA CARL«
KELVIN LABSTARGET

I

(1 ,
,ffY(1",

Trani-

THE TIME WINDOW
VAN DEN HUL

VECTEUR
REFERENCE MUSIC SYSTEMS

For further details or to arrange a demonstration
Contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on LEEDS ( 0532) 698037
HOME DEMONSTRATIONS A SPECIALITY

Wi•
IN TUNE - NATURALLY
...Lend me
your ears...

TO

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.

ADVERTISE

We are probably the only specialist HI-FI Dealers who record
as well as listen to live musk. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manufacturers:-

HERE

Audio Innovations, Audion, Audionote, Beyer, BLO. Decca.
Denon, Foundations, Goldring. Hellus, lecklin Float, IRV, IBL,
Marantz. Nagaoka. Nakamichl. Ortofon. Pink Triangle, Pirates,
OED. Revos, Rotel, The Rock, Sennheiser. Such, Sony,
Sugden, Supra, Systemdek, Torlyte. Target. Teac. Valdi. Voyd
Reference, Voyd. Yamaha etc
SECOND HAND EOUIPMENT AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS

CONTACT

The VP! Record Cleaning Service available.

eel@ Soubh
5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel: ( 0252) 714555

Monday to Saturday I
lam - 6pm
Demonstrations by Appointment

102
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TPARADE

ON 081-686 2599

GREEN STREET EASTBOURNE 313 -0,

EXT. 447

69 LONDON ROAD BRIGHTON 609431 =rill

3demonstration rooms at each shop
LATE NIGHT- WEDNESDAY- 8PM

ULTIMATE IN
SOL DAINICE

CLOSED MONDAYS
III
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 50p per word (private), minimum £ 13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 60p per word, minimum £ 16.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in September issue must reach
these offices by 18th July 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

AUDIOLAB 8000 A AMPLIFIER £ 100. Gale GS401
Speakers £200. Both upgraded to present specifications
by makers. Tel: (0604) 762638 evenings. (G)

APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURES. As new. Boxed.
UK guaranteed. Will demo. Cost new £4500. Bargain
£2950. Tel: (0903) 61213 or (0860) 660001. ( G)

MARTIN LOGAN CLS MKI's in perfect condition.
Only 18 months old, an amazing bargain at only
£795.00! Also Meridian 207, offers? Tel: (341) 9830
evenings. (G)

S.A.E. D102 CD £375, T102 Tuner £245, PI02 Pre
£295, A102 amp £360; Lot £ 1160. May sell Tuner, CD
Separately. Nakamichi 582 Cassette £325: Yamaha
CT800 Tuner £95: A.D.C. SS2/1 Blk Graphic £85. 2 x
Aurex ADRES 4Stereo NR £90. Excellent condition,
boxed (0602) 784714/624666. ( G)

NYTECH CTA 252 XD LINN LPI2 REGA RB200 ARC
101 Speakers with Stands £400. Lowther stereo tuner
£50. Seaford (0323) 891758. ( G)
EX DEM TDL STUDIO 2 ( immac) walnut only £499
pair. Denon PO4 4400 mono amps ex-dem only £495.
Langley Sound and Light (0753) 43389 (TDL's incl
stands). ( G)
QUAD HI-FI SET INCLUDING TWO ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKERS with black grille 303 amplifier
and tuner, with Fons turntable price £600. Tel: (0257)
422580. ( G)
APOGEE DUETTA 1ls, very good condition, will
demonstrate £ 1900. Upgrading to Divas. Tel: (081) 462
2540. ( G)
PAIR SPENDOR SPI BROADCAST MONITORS,
walnut and black finish, mint condition. Classic design
- superb quality. (Trading up to Electrostatics). Complete with very rigid 11" stands. £510. (051) 644 7522.
(G)
SERIOUS AUDIO FOR THE PRICE OF TOYS.
Unique custom design speakers £ 1600. Two 200 Wrms
custom monoblocks £500. Tel: Thatcham (0635) 65694
evenings for details. ( G)
KOETSU RED SIGNATURE - New November 1989.
Maximum 150 hours use. Was a business gift hut not
quite suitable for my system. Seeking £700 which is
50% of new price. Will demo. Tel: (0743) 860671. ( G)
QUAD 33. QUAD FM3 TUNER. TSA 110 130V
Amplifier. QED MC Pre Amplifier. GEC FR Speaker.
Lowther P6M Speaker. Yamaha 220 Tape Deck.
Ariston Audio RD11 Turntable. All mint condition.
Offers (0270) 760524. ( G)
SONY TA-AX44 AMP DSO. Quad 22, FM and AM
Tuners £70, Formula Four unipivot £45. Audio Technica Signet XK50 Arm £60. QED CD/Phono adaptor
£15. Wanted: QUAD 44 CU Tel: (0225) 852271 ( Bath).
(G)
SNELL K's, perfect condition, 6months old, complete
with 4leg Pirates stands, £460. ( Upgrading). Tel: (081)
579 3376 (evenings). ( G)
TANNOY ARDEN MONITOR CLASS SPEAKERS. A
rare opportunity to obtain these much sought-after
speakers in pristine condition £385 o.v.n.o. Tel: (0532)
651107. ( G)
PAIR OF CAMBRIDGE R50 TRANSMISSION LINE
SPEAKERS. Excellent £200. Buyer must collect.
WANTED: pair of Quad ELS 63s in mint condition.
Will collect any area. Tel: (0287) 638986. Guisborough
Cleveland. ( G)
KRILL KSA 100. Excellent condition £ 1299 o.n.o.
Ra ord STA 15 MKIII v.g.c. £225. Nakamichi 1000
tape' deck, Nakamichi 550 Portable. Offers. Tel: (0304)
821787 eves. ( G)
HARBETH H.L.Mk 4s walnut, Target 10" stands,
Target TT 4 equipment table. Please telephone for
prices on (081) 669 1088 anytime and leave message.
(G)
QUAD-34 CONTROL UNIT, Quad-306 amp boxed
£320. Linn Axis deck with Linn LVX plus arm £200. I
pair of Ruark Acoustic Sabre Speakers £ 100. Tel: Day
(0902) 711811 - Evenings (0902) 27205. (G)
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LINN ISOBARIK DMS Loudspeakers. Teak Finish.
Excellent condition including stands and cables. £800.
SP150 protection system ( black- box) unused, boxed,
guaranteed. £25. (0782) 271942/265729. ( G)
STUDERJREVOX G.36 2 track tape recorder ( valve).
Real collector's piece. Unused since complete overhaul
by F.W.O. Bauch, including new heads, brakes,
capstan, etc. Complete with owner's and workshop
manuals. Bromley (081) 460 9885. ( G)
CROFT MEGA MICRO PRE AMP £900. Elite Rock/
Alphason Xenon, MCS £257, Orotofon MC20 £50,
MC30 Super £70. Leak TL25 Monohlock Amplifiers
(Croft modified) £250, Musical Fidelity T1 Tuner £ 125,
Black Head Step-up £30. Tel: (021) 449 7532, Nick. ( G)
KEF REFERENCE 107 Monitors black ash finish,
boxed as new, room not large enough £ 1250. Tel:
Mansfield (0623) 755347. ( G)
LINN ASAK MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE.
Unwanted gift. (Cost new £329) £230 o.n.o. for quick
sale. Tel: (0272) 429 859. ( G)
PRICED FOR IMMEDIATE SALE DUE TO
RELOCATION. Apogee Ductta Signature ribbon
speakers and matching Apogee DAX electronic crossover £4000. Audio Research M300 amplifiers £3000.
Audio Research SP- 15 preamplifier £3500. Rclocaton
expected by July 1st. If interested, it is important to act
quickly. Tel: (071) 628 0101 week-days. ( G)
QUAD ESL63s. Black finish with matching Stand and
Deliver stands. Immaculate condition. £ 1075. Tel:
(0734) 789150. ( G)

REVOX 200s SYSTEM. B2I5s, B226s, B250s, B260s.
New ex dem. £3995 ( now £5774). Bose 901 MK VI new
ex dem. £995 ( now £ 1599). Denon DCD 1700 £375.
Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row, Birmingham B15 ILD. Tel: 021-455-0667. Closed Mondays.
(G)
THE "PURE SOUND SAVERS CLUB" for only £25
you can save up to 25% off all your HiFi requirements.
We guarantee that you can't huy the following products
cheaper, anywhere in the U.K. Aragon, Acoustic
Energy, Celestion, Deltec, Denon, Forte, Gryphon.
Levinson, Madrigal, Proceed, Sota, SME, Teac,
Threshold, Wadia etc. etc. If we haven't got it, we can
get it, cheaper and quicker, guaranteed! Pure sound,
051-645-6690/051-521-5063 (eves. & weekends) or if in
a hurry (0831) 202780/(0831) 202781. (G)
NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old HiFi. Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through New Croft valve amplifiers and New Tannoy
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( M)

LONDON HI-FI SERVICES offer experienced, conscientious attention and after-sales service from me, Colin
Iloward. Whether you arc starting from scratch,
upgrading, or simply need help in getting the best from
your existing system without buying anything new, my
thirty years experience could save you making an
expensive mistake. LONDON HI-FI SERVICES are
London's agents for TDL transmission line loudspeakers ( from about £550). Hear the deep, deep bass you've
been missing. Hear how DELTEC's revealing amplifiers can effectively renew your record collection. Hear
why the people who actually make records choose ATC
loudspeakers. Ring for an appointment to hear these
and many other interesting components in a friendly
unhurried environment, preferably bringing your own,
known LPs/CDs. My current list of used and demonstration equipment is now available. Tel: Colin
Howard, (071) 263 1015. ( G)

KRELL K.R.S.B.P. ( Balanced Pre- Amplifier). Once
in a lifetime chance to buy these state of the art
reference Pre Amplifiers at areasonable price. In mint
condition (one year old). Also one Micro Seiko
Compact Disc Player - In mint condition (one year
old). Must be seen and heard to he believed! Contact
Gordon Greenall on (0440) 704603 for timber details.
(G)

AEI + ALLOY STANDS ( NEW) - £735, AE3 + alloy
stands ( new) £ 1525, TDL compact monitors ( new)
£195, B & W 801 ( s/h) £595, ADC 2000T Tuner ( ex
dem) £ 130, Sony 557 ESD CD Player, ( new) £500,
Threshold S200 power (ex dem) £995, FORTE model 3
power ( ex dem) £795, Gryphon Phono Stage (ex dem)
£1295, Gryphon " Pre Amp" ( ex dem) £3295, Deltec
PDM Iconverter ( new) £395, Teac Z500 CD player ( ex
dem) £325, Aragon DZA converter ( new) £ 1100, Mark
Levinson No.27 ( new) £2995. Proceed CD Player
(new) £ 1590, TDL Studio 1 ( new inc. stands) £500. Part
exchange not possible at these prices, but might haggle.
Tel: Pure Sound - 051-645-6690/ 051-521-5063 ( eves.
and weekends) on (0831) 202780/(0831) 202781. ( G)
LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips- based 16- bit players. The new " Pro II" modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit board for £ 149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade, available for full-width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and a
dedicated toroidal transformer are used to power the
D/A converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified machines may
upgrade to " Reference" standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 01-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road. London WC2.
MAGNEPLANAR MG lila loudspeakers in white,
mint condition, guaranteed, £ 1995; Magneplanar MG
2.5R loudspeakers, mint, guaranteed, £ 1100; SMGa's,
brown cloth, brass trim, as new, £395; Denon POA6600 monoblocks, absolutely as new. £750 the pair;
Counterpoint SA-20, latest protection mods, £ 1700;
Koctsu Red Signature, £600; Spcndor SPI loudspeakers, as new, with Foundation stands, £550; MF Preamp
3a £ 170; PS Audio 4 preamp ( very nice). £400; Beard
P35, £400; DNM Series 2 preamp. £350. Pinewood
Music, ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI I7HL. Tel: (0264) 57536 and don't forget to see our full page advertisement each
month for the world's latest and very best equipment.
(G)
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HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS

A NEW MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKER OF GREAT
ACCURACY AND OUTSTANDING APPEARANCE

AUDIO SUITE PRE- AMP & MASTER SUPPLY
£9,990.00 ( LIST £ 15,500.00)
AUDIO PERFORMANCE POWER AMPS
£9,990.00 ( List £ 15,500.001
ETUDE SWITCHBOX £ 295.00 ( List £ 795)

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
•

Full details available on request

DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. f '2SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.
•

Interest free credit 0% APR subject
to personal status

REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHESKY. ALCM/LINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. "efter1V LYRITA

TRY
'JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP'

DOUBLE LP f16.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll - THE FAMOUS *YOU ARE THERE' PRESSING

NEW IN STOCK•FROM CHESKY:
THE POWER OF THE ORCHESTRA'
NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION £12.95
•
'ACOUSTIC ALCH'EMY' -RED DUST 8SPANISH LACE
GREAT ACOUSTIC GUITAR BASED FUSION' £.99

The pentachord produces aremarkable sense of space
and depth from metal cone drivers in an enclosure
only 10'/," high and rdeep.
Telephone for ademonstration.

•

Pentac Nord Loudspeakers
49 Rusholme Road SW15 3LF
081-788 2228

•

»IUD JORGENSEN -JAll TRIO on OPUS 3
SUPERB PIANO TRIO STANDARDS
£10 99
•

LYRITA -

SPECIAL OFFERS
•

BOULT CONDUCTS MARCHES VAR NO 71 S BRIDGE
OVERTURE RHAPSODY ETC NO 114 I HOWELLS QUARTETS 8
QUINTET NO 68
ONLYL7EACHORALL3FORC19

SHEFFIELD LAB
HARRY JAMES- sin HARRY

.. '
BIG BAND STANDARDS- CARAVAN • SATIN DOLL ETC
•
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH
OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS TO A
FULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING - BLUES, R8B. UK AND IRISH
FOLK. ELECTRONIC, NEW AGE. JAll. FUSION, COUNTRY ETC ETC
AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP - WHY NOT TRY US?
WE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER
SERVICE ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE
CAREFUL PACKING

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MONSAT
64 BECKENHAM RD,BECKENHAM,KENT,BR341.S.
081-658-3464
FAX. 081-650-0374

VALVES FOR AUDIO
MADE IN ENGLAND OR USA

1,000,000 VALVES IN STOCK
SELECTED LOW NOISE/LOW
MICROPHONY TYPES AVAILABLE.
MATCHED PAIRS/MATCHED
QUARTETS AVAILABLE.
ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS
& MANUFACTURERS MOST WELCOME.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR LARGER QTTIES.
PHONE OR FAX FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTE,

Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex
RH13 5LS (UK)
Mon-Fri 9am — 5.30pm
Callers by appointment only
Minimum UK Order £20 + VAT.
Min Export Order £50 + carriage
Telex: 87271
Phone 0403 210729 Fax: 0403 40214
Visa, Access & American Exp. accepted.

VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING
these superb arms, why not

upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hul cable?
Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with vdH MSS7 and leadout cable with 1m of
vdH MC- D502.
We will fit superb gold plated/Teflon insulated
phono plugs and gold plated shrink sleeved
cartridge tags.
Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£84.95. plus £3.75 p&p, and we will return your
arm within 21 days. Furthermore we will fully
guarantee our work for 12 months.
(Due to customer demand, we now offer the
following options: vdH phono plus £ 15.00
extra. 1.5m leadout £ 15.00 extra.)
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post.
SOUND DEALS: 52-54B SHORTMEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0767 312249
FAX: 0767 315714

10 i

written details upon application.
ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley
Tel: 0625 582704

Edge,

Cheshire.

Fax: 0625 586285

S .1.()P
the noise from domestic electrical equipment cg. liourescent
lights, televisions, fridges, etc, affecting your HiFi system
by fitting aLynwood Mains Conditioner.
.This results in:*Huge increase in soundstage width, height and depth.
*More space around each now clearl‘ distinct instrument.
*Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
focus.
*More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
*Cuts out RF interference.
This is the only unit we have found which accomplishes
these things without degrading the music in anyway. The
Lynwood Conditioner will supply over 500W of clean power
and is fitted into an expanded mains plus to replace the
ordinary plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets.
Available on asale or return basis for
£49.95 inri P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to
WENTWORTH

AUDIO

Coley Lane Farm, Wentworth.
Rotherham S(12 7S()

BILLINGTON VALVES

REGA RB300 / RB260

If you own one of

HAND

-, SECOND

CELLO

WILL COMPLEMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR
PLAYING EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:

SEND A6",.9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

EX-DEM

PERFECT FIDELITY
REFERENCE STUDIO

That's our goal at the

DISCOUNT BLANK CASSETTES
That
Maxon
I
Sony
II
TOR
HFS90 ( 105
1190 £1.15
LW 85p
UR 90 79p
UX-S 90 fl 45
VX90E1.35
AR90 C1.15
U1:44 90 f1.05
NIRX-PRO90
SA90 £1.55
XLIIS90 £1.75
OR 90 PHONE
£.99
MA90 f2.50
AIX 90 f2,70
POSTAGE' 1Tape 40p, 2-9E1.75, 10-24 £2.50.25-49 fil.00, 50 , PHONE

PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
Each tape is individually digitally mastered in real time and Is supplied with
instructions and specifications.
Dolby level: £3.75, Azimuth: £6.35, Speed: £5.15, Level,Az imuth: £8.95. Level
AzimuthSpeed: £ 12.00. Levelittlimuthr3OHz-15kHz frequency response
130110-15k Hz, 120u5 eq), £ 14.50. Multipurpose, 6Tests: Level. Azimuth,
Frequency Response (30Hz-15kHz), Dolby Er CTracking Speed. 8ms Meter
Toneburst ( 120us eq): £20.00
Postage 40p

ORDERSENDUIRIES TO: IAN HARRISON, 7, MILL HILL REPTON.
DERBY, DE6 6GO, TEL: 0283 702875

Every item of Hi -Fi equipment adds some form of
colouration.

We however, have tested many items and after
careful selection can offer some of the very best
available.
If your quest is total fidelity to music then give us a
call to make an appointment for ademonstration in
our superb studic.
High End Specialists
DELTEC • LUMLEY • DIAMOND ACOUSTICS •
ACOUSTAT • TOWNSEND • SPENDOR •
ZARATHUSTRA • MAGNUM • RADFORD • MARK
LEVINSON • CARDAS • MITCHELL • KISEKI •
ORTOFON • LONDON • VANDERSTEEN •
CONRAD JOHNSON • CHORD • etc

at
THE
REFERENCE STUDIO
HEATHFIELD SUSSEX 04352 8004

TO
ADVERTISE
HERE
CONTACT
HI-FI NEWS
ON 081-686 2599
EXT. 447
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BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each arc
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind arc available from bookshops at
f6.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can be ordered from
Messrs Kahn & Averill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way, they make an intriguing read.
(X/S)

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Quad. Leak, Radford, Williamson. RCA etc
Turntables: Canard 301. 401. Lab A. Thorens TD124, TD224
Pickup amts & heads: Decca heads. SME.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy pre- 1974 duals. Goodmans. Aidons 80.
Wharfedale. Quad ESL.
1990 28-page "Wanted List available upon request Buyer collects in all
areas on aregular basis
The %tape Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cossham Street.
libogotstield, Bristol, 8517 3EN. Telephotos (0272)565472 Anytime,
Pas (0272) 575442.

KRELL POWER AMP OR MONOBLOCKS TO
PARTNER SP/II APOGEE and top quality LP- Player
combination and cables Revox Tuner and cassette
deck. Call Peter evenings. Tel: London 081-876-8747
private. ( H)

HUI

DECCA SXL, MERCURY SFt/AMS, EMI ASD/SAX,
RCA LSC/SB. Collector seeks early stereo records. I
will pay good prices for mint copies of wanted records.
May also buy whole collect collection if it contains alot
of early stereos. Box No. 0754.

RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
Electronics Engineer, suitably qualified ( Degree ,
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford, Leak.
Rogers, Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7 days. Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467
(X)

Audio Cables Direct -I
Low U.S. Domestic Prices
We're the showcase for the audio
cable industry. Interconnects,
speaker cables, power cords
(and accessories, too.)
*Free shipping on purchases.
*39 brands. 194 cable products.
*Free of all U.S. taxes.

(The Cable Company)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.

'CALL, WRITE OR FAX FOR DEI AILS

CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine Spares Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.
CROWBOROUGH, E.SUSSEX. TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

(215)294-9576, or fax ( 215) 294-9586
L.o.box 305. upper black eddy. pa 1897U

ROMANIAN GROUP of Professional Electronics
Engineers and artists offer local advertising and/or
representative office for companies dealing with computers, audio-video equipment and records. Radu
Mutihac, P.O. Box 30-65, Bucharest. Romania. ( G)

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI- Fl
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW IS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
4506 PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone: 215-953-9222 FAX 215-953-0360

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
60p per word.
Min £ 15.00

Private:
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
50p per word.
Box No's:
(
These rates are
Min £ 12.00. £3.00 extra
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date
Credit Card No:

VISA

At\

El

E

e

El El

111111111111111
Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes El No E.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

ammo
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BACK DOOR
men, including John Lewis, Gerry Mulli-

MAX

HARRISON

ew jazz recordings give more permanent satisfaction than the dozen
Miles Davis cut in 1949-50 with
what, due to a later LP reissue, became
known as his ' Birth of the Cool' band.
Their appearance on CD ( Capitol) may be
overdue yet it coincides with the arrival
of what may be termed corroborative
evidence on another CD with the one-up
title The Real Birth of the Cool (Bandstand). To explain: the Capitols are the
tracks they set down in recording studios
while the Bandstand material is from 1948
broadcasts made during one of the
group's two short public appearances.
This shows how unprepared for this
music everyone was, the audiences at the
Royal Roost in NY rewarding the musicians either with the faintest scattering of
applause or noisy inattention.
Of course, the titles of both CDs are
misleading because cool jazz did not
begin with the veiled sonorities of this
ensemble, there being a cool vein of
expression in such music even when it
was conventionally supposed to be ' hot'.
What happens here is that the furious
assertion of bop, the first major postWorld War II jazz style, is supplanted by
quiet intimacy, a search for musical purity. The result is jazz that has asmoother
rhythmic flow, is more legato; attacks on
notes are underplayed and the emotion
informing them is diffused. None of this
implies undue relaxation but, rather,
another kind of intensity, here expressed
in quite complex instrumental textures
that were strikingly new at the time and,
what is far more unusual, have retained
their impact over 40 years.
Yet despite all this indestructible freshness, Davis's hand was not making a
wholly new departure. The improvized
solos are conceived in exactly the same
spirit as the written scores, and this was
really an arranger's, even a composer's,
band: its roots lie in Gil Evans's work,
beginning in 1941, for the Claude Thornhill orchestra with its French horns, tuba,
woodwinds then little used in jazz, and its

gan, John Carisi, George Russell and
others, who would meet at Evans's oneroom flat behind a Chinese laundry in a
shabby corner of New York and discuss
the musical language of jazz. Davis's band
grew out of these conversations.
His name is rightly on its music because
he negotiated the contract which led to
the Capitol recordings and found such
public engagements as the band had
during its fugitive existence. He was its
most distinguished soloist also, but the
character of the music was determined by
the scores which Evans, Lewis, Carisi and
Mulligan wrote, and by the singular instrumentation. Besides Davis's trumpet this
had trombone (JJ Johnson or Kai Winding), French horn (Junior Collins, Sandy
Siege'stein or Gunther Schuller), tuba
(John Barber), alto saxophone ( Lee
Konitz), baritone ( Mulligan), piano ( Al
Haig or Lewis), bass (Joe Shulman, Nelson
Boyd or Al McKibbon) and drums ( Max
Roach or Kenny Clarke). If the personnel
was unstable this is because it was mainly
what now would be called a rehearsal
band. As Lewis explained to the present
writer, ' When one of us had some money
we'd hire a studio and play.'
Their chosen instrumentation represented the minimum resources that could
reproduce the sounds and textures of the
Thornhill orchestra's more advanced output and further develop them in more
exclusively jazzlike directions. A good
illustration of the Davis band's method is
the interpenetration of harmony and
instrumentation. Its harmonic vocabulary,
with IIths, 13ths and polytonal combina Life after be-bop: Miles Davis,
Gil Evans, Gerry Mulligan and
'the ' Birth of the Cool' band'

tions mixing with more consonant
chords, is closer to that of bop than might
be supposed, hut the effect is quite
different because of such devices as
assigning the most dissonant note in a
chord to the French horn, softest-voiced
of the wind instruments present. Again,
Carisi's ' Israel' is ablues not in amajor or
minor key but in the donan mode: the
composer exploits the ambiguities which
arise from this.
It must be understood that the Capitol
performances were the result of work
over a considerable period, the last of
them being done in 1950 and the band
having first assembled in 1948. Although
varying somewhat with the personnel
changes, they are generally admirable as
interpretations of often difficult scores,
being precise without rigidity, their elegance never compromising the music's
drive. For those of us who have been
listening regularly to this near-perfection
over the past four decades the broadcast
performances come as more than a surprise, and it is not their earlier date alone
that leads one to regard them as stagingposts en route to the final achievement
preserved by Capitol. There is only one
significant addition to the repertoire, Lewis's interestingly contrapuntal arragement
of the McIntyre-Maurant 'S'il Vous Plaît',
and for the rest we get alternative versions of known pieces.
These are often longer, the broadcast
`Godchild', for instance, having nearly
twice the duration of the studio one. Most
of the extra space is devoted to solos
rather than to further explorations of the
singular manner of writing which this
ensemble brought into being, and some of
them are excellent indeed. The bop
influence is still on Davis, yet in ' Godchild'
or the first, incomplete, account of ' Budo'
he is heard in the process of discovering
himself, artistically speaking, in away that
was hardly possible during his hectic
years in Charlie Parker's bop quintet.
There is some magnificent Konitz also,
perhaps above all in ' Move' and the
second, complete, reading of ' Budo'. So far
as individuals are concerned the only
negative element on Capitol or Bandstand
is Kenny Ilagood's singing, if you want to
call it that on one or two tracks.
The Royal Roost performances are
much less immaculate than what we hear
on Capitol, but as a result of the band
being differently, and variously, balanced
on the broadcasts we gain a number of
fresh insights into these inexhaustible
scores. Although they have been issued
piecemeal on various I.Ps this Bandstand
disc is the first to bring nearly all of them
together. What remains outstanding is a
further interpretation of ' Move', held as an
acetate by a few collectors but never
publicly issued. It is a pity Bandstand
missed that, but their CD, like Capitol's, is
simply indispensable. 4-

pervasive sound which, in Evans's own
words, ' hung like acloud'. He was mother
hen to aloosely knit association of young

Bandstand BDCDI512
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Now on CD: Miles Davis, The Birth of the Cool,
Capitol CDP792862-2; The Real Birth of the Cool,
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ACOUSTIC
ENERGY
SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF.
"As far as I'm concerned, the AE1
re-defines the art of miniature
speaker design"
John Atkinson,
Stereophile, Sep. 1988
"To the author's knowledge, the
most awesomely dynamic and
articulate miniature ever made"
Alvin Gold, HiFi Choice, June
1988
. . . the hest looking, most
immaculately turned out stands
I've ever clapped eyes on"
Jonathan Kettle,
New HiFi Sound, July 1989
'The AE1 leapfrogs existing
references and sets new
standards of technical and musical
excellence . . ."
David Prakel,
HiFi Answers, March 1988

HEARING IS BELIEVING

To audition Acoustic Energy
loudspeakers — contact any of the
dealers listed below.
Doug Brady HI-FI
London WC2
Tel 01-379 4010
(Also at Warrington 8
Liverpool)
Grahams HI-FI
London N1
Tel 01-226 5500
KJ Leisure Sound
London W1
Tel 01-486 0552
Le Set
London SW3
Tel: 01-581 3676
Peter Jones
London SW1
Tel 01-730 3434
The Comliake Shop
London WI
Tel 01-631 0472
The HI-FI Centre
Barrow-in Furness,
Cumbria
Tel 0229 38757
The Listening Rooms
London SW5
Tel: 01-244 7759
The Audio File
Bishops Stortford, Herts
Tel 0[79 506576
Clanton.
Bolton. Lancs
Tel: 0204 31423
(also at Manchester)

Steve Boxshall Audio
Cambridge,
Cambridgeshire
Tel 0223 68305
Audio Excellence
Cardiff, Wales
Tel 0222 228565
(also at Gloucester
Swansea)
Cheiston HIFi
Chelston, Torquay,
Devon
Tel: 0803 606863
Data Sound
Dorking, Surrey
Tel 0306 882897
Wentworth Audio
Dunstable, Beds
Tel 0582 663383
Jeffries HI-FI
Eastbourne. Sussex
Tel 0323 31336
(also at Brighton)
HI-FI Corner
Edinburgh, Scotland
Tel 031 220 1535
(also at Falkirk 8
Glasgow)
In
Edinburgh. Scotland
Tel: 031 225 8854

Lintone Audio
Gateshead, Tyne 8Wear
Tel: 091 477 4167
(Also at Whitley Bay 8
Durham)
Menders HI-FI
Grimsby, Sth.
Humberside
Tel: 0472 351391
PJ HI-Fl
Guildford, Surrey
Tel 0483 504801
Compact Music
Havant, Hants
Tel 0705 473952
The Sound Gallery
High Wycombe. Bucks
Tel 0494 31682
Audio Projects
Leeds, Yorks
Tel 0532 304565
The Leicester HIFi Co.
Leicester. Leic.
Tel 0533 539753
Pure Sound
Liverpool. Merseyside
Tel: 051 645 6690
Unllet Products
New Malden, Surrey
Tel 01-942 9567
Audlo Insight
Milton Keynes
Northants
Tel 0908 561551

Basically Sound of
Norfolk
Nr. Norwich, Norfolk
Tel 0508 70829
Sound Approach
Norwich, Norfolk
Tel 0603 622833
Audio Counsel
Oldham, Lancs.
Tel 061 633 2602
Stilton Audio Systems
Peterborough, Cambs
Tel 0733 297152
Rayleigh 141-Fl
Rayleigh, Essex
Tel 0268 779762
(also at Chelmsford)
Audio Centre
Sheffield. Yorks.
Tel 0742 737893
Tonbridge HI-FI
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Tel 0892 24677
Uxbridge Audio
Uxbridge. Middx.
Tel 0895 30404
Acoustic Arts
Warlord, Herts.
Tel: 0923 245250
West Mldlands Audio
Worcester, Worcs,
Tel 0905 58046

Acoustic Energy have distributors in the following countries:
Australia
Austria
Canada
Denmark
Eire

Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Italy

Korea
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Portugal
Singapore
Spain
Sweden

(qAEA

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

Acoustic Energy Limited
3A Alexandria Road London W13 ONP
Tel: 01-840 6305
Fax: 01-579 1761 Tlx: 266834

Switzerland
Thailand
Taiwan
U.S.A.
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The Virtuoso Sound
A collection of 10 full price

BARTÓK: Concerto for
Orchestra

CDs, as originally released,
now in aspecial

Music for Strings,
Percussion and Ce esta
BIZET: Carmen and

presentation box at mid price, for alimited period.
10CDs 430 239 2

STRAVINSKY: ft', Hit(
Spring
Symphonies of Wind
Instruments
Fête ala française: a
popular French programme
BERLIOZ: Symphonie
fantastique

L'Arlésienne Stiles
HOLST: The Planets
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at
art Exhibition
Night on the see Mountain
RAVEL: Boléro/Daphnis et

RESPIGHI: Pines of Rome/
oillitains of Romp
TCHAIKOVSKY:

Chloé Suite 2, etc

1812 Overture/etc

charles dutoit/montreal symphony orchestra
celebrating 10 years on decca

new releases

Of IiIIYV

11111.`
In celebration of the 10th

anniversary of their

oi -rotr MON RÉ AL

association with Charles
Dutoit and the Montreal
Symphony Orchestra, Decca
issue this special mid- price
presentation set of 10 of the
most acclaimed recordings

Gershwin
An American in Paris
Rhapsody in Blue'
Porgy and Bess —
A Symphonic Portrait

G,(
RHAPSODY IN BLUE
eAN AMERICAN IN PARIS
buTote:tikpi

resulting from this unique
partnership.
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r
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14%

Cuban Overture
Louis Lortie ( piano)*
CD 425 111 2
MC 425 111 4
LP 425 111 1

Tchaikovksy
Symphony No 4

IIA IKOVSKY

Francesca da Rimini
CD 421 814 2
MC 421 814 4

iii

1,11. III

Tchaikovsky
Symphony No 5
Hamlet — Fantasy Overture
CD 44i 502 2
MC 425 502 4
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A new Dutoit discography is now available from your dealer or •
Decca Classics 1Sussex Place London W6 9XS

